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SPECIAL ISSUE

The Twelfth International Conference on
Electron Beam Technologies (EBT 2016)
13-18 June 2016, Varna, Bulgaria

Preface

This biennial meeting brings together again physicists,
chemists, material and electronic engineers from
universities, research institutions and industry, who are
involved in various studies and applications of electron
beam techniques and technologies.
The conference is one of the series, which started in
1985 in Varna. During the period from the First
International Conference on EBT there have been great
advances in the field. The success of the previous eleven
events of this series clearly demonstrated that the scientist
and engineers, working in the academia and research and
development laboratories of industry continue to make
contributions to electron beam technology development,
based on knowledge of theory, deep understanding of the
manufacture needs and the intellectual power of the
researchers. The contents of this Proceeding show a great
scope of activities and the big potential of the developed
technologies to increase the efficiency of industrial
fabrication, to create new products and to improve the life
standards.
Electron beam technologies celebrate now 55 years
from the first machines and industrial technologies based
of application of the interaction of the intense electron
beams with materials in vacuum. In the Proceedings of 12th Conference on EBT in Varna the 30-years history of
ideas and the basic achievements in the last two years in
our field is traced. Personal success of the last of two-three
generations researchers could be also seen. Remarkable
research results are received in conventional topics as

beam physics and generation, electron beam welding,
electron beam melting and refining, electron beam
evaporation and deposition of functional coatings and
electron accelerator applications for modification of
various materials.
As an example of the dynamic development in our
field, it can be pointed to the academic and industrial
achievements in the field of additive manufacturing of
metallic samples, produced layer after layer by selective
electron beam melting. It was started by the Swedish
company ARCAM in 1997 and it is commercially
available from 2007. As another example I could suggest,
that nanotechnology thin film sophisticated modern
surface treatment methods could focus the reader attention.
The Proceedings of EBT 2016 are printed for fifth time
as regular issue of one of the most respectful Bulgarian
scientific and technical journals: “Electrotechnica and
Electronica” (The Electro-technical Engineering and
Electronics), published by Union of Electronics, Electrical
engineering and Telecommunications of Bulgaria. Before
that, two volumes of “Vacuum”, with Proceedings of our
conference were also published.
As an Editor of this issue I hope, that the papers,
published here will provide to the subscribers of
“Electrotechnica and Electronica”, as well to the readers in
Bulgarian libraries a new portion of state-of-the-art
information on the science and applications of electron
beams.
On behalf of the International Organizing Committee
of the EBT 2016 and of behalf of the Editorial Board of
the journal “Electrotechnica and Electronica” I express my
thanks to all the participants and their Institutions for the
contribution to the realization of the conference and the
cooperation to prepare this issue

Prof. Georgy Mladenov
Chairman of the EBT’2016,
Editor of this issue,
Corresponding member of BAS.
e-mail: mladenov@abv.bg

INVITED PAPERS
Building the Еco-system for the electro-optics platform
Kenneth Tai
2015 has already been claimed as International Year of Light by United Nations. Light and lightbased technologies have received wide attention. United States and Europe were aware of this trend
early and in 2013 they had proposed the White Paper and strategic roadmap about light-based
technologies respectively. During the transition process of technology trends, many opportunities will
arise inevitably. At this moment, it is necessary to find out the self-position and confirm the
development direction quickly. With multi-party cooperation, the cornerstone of the industry could be
raised and the time length of technology development could be folded up. Therefore, it would have a
chance to grasp the world level market. In addition, education and training must also act
simultaneously. This can provide the industry adequate engineering and R & D people.
Изграждане на Еко-система за електро-оптична платформа (Кенет Тай). 2015 се
смята от Организацията на обединените нации (ООН) за Международна Година на
Светлината. На светлината и технологиите, базирани на светлина, се обърна широко
внимание. САЩ и Европа бяха наясно с тази тенденция отрано и съответно през 2013 г.
предложиха Белия Лист и стратегическа пътна карта за технологиите, базирани на
светлина. По време на преходния процес на технологичните тенденции, неминуемо ще
възникнат много възможности. В този момент, е важно бързо да се открие личната позиция
и да се потвърди посоката на развитие. Чрез многостранно сътрудничество крайъгълният
камък на индустрията може да бъде повдигнат и продължителността на времето на
развитие на технологиите да се намали. Следователно, ще има възможност да се хване
пазара на световно ниво. В допълнение, образованието и обучението трябва да действат
едновременно. Това би осигурило на индустрията хора, занимаващи се адекватно с инженерна
и развойна дейност.

Introduction
The UN has recognized the importance of raising
global awareness about how light-based technologies
promote sustainable development and provide
solutions to global challenges. In fact, light plays a
vital role in our daily lives. It becomes an imperative
cross-cutting discipline of science in the 21st century.
On 20 December 2013, the UN General Assembly
68th Session proclaimed 2015 as the International
Year of Light and Light-based Technologies (IYL
2015). An International Year of Light is a tremendous
opportunity to ensure that governments and people are
made aware of the problem-solving potential of light
technology. The proclamation obtained positive
response and recognition from many countries
immediately. This illustrated the science and
technology of light is leading a new revolution. It will
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

affect the development of the global civilization and
the well-being of human. The UN declared that the
21st century is the century of light. The UN declared
that the 21st century is the century of light. The
influence of light to economy is so great, just like
electronic technology had during the 20th century.
Therefore, the economic development would be
closely related to the development of both light and
electronic. In 2014, the Nobel Prize in Chemistry and
Physics were both awarded to the people whose
researches are of light technology. For chemistry
prize, it was awarded jointly to Eric Betzig, Stefan W.
Hell and William E. Moerner "for the development of
super-resolved fluorescence microscopy". For a long
time optical microscopy was held back by a presumed
limitation: that it would never obtain a better
resolution than half the wavelength of light (0.2um).
Helped by fluorescent molecules they ingeniously
7

circumvented this limitation. Due to their
achievements the optical microscope can now peer
into the nanoworld. For physics prize, it was awarded
jointly to Isamu Akasaki, Hiroshi Amano and Shuji
Nakamura "for the invention of efficient blue lightemitting diodes which has enabled bright and energysaving white light sources". Both red and green LED
are already mature in technic and substantial in
market, but limited to the mismatched blue LED level,
the white light LED was defective. This made
corresponding LED lighting market was unable to be
developed substantially. Now the high performance
blue LED appears, so the key issues of white LED
lighting is finally addressed and a substantial leap
forward has been made in LED lighting market. By
these two facts, light technology could bring human
being more expansibility has been proven again.
.

Technology Product Cycle
I was one co-founder of ACER Corp. I
experienced many big changes for semiconductor. I
am a witness to the revolution of computer. First was
Mainframe, and then mini-computer. After minicomputer, PC came out. But now it is cell phone
everyone has one. I think this is a typical technology
product cycle and this cycle takes about 60 years.
Mainframe is the step of B2B and B2G. Minicomputer is the step of B2B2commercial and PC is
the step of B2B2consumer. Cell phone is the final
step, B2consumer. US, EU and Japan have complete
culture for these 4 steps but Taiwan entered this cycle
from B2B2Consumer. As to China, it entered this
cycle from B2Consumer. Now new trend appears, we
have opportunities to run full cycle by introducing
new elements without taking 60 years because the
base is ready.

Winning strategy
Since the trend is clear, to enter the light
technology industry with a clear and definite strategy
would be a safer way. By the strategy, people could
examine themselves deeply and then find their
position in market easily. I think a winning strategy
should composite of three elements, innovation,
domain know-how, and Electro-optics platform.
Innovation is the key to competitive advantage.
Domain know-how is the core to go deep and to
differentiate for enterprises. As to Electro-optics
platform, it would be a powerful tool to develop
technology and product for startups and enterprises.

On Glass/On Silicon
Make a comparison for LCD (Liquid crystal on
glass) and LCOS (Liquid crystal on silicon). LCD is
capital intensive, and LCOS is technology centric.
LCD is a mainstream industry, and LCOS is an
emerging industry. However, LCOS could leverage
the mature supply chain of LCD. Another difference
between LCD and LCOS is their size. For example,
typical TV is 55” right now, and cell phone is 5.5”.
LCOS is 100 times smaller than TV and 10 times
smaller than cell phone. LCOS has some advantages,
including light, slim, short, small, speed. This could
create imagination for talent people who have domain
know-how.

More than more
Taiwan has strong supply chain for silicon
industry. Based on the accumulation of strength on
both electronics and optics in Taiwan, the Electrooptics platform we proposed could derive many
application for many fields, such as wearable, home,
automobile, entertainment, medical treatment, and
food. In semiconductor, there is a famous law to
describe the progress for semiconductor process. It is
Moore's law. Right now the barrier for mass
production is 10nm. We could continue walking on
technical path to overcome 10nm, 7nm, even 5nm.
But there is a different path, application path. On this
path, we could choose the branch for electronics,
which continues to grow, or we could choose the
branch for electro-optics. I also call it as “X-on
silicon”. On this path, new elements, e.g. optics and
material, are added into silicon industry. I think this
could maximize the opportunities.

8

X-on Silicon
Let’s talk about X-on silicon, I think X could be
LC, microLED, OLED, or Polymer. For LC on silicon
(LCOS), its applications could be classified into
Display and Non-Display, or Amplitude modulation
and Phase modulation. CGH-holography, near eye
display, and projection are for Display. Digital optics,
optical communication, holography data storage, and
applied medical device are for Non-Display. The most
interesting is about phase. A specific light at a point in
space could be defined by its amplitude and phase.
We always processed the amplitude of light only
before. In fact, processing the phase of light could
bring us more value. Many fantastic applications are
about the phase of light. However, by the function of
amplitude modulation and Phase modulation, the
device was considered as “Spatial Light Modulator
(SLM)”.

“E+E”, 5-6/2016

Electro-optics platform
About the Electro-optics platform we proposed, it
is based on JDC technologies and services. JDC could
provide hardware and software of LCOS, even
including custom service, to partners for many
fantastic applications. These applications are mainly
about phase modulation for spatial light, such as WSS,
optical computing, holography data storage,
microscopy, beam shaping, optical tweezers,
holographic HUD for automobile, digital grating,
adaptive optics, and 3D manufacturing. As to Mini
fab, it is a way to satisfy a special market for small
volumes for very special and advanced need. We look
for possible partners who have expertise to develop
the corresponding recipe (LC recipe or other
material). Combine with their recipe, JDC’s backplane
may fit the very special and advanced need. We
welcome this kind of cooperation to turn into seeds of
startups. By the complementary, a complete LCOS
industry chain will be build up. We consider Mini fab
as the bridge which connects supply side and demand
side. Not only to deepen the technologies, but also to
expand the industry of light. In Taiwan, one alliance
named “Things On Silicon Alliance” was established
to support X-on silicon ECO-system. Its main
functions includes education, market development,
Infrastructure (Mini fab), and promotion for vertical
application.
Enabling Disruptive Technology
In fact, there are many companies integrated SLM
or X-on silicon technology into their products already,
especially bio-medical field. Recently, the topic is
active to integrate light technology into bio-medical
technology. Indeed, many new products and
technologies emerge by this kind of combination, so
we are confident that our SLM would be able to bring
more opportunities for light industry.
Education
We realized one detail that optical technology must
be rooted in education to establish a solid foundation.
Experiments and theory are the same important.
Through experiments, students become more familiar
with the principles of optics, and they may find more
details during experiments. This would be a great help
to technology and product development when they
enter industries in the future. We think that the
traditional optical experiment equipments are not
enough. In the generation of hard-soft combination, a
important concept about “dynamic optics” should be
established. It means we could use software to control
the light. That is why we must develop “Educational
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

Kit (EDK)” for education field. Also a compact
optical system, “cage system”, has been developed to
coordinate with EDK. Combining with the cage
system, we think our EDK will lead a big change for
students who are not optical background originally.
Because it simplifies the process of optical
experiments and makes these experiments more easily
set up to those students. This can make more people to
understand optics and enter this field. So far, our EDK
could perform 10 optical experiments. They are sorted
into 3 topics. The first topic is “Fundamentals of
SLM”. The second topic is “Wave optics”. The third
topic is “Fourier Optics”. But it is not limited.
Teachers could design their own experiments and then
implement them on EDK. We believe that a solid
optical education and training system can provide the
industry adequate engineering and R & D people. This
is very important to the whole eco-system of light
industry.
Conclusions
Taiwan's capital-intensive and technologyintensive industry is its advantage. The best example
is TSMC. It creates a very competitive industry chain.
On the way to “High-Tech High-Touch”, many
opportunities will arise inevitably. Light technology
would be the key to grasp the opportunity. Just as the
proclaim of the UN, “Light-based technology is a
major economic driver with potential to revolutionize
the 21st century”. In the history of technology
development of human, people experienced
“Mechanics century” and “Electronics century”.
However, the foundation constructed by Mechanics
and Electronics is ready. Optics will stand on their
shoulder and grow up.
Mr. Kenneth Tai – Mr. Kenneth Tai is one of the
luminaries in Taiwan high-tech industry. As the chairman
of Jasper Display Corporation, he dedicated himself to the
optical research centers and photonic technology
enterprises around the world.
As a key enabler for industries of light technology, Mr.
Tai made lots of efforts in the process of Taiwan becoming
top level of ICT industry, and played an important role of
approaching vertical integration and horizontal
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Some topics and other applications of electron beam
Masud Naraghi
In this paper one of the applications of the electron beam presented is for simulation of electron
density of plasmas to calibrate microwave electron density probes during the blackout period of
reentry vehicles to earth atmosphere, where electron densities 108 to 1012 electrons per cm3 is
generated in the flow field surrounding the vehicle. The second application is in manufacturing
“sealed in” electron tubes such as Klystrons, and CRTs. Other applications are investigating the
cause of a precursor radiation by lightening, which is simulated in the laboratory by electromagnetic
shock tubes.
Някои теми и други приложения на електронния лъч (Масуд Нараги). В тази статия
едно от представените приложения на електронния лъч е за симулиране на електронната
плътност на плазми за калибриране на микровълнови сонди за електронна плътност по време
на периода затъмнение на летателни апарати при навлизане в земната атмосфера, където
се генерират електронни плътности от 108 до 1012 електрона на cm3 в областта на потока
заобикалящ апарата. Второто приложение е свързано с производството на "запечатани"
електронни тръби като клистрони и кинескопи. Други приложения изследват причината за
предшестващата радиация при мълния, което е симулирано в лабораторни условия чрез
електромагнитни ударни тръби.

Introduction
The object of the work presented herein is to
discuss some application of electron beam which has
been paid very little attention. Some of these
applications require highly sophisticated laboratories
and applies to some technology being developed in a
few highly industrial counties, who can afford very
expenses projects such as lunar and space exploration.
Some other will be useful for scientists of many
countries who have very little budget for their
scientists to do experimental research.
Electron beam to simulate plasmas
The first application of electron beam is in regard
to a microwave probe developed to measure the
electron density of the plasmas surrounding the space
vehicle during the blackout period in reentry to earth
atmosphere [1]. When a spacecraft such as the Space
Shuttle leaves orbit and reenters the atmosphere as it
travels to a landing site, there is a critical period of
time when all communications between the spacecraft
and ground are lost. This phenomenon is due to the
tremendous heating experienced by the craft during
reentry and is called 'reentry blackout'.
In low Earth orbit the Space Shuttle or similar
vehicle is travelling at almost 8 km per second. To
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land safely on the ground this speed must be reduced
to zero by making use of atmospheric drag. What
NASA calls the 'entry interface' commences when the
Shuttle descends to around 80 km altitude. It does this
by deorbit thruster firing. This happens when rocket
burn is directed opposite to the direction of travel. The
result of this is a reduction of altitude rather than a
reduction in speed. The speed changes little due to an
exchange of gravitational potential energy for kinetic
energy.
At around 120 km altitude, the atmospheric drag
increases significantly and the resultant heating
increases as the shuttle kinetic energy is exchanged
for thermal energy.
A shockwave forms just in front of the nose and
underside of the spacecraft. Between this shock and
the vehicle itself temperatures may reach 10,000 to
12,000 Kelvin. (The heat resistant surfaces of the
shuttle only reach a maximum of 1600 K themselves.)
This very high temperature ionizes the gas close to the
shuttle forming a plasma cloud or miniature
ionosphere around the spacecraft. The plasma
frequency (that frequency below which radio
communications is not possible) may rise to many
giga hertz around the lower parts of the vehicle. This
gives rise to a communication blackout for direct
communications between the Shuttle and ground
control. This typically lasts from 25 to 12 minutes
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

prior touchdown, a total outage of 12 to 13 minutes.
Maximum heating of the orbiter occurs during this
time frame, at an altitude of 70 km and about 20
minutes prior to touchdown. Unfortunately this is also
the most critical time of reentry, and if any problems
occur during this phase of flight, the communications
blackout prevents any diagnostic telemetry from
reaching the ground. Such was the case with the
catastrophic breach of the Space Shuttle Colombia's
hull during reentry on the first of February 2003
Very high temperature ionizes the gas close to the
shuttle forming a plasma cloud or miniature
ionosphere around the spacecraft. The plasma
frequency (that frequency below which radio
communications is not possible) may rise to many
giga hertz around the lower parts of the vehicle. This
gives rise to a communication blackout for direct
communications between the Shuttle and ground
control. This typically lasts from 25 to 12 minutes
prior touchdown, a total outage of 12 to 13 minutes.
Maximum heating of the orbiter occurs during this
time frame, at an altitude of 70 km and about 20
minutes prior to touchdown. Unfortunately this is also
the most critical time of reentry, and if any problems
occur during this phase of flight, the communications
blackout prevents any diagnostic telemetry from
reaching the ground. Such was the case with the
catastrophic breach of the Space Shuttle Colombia's
hull during reentry on the first of February 2003.
The figure below illustrates a typically reentry,
showing the variation of altitude and velocity [2].
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where Ne is the electron density in electrons per cubic
meter, Na is the density of unionized atoms or
molecules, T is the plasma temperature and Vi is the
ionization potential of the atom/molecule. This
formula is only strictly valid for less than 10%
ionization.
The plasma frequency is given by:
fp[Hz] = 9 Ne0.5
At an altitude of 70 km, where maximum Space
Shuttle heating occurs, the atmosphere is still about
20% oxygen and 80% nitrogen. The Saha equation
must be applied to these constituents separately. When
this is done, the results are shown in both tabular
(Table 1) and graphical (Fig. 2) form below.
Table 1
The results from Saha equation
T (Kelvin)
2500
3000
4000
5000
6000
7000
8000
9000

ne /cm3
2.9x102
3.4x104
1.4x105
5.5x108
6.7x1018
4.1x1010
1.6x1011
4.9x1011

fp
4.8 MHz
53 MHz
1.1 GHz
6.7 GHz
23 GHz
58 GHz
115 GHz
200 GHz

Fig. 2. Reentry blackout frequencies.

Fig. 1. Typical space shuttle reentry profile

Blackout parameters
The Saha equation may be used to calculate the
ionization of the gas surrounding a deorbiting vehicle
as a function of temperature:
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For a given sheath temperature, the frequencies
above the curve will propagate to and from the
spacecraft, whereas the frequencies below the line will
not. For sheath temperatures of 10 000 to 12 000 K,
we see that a frequency in excess of 350 GHz would
be needed for direct Shuttle communication with the
ground at the time of maximum heating.
There are however, ways in which communication
is possible during this critical reentry time. The sheath
temperatures on the top surface of the Shuttle are
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much less than those on the bottom which, at a
descent angle of about 22 degrees, is where the shock
is formed. Communications from the topside via a
satellite relay in the GHz range may be possible.
Other options which have been tried are water
injection into the plasma, and also the use of very
narrow width pulsed signals, both with some success.
Fig. 3 shows the basis of calibration of, if we
assume the same length of the interaction region for
the plasma and the electron beam, we find the
equivalent electron density neq by the following simple
relation:
1.05 × 10

⁄

,

where A is the area of the central channel of the cavity
in cm2, and neq is in units of electrons/cm3. I the
current of the beam, and V the accelerating voltage of
the beam.

Fig. 3. Schematic of the electron beam-cavity assembly: 1,
2 – heater and cathode; 3 – beam focus control; 4 – anode
(accelerating voltage); 5 – distorted cavity; 6 – collimating
magnet; 7 – target; 8 – to vacuum; 9 – microwave antenna.

Electron beam in sealed-in electron tubes
Sealed-in electron tubes, such as cathode ray tubes
(CRT), klystrons, magnetrons, some are currently
replaced by solid state devices, but most of the high
power ones are still in use. The important fact is the
numerous experimental techniques used in
manufacturing, or rebuilding of these tubes which are
still useful for many experimental research programs.
Rebuilding a CRT if one changes the phosphor will be
the same as manufacturing the new tube. The glass
part of the tube is the most expensive part of the tube.
The following steps should be taken in order to
rebuild a tube.
First washing the outside of the tube, after drying,
to make a small hole by a diamond drill bout one mm
in order to vent the tube, then make a scratch mark
with a triangle file, and then with a hot wire clamp
12

crack the neck and remove the old electron gun. Next
step is to weld a new neck by a glass blowing machine
to the tube, and clean the inside of the tube.
There are two cases for cleaning the tube, one is
for changing the phosphor, with a solution of
ammonium by fluoride, and some other cleaning agent
as explained by Rosebury [5], and then rinsing with
deionized water and drying, The other case was only
cleaning the tube inside near the cone of the neck by
laboratory Q tips and isopropyl alcohol. In the first
case applying the phosphor is explained in [5] and that
is done by making a solution including phosphor with
potassium silicate and using a tilt table in order to
precipitate the phosphor at the bottom. Then the tube
has to be dried in an oven, and sometime another
process by aluminizing the phosphor by thermal
evaporation is done.
After either of these two cases the tube is ready to
be sealed by a new electron gun. The new electron
gun has a tubing of 5 mm thick in order to be
connected to vacuum pump, a small diffusion pump,
backed by a rotary two stage mechanical pump. The
tubing is connected to diffusion pump by a water
cooled quick coupling through a ceramic heater in
order to seal the tube by melting the tubing. The
whole assembly pumping system was under an oven
maximum temperature 300 degree C in order to bake
out t the tube at max temperature of about 250 deg C.
After two hours of baking out cycle, the tube was
ready to flash the ring getter which kept the vacuum
for a long time.
In case of Klystron Tubes the cathode, most of the
time should be replaced, and the oven should be a
vacuum oven in order that the metal enclosure of the
tube should not be deformed.
The first project I did was to the develop
laboratory techniques for rebuilding some sealed in
tubes such as CRT’s, and microwave tubes which was
expensive items. The cost of a Klystron tube for
communication and Radar can be a few hundred
thousand dollars while changing the cathodes,
processing and rebuilding is less than 5% of the cost
of the tube.
Electric shock tube precursor radiation studies
This application of electrons can satisfy both
theoretical physicists who like to do research, or the
ones who wish to do experimental work with very
little budget. The subject is the lightening in thunder
storm, and the peculiar phenomena of precursor
radiation which can be produced in electric driven
shock tubes.
In Electromagnetically driven shock tubes, such as
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

Tee Tubes, where high Mach numbers were already
expected the ordinary shock front was measure by
ionization gauges showed other fronts which had
higher Mach numbers than predicted by theory as
calculated. The wave produced had a velocity on the
order of 106 m/sec, in contrast to the ion acoustic
velocities generally less than 105 m/sec [6].
There are many long-standing but fundamental
question in lightning studies concerns how lightning is
initiated inside storms, given the absence of physical
conductors. The issue has revolved around the
question of whether the discharges are initiated solely
by conventional dielectric breakdown or involve
relativistic runaway electron processes. There are are
many questions as such which are subject matter of
some scientists.
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State of the arts of additive manufacturing by selective electron
beam melting
Georgi Mladenov, Elena Koleva, Lilyana Koleva, Volodya Dzharov
In this paper the applications of electron beam additive manufacturing systems are reviewed.
There by selective electron beam melting of welding wires or of some area of the upper powder layer
of a sandwich structure, 2D soldered slices are built by consequently depositing powder layers. The
deposited metal powder is selectively melted by electron beam in vacuum in a common powder bed
and in this way metal or metal alloy 3D components are created by CAD technology. Additive
manufacturing − also called 3D printing – is being seen as the technology of the future for
manufacturing small number of low-weight components with complex geometric structures and high
stability. It allows freedom of design to create objects in three dimensions, leading to entirely new
ways of producing custom-made components and structural elements that are impossible to produce
with the conventional technologies.
Състояние на изкуството на адитивното производство (с добавяне на метал) чрез
селективно електроннолъчево топене (Георги Младенов, Елена Колева, Лиляна Колева,
Володя Джаров). В тази работа се разглеждат приложенията на електроннолъчеви
адитивни (с нарастване количеството на метала върху детайлите) производствени системи.
Тук чрез електроннолъчево топене на заваръчен проводник във вакуум или чрез селективно
топене на участък метален прах от горния слой на многослойна структура, се изграждат
двумерни споени плоскости чрез последователно добавяне на
слоеве метален прах.
Депозираният в общо корито метален прах се стопява селективно с електронен лъч във
вакуум и се получават 3D детайли чрез CAD технология. Адитивните технологии – наричани
също 3D печат – се разглеждат като технологии на бъдещето за производство на неголеми
серии леки детайли с комплексна геометрична структура и с висока стабилност. Те
позволяват чрез свободно конструиране да създават тримерни обекти, което води до нови
пътища на производство на детайли по поръчка на клиента, както и за създаване на
структурни елементи, които е невъзможно да се произведат чрез конвенционалните методи.

Introduction
Additive Manufacturing or 3D printing is a process
of making a three-dimensional solid objects of
virtually any shape from a digital model by melting
(and then solidifying) areas of thin layers that are
upgrading the previously built in this way structure [13]. The 3D printing is considered distinct from
traditional machining techniques, which mostly rely
on the removal of material by methods such as
cutting, milling or drilling. This differs dramatically
also from more conventional powder metallurgy
process of machine component building, where high
temperature metal powder sintering is realized during
pressing of powder in the whole volume of the
component.
The basic concept behind all additive
manufacturing is to take mass produced raw material,
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and through the use of an innovative processing
technique, generate a finished component minimizing
the use of specialized or dedicated tools.
Additive manufacturing, using melting of
welding wires
Welding engineers use repair technique, based on
welding wires melting, aiming to close holes, gaps,
voids etc. on the detail surface. Modern electron beam
welding machines are equipped by wire feeding (wire
feedstock) devices, which are used for adding fused
wire material during EBW joining. Current
development efforts are connected with expanding
these repair techniques and applying the principles
from
computer-aided
design
(CAD)
and
manufacturing as well as from rapid prototyping for
wider applications. These development efforts are
resulting in the production of a new class of solid free
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

form fabrication by layer-additive processes to build
structural metallic parts directly from CAD data.
In this method, metallic preforms can be
manufactured on the base of a computer-generated 3D
model. For this aim wire feedstock and electron beam
are utilized. As a result a near-net shape part inside the
vacuum chamber is produced. Starting with the
mentioned 3D model, which is converted to CNC
code, electron beam gun deposits metal, via the wire
feedstock, layer by layer, until the part reaches nearnet shape (Fig. 1). Once the part reaches near-net
shape, it undergoes finish heat treatment and
machining. The process itself is scalable for
components from millimeters to multiple meters in
size, limited only by the size of the vacuum chamber.
In this operation, the deposition path and process
parameters are generated from post-processing the
virtual 3D model and executed by a real-time
computer control. The deposition takes place in a
vacuum environment, typically in the range of 1×10-4
to 1×10-5 Torr. The wire is directed toward the molten
pool and melted by focused EB. Parts are built up
layer by layer by moving the EB and wire source
across the surface of the underlying material that is
commonly referred to as the substrate, as shown in
Fig. 1. The substrate material can become an integral
part of the finished product.

Titanium 6AI-4V powder is 54% more expensive than
the average cost of Titanium 6AI-4V wire.
Wire costs (in the US) of AM-grade Tantalum
powder is 7% more expensive than the average cost of
Tantalum wire. Dramatically, both AM-grade Inconel
625 powder and AM-grade Stainless Steel 316 powder
are double the average cost of their wire counterparts
(see Table 1 bellow).
On Fig. 2 as examples some shapes from Al built
in 40 - 60 kW (60 kV) standard welding equipment
are shown. It demonstrates the variation of wire
diameter and high deposition rate, the change of angle
of feeding wire, the complex curvature, the
unsupported overhangs and the transition from one
geometry to another.

Fig.2. 2219 Al shapes built by EBM free form method

Fig.1. Block scheme of freeform fabrication a plate

In this manner, free-standing shapes, or preforms,
are generated without molds or dies.
Conventional techniques are then used to machine
the preform to the final part geometry.
There are some hundreds of commercially
distributed steel and nickel alloys welding wires, as
well as Titanium and Titanium Alloys, Inconel 600,
625, 718, Copper-Nickel Alloys, Stainless Steels 300
Series, Aluminum Alloys 1100, 2318, 2319, 3000 and
4043, 4047, 5183, 5356, 5554, 5556 series; Stainless
Steel 300 Series, Cobalt Alloys, Zircalloy, Tantalum,
Tungsten, Niobium, and Molybdenum. AM-grade
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

Additive manufacturing, using selective electron
beam melting of one part of powder layer,
deposited upon next powder layer
Laser or electron beam selective melting of a
powder layer are used as instruments and material for
building 3D object in most cases of metallic additive
technologies. The ‘’key patents’’ by Carl R. Deckard
[4 - 6] referenced by hundreds of articles spread out
all over the Internet (from 1986/1987) involve
selective laser sintering (SLS) but cover base process
of laser and electron beam selective melting. What is
SLS, as this had been described in these patents: take
some powder, shoot it with an energy beam (laser as
example), let the powder melt, and put a dusting of
new powder over the mess you just created. Note, that
SLS in that description uses a directed energy beam to
sinter or melt powdered material. It is the most widely
used for manufacturing real parts and tools and is
offering the widest selection of used powder
materials.
Electron beam selective melting or EBSM is a type
of additive manufacturing that is classified as a
powder bed fusion technique that was originally
15

developed by Arcam AB (Sweden) and EOS
(Germany). Available from 2005 commercial EBSM
systems, produced by Arcam AB uses electron beam
as the power source to print 3D metal sample (Fig. 3
and Fig. 4).

1420 kg. Minimal beam diameter: 1 mm.
The electron beam melts one area (or some local
areas) of the surface metal powder layer in a high
vacuum and achieved full melting of the metal powder
in base part of heated volumes. After the first layer is
finished, the platform on which the product is being
built is moved down and covered with new powder
which, when melted, will become the second layer.
The process is repeated until the whole threedimensional product is completed. This method of
building and treating layer by layer can produce fully
dense metal parts and can retain the characteristics of
the material. Because the melting occurs in layers of
prealloyed metal powders forming small melt
volumes which rapidly solidify, the resulting solid
component microstructures can achieve unique,
directional growth features far from equilibrium from
conventional thermodynamic point of view. Fig. 5
shows simple schematic views for an electron beam
selective melting (EBSM) system.

Fig. 3. Arcam - 2X

Fig. 5. Principle scheme of the EBSM system

Fig. 4. Arcam - Q10

The SEBM-2X system used for this study provides
a maximum beam power of 3500 W, a spot size of
about 0.1 mm to 0.4 mm, and a maximum build size
of 200 x 200 x 350 mm3. During the generation
process a vacuum pressure of 10-4 to 10-5 mbar is
employed. Dimensions: 1850 x 900 x 2200 mm,
weight: 1420 kg.
SEBM system- Q10 uses 3 kW, 60 kV electron
beam; powder bed is 200 x 200 x 180 mm3 , scan
speed is up to 1000 m/s and build rate is up to 80
cm3/hr. Dimensions: 1850 x 900 x 2200 mm. weight:
16

The EBSM systems creates a powder bed by
raking or rolling powder layers, new material for
which is being fed from powder container. The every
new compacted layer is several powder particles
dimension thick (of order 0.1 mm at average particle
size of 40 µm). In the EBM system in Fig. 5, electrons
are generated in a gun and accelerated with a 60 keV
energy, focused using electromagnetic lenses, and
electromagnetically scanned by deflection coils,
controlled by an embedded CAD program. The
electron beam is initially scanned in multiple passes at
a scan rate of ~104 mm/s with a high beam current
(~30 mA) and focusing spot of about 1 mm to preheat
the powder bed to roughly 0.6 - 0.7 Tm (where Tm is
the melting temperature of powder material). The final
melt scan with maximally focused beam is realized
with reduced speed of ~102 mm/s and at reduced beam
current to ~5 to 10 mA. The beam scans directions x
and y, and the final melt scan produces melt pools or
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

molten zones, related to the beam power, diameter and
scan line spacing. The melt scan melts only selected
powder layer areas as this is prescribed in the CAD
model. After all the desired powder within the current
layer are melted and solidified, and then the build
platform is lowered by one layer thickness and a new
layer of metal powder is spread. The process is
repeated layer by layer until the 3D part is built up
completely.
The Arcam EBM machines utilize an electron
beam that generates the energy needed for high
melting capacity that provides equipment high
productivity. The electron beam is managed as usually
by electromagnetic focusing and deflection coils
providing fast and accurate beam control that allows
several melt pools to be maintained simultaneously.
In the EBM system shown schematically in Fig. 5,
powder is gravity fed from powder container and
rolled or raked onto the build platform which had been
lowered (moved down) after each successive melt
layer treatment. The corresponding build direction of
additive built up 3D machine part or implant is
denoted in Fig. 5 that are in the z-direction relative to
the x-y beam scanning of the powder layers. Mean or
average powder particle sizes can range as example
from ~10 µm to 60 µm; with nominal sizes mentioned
before of ~40 µm.
Like any electron beam system, the EBSM system
operates under vacuum. The vacuum system provides
a base pressure of 1×10-5 mbar or better throughout
the entire build cycle. During the actual melting
process a partial pressure of He is introduced to 2×10-3
mbar (namely < 10-4 Torr). The helium gas enhances
heat conduction and more uniform heating and
cooling of the powder bed. The clean and controlled
build environment is important to maintain the
chemical specification of the built material.
The building platform and its maximal zmovement distance constitute powder bed volume,
which is filling with powder. The heating of powder
bed during multi-pas pre-heating and final heating
permit to reach a uniform temperature of powder bed
and a slow decrease of temperature after building of
additive grooving part. The lack of temperature
gradients in powder bed avoid stress and deformation
generation in manufactured 3 dimensional built parts.
During heating of each layer of the build detail the
electron beam heats the entire powder bed surface to
an optimal ambient temperature, specific for the
material used. There are two reasons for this preheating of powder bed: a) beam can spread powder
particles at heating the raw powder and b) thermal
cycles can lead to residual stresses and not optimal
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structure
One of the well known phenomena during the
SEBM process is powder spreading or ”pushing"
which means that the powder’s particles spread like in
an explosion when they been hitting by the electron
beam [7, 8]. This phenomenon gets more serious for
higher beam currents. Milberg et al. [32] considered
three different physical effects resulting in the powder
spreading; water residues on the powder surface,
momentum transfer of electrons to the powder, and
electrostatic charge and electrostatic forces. They
examined the listed effects and showed that water
residues and momentum transfer are not relevant to
the spreading and the reason for spreading is
potentially the electrostatic charge of the powder
particles. On the other hand, Qi et al. [8] claim that the
impact force produced by the electron beam is the
main reason for spreading. Reactive force of
evaporating atom from more heated side of particles is
another forth reason. Pre-heating of the powders
reduces this effect in an effcient manner [7]. Soft
thermal cycle and lack of temperature gradients in
powder bed improve structure and minimize
distortions in the build part. As a result, the parts
produced with the EBM process are free from residual
stresses in build parts and have a microstructure free
from martensitic structures.
After cooling of the powder bed, a removal of the
sintered block of the powder bed from the machine
must be done. Than a blow off surplus powder is need
to obtain the built part. For this that block of sintered
powder material is placed inside a grit blaster, which
uses the same metal powder as the blasting media.The
unused powder is simply (or after sieving) put back in
the powder container for the next print. This powder
has to be blended with a batch of virgin powder due to
the fact that thermal cycling can degrades the treated
powder.
Materials and EB regimes, used in SEBM
additional manufacture
In principle, all conductive materials can be used
in the SEBM process but the popular materials are
steel, titanium, and cobalt - chromium alloys. Arcam
and Jeol designed plants for concrete material.
Another powders can be adapted to the process in
terms of particle size distribution and shape. The
following materials have been qualified for SEBM:
• Grade 2 Titanium;
• Ti-6Al-4V [2, 9, 10, 21];
• CoCr and Co-Cr-Mo super alloy [2, 11, 12, 24,
25];
• Titanium aluminide [13, 14, 20].
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technology. The inert gas is Ar or N2. Schema of
installation is given on Fig. 6a. The liquid metal flow
is atomized by gas flows moving in perpendicular
direction. Melting of raw material is realized by
induction furnace with tilting (rotated) pot. The
formation of the liquid metal flow is realized by
“thundish” (a cylinder heated by resistance heater).
The liquid droplets, generating during liquid metal
flow breaking by gas flows interaction, are
crystallized before to hit the cold polished wall of big
cylindrical vacuum chambers with conical bottom
were powder is collected in air or inert gas atmosphere
(Fig. 6b, Fig. 6c and Fig. 6d).

Fig. 6а. Schema of VIGA plant for powder production
Fig. 6c. Rotated pot of induction furnace in top part of
VIGA

Fig. 6b. Photography of upper part of installation for
powder production VIGA

Other possible materials, which can be developed
for EBM within the frame of further R&D work, are:
• Aluminium and its alloys;
• Fe [2] and Steels [15];
• Ni-base super alloy systems (Inconel 625, 718,
CMSX-4 and Rene 142) [2, 16, 23];
• Copper and copper alloys [17 - 19];
• Refractory metals and alloys as example niobium
[2, 28] or tantalum.
Powders for SEBM are produced by gas
atomization (about 90%) or by plasma rotation sample
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Fig. 6d. Installation for spherical powder atomization
VIGA
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The shape of produces powder particles is
spherical (Fig. 7). Idea for prices of powders in US
and Europe is given in Table1.

Fig. 8. Upper surface of built by SEBM sample at three
beam powers

Fig. 7. Scanning electron microscopy image of the Ti–6Al–
4V powder.

Table 1
Powder prices
Powder
Ti6Al4V
Ta
Inconel 625
S. Steel 316

Price-US
USD 77/lb.
USD 522/lb.
USD 48/lb.
USD 10/lb.

Price Europe
EUR 200/kg
EUR 200/kg

For Ti-6Al-4V the EBM process operates at an
elevated temperature of the powder bed, typically
between 700 and 1 000 °C, producing parts that are
virtually free from residual stress. The melt rate is up
to 80 cm3/h., Minimal layer thickness is 0.05
millimetres (0.0020 in). Tolerance capability: +/- 0.2
mm. The electron beam technology doesn't require
additional thermal treatment to obtain the full
mechanical properties of the parts.
Ref. [20 - 22] are focused on choice of regimes,
suitable for SEBM manufacture. There is variations
related with powder particles dimension and material,
dimensions of built parts and modification of plant
used (powder bed dimensions), beam power, velocity
and scanning’s features. But there is a simple
empirical way to choose EB regime, which give
optimal sample structure – without pores. On Fig. 8
the top surfaces of the built samples, fabricated at
various beam powers are shown. Optimal regime is on
average sample, were surface is melted, but not rough
as in the third sample (and not as sintered surface in
the case of first sample). The processing windows are
demonstrated in Fig. 9. There the area enclosed by
dashed lines constitutes the processing window with
smooth and rough upper surface of the built parts.
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Fig. 9. Processing window of Ti–6Al–4V processed by
SEBM.

Trends in designs of machine parts and biomedical implants, fabricated by additive electron
beam technology
Impossible with any other method, SEBM can
deliver the required mechanical strength of the
fabricated sample with much less mass. At present
time SEBM has an increasing number of production
applications within both the aerospace and the medical
implant industries. Production cases usually revolve
around parts with complex geometries or when the
conventional methods are dificult or expensive. In
aerospace industry the light-weight designs also lead
to parts with very complex geometries [26] (Fig. 10 Fig. 13). In medical field such challenges are present
in two obvious areas, patient-specific implants based
on Computed Tomography (CT) data (Fig.14), and
implants with advanced cellular structures [29] (Fig.
15). The cellular porous structure is generated from
repeating unit cells allowing designed porosity across
the structure. Porous titanium draws attention as
structural material for biomedical applications (bone
substitutes - Fig. 16 and dental implants - Fig. 17).
Titanium alloys, specifically Ti-6Al-4V, are widely
used as an implant material due to their relatively low
modulus, good biocompatibility, and corrosion
resistance compared to other conventional alloys.
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Fig. 10. Example of lightening component

Fig. 13. Pump impeller

Fig. 11. Turbine blades for the aircraft engines. Weight 4.5
kg, dimensions 8 x 12 х 325 mm, time of built 7 hr./blade

Fig. 14. Medical implant

Fig. 12. Piece from airplane; weigh 4.5 kg

Fig. 15. Acetabular cup, created by SEBM, withmagnified
view of the porous lattice structure.
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25 % lighter and five times more durable than
conventional assembly. The calculated fuel economy
is 15%. There are need for manufacture of 25 000
nozzles per year for new engine LEAP-1A. In 2020
GE Aviation plans 100 000 nozles for engines LEAP
and GE9X to be produced by additive fabrications
Let it be noted, that in the conventional
technology, the tool cost per unit decreases as the total
number of produced parts increase. Additive
technology on the other hand will have an almost
constant cost regardless of the number of units
produced. For single unit production, the AM will be
more advantageous (Fig. 19).

Fig. 16. Titanium hip prosthesis with porous structure

Fig. 19. Relative unit cost dependence on number of total
units comparing AM and conventional manufacturing

Fig. 17. Dental implant produced by additive technology

Fig. 18. GE’s additively manufactured fuel nozzle

Additive manufacturing also reduces assembly
requirements by integrating number of parts required
in assembly into a single part. It reduces overall
weight, decreases manufacturing time, reduces
number of manufacturing processes required, reduces
cost and material requirements and optimizes required
mechanical properties. GE Aviation has integrated
fuel nozzle assembly of 20 small parts into single fuel
nozzle part of cobalt chrome material (Fig. 18). It is
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

State of the art and prognoses for future
development of systems for additive manufacture
for metal 3D printing by selective laser and EB
melting
Metal use in 3D printing is grooving rapidly, and
metals are being used for prototypes, mass production
and custom design by a variety of industries. More
often applications of the additive manufacturing
metals in use or under investigations are these of
titanium, nickel, aluminum and cobalt as well as
alloys of these metals. The design complexity no
longer adds cost. This opens design room and enables
economic production of lighter components. This
aspect is critical to the aerospace and automotive
industries. GE Aviation invests 3 billion to produce
100 000 fuel nozzles by 2020. High value, low
volume industries as aerospace and biomedical have
been earliest adopters of additive metallic
manufacture based to the electron beam melting.
Arcam manufacture more than 50 000 orthopedic
implants for medical purposes. Dental supplier Argen
Digital is producing metal substructures to make
copings and bridges with the same properties as cast
parts. In jewelry industry gold powder is used for
fabrication due to artistic freedom and unusual
designs, lack of heavy requirements and skill in
computer designing and in finishing and polishing. In
automotive industry also are looking to additive
fabrication as to a near future option.
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Fig. 20. Increase of the 3D printers in 2014 in comparison
with installed base of printers in 2013

The metal additive electron beam and laser beam
technologies are fastest grooving segment of 3D
printing. Equipment sales grow at 48% and material
sales grows at 32%. In Fig. 20 is shown growth of 3D
printers in 2014, in comparison with installed base of
printers during 2013.

takes the second position, but in 2014 Asia buys 36 %
SEBM plants from Arcam AB.
On base of the data for 2014 the biggest market
volume of 85 million USD (1) is to SEBM plants (Fig.
23). Service of equipment costs 31 million USD (2)
which is a big quantity. The next amount of 27 million
USD is for the use of SEBM technology at parts built
(3). The total cost of powders 19 million USD (4) are
for production of parts. The 71.4% from the
production costs is the cost for utilized powders that
give no room for quick re-payment of invested money
in equipment and providing the appointed big amount
for service. It can be assumed, that service is mainly
for machines, which has been produced 5-6 year
before and first 5-6 year are more fruitful for
reimbursement of plant cost, but are enough to cover
only 28% of capital investment.

Fig. 23. Volume of market, mln.US D: 1) plants 2) service,
3) contracts for parts, 4) powders.
Fig. 21. Increase of sold plants for SEBM before 2015

Fig. 22. Geography sold plant for SEBM (Arcam AB)

The number of sold plant for SEBM yearly is
shown on Fig. 21. In 2013 and 2014 one can see a
considerable increase of the number of installed plants
for metal additive manufacturing. The geographic
distribution of the sold plant during 2013 and 2014 is
shown on Fig. 22. Europe is the leading player, USA
22

Fig. 24. Distribution of applications in branches: Medical
industry, 2) aviation-space, 3) custom design, 4) others
branches, 5) research, 6) cars.
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On Fig. 24 is shown the distribution of applications
in branches: 1) Medical industry, 2) aviation and
space devices, 3) custom design of parts, 4) others
branches, 5) research, 6) automotive industry. In
section V of this paper are given examples of concrete
samples, built utilizing SEBM.
Two prognoses for optimistic development of
SEBM plant market (30 % increase yearly) and
pessimistic development (18 % increase yearly) are
given in Fig. 25.

Fig. 25. Prognosis of additive technologies market volume
increase at 18 % and 30 % increases yearly

Conclusions
The implementation of additive manufacturing
leads to greater speed, lower costs and easily achieved
repeatability. There are also a number of other
advantages, such as greater freedom: freedom of
geometry, freedom of choosing complex materials,
freedom from the constant manning of machinery, and
freedom to change the design during development,
without impacting on the cost and timings. Additive
manufacturing is particularly useful in cases, when the
production volumes are relatively low, geometries are
complex and the used materials are expensive or
difficult to process by conventional means.
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ADITIVE MANUFACTUTING, SELECTIVE MELTING
Electron beam additive manufacturing at the Nuclear AMRC
Bernd Baufeld, Robert Widdison, Thomas Dutilleul, Keith Bridger
The Nuclear AMRC was established in the UK as an arm of the University of Sheffield to support
industry and secure contracts in the nuclear sector – a wide scope of activities including nuclear new
build, plant operations and decommissioning & waste management systems. One of the key goals is to
work with industry partners in reducing unit cost, fabrication time, and risk associated with
traditional manufacturing processes, whilst also striving to improve quality and engage with the
industry regulators. The Nuclear AMRC’s facility was designed to accommodate large component
development programmes and is capable of producing demonstrator components, using an array of
state-of-the-art fabrication & manufacturing solutions.
Acknowledging the great potential of electron beam welding (EBW) for modern manufacturing
the Nuclear AMRC operates 2 EBW facilities. One of them is the largest electron beam facility in the
UK, with a vacuum chamber volume of 208 m3, allowing EBW of large scale components as required
for nuclear manufacturing. The mobile 30 kW, 60 kV gun is attached to an x-y-z gantry via two rotary
axes. These axes together with turn and tilt tables are all CNC controlled allowing a very flexible
approach for welding of parts up to 100 tons with sizes up to 6 × 4 × 3 metres. In addition two wire
feeders are attached to the gun opening the facility to additive manufacturing.
Additive manufacturing achieves increasingly more acceptance for industrial applications.
Electron Beam Additive Manufacturing (EBAM) exhibits a very efficient, high power energy source
which easily couples with metals promising one of the highest deposition rates for all metal additive
manufacturing technologies. The processing in high vacuum is ideal for reactive alloys. CNC is
standard for most of the EBW set-ups allowing easy application of an automated build strategy.
This paper aims to present EBAM builds realised at the Nuclear AMRC demonstrating the ability
to achieve complex structures for different materials.
Електронно-лъчево производство с добавяне на материал в ядрения AMRC (Б.
Бауфелд, Р. Видисон, Т. Дитилеул, К. Бриджър). Ядреният AMRC е създаден във
Великобритания, като инструмент на университета в Шефилд, който да подкрепи
индустрията и осигури договори в областта на атомната енергетика – един широк обхват
от дейности, включително и ядреното ново строителство, действието на оборудването и
извеждането му от експлоатация, както и управлението на системите от отпадъци. Една
от основните цели е да се работи с партньори от индустрията за намаляване на единичната
цена, времето за производство, както и рисковете, свързани с традиционните
производствени процеси, като в същото време се стреми да подобри качеството и да се
ангажира с регулаторите в индустрията. Съоръженията на ядрения AMRC са предназначени
за изпълнение на програми за разработване на големи компоненти и са в състояние да
произвеждат демонстративни компоненти, като се използва набор от най-съвременни
производствени решения.
Признавайки големия потенциал на електроннолъчевото заваряване (ЕЛЗ) за модерно
производство в ядрения AMRC оперират 2 съоръжения за ЕЛЗ. Едното от тях е найголямото съоръжение за ЕЛЗ в Обединеното кралство, с обем на вакуумната камера от 208
m3, което позволява ЕЛЗ на големи възли, каквито се изискват в ядреното производство.
Мобилна 30 kW, 60 kV електронна пушка е прикрепена към X-Y-Z портална конструкция чрез
две въртящи се оси. Тези оси заедно с въртящи и накланящи се маси са CNC контролирани и
позволяват много гъвкав подход за заваряване на части до 100 тона с размери до 6 × 4 × 3
метра. В допълнение две устройства за използване на добавъчен заваръчен тел са приложени
“E+E”, 5-6/2016
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към електронната пушка, с което съоръжението се отваря и към производство с добавяне на
метал.
Производството с добавяне на метал постига все повече индустриални приложения.
Електронно-лъчевото адитивно производство (ЕЛАП) използва много ефикасен и с висока
мощност източник на енергия, който лесно се свързва с метали, обещавайки една от найвисоките скорости на отлагане между всичките технологии за производство с добавяне на
метал. Обработката в дълбок вакуум е идеална за реактивни сплави. CNC е стандартна за
повечето от машини за ЕЛЗ, което позволява лесното създаване на стратегия за
автоматично натрупване на добавяния метал.
Тази статия има за цел да представи ЕЛАП, които се реализират в ядрения AMRC и
демонстрират способността за получаване на сложни структури от различни материали по
тази нова технология.

Introduction
A. Nuclear AMRC
The Nuclear Advanced Manufacturing Research
Centre (Nuclear AMRC), operated by the University
of Sheffield, was set up 2010 by the British
government to help companies to overcome their
manufacturing problems, reduce risk, and develop the
technical capability to compete on cost, quality and
delivery. The equipment has been selected to meet the
requirements of the civil nuclear industry, but the
facility is also available across the energy sector and
for other high-value industrial sectors especially if
large-scale manufacturing is required.
At the Nuclear AMRC world-leading resources
and expertise in large-scale high-precision machining,
fabrication, welding and assembly is offered. To date
over £26 million worth of state-of-the-art equipment
has been installed – many of which are the largest or
most advanced of their kind in a research centre
anywhere in the world – and all of which are available
for industry-led research and development.

Fig. 1. View on the K2000 exhibiting the vacuum chamber,
the large turn table and the smaller turn/tilt table

B. EBW Facilities
The Nuclear AMRC operates two EBW facilities,
both supplied by pro-beam®. The work reported here
was performed at the K2000 (Fig. 1). Details of the
set-up are given in Table 1 (For the sake of completeness data of the K25 are also given in this table).
The K2000 is a facility with a mobile 60kV/30kW
EBW gun mounted inside of the vacuum chamber on
a gantry system allowing CNC controlled linear
movements of the gun in three directions and rotations
around two axes (Fig. 2). The vacuum chamber has a
volume of 208 cubic metres and is the largest in the
UK and possibly the largest operated by an academic
institute in the world. The powerful mechanical and
diffusion pumps can achieve a vacuum of 10-4 mbar
within 45 minutes.
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Fig. 2. K2000 EBW gun, gantry system, turn/tilt table, and
two wire feeder units
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Table 1
Capability details of the K25 and K2000
Units
Chamber size
Chamber volume
Max. work piece size
Max. work piece load
Max. x-y working envelope
Max. z working envelope
Max. rotational axis diameter
Max. beam power
Max. acceleration voltage
Max. beam current
Wire feeder
Pump down time

3

[m ]
[m3]
[m3]
[tonne]
[m2]
[m]
[m]
[kW]
[kV]
[1]
#
[min]

K25

K2000

1.6x1.2x 1.2
2.5
Task dependent
0.5
0.7 x 0.3
0.2
0.6
40
80
500
n/a
10

8.7 x 5.2 x 4.6
208
6.4 x 4.0 x 3.2
100
6.2 x 3.4
3.1
3.0
30
60
500
2 off (Ø 0.8-1.2 mm)
45

Table 2
Key process parameters and component geometry of components
Shape

Material

Flat square duct
High square duct
Square to circle duct
D shaped duct
Square duct

Ti6Al4V
Ti6Al4V
Ti6Al4V
Ti6Al4V
HSCR
steel
316L

Trefoil

EB
Power
[kW]
2.6
4.2
2.6
2.6
5.0

Weld
velocity
[m/min]
0.3
0.6
0.3
0.3
0.6

Wire
speed
[m/min]
4.0
6.0
2.0
2.0
4.0

Deposition
rate
[kg/h]
1.2
1.8
0.6
0.6
2.1

Layer
height
[mm]
0.8
0.7
0.8
0.8
0.6

Wall
width
[mm]
10
14
9
9
13

Component
height
[mm]
26
100
50
145
95

2.3

0.6

2.0

1.0

0.4 to 0.7

7 to 9

~55

Together with the 5 axes of freedom of the EBW
gun, a 100 tonnes rotary table mountable for a
horizontal or a vertical axis of rotation, and a CNC
controlled turn-tilt table this facility is extremely
flexible and allows a wide range of research and
development work for EBW of large scale parts.
The two wire feeder units can be utilized for nonautogenous welding changing the chemical
composition in the fusion zone deliberately, for repair
and for additive manufacturing of new components or
of features to existing components.
C. Electron Beam Additive Manufacturing
Metal based additive manufacturing is currently
investigated by many research groups utilizing
different energy sources. Additive manufacturing may
be especially interesting if the metal is expensive
making the waste prevention for extensive machining
economically viable. Additive manufacturing is also
beneficial, if the material is difficult and/or time
consuming to machine. Depending on the application
and the requirements in properties, quality and final
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geometry, powder bed, powder blown or wire based
technologies may be favored. The selected energy
source also depends on these factors and on the
economic viability.
Similar to other welding technologies such as arc
or laser welding, the electron beam can be applied for
additive manufacturing [2, 3] Sciaky has demonstrated
the readiness of this technology for industrial
manufacturing [4]. Wire based additive manufacturing
commonly can-not provide net-shape parts. However,
in certain cases this is not required since machining of
raw shaped additive manufactured parts is still
economically more viable than machining from a
massive block. In these cases the electron beam
technology may have advantages compared to arc or
laser based technologies. High vacuum and the nature
of the electron beam create conditions not available to
the other processes and puts it at advantage to the
other technologies. In particular materials that oxidise
easily or have a very high melting point may be ideal
candidates for Electron Beam Additive Manufacturing
(EBAM). Furthermoree, EBAM offers one of the
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highest deposition rates of all metal additive
manufacturing technologies making this process
viable for large scale manufacturing.
EBAM at the Nuclear AMRC
A. Set-up
Two wire feeder units consisting of wire spools
and feeder nozzles are installed in the vacuum
chamber mounted to the gantry next to the electron
gun (Fig. 2). The drive unit with control panel is
located outside the chamber. The work presented here
was performed using one unit with the wire leading
the melt pool. All wires had a diameter of 1.2 mm.
The manipulation was achieved by a combined CNC
operation of the gantry system and the turn/tilt table.
The gun was operated at 60 kV.
Fig. 3 shows EBAM of a square duct in process. It
is apparent that the complete component keeps a high
temperature during the whole process. Operating in a
vacuum convection cooling is excluded and the part
can only cool down via conduction and radiation. This
leads to a long exposure to high temperatures and a
slow cooling rate which may be an advantage or
disadvantage depending on the material. Fig. 4 shows
the set-up after building the high Ti6Al4V square
duct.
It is worthwhile to mention during EBAM much
more metal fumes are created than during welding
which condensates on the equipment resulting to
significant tinting of the surfaces (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Set-up of one wire feeder after creating a Ti6Al4V
duct inside the K2000

B. Ti6Al4V
Titanium and especially Ti6Al4V is the material
most applied for metal additive manufacturing. The
reason for that is the wide area of application of this
material, especially in the medical and the aeronautic
industry, the relatively difficult machining and the
high material costs [5]. Furthermore, the anisotropy of
material properties inherent to the building direction
often leading to epitaxial grain growth is partially
eliminated by the solid state transformation from β to
α+β micro-structure. In many cases more isotropic
properties are advantageous facilitating design work
for calculating mechanical performance.
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show examples of Ti6Al4V
builds including simple square ducts, a D-shaped duct,
and a transition from a square duct to a circle duct.
The key process variables are given in Table 2. It is
noteworthy that for the builds presented here
deposition rates up to 1.8 kg/h has been realized
which is more than double the value achieved by wire
based laser or arc welding additive manufacturing [6].
In development work with straight linear walls
deposition rates even up to 5 kg/h were achieved. The
limit was the maximum wire feed speed realizable and
not the available power. Higher deposition rates are
therefore expected in future by using two feeders and
thicker wire.

Fig. 3. In-process EBAM (The vertical electron beam is
invisible)
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Fig. 5. Different Ti6Al4V ducts (from left to right): Square
to circle, D-shaped, square

The builds exhibit satisfying shapes with relatively
smooth surfaces. As generally observed in additive
manufactured Ti6Al4V parts [6, 7] large, epitaxial
grown prior-β grains are discernible at the surface.
Dye penetrant inspections do not report any surface
defects. Cross-sectioning does not reveal internal
defects.
Currently tensile testing are performed allowing in
near future the comparison of the mechanical
performance with results obtained for wire based
additive manufactured components using a laser or a
tungsten inert gas welding torch [6, 7]
C. High strength Corrosion resistant steel
This work is aimed towards aeronautical
applications for which the feasibility of additive
manufacturing of high strength corrosion resistant
(HSCR) parts shall be investigated. One goal was to
achieve a wall thickness of at least 12 mm in a single
track in order to facilitate future mechanical testing.
Fig. 6 shows a EBAM build where this goal has
been achieved with a wall thickness of 13 mm by a
single track approach. The deposition rate was 2.1
kg/h.
Vickers micro-hardness measurements report a
constant hardness over the whole built height of about
310 HV0.5 which is only slightly higher than mill
annealed/cold-treated plate material.
Closer inspection of the surfaces, cross-sectioning
and computer tomography however reveal crack
formation which seems to be related to the formation
of a secondary phase segregating along the primary
grains. Further work is required to investigate the
possibility of preventing this by a specific deposition
strategy. There is however also the potential that the
material chemistry of this particular alloy will exclude
the application for EBAM.
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Fig. 6. Square duct of a HSCR steel

D. Stainless steel 316L
The stainless steel 316L is widely applied in very
diverse industry such as medical, marine, plant
engineering and others. Additive manufacturing of
316L has been investigated with powder bed based
technologies [1, 8]. Powder bed based technologies
generally are limited in size and EBAM gives the
opportunity to expand additive manufacturing of 316L
parts to larger sizes.
An additional challenge was to progress from
simple duct shapes to more complex shapes with
intersecting tracks. Therefore a trefoil shape has been
chosen having a structure in mind as used in heat
exchangers. It was required to develop an elaborated
track routine with controlled power and wire feed in
order to obtain a regular crossover.

Fig. 7. Trefoil mock-up made of stainless steel 316L

Fig. 7 shows a 316L trefoil mock-up with lateral
edge size of approximately 150 mm and a height of
approximately 55 mm. The visual appearance
indicates that the build strategy including the track
crossover has been successful. Cross-sections of
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trefoil builds give no indications for major defects;
especially no pores or lack of fusion were observed in
the crossover regions.
Conclusions
Complex shapes were created successfully by
EBAM. Good quality builds with a very low defect
occurrence was achieved for Ti6Al4V and 316L
components. The HSCR steel however exhibited
cracking requiring further work on the EBAM
strategy.
This paper reports on preliminary results from the
EBAM activity at the Nuclear AMRC. Critical issues
like mechanical properties, metallurgy, texture and
residual stresses require detailed considerations before
progression towards industrial application. Yet, the
excellent quality of the builds observed so far and the
high deposition rate achievable allows an optimistic
prognosis for the future application of EBAM in
manufacturing.
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Numerical investigation of the influence of electron beam
acceleration voltage in powder based additive manufacturing
processes
Fuad Osmanlic, Alexander Klassen, Thorsten Scharowsky, Carolin Körner
Powder-bed based additive manufacturing with selective electron beam melting is a highly
complex process. Determining the parameters for good quality parts is of prime importance. To
identify the process window, the process is modeled at a mesoscopic scale. The full set of equations for
thermo- and hydrodynamics is solved, considering most notably phase change, electron beam
absorption with depth-dose profiles, free surface movement and stochastic powder particle
distribution. The influence of an increase in electron beam acceleration voltage from commercially
available 60 kV to 120 kV on consolidation of the powder is investigated by numerical means. An
improvement of consolidation behavior by an extension of the processing window is demonstrated
numerically for Ti-6Al-4V. Thus, the potential for higher acceleration voltages for future machine
design is shown.
Числено изследване на влиянието на ускоряващото напрежение на електронния сноп
в адитивни (с добавяне на метал) процеси, базирани на използването на метални прахове
(Фуад Османлик, Александър Класен, Торстен Чаровски, Каролин Коернер). Адитивното
производство, в което се използва добавяне на метал и прахово ложе със селективно топене с
електронен лъч е изключително сложен процес. Изборът на параметрите на процеса за
получаване на добро качество на получаваните детайли е от първостепенно значение. За
идентифициране прозореца на процеса, процесът се моделира в мезоскопичен мащаб. Пълният
набор от топло- и хидро-динамични уравнения е решен, като се има предвид най-вече
фазовите промени, поглъщането на електрони с профили «дълбочина доза», свободното
движение на повърхността и стохастичното разпределение на праховите частици.
Влиянието на нарастване на ускоряващото напрежение на електронния сноп от търговски
достъпното 60 кV до 120 кV за консолидацията на праха се изследва с числени средства. Едно
подобрение на поведението на консолидация чрез разширяване на прозореца на обработка се
демонстрира числено за Ti-6Al-4V. По този начин, е показан потенциалът за използване на повисоки ускоряващи напрежения при бъдещо проектиране на машини за адитивно
производство с добавяне на метални прахове.

Introduction
Selective electron beam melting (SEBM) is an
additive manufacturing technology mainly governed
by physical phenomena such as electron beam
absorption, rapid local heating and cooling, surface
tension forces in combination with wetting effects
between the melt and the loosely packed powder bed,
thermal cycling and evaporation. These play a critical
role in affecting the quality of the final product. It is
of most importance to determine the scanning
parameters for a stable process window to produce
dense and near net-shape parts. In this numerical
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study, the influence of beam acceleration voltage on
the process window is investigated.
Numerical model
In the present work, numerical analysis of the
SEBM process is performed employing the lattice
Boltzmann method (LBM). The LBM is a rapidly
developing alternative approach to traditional
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and has its
strengths in the simulation of multi-phase flows
involving complex geometries. The coupled
hydrodynamic and thermodynamic behavior of metal
powder irradiated by an intense electron beam can be
31

represented by the following system of equations,
(1) ∇ ∙ u = 0,
(2)
(3)

u

+ u∙∇ u=− ∇ + ∇ u+
E

+ u ∙ ∇ℎE = ∇

p

∙ ∇ℎE +

F,

H,

where (1) is the continuity equation, (2) are the
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations and (3) is the
convection-diffusion equation. Here, u is the local
fluid velocity vector, is the time, is the pressure,
is the dynamic viscosity, ℎE is the specific enthalpy
and ⁄ p is the thermal diffusivity, with the thermal
conductivity ≡ ℎE and the specific heat capacity
p ≡ p ℎE . The external source terms, , account for
effects like gravitational acceleration and recoil
pressure due to evaporation ( F ) and electron beam
absorption as well as evaporative energy losses to the
surroundings ( H).
The fundamental basis of the LBM is that, in the
limit of small Mach and Knudsen numbers, the
discrete Boltzmann equation is formally equivalent to
the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations [1].
Rigorous theoretical treatments of the lattice
Boltzmann method can be found in the literature [2][5]. The LBM used here is based on a twodimensional single phase free surface method
developed at the Chair of Materials Science and
Engineering for Metals, University of ErlangenNuremberg, Germany Error! Reference source not
found.. The numerical model can solve hydrodynamic
flow [7], electron beam absorption [8], heat
conduction, melting and solidification [9] and single
component evaporation [10].
In contrast to laser beams, the electron energy
absorbed per unit length reaches its peak value at a
significant distance from the target surface, requiring
an electron beam model that rests on a volumetric
approach rather than a surface heat source. The
absorption characteristics of electrons incident on a
target can be accurately described by depth-dose
profiles, the calculation of which is based on a set of
semi-empirical equations. More details are to be found
in [8]. Depth-dose profiles are treated as a function of
the acceleration voltage, the target material and the
angle of beam incidence. Two such profiles are shown
in Fig. 1, where the absorbed electron energy in the
titanium alloy Ti‒6Al‒4V is plotted for two different
acceleration voltages, i.e., 60 kV and 120 kV. Here,
for 60 kV, the depth of maximum energy dissipation
is about 4 µm and the penetration depth is 18 µm. For
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120 kV, corresponding values are 13 µm and 54 µm,
respectively.

.
Fig. 1. Depth-dose profiles in Ti‒6Al‒4V at 60 kV and
120 kV acceleration voltage and normal beam incidence.

Experimental and numerical setup
All experiments presented in this work were
conducted on an Arcam S12 machine using
Ti‒6Al‒4V powder. The system consists of an
evacuated building tank with an adjustable process
platform and a rake system to apply powder. The
electron gun was operated at a constant acceleration
voltage of 60 kV having a maximum power of 3 kW.
The specimens were produced in three steps. First,
the powder was applied to the building platform and
heated with the defocused beam up to approximately
700 °C. At this temperature the powder sinters and
produces a stable powder bed for melting. In the next
step, the focused beam scans a square area of 15 mm x
15 mm with a given scanning strategy. Here, the area
is scanned with lines having an offset of
off = 100 µm. Every second line the beam scanning
vector changes into the opposite direction (Fig. 2,
left). This so called “snake” hatching is one of the
most common scanning strategies when fabricating
bulk components and was therefore chosen for this
study. After the melting step, the platform was
lowered by 50 µm and a new powder layer was
applied. In the experiments, the beam velocity "beam
was varied between 0.5 m/s and 6.4 m/s and the beam
power 'beam between 150 W and 2000 W.
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Fig. 2. (left) Schematic illustrating the scanning strategy using “snake”-like hatching, where arrows represent the scan
path of the electron beam. The build direction is out-of-plane. (right) 2D simulation plane showing the temperature field at
an instant in time. The position of the simulation plane with respect to the scan direction is indicated by the dashed line

The 2D simulation plane lies in the center of the
scanning area, parallel to the build direction and
perpendicular to the scan path of the electron beam
(Fig. 2, dashed lines). The space and time
discretization is set to ∆) = 5 µm and ∆ = 2·10‒7 s.
Table 1 shows the physical properties of the titanium
alloy Ti‒6Al‒4V used for the numerical
computations.
For the electron beam, a Gaussian beam power
distribution is assumed with a beam diameter (4*) of
400 µm. A process window with an acceleration
voltage of 60 kV is simulated and compared with the
experimental findings. To study the effect of
increasing the acceleration voltage to 120 kV, a
second process window is calculated with the same
parameters.
Table 1
Physical properties of Ti‒6Al‒4V.
density
dyn. viscosity
surface tension
specific heat (solid)
specific heat (liquid)
solidus temperature
liquidus temperature
boiling temperature
latent heat of fusion
latent heat of vaporization

4122 kg/m³ [11]
4.76 mPa s [12]
1.52 J/m² [12]
670 J/kg/K [13]
1126 J/kg/K [13]
1878 K [14]
1928 K [14]
3315 K [15]
290 kJ/kg [13]
9820 kJ/kg [16]

For the electron beam, a Gaussian beam power
distribution is assumed with a beam diameter (4*) of
400 µm. A process window with an acceleration
voltage of 60 kV is simulated and compared with the
experimental findings. To study the effect of
increasing the acceleration voltage to 120 kV, a
second process window is calculated with the same
parameters.
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Results
The experimental and numerical results are shown
in Fig. 3. For the produced specimens, a simple
classification according the relative density and the
surface quality is employed. Three classes are
distinguished, i.e., porous, good and wavy. Porous
samples have a relative density lower than 0.995,
where 1.0 is the full density of Ti‒6Al‒4V. Wavy
means that the top surface of the parts has a wavy
structure and therefore is no longer considered near
net-shape. These surface structures are a result of the
melt flow induced by recoil pressure, which is caused
by the evaporating mass. Therefore, the mass loss is a
suitable measure for comparing experimental and
simulation results. Note that the loss of mass can also
lead to significant deviations in the chemical
composition of the alloy in the presence of volatile
elements. Good samples are considered between those
two limits. The lower limit is given by the porosity
and the upper limit by the loss of mass due to
evaporation.
In Fig. 3a, the simulated relative density map at
60 kV is plotted along with experimental data. It is
found that the 0.995 isoline is between the good and
porous samples. This demonstrates the excellent
agreement between predicted and measured data.
Furthermore, Fig. 3b contains the mass loss map at
60 kV, which indicates that the critical evaporated
mass, separating samples with a wavy surface from
those with a plane surface, is 0.12 g for this particular
setup. The maps for the relative density and the mass
loss for an acceleration voltage of 120 kV are shown
in Fig. 3c and Fig. 3d. In both cases, the process
window is enlarged as compared to the 60 kV electron
beam.
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Fig. 3. a) Relative density map and b) Mass loss map at 60 kV. Data points represent experiments. c) Relative density map
and d) Mass loss map at 120 kV

Conclusions
The conducted numerical study indicates that
doubling the acceleration voltage from 60 kV to
120 kV extends the process window in terms of
porosity and evaporative mass loss. The process
window opens even further at higher velocities and
beam powers, thereby making it possible to increase
the building rate, while producing dense near netshape parts having a constant chemical composition.
Therefore, electron guns with higher acceleration
voltages should be considered for future machine
designs.
Fig. 4. Comparison of the process windows for 60 kV and
120 kV

The process windows at 60 kV and 120 kV,
represented by smooth isolines for the upper and
lower bounds, are shown in Fig. 4. It is seen that the
process window is wider at an acceleration voltage of
120 kV, especially at higher beam velocities and beam
powers.
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Prospects of application of gas-discharge electron beam guns in
additive manufacturing
Dmytro Kovalchuk, Vitalii Melnyk, Ihor Melnyk, Borys Tugai

Long-term experience of application of gas-discharge electron beam guns in different
technological processes such as melting, refining, coating, welding and others has proved their
technical and economic efficiency both in industrial operation and R&D works. Wide range of
permissible operating conditions, simple design and easy maintenance procedure, reasonable price of
complete systems equipped by gas-discharge electron beam guns have been attracted more and more
attention of customers worldwide.
In addition to above mentioned features gas-discharge electron beam guns provide a number of
another distinctive characteristics which could be interesting in additive manufacturing systems - for
example they are capable to generate rather fine and accurate beam under low accelerating voltage
down to 10 kV and even less, they have very light weight, their cathodes have extremely long life time
as well.
Application of gas-discharge electron beam guns of special configurations can make additive
manufacturing technology more obtainable for customers and can provide new interesting
opportunities to get new properties of produced materials.
Pilot electron beam installation of new generation based on special gas-discharge electron beam
guns will be presented.
Перспективи на прилагане на газоразрядни електроннолъчеви пушки в
производството с прибавяне на метал (Дмитро Ковалчук, Виталий Мелник, Игор Мелник,
Борис Тугай). Дългосрочният опит от прилагането на газоразрядни електронно-лъчеви пушки
в различни технологични процеси, като топене, рафиниране, нанасяне на покрития, заваряване
и други доказа тяхната техническа и икономическа ефективност, както в индустриалната
експлоатация, така и
при развойни дейности. Широката гама от допустими
експлоатационни условия, опростен дизайн и лесна процедура за поддръжка, разумна цена на
цялостните системи, оборудвани с газоразрядни електронно-лъчеви пушки, привличат
вниманието на клиенти по целия свят все повече и повече. В допълнение към посочените погоре функции газоразрядните електроннолъчеви пушки предоставят редица други
отличителни характеристики, които могат да бъдат интересни в производствените
системи с добавяне на метал - например те са в състояние да генерират остро фокусиран лъч
при ниски ускоряващи напрежения до 10 кV и дори по-малко, те имат много ниско тегло,
техните катоди имат изключително дълъг живот. Прилагането на газоразрядни електроннолъчеви пушки със специални конфигурации може да направи производствената технология с
добавяне на метал достъпна до повече клиенти и може да осигури нови и интересни
възможности при получаване на нови свойства на произведените материали. Представена е
пилотна инсталация с електронен лъч от ново поколение на базата на специална газоразрядна
електронно-лъчева пушка.

Introduction
Gas-discharge electron beam guns have being
successfully used in different industrial and R&D
applications since early 1970th when this equipment
was firstly developed in Kyiv Polytechnical Institute.
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Development of mild and flexible power source for
accurate and reliable welding/joining of fine
electronic components was an initial purpose of
creation of gas-discharge electron beam guns. And
gas-discharge EB guns successfully solved existed
problems first of all thanks to providing of mild
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controllable heating and possibility to generate profile
electron beam with different shapes, for example
straight line, hollow cylinder, converging ring as well.
Later electronic industry substituted metal and
glass for new materials and technologies. So since
1980th metallurgical applications such as refining and
melting of metals, electron beam physical vapor
deposition, some kinds of welding have become the
main customers for gas-discharge EB guns. Due to the
fact that such applications required much higher
power and more difficult operating conditions than
electronics development of gas-discharge EB guns
moved to growing of total power and to providing of
stable operation in hard vacuum.
As result gas-discharge EB guns of wide range of
power from 1 to 600 kW were developed and
implemented to different industries [1, 2]. Modern
industrial equipment based on usage of gas-discharge
EB guns has proved its attractiveness to customers
thanks to comparative simplicity, stable operation,
easy maintenance, high production and economic
efficiency.
Gas-discharge EB guns BTP-100 (100 kW), BTP300 (300 kW) and BTP-450 (450 kW) developed in
JSC NVO Chervona Hvilya are presented on Fig. 1.

Fig.1. Gas-discharge EB guns BTP-100 (100 kW),BTP-300
(300 kW) and BTP-450 (450 kW)

But permanent development of different industries
creates new and new demands of special equipment
with new requirements to technical parameters and
operating abilities. And everybody who wants to keep
his place on the cutting edge of technical progress
must follow modern development trends.
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Additive manufacturing - the Third Industrial
Revolution
Recently Additive Manufacturing (AM) has
become one of the most interesting and prospective
trends in the development of production technologies.
Many industrial and financial analytics are using even
such definition of this new technological approach as
part of the Third Industrial Revolution.
Additive Manufacturing is defined as the process
of joining materials to make near net shape objects,
usually layer upon layer, from computer 3D model
data. That’s why Additive Manufacturing is named
also as 3D printing and devices for their realization
are named as 3D printers accordingly. Both polymeric
materials and metals in different initial state (powder,
wire etc) can be used as materials for layer upon layer
building of parts.
Application of Additive Manufacturing for
production of metal parts is subject of special interest
from industry because namely metals, alloys and
intermetalic compounds are still the main structural
materials in manufacturing of industrial products
which have maximum value added.
Additive Manufacturing can provide particular
advantages in comparison with traditional metal
machining techniques in many cases for example as:
- Manufacturing of extra complex parts which may
include overhangs, cavities, bores, bosses, slots,
complex curvatures etc, especially if part is made of
hardly machined materials – machining of such kind
of parts is very difficult, long and expensive or even
technically impossible;
- Manufacturing of single part or little quantity lots
when preparation of special manufacturing tools,
molds or instruments is very expensive resulting in
high specific cost of part;
- Manufacturing of complex parts of
expensive/exotic materials when large quantity of
non-recyclable scrap and wastes appears;
- Manufacture of spare parts to equipment
immediately at place of operation in case of remote
location of such places where spare parts are
logistically unavailable for example at space crafts,
off-shore platforms, far isolated regions etc.
AM processes for metal objects may be classified
by the following:
- By feedstock material – powder or wire;
- By source of heating – laser, electron beam or
plasma;
- By method of layer forming – selective melting
of prepared layer of powder (“powder bed”) or direct
deposition of melt powder or wire on substrate or
previously formed layer (“direct deposition”).
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AM methods based on selective powder sintering
with usage both laser and electron beam allow
manufacturing of very complex and fine parts with
rather high accuracy up to 20-30 microns. But there
are particular drawbacks of these methods which limit
fields of their application:
- Production capacity of such processes is limited
by technological requirements and do not exceed 80
cm³/h as a rule;
- Usage of powder requires special operating
conditions and additional safety measures especially
for titanium and aluminum powder which are very
fire/burn dangerous. Complete AM facilities based on
usage of powder require installation of complicated
and expensive auxiliary equipment for powder
storage, preparation, supply to AM system and for
recycling of remaining powder after extraction of
produced part from AM system;
- Quality of powder used in powder bed processes
must meet very high requirements to spherical shape
and fraction size limits (as a rule within 20-100
microns) which result in very high price of powder;
- Limitation of maximum fraction size of powder
used in powder bed processes by approximately 100
microns results in higher content of oxygen in parts
manufactured from active metals first of all titanium
because the smaller size of powder the more oxygen
content in each particle of powder.
Additive manufacturing technologies based on
usage of wire feedstock are considered as the most
prospective methods for bulk industrial production of
large parts first of all thanks to much higher
deposition rate and more cheap and available raw
materials. There were few methods of such kind
developed until recently with usage of different high
power heating source for melting of feedstock and
substrate – electron beam, plasma torch, arc welding
equipment. Electron beam looks probably as the most
attractive solution in such approach especially for
reactive metals due to operation in vacuum resulting
in reliable protection of produced parts from gas
absorption.
Prototype of additive manufacturing methods
based on the usage of electron beam as heating source
and wire as feedstock was developed in the USA [3,
4]. It was named electron beam free form fabrication
(EBFFF). Its initial purpose was to develop rather
compact apparatus which can manufacture any three
dimensional metal part from standard industrial semiproducts in remote locations where spare parts are
logistically unavailable for example at space crafts,
off-shore platforms, far isolated regions etc. In this
method three dimensional objects are formed through
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layered deposition of feedstock materials on substrate.
Feedstock material usually in the form of wire is fed
to deposition zone (feed point) where it is melt by
electron beam together with some area on substrate at
this zone and deposits on substrate, feed point is
moved with specified speed relative to the substrate
resulting in solidification of previously deposited
material which went out from influence of electron
beam and forming of solid deposited layer. Feed point
is moved sequentially forming each next layer upon
previous one up to forming of complete predetermined
3D-object according to CAD model. Electron beam in
this method drops on substrate perpendicularly to its
surface and feedstock material is fed to feed point
from aside under some angle as illustrated on Fig.2
[5].

Fig.2. EBFFF concept (picture from NASA reports)

Initial characteristic of EBFFF method is usage of
upgraded electron beam welding installations for
realization of this process. Such installations are
equipped by electron beam guns of welding type (see
Fig.3) with appropriate V-A characteristics and
requirements to operating conditions. Electron beam
guns of welding type operate under rather high
accelerating voltage - as a rule of 60 kV and more.
Electron beam accelerated by such voltage induces Xrays from processed targets which result in
requirements to provide special protection of
operating staff from influence of this radiation. Also
special vacuum conditions are necessary for normal
operation of such EB guns. As a rule residual pressure
in operating chamber must be not less than 10¯ ² Pa
but even in this case EB gun must be equipped by
individual high vacuum turbo molecular pump for
reliable protection of cathode during process.
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Fig.3. EB gun of welding type in additive manufacturing
system (picture from Sciaky, Inc. booklet)

Potential demand on metal parts which may be
produced by EBFFF and similar methods is rather
high. It is proved by huge number of different
investigations which are executed by leading R&D
organizations worldwide and by strong private and
state investments in development of this technology
[6]. Numerous investigations performed and presented
till now has proved that the main operating
characteristics of metal parts produced by EBFFF
method meet requirements of proper standards and
can be used in industry. But real progress in wide
implementation of these technologies is possible only
if the main technical and technological problems are
solved and under condition of providing economical
advantages
in
comparison
with
traditional
manufacturing approaches (machining, casting etc).
As result there are still not so many examples of
approved implementing of AM technologies in real
industrial production. Some technical disadvantages
and limitations of existing EBFFF systems based on
usage of welding EB guns are the reason of such
situation:
- Feeding of feedstock wire to melting zone from
one side which is applied in EBFFF concept causes
generation of complicated asymmetrical thermal fields
around melting zone because of unavoidable creation
of shadow zone on the substrate under the wire
resulting in creation of porosity or cavities in
deposited layer and forming of non-uniform metal
structure. In addition one-side heating of the wire,
from the top, causes internal thermal stresses resulting
in bending of wire which make difficulties in accurate
and stable feeding of feedstock wire directly to
melting zone which also results in violation of stable
deposition and solidification conditions. These factors
cause difficulties in providing of uniform structure
and required quality of produced solid freeform work
pieces;
- High operating vacuum is required in
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technological chamber resulting in essential increase
of equipment cost and less productivity;
- High accelerating voltage which is necessary for
welding EB gun operation causes X-rays resulting in
special requirements to staff protection;
- EB guns of welding type must be equipped by
individual high vacuum turbo molecular pump for
reliable protection of cathode during process which
also increases cost of equipment and makes it more
large and complicated;
- Cathodes of welding EB guns are made of rather
expensive materials, nevertheless their life time is
rather limited.
Gas-discharge EB gun as new exclusive solution
for additive manufacturing
Engineers of JSC NVO Chervona Hvilya have
developed new method and apparatus for
manufacturing of three dimensional objects on the
base of low voltage gas-discharge EB gun of special
design which solves most of above mentioned
problems of existing EBFFF methods.
Special EB gun configuration in which electron
beam in the shape of hollow inverted cone with the
apex placed near the substrate is used for creation of
molten pool on the substrate and for melting of
feedstock material in the form of wire or powder
which is fed exactly to the center of molten pool
through guide or nozzle coaxially with said hollow
conical electron beam is key element of an idea. Said
hollow conical electron beam is formed by gas
discharge electron beam gun with cold circular
cathode which forms common functional assembly
with feedstock guide – technological device named
xBeam gun (see general scheme and photo of xBeam
gun on Fig.4 and Fig.5 accordingly).

Fig.4. General design concept of xBeam gun
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manufacturing materials unavailable in the form of
solid wire or spherical powder.

Fig.5. xBeam gun

Unique features of xBeam 3D Metal Printing
opening
new
manufacturing
and
R&D
opportunities
xBeam 3D Metal Printing (or shortly xBeam
printing) technology and equipment provide numerous
exclusive advantages which allow to reach new
improved indicators in additive manufacturing and to
set new goals in development of new processes and
even of new materials.
Round molten pool and vertical supply of
feedstock exactly in the center of the pool provide the
best power efficiency of the process. Such
configuration excludes any shadow zones on the
substrate (see Fig.6) preventing residual porosity in
deposited layer.

Fig.7. Uniform heating of wire feedstock by hollow conical
electron beam

Low accelerating voltage (10-15 kV) applied in
xBeam gun provides forming of quite shallow molten
pool on the substrate (see Fig.8) which results in
higher cooling rate and more rapid solidification of
deposited material. It allows receiving of much better
structure of produced parts and better mechanical
properties accordingly. Also this feature is important
when complex materials with different densities and
melting points are used together for creation of special
compositions or intermetallic compounds.

Fig.8. Macrostructure of substrate (CP Ti) after deposition
of titanium wire ø1.6 mm, x25

Fig.6. Schematic view of melting zone in xBeam printing

It highly simplifies control of heating and melting
conditions which determine forming of metal structure
of produced part.
Such configuration also allows effective usage of
powder feedstock - all powder particles are falling
into the melt zone on the substrate.
Hollow conical electron beam completely
envelopes feedstock material by energy flow (see
Fig.7). It provides absolutely uniform pre-heating and
fusing of wire feedstock. This feature allows usage of
cored wire as feedstock – it makes xBeam printing an
exclusive method which can involve to additive
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Low specific power input of xBeam process
strongly reduces residual stresses of produced parts
which currently is one of the critical problems of
existing EBFFF methods.
One of the most important and exclusive features
of xBeam printing technology is continuous (solid
flow) metal transfer from fused end of feedstock to the
molten pool. It allows effective control of width and
thickness of the deposited layer. xBeam printing
provides manufacturing of rather fine parts with high
productivity and with minimum required post
processing (see Fig.9).
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including refractory metals and alloys. Small
operating space required for installation of complete
system (about 10 m²) makes it very convenient for
R&D laboratories. Recharging of feedstock from
outside operating chamber save a lot of time during
experiments. Low accelerating voltage applied in
xBeam gun provides safety operation without special
conditions and permissions.
Fig.9. Sample produced from titanium wire ø1.6 mm

xBeam 3D Metal Printing equipment
The xBeam gun as key element of technology also
has numerous exclusive technical and operating
characteristics:
- Unique hollow conical electron beam is
provided by cathode design, spot diameter is
about 1 mm in spite of low applied
accelerating voltage,
- Extra long cathode lifetime - 1000 hours and
more,
- Easy automatic control - no focusing lenses,
no deflection coils, beam current is regulated
by operating gas pressure (helium, hydrogen,
others),
- Easy and compact design, light weight –
about Ø150x200 mm, 6 kg,
Pilot additive manufacturing system - xBeam 3D
Metal Printer – is built and put into operation (see
Fig.10).

Fig.10. Pilot xBeam 3D Metal Printer – xB-01

Pilot xBeam 3D Metal Printer xB-01 is designed
mainly for investigation purposes of new technology
but also can be used for manufacture of small metal
parts. Three dimensional objects up to 300x300x300
mm can be produced on this equipment. Ultimate
power 20 kW allows to deposit any materials
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

Conclusion
Technical and operating features of gas-discharge
EB guns have opened the next page in their
applications. Low voltage gas-discharge EB gun of
special design has allowed development of new
method of additive manufacturing - xBeam 3D Metal
Printing - which provides numerous advantages in
comparison with existing alternative solutions. Unique
physical conditions of new method open a lot of
opportunities in manufacturing and investigations.
xBeam 3D Metal Printer is convenient and available
technological instrument for real manufacturing and
investigations in material science.
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Direct metal printing
Massimiliano Di Lecce
Research centers and companies have shown in recent years a strong interest in new production
methods.
The current socio-economic context is strongly characterized by flexibility, production
maximization, reduction in time, waste, costs and the necessity of protecting and enhancing
environment to safeguard planet’s resources both today and for future generations.
Thus emerges one of the fastest-growing and potentially most important fields of contemporary
research: the study of additive technologies.
The main advantage of these techniques is the ability to obtain high geometrical complexity
components that are impossible to make with traditional techniques .
Among additive technologies, additive metal fabrication technologies allow to passing from
prototyping phase to final components realization, characterized by mechanical properties
comparable to those obtainable with traditional processes.
There are several “Direct Metal Printing” or “Metal Additive Manufacturing” techniques such
as “Direct Metal Laser Sintering”, “Electron beam melting”, “Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) ”,
“Selective Laser Melting”, “Electron Beam Freeform Fabrication (EBF)” and fields of applications
range from the advanced mechanics sector to aeronautical and aerospace industries, medical,
jewelery.
In the paper will be discussed concrete applications of metal 3Dprinting.
Пряко метално 3D печатане (Масимилиано Ди Лече). Изследователски центрове и
фирми показаха през последните години силен интерес към нови методи на производство.
Сегашният социално-икономически контекст се характеризира с гъвкавост, производствено
максимизиране, намаляване на времето за производство, на отпадъците, разходите и
необходимостта от опазване и подобряване на околната среда, за да се запазят планетните
ресурси сега и за бъдещите поколения.
Така се очертава една от най-бързо растящите и потенциално най-важните области на
съвременните изследвания: изследване на технологиите с добавяне на метал. Основното
предимство на тези техники е възможността за получаване на висококачествени
геометрично сложни компоненти, които е невъзможно да се направят с традиционни
техники.
Сред адитивните технологии, технологиите за получаване на изделия от метал с
добавяне на метал позволяват да се преминава от прототипи фаза до крайната реализация
на компонентите, характеризираща се с механични свойства, сравними с тези, получени с
традиционните процеси.
Има няколко техники за "Директен метален 3D печат" или "Производство с добавяне на
метал", като например, "Селективно топене с електронен сноп" "Директно лазерно
синтероване на метални прахове", "селективно лазерно синтероване (SLS)", "селективно
лазерно топене", "електроннолъчева изработка в свободни форми (EBF)" и областите на
приложение варират от сектора на съвременната механика към въздухоплавателната и
космическата индустрия, медицински инструменти и импланти, бижута.
В тази работа ще се обсъдят конкретни приложения на металното 3D печатане.

Introduction
There are a number of different technologies used
in the metal Additive Manufacturing systems
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available today.
Systems can be classified by the energy source or
the way the material is being joined, for example
using a binder, laser, heated nozzle etc. Classification
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is also possible by the group of metal materials being
processed. The feedstock state, with the most common
ones being solid (powder, wire or sheet) or liquid, is
also used to define the process [1].
A. Different
technologies

metal

additive

manufacturing

In this section, we consider the main metal additive
manufacturing techniques.
The common denominator among all is the
deposition (or solidification) of layered material, but
the similarities stop there: the materials used, their
initial state, the undergoing treatments to reach the
finished part change from technology to technology.
Each method has advantages and disadvantages,
but generally the criteria to consider in selecting a
method or another are related to the speed of
production, the cost of the machine, the cost of the
model obtained [2].
Characteristics of process technologies
Direct process powder-bed systems are known as
laser melting processes and are commercially
available under different trade names such as
Selective Laser Melting (SLM), Laser Cusing and
Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS). The only
exception to this process principle is the Electron
Beam melting (EBM) process, which uses an electron
beam under full vacuum.
Selective Laser Sintering (SLS)
The laser sintering, once also called SLS (Selective
Laser Sintering), uses a laser to sinter the materials
used for the construction of the prototype. Initially it
is left a thin layer of dust by a special apparatus and
laser provides the sintering where needed. The table
lowers the desired amount, is spread another layer of
powder and then it repeats. The advantage lies in the
fact that you can use various types of powders and
there is not necessary to provide supports since the
non-sintered powder provides to support the upper
floors. At the end of the process, the workpiece must
be freed from the excess powder, which is not very
complex, and in the case of metal powders, also
undergoes a thermal treatment to improve their
characteristics.
Selective Laser Melting (SLM)
It is totally similar to the selective laser sintering,
but it differs in the use of integral metal powders,
without the aid of low fluxes. It follows that the laser
is more powerful and at the end it has an object
completely similar to series production, which
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requires no special superficial finishes and that can be
quietly subjected to conventional processes. In order
to prevent oxidation of the metals in the working
chamber is recreated an inert atmosphere.
SLM does not use sintering for solidification of the
powder granules, but totally melts the material
selectively, using a high energy laser. You can create
objects with the following materials: titanium alloys,
cobalt-chromium alloys, stainless steel and aluminum.
One of the best qualities of this printing technique
is that object mechanical and physical properties are
virtually identical to those of a model obtained by
traditional fusion, without the critical points (eg.
Fragility) typical of sintered materials.
This process is an additive technique that
represents the evolution of Selective Laser Sintering
(SLS) process of metal powders. It enables the
creation of near full dense metal objects with high
geometric complexity. Born as a technique of Rapid
Prototyping, SLM has recently evolved as technology
of rapid tooling and manufacturing of final
components, thanks to the ability to process different
metallic materials (steel, aluminum alloys, titanium
alloys, etc.).
Energy density, defined as energy per unit area,
produces complete fusion in the processed powders by
the SLM and partial melting in those processed by
SLS. SLM process produces objects with near 100%
density without additional post treatments.
Electron Beam Melting (EBM)
It is entirely similar to SLM, but it must create the
vacuum in the working chamber to allow the correct
focusing of the electron beam on the work surface ,
which also prevents the formation of metal oxides in
the powders.
The electron beam, being able to concentrate a
greater power than the laser spot, can melt high
melting metal powders such as titanium.
A particular application achievable with this
technique is the production of biomedical titanium
prosthesis, through the use of titanium powders with
high biomedical compatibility.
The melting process of the materials takes place at
temperatures between 700 and 1000 °C so as to obtain
parts substantially free of residual stress, therefore, do
not require post-production treatments. This technique
was developed by the Swedish company Arcam and is
especially applied in the aeronautical, aerospace, and
biomedical. The alloy with which you can create
objects is the Titanium Alloy Ti6 Al4V or pure
titanium.
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Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS)
It is an additive manufacturing technique that uses
a Yb (Ytterbium) fibre laser fired into a bed of
powdered metal.
This technology is used to manufacture direct parts
for a variety of industries including aerospace, dental,
medical and other industries that have small to
medium size, highly complex parts and the tooling
industry to make direct tooling inserts. Basically the
same of SLS, changes only the print material, in fact
you can print metalS. The objects are built layer by
layer by means of the local laser melting of metal
powder with a very fine particle size, such as to allow
the construction with the layer up to 20 microns. With
this technique one can create objects in many metal
alloys including: Steel(GP1 17-4), Stainless Steel
(PH1), Cromocobalto (MP1), Aluminum (AlSi10Mg)
and titanium alloys (Ti64 Grade 5). The DMLS
technology is extremely innovative and provides an
opportunity to build prototypes and metal parts
directly, with no need of the equipment development
and to be tested and used in a functional way. The
possibility of developing components with a high
degree of detail and an accurate level precision allow
to produce parts also for jewelry sector, favoring postprocessing on the developed materials, leading to a
saving of time and to a cancellation of the
development costs of equipment.
Laminated Object Manufacturing (LOM)
Some 3D printers use laminate material , which
constitute the processed layer with tangential cutting
systems or laser, to separate the section that affects the
model from the scrap material.. This in turn
constitutes a valid support material, which will be
removed
in
finished
print.
It's
a rapid
prototyping system developed by Helisys Inc. (Cubic
Technologies is now the successor organization of
Helisys) In it, layers of adhesive-coated paper, plastic,
or metal laminates are successively glued together and
cut to shape with a knife or laser cutter. Objects
printed with this technique may be additionally
modified by machining or drilling after printing.
Typical layer resolution for this process is defined by
the material feedstock and usually ranges in thickness
from one to a few sheets of copy paper
LaserCUSING® refers to Additive Manufacturing
with metal, also known as 3D metal printing. The
term, composed of the C of CONCEPT Laser and
FUSING (melt completely), describes the technology:
the melting process generates complex parts layer by
layer using 3D CAD data – with layer thickness
between 15 and 150 µm. Metal in fine powder form is
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melted locally using high-energy fiber lasers. Mirror
deflection units (scanners) create the part contour by
deflecting the laser beam. After cooling, the material
solidifies. Construction is carried out by lowering the
build plate, adding new powder, and melting again.
What makes the systems special is stochastic control
of the slice segments (also called “islands”), which are
processed successively. The patented method provides
for a significant reduction in tension in the
manufacture of very large parts.
LaserCUSING® layer construction process allows
the fabrication of both mould inserts with closecontour cooling and direct components for the
jewellery, medical, dental, automotive and aerospace
sectors. This applies to both prototypes and batch
parts.
Laser engineered net shaping or LENS
It is an additive manufacturing technology
developed for fabricating metal parts directly from
a computer-aided design (CAD) solid model by using
a metal powder injected into a molten pool created by
a focused, high-powered laser beam. This technique is
also equivalent to several trademarked techniques that
have the monikers Direct Metal Deposition (DMD),
and Laser consolidation (LC). Compared to processes
that use powder beds, such as Selective Laser
Melting (SLM), objects created with this technology
can be substantially larger, even up to several feet
long. It can produce parts in a wide range
of alloys,including titanium, stainless steel, aluminum,
and other specialty materials; as well as composite
and functionally graded materials. Primary
applications for LENS technology include repair &
overhaul, rapid prototyping, rapid manufacturing,
and limited-run manufacturing for aerospace, defense,
and medical markets. Microscopy studies show the
LENS parts to be fully dense with no compositional
degradation. Mechanical testing reveals outstanding
as-fabricated mechanical properties.
The process can also make "near" net shape parts
when it's not possible to make an item to exact
specifications. In these cases post production
light machining, surface
finishing,
or heat
treatment may be applied to achieve end compliance.
Electron Beam Freeform Fabrication (EBF³)
This is an additive manufacturing process (3D
printing) being developed by NASA to create metal
parts in space. This process create parts and tools,
which will save NASA time and money by allowing
scientists to create parts as needed instead of hauling
materials on the space shuttle, which can be quite
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costly.
It builds near-net-shape parts requiring less raw
material and finish machining than traditional
manufacturing methods. It uses a focused electron
beam in a vacuum environment to create a molten
pool on a metallic substrate.
3D galvanic printer is an invention of an
Argentine engineer, named Gastón Accardi. It is based
on electrolysis process. The 3D Printer Accardi does
not use laser sintering, or stereolithography, or
filaments fusion as the vast majority of other 3D
printers on the market today. Instead, it uses the
simple concept of electroplating to manufacture metal
objects.
Basically, the electrodeposition works with a
power source and two poles. A pole is connected to
the part that you want to be coated with the metal,
while other is connected to the metal source that you
want to use for the coating. An electric conductor
solution is required and is used lemon juice as a weak
acid or at times sulfuric acid as strong acid.
Copper electroplating, suggests that copper is
diluted in solution, as this leads to much better results
in the plating process.
Conclusions
Manufacturing companies are preparing to change
that 3D printing will bring within them.
It will be the metal printing the key in the
manufacturing future..
In particular, the aerospazionale industry and the
medical field, are increasingly demanding the ability
to use such materials, aluminum and titanium, light
metals which, however, have a considerable
resistance.
The benefits obtained by manufacturing companies
that have already embraced the 3D media confirmed
the impact of this technology is already significant, as
well as measurable. There are still some fundamental
problems to overcome in terms of the 3D printing of
metals. These problems are generally not reported in
the media. - Surface finish: This is a big one, and one
of the things I get asked most about. The parts
produced by SLM are very impressive, however in
terms of surface finish for a part which may have to
connect accurately or form part of a precise
mechanical system it is simply not good enough. The
surface of SLM formed material is inherently rough
due to the attachment of partially melted metal
particles, and the layer-by-layer way in which it is
formed.
Additive manufacturing is hardly suitable on large
series productions (it doesn't exist economies of scale)
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but it will be able to open up new possibilities to
"mass customization."
These characteristics make it specific in the
following cases.
• Productions in which it is the technology of
choice, that is, when it allows to reduce the costs
and made objects with the same or superior
characteristics (what primarily occurs today in
the production of blades for turbines and fuel
injectors for aircraft engines) or to obtain
standard unique qualitative, not obtainable with
traditional techniques (as in the case of the
production of orthopedic prostheses and
components for racing cars and motorcycles).
• Productions in which the technology is cost
competitive only in modifing the designed
object. Modifications in design allow to
maximize the potential of additive manufacturing
without compromising (or improving) the
technical characteristics of the object product.
This occurs today mainly in the components in
aeronautics. But this is a case with huge
application potential in various sectors, provided
that the design or re-engineering construction are
consistent with the potential of additive
technologies (think additive).
• Productions where technology is not competitive
in absolute terms but may be economically
advantageous for other reasons. Three cases are
particularly relevant: 1. when 3D printed piece is
more expensive but the additive manufacturing
(thanks to its flexibility, the speed of production
without the need for molds or other tooling)
allows to "store file" (this occurs in firstly for the
on-demand production of replacement parts,
particularly in the aeronautical field); 2. when
additive manufacturing can afford to respond to
sudden and unexpected lack of components for
the production line (in this case the component
itself may be more expensive but the flexibility
and the speed of the new technology for
preventing far greater costs associated
interruption of production); 3. when additive
manufacturing allows the re-engineering of parts
intrinsically more efficient (and more expensive)
that help increase the productivity of existing
industrial facilities.
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Investigation of forming process during
electron beam Surfi-SculptTM
Kai Li, Xichang Wang, Pengfei Fu, Shuili Gong, Zhiqiang Li
Electron beam Surfi-SculptTM is a novel surface treatment technique applied to produce high
level performance Composite-Metal-Weld (ComeldTM) joints. Investigation on forming process of
surface features showed protrusions were formed via a layer-by-layer mode similar to additive
manufacturing process. The microstructure within the protrusions, different to the parent metal, was
characterized by a high density of fine needle shaped martensite phase, leading to a higher hardness.
Cracks were readily generated at the interface between protrusions and parent metal on poorly
finished surface.
Изследване на процесите на формиране по време на електронно лъчевата технология
”Surfi-SculptTM” (Кай Ли, Ксичанг Уанг, Пегфей Фу, Шуили Гонг, Зикуанг Ли)
Електроннолъчевата технология „Surfi-SculptTM” е нововъведена техника за третиране
на повърхности, прилагана за постигане на високо ниво на процеса при получаване съединения
от типа: Сплав-Метал-Заварка (ComeldTM). Изследването на процесите на формиране на
повърхностните характеристики, показа, че изпъкналостите са формирани чрез режим на
работа: слой по слой, подобен на адитивен производствен процес. Микроструктурата на тези
изпъкналости, която е различна отази на изходният метал, се характеризира с високата
плътност на мартензита с формата на игла, водеща до по-висока твърдост. По този начин
лесно се образуват пукнатини между изпъкналостта и изходният метал, при недобре
завършена повърхност.

Introduction
Owing to high strength-to-weight ratio, composite
materials are finding increasingly used in industrial
sectors especially in the field of aeronautical
engineering when weight saving is a critical
consideration [1,2]. Nevertheless, it might not always
be feasible to construct an entire structure by utilizing
composite materials solely [2]. In such cases,
composite components are required to be bonded with
metallic ones. Therefore it is of utmost importance in
the aeronautical industry to produce high level
performance joints between composite and metallic
components [1].
As a result of incompatible physical properties, it
exhibited great challenges for composite to metal
joining technology [3]. Conventional composite to
metal joining methods mainly include adhesive
bonding and mechanical fastening, but both with
significant disadvantages [3]. Adhesively bonded
joints present relatively low strength and may fail in a
catastrophic fashion with no prior warning, while
mechanical fastened joints suffer drawbacks such as
high stress concentration, increased joint weight, etc
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[3].
Novel composite to metal joint systems have been
developed recently, by integrating both adhesive and
mechanical bonding elements into the design, with the
aim to overcome the disadvantages of conventional
methods [2, 3]. Composite-Metal-Weld (ComeldTM)
joint system, as one of them, connects composite and
metal components by applying a new surface
treatment technique named Surfi-SculptTM [4]. SurfiSculptTM technique has the capability to create tailored
surface features, i.e. protrusions and intrusions, on the
metal surface where the composite materials are laid
and cured [1]. Fig. 1 shows a typical double lap SurfiSculpted titanium surface and its corresponding
ComeldTM joint [5]. This unique joining method owns
the advantages to transfer load and avoid stress
concentration [2]. Further, it has been demonstrated
that ComeldTM joint is able to improve the mechanical
performance of joints between composite and metallic
materials. It also showed that ComeldTM joint could
prevent sudden bond- line failure and gave a more
progressive and therefore detectable failure mode [2].
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Fig. 1. Double lap Surfi-Sculpted titanium surface with
protrusions and side views of ComeldTM joints [5].

The present work studied the electron beam SurfiSculptTM process on an as-cast Ti-6Al-4V alloy, with
a purpose to obtain a comprehensive understanding of
forming mechanisms of surface features during the
process as well as their microstructural features and
mechanical properties and eventually to improve the
design for higher level performance ComeldTM joints.
Experimental
An as-cast Ti-6Al-4V titanium plate (Ti bal, Al
6.40 wt%, V 3.98 wt%, Fe 0.06 wt%, Si 0.02 wt%, C
0.014 wt%, N 0.006 wt%, H 0.002 wt%, O 0.17 wt%)
was employed during electron beam Surfi-SculptTM
processing, carried out on a BAMTRI self-developed
electron beam processing machine (ZD150-15MH
CV3M) with a accelerating voltage of 150 kV.
The as-resulted surface morphology was
characterized using a Zeiss SUPRA55 scanning
electron microscopy. Parallel and perpendicular cross
sections of as-formed surface features were prepared
for metallographic examination on a Leica
DMI5000M optical microscope. Slightly etching in
Kroll’s reagent was applied to cross sections prior to
examination. Hardness measurements were performed
by using a TUKON2500 Vickers micro -hardness
tester, with a 100 g load and a 10 s dwell time.
Results and discussion
1. Surface morphology
Fig. 2 exhibits the surface morphology of an ascast Ti-6Al-4V titanium plate treated by electron
beam Surfi-SculptTM, where the specimen was tilted
43° in the chamber of scanning electron microscope
thus the image displays an oblique view of the asresulted surface. It is evident that a horizontal scar,
with the right end occupied by a hill shaped
protrusion, is present approximately in the middle of
the rough grit-blasted surface. The formation of the
scar was induced by the interaction between the
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focused electron beam and the base metal [6], which
implies that the trail of scar is actually an appropriate
representation of the scanning route of focused
electron beam. During Surfi-SulptTM processing, the
high frequency focused electron beam scanned the
metal surface repeatedly via a pre-designed pattern [68]. At the beginning of each scanning, the metal was
melted and a vapour cavity was produced in the
substrate once the electron beam impacted on the
metal surface. Scanning the electron beam created a
trailing melt pool along the route. Due to vapour
pressure from the cavity and surface tension, the melt
metal was displaced to a direction opposite to the
travel of electron beam [7, 8]. After a certain numbers
of repetitions, hill shaped protrusions were formed at
the start of each scanning route and corresponding
intrusions (scar) were formed simultaneously, as
shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. SEM image of an as-cast Ti-6Al-4V titanium plate
treated by electron beam Surfi-SculptTM, showing
morphology of as-formed surface features.

Fig. 3 presents a scanning electron macrograph of
parallel cross section showing a more detailed side
view of the interior wall of intrusion. The top area
with blocky bright white speckles was filled with resin
employed for sample preparation, which was
dielectric thus caused charging during scanning
electron microscopy [9]. The intrusion was located
just below the resin. Besides several spherical
contaminations, interior wall of intrusion exhibited a
striation texture. The striations were approximately
parallel to each other and tracked in a direction from
the left end of intrusion along the slope up to the top
right until approaching the original surface. Moreover,
as previously shown in Fig. 2, the exterior wall of
protrusion also disclosed a texture with parallel
striations. The presence of striations on both
protrusion and intrusion suggested that the protrusion
was formed via a layer-by-layer mode similar to
additive manufacturing process, while the intrusion
was also formed layer-by-layer but by subtracting
material through displacement of melt metal
gradually. Nevertheless, feeding of wire or powder
was not required during Surfi-SculptTM process, which
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was different to additive manufacturing. The material
for adding up the protrusion was displaced over from
its own base which went through a subtraction
progress for the formation of a corresponding
intrusion.

Fig. 3. SEM image of a parallel cross section showing a
striation texture on the interior wall of intrusion.

2. Microstructrue
A perpendicular cross section was prepared for
metallographic examination, as shown in Fig. 4. It is
clear evident that protrusion was with different
microstructural features compared with the base
metal. The base metal was primarily consisted of α +
β lamellar structures, the same as commonly observed
on as-cast Ti-6Al-4V alloys [10]. On the contrary, the
microstructure of protrusion was dominated by a high
density of fine needle shaped martensite phase.
Further, vertically grown columnar crystals are clearly
displayed, which was evolved with the piling-up
progress of protrusion during Surfi-SculptTM.
A hemispheric re-solidified zone was present
beneath the protrusion, with a depth of approximately
0.3 mm down into the base metal. It is evidence
proving that the metal surface was melted at the
beginning of beam scanning. The melted metal was
re-solidified accordingly with the piling up of melted
metal on its top. A quite narrow heat affected zone
was present at the interface between the hemispheric
re-solidified zone and the base metal. Further, the side
wall on both sides of the protrusion exhibited a
slightly scalloped texture, which was consistent with
the striations described above.
The microstructure of protrusion is similar to the
fusion zone of welded seam, since both experienced a
melted and re-solidified process [11]. The formation
of a high density of fine needle shaped martensite
phase within protrusion was attributed to a high
cooling rate during solidification of displaced melt
metal [10].
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Fig. 4. Optical macrograph of a perpendicular cross
section showing the microstructure of protrusion different
to that of base metal.

3. Micro-hardness
In order to study the hardness profiles of
protrusions along the piling-up (i.e. height) direction,
micro-hardness was examined on perpendicular cross
sections from base metal up to the zenith of
protrusions, with indentor intervals varied from 50 to
200 µm depending on the uniformity of
microstructure.
Fig. 5 illustrates the micro-hardness profiles of
protrusions formed on three as-cast Ti-6Al-4V
titanium plates with various surface conditions. For all
the three specimens, the hardness of protrusions was
higher than that of base metal. A hardness peak was
appeared within the hemispheric re-solidified zone,
which was especially obvious for specimen 3. In
addition, both the protrusion and hemispheric resolidified zone of specimen 3 exhibited a higher
hardness than those of specimen 1 & 2, whose
hardness was similar. As shown in Fig. 5, the base
metal exhibited an average hardness of approximately
300 HV. While the hardness of protrusions on
specimen 1 & 2 fluctuated between 320 HV and 340
HV, that of specimen 3 stabilized at ~360 HV.
Specimens 1 & 2 exhibited a maximum hardness of
about 400 HV near the interface between hemispheric
re-solidified zone and the base metal, while the
maximum hardness of specimen 3 reached up to ~580
HV at the same position.
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had a detrimental effect on the joining between
displaced melted metal and the underlying base metal,
the as-resulted poorly adhesive position might act as
the initiation of cracking. It is the same case in the
field of welding that the surface is required to be
thoroughly cleaned before welding operation,
otherwise defects such as cracking, porosity and
inclusions are easily to be generated [11].

Fig. 5. Micro-hardness profiles along height direction of
protrusions formed on Ti-6Al-4V titanium plates with
various surface conditions, all showing a peak slightly
below the surface.

The slightly higher hardness of protrusions
compared with base metal was attributed to the
presence of a high density of fine needle shaped
martensite phase within protrusions whereas it was
absent in the base metal [11]. The hemispheric resolidified zone exhibited a even much higher hardness
might be the result of presence of a much higher
density of martensite phase which was also probably
with finer shapes, since this zone provided a condition
offering a much higher cooling rate as both base metal
and surrounding atmosphere could be involved for
heat transfer. On the contrary, only surrounding
atmosphere could be available on the upper part of
protrusion.
4. Cracking phenomenon
Cracking was observed at the root of protrusions
formed on specimen 3, as displayed in Fig. 6. Fig. 6a
gives a general view of the cracks present at the root
of protrusion, where the specimen was tilted 43°
during scanning electron microscopy, thus the bottom
rough region represented the original surface while the
top brighter region represented the as-formed
protrusion. It clearly shows the presence of cracks at
the root of protrusion. Fig. 6b gives a side view of a
cross section showing that the crack was propagated
along the interface between the base metal and the resolidified one. The occurrence of cracking might be
related to the much higher hardness as depicted above,
since a higher hardness is usually accompanied with a
higher brittleness which creates a condition for the
occurrence of cracking [10].
Nonetheless, cracks were only observed on
protrusions formed on specimen 3 which was prepared
with grit blast as the final surface treatment,
suggesting that the occurrence of cracking might be
related to the surface finish. For those surface finished
with grit blasting, the rough and contaminated surface
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Fig. 6. Cracks present in the protrusion: (a) general view of
the crack present at the root of protrusion; (b) crosssectional view showing the presence of crack.

The occurrence of cracking would decrease the
mechanical properties of ComeldTM joint, which
apparently need to be eliminated. Therefore, it is
essential to carry out further research to study the
origins and evolution of cracking occurred on
protrusions during electron beam Surfi-SculptTM, with
an ultimate objective to produce higher level
performance ComeldTM joints for aeronautical
structures.
Conclusions
1. Surface features, i.e. protrusions and
intrusions, were formed on the surface of as-cast
Ti-6Al-4V alloy treated by electron beam SurfiSculptTM.
2. The formation of protrusions and intrusions
were resulted from a displacement of melted
metal caused by vapour pressure and surface
tension. The protrusions were formed via a layerby-layer mode similar to additive manufacturing
process.
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3.

The protrusions were with a different
microstructure to the base metal, which was
characterized by a high density of fine needle
shaped martensite phase, leading to a much
higher hardness. If combined with a poorly
finished surface, cracks were readily generated at
the interface between re-solidified metal and
base metal.
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ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
Comparative analysis of the secondary emission current and x-ray
radiation dependency on the beam’s position along the joint
during electron beam welding
Vladimir Ya. Braverman, Valeriy V. Bogdanov, Nikolay V. Uspenskiy,
Vladimir S. Belozertsev
We analyzed secondary emission current and X-Ray radiation dependency on the beam’s position
along the joint during Electron Beam Welding of similar and dissimilar materials. We established that
those characteristics were identical if the welding rim melting was absent. The characteristics are of
extreme nature. During the welding of similar materials, the dependency minimum corresponds with
the precise alignment of the beam’s position and the joint. During the welding of dissimilar materials,
the minimum of the secondary emission current shifts towards the material with the lowest coefficient
of the secondary emission and the minimum of the X-ray radiation shifts towards the material with the
lowest atom number. The similarity of the characteristics is explained by the fact that the appearance
of the secondary emission and the X-ray radiation is the result of the electron beam’s interaction with
the material of the welded parts. Therefore, we can use the same mathematical tool to analyze the
dependencies and joint tracking devices can be designed with unified hardware and software
applications.
Сравнителен анализ на зависимостта на вторичния емисионен ток и рентгеновото
излъчване от позицията на снопа по протежение на заваръчното съединение по време на
електроннолъчево заваряване (В. Браверман, В. Богданов, Н. Успенский, В. Белозерцев).
Анализирахме вторичния емисионен ток и рентгеновото лъчение в зависимост от позицията
на снопа по протежение на заваръчното съединение по време на електроннолъчево заваряване
на сходни и несходни материали. Ние установено, че тези характеристики са идентични, ако
топенето на заваряване на джантата е отсъствал. Характеристиките са от изключителна
природа. По време на заваряването на разнородни материали, минимумът на зависимостта
кореспондира с прецизно подравняване на позицията на снопа и заваръчното съединение. По
време на заваряването на разнородни материали, като минималното количество на
текущите смени средното за емисии към материала с най-нисък коефициент на вторичния
емисията и минимума на рентгеново лъчение се измества към материала с най-малък брой
атом. Сходството на характеристиките се обяснява с факта, че появата на вторичния
излъчване и рентгенови лъчи е резултат на взаимодействие с електронен лъч с материала на
заварените части. Ето защо, ние можем да използваме един и същи математически
инструмент за анализ на зависимости и съвместна проследяващи устройства могат да
бъдат проектирани с унифицирани хардуерни и софтуерни приложения.

Introduction
Precise positioning of the beam along the joint of
the welded parts is especially important when dealing
with long joints during the welding of large parts.
Acceptable error in positioning the beam with the
joint usually does not exceed 0.2 mm. This precision
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requires the use of devices with automatic beam
guidance along the joint.
Breaking X-ray radiation and secondary electron
emission accompanying the Electron Beam Welding
Process can be used as a source of information
regarding beam’s position at the joint. Figure 1
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provides schematic for a receipt of secondary and Xray radiation. Figure 2 provides examples for
positioning of the secondary electron sensor (fig. 1, a)
and the X-ray radiation sensor (fig 1, b) [1].
The current of secondary electrons Ise can be
presented as follows: [2]:
(1)

Ise=φIbksekcse,

where Ib – the beam’s current; kse – coefficient that
accounts for the number of secondary electrons
reaching the sensor; φ – coefficient of the secondary
emission of the welded materials; Ib – electron beam
current; kcse– coefficient that accounts for the
influence of structural members on the current Ise.
Intensity of the X-ray radiation J is determined by
the following equation [3]:
J=CZU2IbkXRkcXR

(2)

Equations (1) and (2) show that Ise and J with
coefficient precision are determined by the beam
current Ib. Once can assume that Ise and J depend on
the beam’s position along the joint and these
dependencies are of a similar nature. Thus, one
mathematical device can be used to study these
dependencies.
Formulation of the objective
Current density in the electron beam is not the
same in its cross section and has probabilistic nature.
Therefore, the beam current Ib is expressed through
the function of electron distribution along
corresponding axes [4], and equations (1) and (2) can
be presented as:
I se = k se I b

∞ ∞

∫ ∫k

cse

( x, y )ϕ ( x, y) j( x, y ) d xdy,

− ∞− ∞

J = Ck XRU 2 I b

∞ ∞

∫ ∫k

cXR

( x, y) Z ( x, y) j( x, y ) d xdy,

−∞−∞

where j(x,y) – distribution density of electrons.
Density j(х,у) is presented with a normal law of
distribution [4]:
j( x , y) =

Fig.1. Receiving signals

where C – proportionality coefficient (С≈10-9, V-1 [3]);
kXR – coefficient that accounts for the share of
radiation reaching the surface of the sensor; kcXR –
coefficient that accounts for the influence of structural
members on the intensity J; U – accelerating voltage;
Z – atom number of the welded materials.

(

)

 y−ε 2
 (x − ε )2 
1
y 
x 
exp−
exp−
,
2
2

σ x 2π

2σ x  σ y 2π
2σ y 

1

where σх, σу – standard deviation of electrons from the
bunch axis along the corresponding axes; εх, εу –
mathematical expectation – the beam’s axis position
in coordinates (fig. 3).

Fig.3. For calculating Ise и J
a)
b)
Fig. 2. Arrangement of sensors
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The surface of the welded parts within the heating
spot is considered homogeneous in along axis OY.
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Then Ise and J do not depend on y. Considering, that

(

∞

)

 y −ε 2
y 
exp−
dy = 1,
2

σ y 2π
2σ y 
−∞

1

∫

as integral from density of distribution in infinity
limits, we can provide equations for Ise and J:
k I
I se = se b
σ 2π
J=

∞

 (x − ε)2 
kcse ( x)ϕ( x) exp−
 dx ,
 2σ 2 
−∞

∫

∞



−∞



Ck XRU 2 I b
σ 2π

∫ k cXR( x)Z ( x) exp−

Fig. 4, shows dependency Ise и J (in relative units)
on the movement ε of the beam along the joint during
the Electron Beam Welding of similar materials. To
calculate absolute values, it is sufficient to multiply
coordinates of both functions by the corresponding
coefficients:
Ise=kseφF, J=CkXRU2ZF,
where
F = 1−

(x− ε)2  dx,
2σ 2 

1
σ 2π

∆2

 ( x − ε )2 
exp−
 dx.
2 

2
σ

−∆ 2

∫

where σ = σх, ε = εх.
Comparison of these equations demonstrates
dependencies of the X-ray radiation intensity and the
secondary emission current from the beam’s position
along the joint. The dependency is of a similar
(extreme) nature. This provides an opportunity to use
the same mathematical device to analyze the
characteristics and application of well-known
extremum seeking methods for achieving beam
position control.
Specific Cases
During the Electron Beam Welding of parts shown
on fig. 3, there are no structural members interfering
with the ability of the secondary electrons and the Xray radiation to reach the corresponding sensors. In
this case, kcse=1 and kcXR=1. Then
k I
I se = se b
σ 2π
J=

∞

∫

−∞

Ck XRU 2 I b
σ 2π

 (x − ε )2 
ϕ( x) exp−
dx ,
2
 2σ 
∞

 (x − ε )2 
Z ( x) exp−
dx.
 2σ 2 
−∞

∫

If welding similar materials, then φ and Z do not
depend on х and the equations become:
∆2

 (x − ε )2  
1

I se = k se I b ϕ1 −
exp−
dx,
 2σ2  
 σ 2π − ∆ 2



∫




J = Ck XRU 2 I b Z 1 −



1
σ 2π

∆2

 (x − ε )2  
exp−
dx ,
 2σ 2  

−∆ 2


∫

a)

b)

Fig.4. Calculation of dependency Ise и J on the beam
position along the joint during Electron Beam Welding of
similar materials:
а) – σ = const = 0.1 mm, ∆ = var: 1 – ∆ = 0.01 mm; 2 – ∆ =
0.05 mm; 3 – ∆ = 0.1 mm; 4 – ∆ = 0.3 mm;
b) – ∆ = const = 0.1 mm, σ = var: 1 – σ = 0.35 mm; 2 – σ =
0.25 mm; 3 - σ = 0.15mm; 4 – σ = 0.05 mm

Relative change of Ise и J with the constant gap in
the joint grows with the decreasing σ (fig.4,b). This
can be used along with a criterion of the electron
beam focusing degree.
During the Electron Beam Welding of dissimilar
materials, dependency of φ(х) on Z(х) needs to be
taken into account. For example, during the welding
of copper (ZCu=29) with steel (ZFe=26), the equation
for J in relative units is as follows:
J=

−∆ 2

∞
 (x − ε )2 
 (x − ε )2 
Z
exp−
exp −
dx + Fe
dx.
σ 2π
σ 2π
 2σ 2 
 2σ 2 
−∞
∆2

Z Cu

∫

∫

Fig. 5,а provides calculated values according to this
formula. Fig. 5,b shows dependency J/ZCu .

where ∆ - gap in the joint (fig. 3).
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Fig.5. Dependency of J on the beam’s position at the joint
during Electron Beam Welding of dissimilar materials.

Fig.6. Value of J(ε) at various ∆: σ = 0.1 mm;
1 - ∆ = 0.2 mm; 2 - ∆ = 0.15 mm; 3 - ∆ = 0.1 mm;
4 - ∆ = 0.075 mm; 5 - ∆ = 0.05 mm

Therefore,
Both graphs show that during Electron Beam
Welding of dissimilar materials slope angles for each
characteristic are different. The metal with a higher
atom number has a steeper angle (X-ray radiation
intensity is proportionate with the atom number). Due
to the same reason, the values of intensity saturation
when the beam is fully positioned on one of the
welded parts vary by a value that depends on the
material atom number. In relative units, these values
for Cu and Fe are equal to their atom numbers – 29
and 26, respectively (Fig. 5,a).
Another distinctive nature of these characteristics
is that the extremum moves towards the material with
the lower atom number. This is related to the fact that
extremum coordinates are determined by the radiation
parity from corresponding surfaces, which is
proportionate to the electron bunch current and,
therefore, to the area of the spot segment on the given
metal. Since, ZCu>ZFe, for the above parity to happen,
it is necessary for the spot area on the steel part to be
bigger than the spot area on the copper part. Because
of this, the beam is shifted towards the steel part.
Therefore, the joint position does not align with the
position of the characteristic extremum, which needs
to be taken into account during the Electron Beam
Welding of dissimilar materials.
The nature of extremum shift at various ∆ is
provided in fig. 6 (graphs are based on the last
equation).
It is clear that noticeable position misalignment of
characteristic extremum and the joint occur when ∆/σ
≤ 1. This is the most common case from practical
standpoint and confirms the need to account for this
misalignment.
By differentiating the last equation by ε and
equating the derivative to zero, we can determine ε0 –
extremum abscissa and its dependency on the joint
gap: dJ/dε=0.
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

ε0 ≈

0.0011
,
∆

In other words, the extremum abscissa during the
electron beam welding of dissimilar materials is
related to the joint gap with the hyperbolic law (fig.
7). When the gap is less than 0.01 mm, position
misalignment of the extremum and the joint can be
substantial and cause significant errors in beam
positioning based on the position of the extremum of
the considered dependencies.

Fig. 7. Dependence of Extremum position on the joint gap.

Devices for guiding the beam along joint that use
extremum dependency of J on the beam’s position at
the joint should account for a correction in accordance
with the last equation. Table 1 provides values for
extremum shift for several joint gap values during the
electron beam welding of copper and steel (σ = 0,1
mm).
Table 1
Dependence of ε0 on ∆
∆, mm

0.001

0.005

0.01

0.05

0.1

ε0, mm

1.1

0.22

0.11

0.022

0.011

Analysis of the dependency of the secondary
emission current on the beam’s position at the joint
produces the same results.
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Functional schematic for the joint tracking
device
Extreme nature of the above described
dependencies allows an opportunity to design devices
that can track joints using an extremum seeking
method. One of these methods is the synchronization
signal detection. The method assumes that spectrum
components are present in the sensor’s signal and
carry the information about the beam’s position on the
joint. These components appear, for example, when
the joint is scanned with the beam. Mathematically,
this can presented as follows:
ε=ε0+εmsinα,
where ε0 – beam shift relative to joint; εm – searching
beam shifting amplitude; α=ωt; ω – frequency, t –
time. Then, expression F becomes:
1
F =1−
σ 2π

∆2

 ( x − ε − ε sin α )2 
0
m
exp  −
 dx.
2


2
σ
−∆ 2

∫

Having periodical component in parameter ε,
sensor output signal can be presented with Fourier
series. Let us analyze the dependence of ε0 on
component b1 with frequency ω. This component is
defined as Fourier coefficient:
1
b1( ε 0 ) =
π

Fig. 8 provides graphic representation of the
function b1(ε0) based on the above formula. It shows
that, at the joint, b1(ε0) is proportionate to the
mismatch of the beam and joint positions and the sign
determines the direction of the mismatch.
This fact provides an opportunity to use
synchronous sensor signal detection to obtain
information on the beam’s position at the joint.
Fig. 9 provides functional schematic for the
automatic joint tracking device. Generator CG helps
joint scanning with the beam that has frequency ω and
amplitude εm. At the same time, the generator CG
creates voltage reference (multiplier sinα), which
enters one of the synchronous detector (SD) inputs. A
signal from the sensor S (the secondary electron
sensor or X-ray sensor) enters the input CD. A signal
forms at CD output, that is proportionate to the
product of the input and reference signals:
[b1(ε0)sinα]sinα=[b1(ε0)]/2 – [b1(ε0)cos2α]/2.
The signal from at the synchronous detector output
is the sum of the constant component and the variable
with the frequency of 2ω. Filter F shunts the highfrequency component, and the constant current signal
proportionate to the beam deviation enters into the
deviating system DS through the power amplifier PS.
This helps correct the beam’s position.

2π

∫ F sin αdα .
0

Fig. 9. Functional diagram of the device for automatic
beam control: S – sensor; CG – scanning beam generator;
SD – synchronous detector; F – filter; PA – power
amplifier; DS – deflection system.

Fig. 8. Dependence of the amplitude of sinusoidal
component of the sensor signal with frequency ω on beam’s
position at the joint:.σ=0.1mm; δ= 0.1mm; εm=1mm
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It is clear that, the signal form and its changes,
depending on the beam’s position at the joint, match
the calculated characteristics.
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Technical design of the device is not complicated.
Collector of the secondary electrons is used as a
secondary emission sensor. Scintillation sensor with
electron or silicon photomultiplier can be used as an
X-ray sensor.
Conclusions
1. The similarity of dependencies between the
secondary emission current and the X-ray radiation on
the beam’s position at the joint is explained by the fact
that the secondary emission and the X-ray radiation is
the result of the interaction between the primary
electron bunch and the material of the welded parts.
2. During the Electron Beam Welding of dissimilar
materials, the minimum of the secondary emission
current shifts towards the material with the lowest
coefficient of the secondary emission and the
minimum of the X-ray radiation shifts towards the
material with the lowest atom number.
3. To reduce beam-joint alignment errors during
the Electron Beam Welding of dissimilar materials, it
is necessary to transmit an additional signal directed at
the deflection system and that signal should be
proportionate to the extremum shift of the reviewed
characteristics.
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The influence of beam positioning on the weld ability of dissimilar
welding joints with high alloy TRIP/TWIP steels
Lars Halbauer, Anja Buchwalder, Rolf Zenker, Horst Biermann
In dissimilar welded joints without filler materials, the positioning of the electron beam is one of
the most crucial factors in controlling weld quality. Among other factors, the small beam diameter and
a highly accurate positioning system mean that the electron beam can be advantageously used to join
challenging materials. For this work, two dissimilar welding joints were successfully produced as a
result of an optimised variation of the beam offset procedure. The microstructural characterisation
was carried out with light optical and scanning electron microscopy procedures, such as EBSD and
WDS. Hardness measurements and tensile tests with space-resolved temperature measurement were
performed to determine the effect of the welding parameters on the mechanical properties of the joints
produced. First, for welds involving a high alloy TWIP steel and the steel 42CrMo4, optimised beam
positioning led to flawless joints with a tensile strength superior to that of the TWIP steel. Second,
welded joints of a zirconia-reinforced TWIP steel with an as-cast TRIP steel could be produced free of
pores and cracks within a small parameter window.
Влияние на позиционирането на лъча върху свойствата на заварката при различни
заваръчни съединения със стомани, съдържащи високи стойности на TRIP / TWIP сплав
(Ларс Халбайер, Аня Бучвалдер, Ролф Зенкер, Хорст Биерман). При заваряване на различни
материали, без да се използва запълващи материали, позиционирането на електронния лъч се
явява един от най-важните фактори, определящи качеството на получените заварки. Заедно
с другите фактори като малкият диаметър на лъча и високата точност на
позициониращата система, електронният лъч може да бъде успешно използван за свързване
на трудно свързващи се материали. За целите на тази разработка, две нееднородни заваръчни
съединения са получени в резултат на оптимизираната вариация на “offset”процедурата на
лъч. Микроструктурните му характеристики бяха изследвани с процедури като EBSD и WDS
на светлинно-оптични и електронните микроскопи. Проведено е измерване на твърдоста и
тестовете за якост с точково измерване на температурата, за да се определи ефекта от
заваръчните параметри върху механичните свойства на заварените съединения. Първо: за
заварки съдържащи високи стойности на сплавта TWIP и стомана от вида 42CrMo4,
оптимизирането на позицията на лъча води до безупречни заварки, с по-добра якост на опън
от тази на стомана от вида TWIP. Второ: в малък работен диапазон могат да бъдат
получени заваръчни съединения на подсилена с цирконий TWIP стомана и TRIP стомана, които
нямат пори и пукнатини при малък параметричен диапазон.

Introduction
Requirements in relation to cost efficiency and
lightweight constructions (predominantly in the
automotive industry) create an enormous pull effect
on the joining processes necessary for producing
dissimilar welding joints. Due to their high Rm x A80
ratio, high alloy TRIP and TWIP steels are
predestined for applications that require materials with
outstanding mechanical properties – especially
energy-absorbing applications [1]. For further
improvement of these properties, TRIP/TWIP steels
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can be combined with ZrO2, which facilitates the
performance of a phase transformation during
deformation, leading to even higher energy absorption
capacities [2]. In joints with very different joining
materials – e. g. with respect to the tendency for
porosity formation [3], or the chemical compositions –
the crucial parameter for obtaining optimum weld
quality is that of dilution ( ). Depending on the level
of dilution, the corrosion resistance [4], wear
behaviour [5, 6], crack susceptibility [7] or mismatch
[8] of the bead can be controlled. It was shown that
the mechanical properties of joints with high alloy
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

TRIP/TWIP steels exhibit maximum performance
with high-strength steels as joining partners [9].
Therefore, two different butt joints were produced in
this research program: first, joints between a TWIP
steel and a hardened and tempered steel, and second,
butt joints between a particle-reinforced TWIP steel
and an as-cast TRIP/TWIP steel.
Materials and methods
For the welding experiments, sheets with a
thickness of 10 mm were used. All joints were ground
to a surface roughness of RZ < 80 µm to ensure a
minimal gap between the joining partners. The
materials used with the chemical compositions given
in Table 1 were available in as-cast (16-7-6 + 16-7-9),
hardened and tempered (QT, 42CrMo4) and/or powder
metallurgical (PM, 16-7-7 + 10 % ZrO2) forms. The
PM materials were produced by pressing steel and
ZrO2 powder at 30 MPa for 30 min at 1250°C. This
led to a very low degree of porosity (< 1 %).
The steels were welded with the parameters given
in Table 1 and without either filler material or
preheating. After welding, the samples were cut
perpendicular to the welding direction, ground,
polished and etched with ‘Lichtenegger’ etchant to

enhance visualisation of the microstructure (light
optical microscopy – Neophot 30). The distribution of
alloying elements across the cross section was
examined via WDS measurements every 0.01 mm
over a distance of 1.5 mm left and right of the centre
of the welding seam (i.e. 3 mm in total).
The level of dilution ( ) for all joint geometries was
measured on cross sections (cf. Fig. 1) in relation to
the welding gap after equation 1.
(1)

D=

area A
.100%
area B

Since the welding gap of the butt joints was not
present after full penetration welding, samples with
greater sheet thickness were welded with the same set
of parameters and used to determine the welding gap
position.
EBSD measurements using a testing procedure
described by Weidner et al. [10] were carried out to
determine the phase distribution within the welding
seam (WS). Radiographic examinations were carried
out on longitudinal cross sections with an acceleration
Table 1

Chemical composition, initial state of materials prior to welding: PM: powder metallurgically produced material; HR: hotrolled material

Element/Substance concentration
[vol.-%]

[ppm]

Steel

State

C

Cr

[wt.-%]

Mn

Ni

Si

ZrO2

N

16-7-7+Z

PM

0.053

15.7

7.58

7.02

1.4

10

432

16-7-6

as-cast

0.044

16.2

7.07

6.52

0.88

0

246

16-7-9

As-cast

0.05

16.5

6.16

9.37

0.70

0

-

42CrMo4

QT

0.41

1.01

0.86

0

0.35

0

-

Table 2
EB parameters for the joints produced. UA: Acceleration
voltage; IB: Beam current; v: Welding velocity; OF:
Oscillation figure; dOsc: Diameter of oscillation figure
UA
[kV]
80

IB
[mA]
50

v
[mm/s]
15

OF

dOsc [mm]

circle

0.3

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram for the quantification of the
dilution

voltage of 135 kV and an exposure time of 2 - 4 min.
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The micro-hardness measurements were performed
every 0.08 mm (Vickers, 100 - 300 N) perpendicular
to the welding direction with an overall distance of
1.5 mm starting from the centre of the welding seam.
Furthermore, mechanical tests were carried out
according to DIN EN ISO 1002/2 (tensile tests for butt
joints, B6 sample geometry). The initial strain rate
was set to
s-1 and the deformation of the
samples was measured with an extensiometer.
For the evaluation of the temperature distribution
across the sample surface during loading, all samples
were painted with a completely opaque coat of black
paint to ensure an emissivity of = 0.96. The samples
were subsequently examined with a thermographic
camera (InfraTec) with a sample rate of 27 frames per
second.
Results and discussion
TWIP steel + QT steel
Macroscopic appearance
Independent of the beam offset used, the welding
seams were free of pores and cracks. All joints had a
distinct Y-shaped geometry and a seam width of 0.84
0.03 mm. Head humping of 0.25 mm was evident.
Due to the as-cast microstructure of the TWIP steel, a
macroscopic heat-affected zone (HAZ) was only
observable at the fusion line of the steel 42CrMo4 (cf.
Fig. 2).

two base materials, the hardness of the welding seam,
and the hardness of the HAZ of the 42CrMo4 (Error!
Reference source not found.).
For joints without a beam offset, the hardness
increased abruptly at the fusion line from the base
level of the steel 16 – 7 – 9 to the hardness level of the
welding seam. The enrichment of the welded zone
with C and the depletion of Cr were observed (cf.
WDS analysis, Error! Reference source not found.). At
the fusion line to the steel 42CrMo4, the chemical
composition abruptly reached the level of the
42CrMo4 base material, while the hardness increased
to a maximum of 602 – 613 HV 0.3 at the fusion line
and slowly decreased to the level of the base material
(287 24 HV 0.3).
For joints produced with a beam offset, a
significant hardness increase from the TWIP steel to
the welding seam was not detected, because the
chemical composition corresponded strongly to the
base material (16 – 7 – 9).
Overall, the hardness of the welding seam
decreased with increasing beam offset (cf. Table 3).
With a beam offset of 0.2 mm, the hardness of the
welding seam was on the same level as that of the
TWIP steel. The hardness of the HAZ of steel
42CrMo4 was independent of the Ni content of the
component material and the beam offset.
Table 3
Micro-hardness of different joint areas (*Hardness of the
HAZ represents the maximum hardness achieved)
Micro-hardness HV0.3
[mm]

16-7-9

0

FZ
408

HAZ*
16

602

161 16
0.2

Fig. 2. The macroscopic appearance of the welding seam
depending on the beam positioning relative to the welding
gap (welding partners: 16-7-9 + 42CrMo4)

42CrMo4

287±24
178 13

613

Microstructure of the welding seam
In joints produced without a beam offset, the
welding seam exhibited a martensitic microstructure
(Fig. 3, left). Retained austenite (RA) was found in the
interdendritic region. The amount of RA decreased
with increasing beam offset. With a beam offset of
0.2 mm, the welding seam was fully austenitic (Fig. 3,
right).

The hardness profile of the joints exhibited four
different levels of hardness: The hardness levels of the
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Fig.3. Micro-hardness profiles (top), macroscopic appearance (middle), and chemical composition according to
WDS analysis (bottom) transverse to the welding direction as a function of the beam offset for a weld between 16-6-9
and 42CrMo4 steels.

Fig. 4. Representative true stress-strain curves depended
on the beam offset used
Fig. 3. The microstructure of the welding seam depended
on the beam offset used. γ…retained austenite;
…Martensite

Mechanical behaviour
Overall, the mechanical behaviour was mainly
influenced by the TWIP steel. Nevertheless, joints
with a beam offset of 0.2 mm exhibited higher levels
of strength and ductility (Fig. 4).
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Independent of the beam offset applied, the
samples exhibited a yield strength of
130 MPa,
which represented the yield strength of the as-cast
TWIP steel. Due to deformation after reaching the
yield strength, strain hardening occurred. Since the
TWIP effect is not based on a phase transformation
like the TRIP effect, the shape of the stress-strain
curve could not be distinguished from that of
conventional high alloy steels. With increasing beam
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offset, the uniform elongation increased from 19
1 % ( = 0 mm) to 25 0.5 % ( = 0.2 mm). The
ultimate tensile strength
increased from 386
28 MPa ( = 0 mm) to 420 11 MPa ( = 0.2 mm).
By means of space-resolved thermography, it
could be shown that this behaviour was caused by a
different strain distribution across the tensile samples
during loading (Fig. 5). Without a beam offset during
welding, the strain concentrated at the HAZ of the QT
steel, leading to early failure. With a beam offset of
0.2 mm, the strain was concentrated within the ductile
TWIP steel, leading to higher values of stress and
strain.

= 0.4 mm), the welding seam was free of pores. In
this case, the welding process could be described as a
form of “braze-welding”.

Fig. 6. Macrographs of the welded butt joints as a function
of the beam offset used. White arrows indicate the location
of pores/cavities

Mechanical properties

Fig. 5. Macroscopic appearance of the tested samples
(ε= 0) and temperature distribution at rupture (ε= AR) for
different beam offsets. Dashed line: welding seam

Welding of ceramic-reinforced steel
The butt joints between the steels 16-7-6 and the
ZrO2–reinforced steel (16-7-7 + 10Zr) were also
welded with different beam offsets to adjust the level
of dilution. Three beam offsets were chosen, leading
to the levels of dilution described in Table 4. All
welds showed nearly parallel bead faces with minimal
Y-shaping at 1 mm below the sheet surface,
independent of the level of dilution (Fig. 6).
Table 4
Levels of dilution for the beam offsets used
[mm]

0

0.3

0.4

D [%]

50

13

0.5

With decreasing levels of dilution, the size of the
pores and cavities within the welding seam decreased.
For
= 0 mm, the pores had the same width as the
welding seam. For moderate levels of dilution (13 %,
= 0.3 mm) the pores were smaller and were located
along the FL near the steel with ZrO2. With nearly no
dilution of the two welding partners (0.5 %,
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Due to the very similar chemical compositions of
the base materials and the absence of carbon, the
hardness of all joints did not change significantly from
the base materials to the welding seam. When tested
under uniaxial strain, no clear correlation between the
mechanical properties and the level of dilution was
found (cf. Fig. 7). For samples without beam offset
and with maximum beam offset, the mechanical
properties were nearly the same. The yield- and
ultimate tensile strength were at the same level as the
as-cast BM (16-7-6) [11]. In addition, the size of the
pores decreased with increasing beam offset, and the
worst mechanical properties were found for a beam
offset of 0.3 mm (D = 13 %). The reason for the
significantly decreased strain was the formation of a
film of a non-metallic phase (MnO/MgO) at the
interface between the upper third of the welding seam
and the BM of the particle-reinforced steel (Fig. 8b,
e). This film was not wettable for the molten metal of
the bead. Therefore, the effective load-carrying
diameter decreased drastically, leading to the
significant deterioration of the mechanical properties.
In the radiographs, more pores were found in samples
welded without dilution (Fig. 8a). Though the samples
broke alongside the non-metallic inclusions within the
pores (Fig. 8d, also MnO/MgO), the mechanical
properties were nearly unaffected. This was due to the
high toughness of the welding seam, which
compensated for the localised stress concentration at
the pores up to high levels. Due to the refined
microstructure of the welding seam, the joints with
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

0.5 % dilution broke within the coarse-grained BM
(Fig. 8c, f). The parameter window for welds with this
quality (free of pores) was very narrow, and amounted
to 50 µm.
The formation of the non-metallic film mentioned
could be proved by the EBSD investigations shown in
Fig. 9. First, an area with a width of 100 µm and a
high amount of misorientations of 60° (annealing
twins) grew onto the base material of the zirconiareinforced steel in an epitactic manner (Fig. 9b).
Secondly, this area contained particles that were
neither part of the matrix nor enriched with Zr, but
σf

enriched with Mn, Mg and O. It was concluded that
these particles formed due to the evaporation of Mn
from the matrix and of ZrO2 from the particles inside
the steel matrix, which was stabilised by MgO. Due to
their high vapour pressure, Mg, Mn and O evaporate
readily but cannot be carried out of the liquid melt
fully. Since the process takes place only on the
partially molten surface of the 16-7-7 + 10 ZrO2, a
phase boundary formed a compact layer after
solidification.

AUTS

UTS

Fig. 7.Mechanical properties depended on the beam offset used

a) D = 50 %;

= 0 mm

b) D = 13 %;

= 0.3 mm

c) D = 0.5 %;

= 0.4 mm

16-7-6
MnO/
MgO
WS

d) D = 50 %;

= 0 mm

e) D = 13 %;

= 0.3 mm

f) D = 0.5 %;

= 0.4 mm

Fig. 8. a-c): Radiographs of longitudinal cross sections before tensile tests, d-f): fracture surfaces of the welded and tensiletested samples after rupture
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a)

b)

c)

200 µm

Fig. 9. EBSD measurements of the welded samples with D = 13 % and x = 0.3 mm. a) light optical overview b)
misorientation map with misorintation angle (blue: 15° < < 60°, red: = 60°), c) EDS mapping for different alloying
elements. White arrows indicate positions of MnO/MgO.

Summary and Conclusions
Two different types of dissimilar joints with
varying beam offsets were successfully welded and
tested. The welding joints between the TWIP steel 167-9 and the steel 42CrMo4 were free of pores and
cracks. With increasing beam offset towards the
TWIP steel, the content of retained austenite in the
primarily martensitic microstructure decreased. In the
case of a beam offset of 0.2 mm, the hardness increase
in the welding seam could be minimised because the
chemical composition adapted to the high alloy base
material. Independent of the beam offset used, a HAZ
formed within the steel 42CrMo4 (≈ 610 HV 0.3). The
mechanical behaviour was mainly influenced by the
high alloy base material and without a proper beam
offset, rupture took place within the HAZ of the
42CrMo4. When a beam offset of 0.2 mm was applied,
the place of rupture was shifted towards the base
material of the TWIP steel, leading to significantly
higher levels of strength and elongation during the
tensile tests. Furthermore, butt joints between the
steels 16-7-7 + 10 % ZrO2 and the as-cast 16-7-6 were
successfully produced with an optimisation of the
beam offset used. The beam offset is thus the critical
parameter for producing welds of optimum quality.
With increasing beam offset, the formation of pores
could be suppressed due to the lower input of ZrO2 in
the melt pool. While a beam offset of
= 0.3 mm led
to a significant deterioration of the mechanical
properties, a beam offset of
= 0.4 mm produced
welds free of pores and led to ductile failure in the
base material of the as-cast 16-7-6.
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Application of low-transformation-temperature (LTT) materials
for stress reduction in electron beam welding
Uwe Reisgen, Simon Olschok, Stefan Gach
In welding technology, the change of state from solid to liquid back to solid is used for safe
joining using a localized effect of heat. Due to the thermal expansion, as well as due to structural
transformations the outcome of this are residual stresses. The understanding of the process and the
identification of the potential of time- and space-resolved phase transformations on the residual
stresses is important to achieve high precision in the macro range. Therefore, the use of locally
induced “Low-Transformation-Temperature” filler materials promises positive effects concerning
local stresses and distortion. Influenced through specific time- and space-resolved heat treatment this
“metallurgical injections” convert their structure in order to influence the residual stresses. Due to
the time delay between the conversion of basic and additional material (injection) local stress fields
can be generated and thus the residual stresses are affected. Material behaviour of this special LTTMaterial used as filler in EB-Welding is examined for the first time.
Прилагането на материали с ниска температура на трансформация (LTT) за
намаляването на стреса на материала при електроннолъчево заваряване (Уве Рейсген,
Симон Олчок, Стефан Гач). При заваръчните технологии превръщането на материалите от
твърдо, в течно състояние и обратно в твърдо, се използва за успешното им свързване, като
за целта се използва локализиран топлинен ефект. В резултат на топлинните разрешения,
както и заради структурните трансформации се получава остатъчен стрес на материала.
Разбирането на процеса и идентифицирането на потенциалните времеви и пространствени
анализи на фазовите трансформации на остатъчния стрес на материала е важно за
постигането на висока точност на макро ниво. Следователно, използването на локално
индуцирани LTT пълнежни материали обещава позитивен ефект за намаляването на
концентрирания локален стрес и деформации. Повлияни чрез специфично топлинно третиране
на база времеви и пространствени анализи, тези „металургични инжекции” преобразяват
структурата, с цел да се намали остатъчният стрес в материала. Заради времевите разлики
между превръщането на основния материал и допълнителния (инжекцията) могат да се
генерират локални стресови ефекти, които да повлияят на остатъчният стрес. За първи път
е изследвано поведението на материала на този специален LTT –материал, използван като
пълнеж.

Introduction
Highest precision in the production by applying
simplest possible process chains with only a few
process steps is one of the main requirements of
manufacturing companies in order to maintain and
further develop stable and sustainable production in
high wage countries, such as Germany, for
competitive costs. In the manufacturing of complex
and highly precise parts, for example in mechanical
engineering, vehicle engineering and electromechanics, this has already been achieved using
highly precise machining processes.
If, however, the material is transferred into a
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molten phase within the process chain as is the case,
for example, in all fusion welding processes, the
requirements made to the part precision can often no
longer be fulfilled. In welding the change of
aggregation state solid-liquid-solid is used for the
material-binding joining of parts via locally restricted
heat exposure at the welding point. In doing so,
structural changes, heat residual stresses and
transformation residual stresses develop due to the
thermal expansion. If, during the cooling process, the
welding residual stresses exceed the (temperaturedependent) yield point of the material, distortion is the
result. A general solution approach for the reduction
of residual stresses in welded parts is, besides cold
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the welding process, metallurgical injection and thermal activation.

forming (e.g. stretch forming, pressure testing or
peening), the post-heat treatment of the parts, locally
(autogeneous stress relieving) or globally, as in stress
relief annealing. The latter is always connected with
high additional costs since a component must be
annealed up to 12 hours at a temperature of up to
600°C. Time - and cost-saving as well as energyefficient approaches are in the focus of current
research [1]. In order to increase the precision of
welded structures in situ, e.g. during the
manufacturing process, it must therefore be ensured
that at any time of the cooling process the overall
residual stresses are, in their sum, lower than the yield
point which is associated with the respective
temperature. This is, for example, achieved by
employing the volume increase during the γ – α –
transformation of ferritic steels. A much stronger
effect is achieved when transformation into the
martensite phase occurs from the austenitic gamma
phase (γ). If this transformation takes place at a very
low temperature, i.e. when the residual stresses have
already formed for a large part, this is called the low
transformation temperature effect (LTT). For the best
possible use of this LTT effect for the increase of the
precision,
process
comprehension
and
the
identification of the potential of the time- and spaceresolved phase transformation of the residual stresses
must be established. Within the framework of the
project “Part precision by control of molten metal and
solidification in production processes” (Precision Melt
Engineering), the Collaborative Research Centre 1120
is working on this project. Within the framework of
the sub-project A7 “Utilization of partial metallurgical
injection for regulation of solidification forces in
fusion welding processes” a new approach about the
influence on residual stresses, filler materials which
are locally induced in the molten material and which
are, if required, still to be developed shall be applied
and their effect on distortion shall be demonstrated
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

and comprehended. These “metallurgical injections”
shall be carried out very fast and punctual and shall,
by simultaneous specific heat treatment, control the
time- and space resolved structural change. The time
difference between the transformation of base and
filler material (injection) allows for the generation of
local stress fields and to exert thus influence on the
residual stresses. Within the framework of the project
“Part precision by control of molten metal and
solidification in production processes” (Precision Melt
Engineering), the Collaborative Research Centre 1120
is working on this project. Within the framework of
the sub-project A7 “Utilization of partial metallurgical
injection for regulation of solidification forces in
fusion welding processes” a new approach about the
influence on residual stresses, filler materials which
are locally induced in the molten material and which
are, if required, still to be developed shall be applied
and their effect on distortion shall be demonstrated
and comprehended. These “metallurgical injections”
shall be carried out very fast and punctual and shall,
by simultaneous specific heat treatment, control the
time - and space resolved structural change. The time
difference between the transformation of base and
filler material (injection) allows for the generation of
local stress fields and to exert thus influence on the
residual stresses. As heat source, the electron beam is
used. The electron beam provides, due to its excellent
modulation possibilities, the energy input for the
required time- and space-resolved temperature
gradients. It is, further, possible to vary the intensity
distribution and the power density highly dynamical in
order to influence, locally and graded, via the
formation of a vapour capillary (keyhole) the molten
pool dynamics and also the phase composition by
specific evaporation of alloying elements. The aim of
SFB1120 TP A7 is the reduction of the distortion of
complex parts in situ by one order of magnitude via
space- and time-resolved metallurgical and thermal
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control of the welding residual stresses. Fig. 1 depicts
a schematic representation of the metallurgical
injection with subsequent thermal activation. In order
to achieve the aim, several aspects must be dealt with:
• Influence of energy input,
• formation of the molten metal and solidification
on the welding residual stresses in beam welding
• Characterization of the potential of innovative
LTT filler materials for the reduction of
distortion. Analysis of the process-specific
molten metal in correlation with the
metallurgical injection.
A sub-ordinate aim is, therefore, to establish the
LTT effect for the electron beam welding process.

Based on the chemical composition, the Schaeffler
diagram postulates the structural composition of a
material which is to be expected by means of the
chromium and nickel equivalent, Fig. . The formalism
for the calculation of the equivalents is depicted
besides the diagram axes, the numerical values are
listed in Table 1. The LTT-material (blue) is located
in the austenite-martensite range, the base material S
355 (red) is located at the outermost boundary of the
ferritic-martensitic mixed region. The composition of
the weld metal of the dissimilar material joint will
develop on the connecting line (broken line) between
both base materials. The exact position is dependent
on the chemical composition of the weld metal which
means depending on the degree of dilution between
the LTT material and the steel (S 355). Therefore,
weld metal which consists of martensite contents and
possibly of retained austenite, due to an incomplete
phase formation, is to be expected.
1.2 Specimen preparation and test

Fig. 2. Influence of the transformation temperature on the
development of residual stresses [2]

Experimental conditions
1.1 Selection of materials
In The selection of the chemical composition of the
wire is based on prior literature research and also on
the results of preliminary tests. A low-carbon ironbased alloy with chromium and nickel contents of 10
% each have been chosen since the LTT effect has
been demonstrated already in arc processes when this
composition was used [1, 3, 4]. Based on these results,
a filler wire is developed which fulfils the
requirements made to the EB process. Table 1 depicts
the optical emission spectrometry results (OES) of the
filler material, measured in pure weld metal which has
been re-melted to the form of welding pills in the
induction furnace under argon shielding gas. As base
material, the unalloyed steel S 355 J2 + N by Thyssen
Krupp has been used. The results from the optical
emission spectrometry are listed in Table 1.
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The welding tests are carried out on specimens of
the base material S 355 J2 + N with the measurements
100 mm x 50 mm x 5 mm (length x width x height).
For specimen preparation, the LTT welding wire
(diameter 1.6 mm) is positioned into a metal-cut
groove which has a width and depth of 1.6 mm and
then fixed by welding spots. The cylinder-shaped wire
fills the groove only up to 78.54 % which points to
weld sinkage. In the direct vicinity to the groove,
thermocouples of the type K are fixed within a defined
distanced where they serve for the documentation of
the cooling behaviour, Fig. 3. Afterwards
metallurgical evaluation of the tests is carried out. The
welding tests are carried out with an oscillating
electron beam with an energy-per-unit length of E =
96 J/mm at welding speed of 15 mm/s. It is guided
centrically over the LTT wire which is positioned in
the groove and is welding this wire with the base
material.
Discussion of results
The welded seam is characterised by uniform
ripples, insignificant weld reinforcement and also
undercuts. Weld sinkage which would have been
expected due to the small volume filling of the
cylinder-shaped wire in the square groove is not
observed, Fig. 4. This points to a relatively high
degree of dilution which allowed for the filling up of
the missing volume by base material S 355. The
transverse section confirms the sufficient fusion
behaviour of the weld metal with the base material.
Cracks are not observed which can be considered to
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

Table 1
Chemical composition of the materials used: S355 and the LTT-wire, determined by OES analysis
Chemical Composition in Percent [wt.%]
C

Si

Mn

Cr

S355

0.0973

LTT

0.0502

0.0232

0.777

0.354

0.928

Fe

Cr.-Equ.
[%]

Ni.-Equ.
[%]

Mo

Ni

0.0078

0.005

0.0152

98.9

0.05

3.32

10.12

0.248

10.87

76.6

10.9

12.84

Fig. 3. Specimen preparation

Fig. 4. Weld appearance- Seam top (left); Cross-section (right)

be an indicator for the presence of retained austenite.
The highly different colours of weld metal and HAZ
have been caused by the etching. Hardening takes
place, in the HAZ and also in the weld metal, Fig. 5.
The hardness of the weld metal does not comply with
that of classical martensite which is higher than 550
HV [6]. Here, the minor hardness points to existing
retained austenaustenite and also to influence on the
hardness by the alloying elements chromium and,
above all, nickel. The latter could be caused by a
presence of nickel martensite. The hardness values are
rising in the direction of the HAZ of the LTT filler
material continuously within one millimetre and are
levelling off to a hardness of 400 HV 0.2 in the weld
metal. Although the hardness is increased compared
with the base material it does not reach critical
hardening which may result in crack formation.
Coarse grain development in the base material can be
excluded since the cooling in electron beam welding
is very fast and thus only minor grain growth is
possible. The steady increase might be an indicator for
the presence of compressive stresses which are
induced by the martensitic transformation which
occurs at a later point in time. Energy-dispersive-X“E+E”, 5-6/2016

ray analysis (EDX) across the weld seam allows the
evaluation of the chemical composition of the weld
metal, Fig. 6. The iron content is displayed at the
secondary ordinate, in favour of a better resolution of
the alloying elements. In the edge regions, the
composition of the uninfluenced base material S 355
J2 + N without significant content of (light blue) are
increasing and are fluctuating in the region of 1 %
around the respective mean which is within the range
of measurement uncertainty. The mean value is, in the
case of chromium approximately 5.5 % and in the
case of nickel approximately 4.0 %. In comparison
with the chemical analysis of the filler material
(compare Table 1), a reduction of the alloying content
by approximately 50 % shows which is caused by the
dilution whit the base material. During the welding
process, the material is liquid for just a few fractions
of a second and cools with high cooling gradients
which makes the influence of diffusion insignificant.
It is not possible to determine the carbon content in
the welded structure by EDX measurement. In the
nickel equivalent, the carbon content is considered
with a factor of 30 and has thus great influence.
Therefore, the exact classification of the composition
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in the Schaeffler diagram is subject to uncertainty. If a
dilution of 50 % is assumed, i.e. a carbon content
which is with 0.074 % C between the contents of the
base materials, a position is achieved which is in the
vicinity of the theoretical mixture line of the two base
materials in the martensitic region, Fig. . The
micrographs support the assumption that martensite
with a certain content of retained austenite is
developing, Fig. . The retained austenite content is due
to the incomplete martensite formation. Cooling to
room temperature does not result in the martensite
finish temperature. In the micrographs, small dark
grains are perceived at the grain boundaries which are
surrounded by light regions. The dark regions stand
for martensite while the light regions stand for
austenite. While the grain structures in the weld centre
seem to have a round shape (Fig. , right), they start
developing longitudinally stretched shapes at the weld
transition in direction of the HAZ (Fig. 8, centre).
This is (analogously to [1]) to be attributed to a
directed conductive heat dissipation into the
surrounding material.

Fig. 6. EDX analysis of the weld metal.

Fig. 7. Position of the weld metal in the Schaeffler diagram

Fig. 5. Variation in hardness of the weld seam

Conclusions
In this paper, the first application of LowTransformation - Temperature Materials (LTT) as
filler material in the electron beam welding process is
introduced. The selected alloy compensation in the
austenite martensite mixed region is most promising.
In the welding tests, a martensitic structure with a
defined degree of retained austenite is setting,
dependent on the degree of dilution of the unalloyed
base material and the LTT welding wire. The alloy
composition of the weld metal is dependent on the
degree of dilution. Under the conditions which have

Fig. 8. Overview macrograph (left) micrographs HAZ (centre); weld center (right)
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been chosen within the framework of this publication,
the enrichment of alloying elements, especially of
chromium and nickel by approximately 50 % took
place, compared whit the pure LLT wire. The
influence of heat dissipation into the surrounding
material can be observed. Especially at the weld edge
region, the grains are, in the direction of the HAZ,
taking on longitudinal shapes while, in the weld
centre, they have a globular structure. The hardness
values are increasing in the HAZ in the region
adjacent to the welded seam which might be an
indicator for compressive stress caused by phase
transformation. In the welded structure, the hardness
values do, with round about 400 HV, not achieve the
level of a completely martensitic structure which
points to the existence of retained austenite and/or
which might be caused by the influence of the
alloying elements chromium and nickel, e.g. forming
a nickel martensite. Hardness cracks are not observed
which points to the toughness-increasing effect of
retained austenite. The first application of LTT filler
material in electron beam welding has thus been
achieved. More detailed tests about the setting of the
LTT effect at different transformation temperature and
its effect on the residual stress state must still be
carried out. A positive influence of the residual stress
state and the distortion are not to be expected, they
are, however, still subject to further investigations.
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Flash electron beam welding of stainless steels
1.4510 and 1.4511
Jiří Matlák, Ivan Šipula, Václav Štraus, Ivo Dlouhý
The electron beam technology allows a rapid scanning along a defined trajectory. When a
properly controlled input of energy is applied, it could be used for the manufacturing of a whole weld
joint at once. This technology, called flash welding, represents an alternative to common continuous
welding.
The aim of the paper is to describe the development of the procedure for a given weld joint
geometry and the effect of the welding parameters on selected properties of the weld joint. The circle
welds were manufactured on the samples of materials 1.4510 and 1.4511 by using the electron beam
facility K26 from ProBeam. The properties of the welds were examined by the light microscopy and
the microhardness testing. Final results were discussed based on analysis of EB elding conditions and
weld joint parameters.
Мигновенно електроннолъчево заваряване на неръждаема стомана 1.4510 и 1.4511 (Ю.
Матлак, И Шипула, В. Щраус, И. Длухи). Електроннолъчевата технология позволява бързо
сканиране по определена траектория. Когато се приложи един правилно подбран енергиен
вход, може да се произведе целия шев едновременно. Тази технология, наречена мигновено
заваряване, представя една алтернатива на съвременното непрекъснато заваряване.
Цел на работата е да опише развитието на процедурите за дадена геометрия на
заваръчното съединение и ефекта на заваръчните параметри върху избраните свойства на
заваръчния шев. Кръгови шевове бяха получени на образци от стомани 1.4510 и 1.4511,
използувайки устройството К26 на ProBeam. Свойствата на шевовете бяха изпитани със
светлинен микроскоп и микротвърдностни изпитания. Крайният резултат се дискутират на
основата на ЕЛ заваръчните условия и параметрите на електроннолъчевия шев.

Introduction
A. Flash electron beam welding
Electron beam (EB), together with laser, is one of
the most modern technologies used for precise
welding. Both methods have similar characteristics,
nevertheless, there are clear differences determining
the proper choice. The EB technology enables a rapid
deflection of electron beam and allows a homogenous
distribution of the energy supply at an adequate
programming of the whole welded area. Moreover,
EB allows the increase of a local energetic density
within a given trajectory. This is advantageous for
welding of dissimilar materials. The welding itself is
realised by one short energetic pulse of the electron
beam distributed to the whole welded area. Flash
welding possesses many disadvantages like the
necessity of the whole trajectory to be visible from
one point with minimal distance differences, small
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welds depth etc. On the other hand, there a tiny heat
affected zone (HAZ), minimal thermal distortion, no
movement during welding process etc. belongs to
highest advantages. [1 – 4]
Properties of the weld and weld joint can be
directly controlled by process parameters. The total
supplied power rate is controlled by a combination of
the accelerating voltage „HV“, the electron current
„SQ” and the pulse duration „TIME”. This energy is
distributed to the whole area with the dimension
parameters „SWX“, „SWY“ set together with the
scanning frequency „FRQ“ (Fig. 1). Usually, some
beam defocusing „Offset“ is set up. That can be
realized by a shift of the focal plane either above the
quenched surface (positive value) or below
the surface (negative value). There is no movement of
the treated components during flash EB welding. [4 –
5].
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Fig.1. Flash electron beam welding parameters scheme

Experimental material and methods
A. Experimental material
Material 1.4510 (X3CrTi17), high-alloyed ferritic
stainless steel with chemical composition of (wt%): C
0.04, Mn 1.00, Si 1.00, Cr 17.2 and Ti 0.7 is used for
production of an inner tube. Plates are manufactured
from 1.4511 (X3CrNb17) high-alloyed ferritic
stainless steel with the chemical composition of
(wt%): C 0.04, Mn 0.90, Si 0.95, Cr 17.00 and
Nb 0.32. These materials are resistant in a weakly
corrosive environment and are used for applications
requiring weldability and resistance to intergranular
corrosion. Dummy testing samples (Fig. 2) represent
the real welding geometry of a manufactured product.
Nowadays, joining is realised by a rapid continuous
laser welding from the inner side through the wall of a
tube. However, from time to time, some part is
necessary to reject after the tightness test. Flash
electron beam welding seems to be an adequate
alternative technology having potential of higher
reproducibility a reliability of weld joints [6–8].

equipment, adopting the electron beam technology
with maximum beam power of 15 kW and the
accelerating voltage from 80 to 150 kV. The size of
the oscillation figure scanned by EB was set up
slightly larger (SWX = 7.1 mm; SWY = 7.1 mm) than
the diameter of the welded geometry was (6.8 mm). A
constant accelerating voltage HV = 120 kV was used
for the experiments and the electron beam current SQ
was subsequently optimized. Three pulse times TIME
= 20, 40 and 80 ms were chosen in the range of limits
of the machine command (from 2 to 100 ms). The
speed of the scanning beam was set up with the
frequency FRQ = 400 Hz and the beam was defocused
(Offset = 25.0 mA).
The tightness of the welded parts was tested by the
tailor-built pressure testing stations. In the first step,
the parts with a large leakage were excluded, based on
the test with the pressured air (MKS – Universal
airflow station). The parts having satisfactory tight
during the pressurised air test were further tested for
their tightness with helium where the leakage of
helium was detected by a mass spectrometer. The
macroscopic observation of a surface quality was
performed by a stereo magnifier.

Fig.2. Parts of dummy testing sample (a) and sample
mounted in welding fixture (b)

B. Experimental methods
Flash electron beam welding of the dummy
testing sample was performed on PROBEAM K26
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

Fig.3. The macroscopic overview of a weld with the
insufficient EB current SQ (a) – TIME = 80 ms, SQ = 35
mA) and with the adequate SQ (b) – TIME = 80 ms, SQ =
40 mA)
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orientation of the grains. The base material of a tube
exhibits the average hardness of 230 HV0.2. Its
microstructure is uniform and fine-grained with the
average grain size of 17 µm. The microstructure of the
plate material was typical by wrought coarse-grained
morphology with the grain size of 55 µm and 600 µm
in the direction of forming. Due to the coarse-grained
structure, the average hardness was lower than 170
HV0.2. Welding caused a slight grain coarsening of
the grained material, namely in the HAZ (Fig. 4).
No significant hardness changes were observed in
the hardness profiles within the melted material
through HAZ to the base materials (Fig.5).

Fig.5. Example of hardness profiles HV0.2 measured in
plate base materials through weld area to tube base
material.

Fig.4. Example of the microstructure (LOM) of a weld for
TIME = 80 ms, SQ = 40 mA (a) or for TIME = 80 ms, SQ =
45 mA (b)

Welds were cut by a metallographic cutter and the
metallographic specimens prepared by the standard
procedures were analyzed by the light microscopy
(Carl Zeiss Axio Observer Z1m). LECO LM 247 AT
microhardness tester was also used to analyze changes
in the HV hardness.
Results
Circular welds were processed by flash electron
beam welding under parameters above described. For
each flash duration TIME, more samples were used to
determine the optimal range of the electron beam
current SQ. From the macroscopic point of view, the
EB current SQ was found to be considerably
insufficient because some parts were not welded along
the whole trajectory (Fig. 3).
With the use of the LOM, the ferritic structure of
the tube material (1.4510) and the plate material
(1.4511) was observed. Samples were etched in the
Villela Bain agent and tinny colour differences among
separate grains were revealed due to a different
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All samples were tested for their tightness, but
most of the samples were excluded as not satisfactory
in the first step of the pressure test with the
compressed air. The leakage was so high (minimal
reached value 4.2 mm3·min-1) that it was not
necessary to perform the test with helium for these
samples anymore. The remaining samples were tested
for helium tightness and all of them passed. Helium
leakage
was
determined
less
than
1.2·10-6 mbar·dm3·s-1 by pressure 1 bar abs. The
tightness of a weld is a key parameter for determining
compliant parts. The optimum range of welding
current SQ therefore was determined by the tightness
test. The optimized parameters for the tested welding
times are given in Table 1.
Table 1
Optimal parameter SQ for flash electron beam welding of
the investigated geometry
TIME [ms]

SQ [mA]

20

——

40

45.0 – 50.0

80

40.0 – 45.0

Not tested
constant parameters
HV = 120 kV
Offset = 25 mA
SWX = 7.1 mm
SWY = 7.1 mm
FRQ = 400 Hz
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Fig.6. Evaporation and spattering of welded material in
the case of a higher welding current SQ (TIME = 80 ms;
SQ = 50 mA)

Shortest flash duration TIME = 20 ms has been
proven to be unsatisfactory because the samples were
not tight enough. Probably, the density of the
distributed energy was too high, causing evaporation,
leaking and spattering of the base metal. The time for
welding was too short to create a homogenous melted
pool joining both materials without pores. While
applying longer time and higher current SQ, a
considerable part of a tube was melted (Fig. 6) and the
metal was leaked, evaporated and spattered. Too high
energy density led to a high porosity and a low quality
of a weld. Welds with the optimal parameters were
created over the gap 40 – 100 µm (manufacturing and
assembly tolerance) and welds were 130 – 230 µm
high.
Conclusions
The main goal of the research applied on provided
samples of 1.4510 and 1.45111 steels was to examine
the possibility of the flash electron beam welding
application. This technology appears to be the
alternative to the currently used continuous laser
welding with the possible potential of a more stable
and reliable processing. The optimal parameters
leading to the joining of both materials over the gap
40 – 100 µm and the height of a weld 130 – 230 µm
were determined. The ferritic microstructure was
changed only slightly under these conditions. There
was a slight coarsening of the grains in the heat
affected zone of the tube material. There were no
substantial changes observed of the microhardness
across the weld joint. It was found that too short
welding time does not lead to a tight joint as well as
too high value of the welding current.
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Characteristics of plasma generated during
electron beam welding
Georgi M. Mladenov, Dmitriy N. Trushnikov,
Elena G. Koleva, Vladimir Ya. Belenkiy
Electron beam is at the forefront of welding technology. The choice of optimal welding modes,
monitoring the weld quality and/or detecting weld defects in real-time during the electron beam
welding process using nondestructive, cost-effective and reliable methods is one of current challenges
in this field. The plasma, generated in the keyhole and the plasma plume (in the space above the
welding pool), provides an opportunity to study welding stability and optimal modes as well as the
formation of weld defects.
The generation and the characteristics of the plasma in the keyhole and above the welding pool
are measured and discussed. In the case of electron beam welding with beam oscillations, the method
of coherent accumulation is applicable to analyze of the plasma fluctuation process by the plasma
electron current. Computer simulation results for the distributions of the plasma parameters in the
case of presence of positively polarized collector electrode and in the case without such electrode
above the welding pool are also presented in this review paper.
Характеристики на плазмата, генерирана при електронно-лъчево заваряване (Георги
М. Младенов, Димитрий Н. Трушников, Елена Г. Колева, Владимир Я. Беленский).
Електронният сноп е на предния фронт на заваръчните технологии. Изборът на оптимални
заваръчни методи, мониторингът на качеството и /или детектирането на заваръчни
дефекти в реално време по време на заваръчния процес използвайки неразрушаващи, евтини и
надеждни процеси е едно от актуалните предизвикателства.Плазмата, генерирана в
заваръчния кратер и в плазмения облак над заваръчната вана обезпечават една възможност
за изучаване стабилността, оптимизирането и формирането на заваръчни дефекти.
Генерирането и характеризирането на плазмата в заваръчния кратер и над
заваръчната вана се измерват и дискутират. В случай на електронно-лъчево заваряване с
колебания на снопа методът на кохерентно акумулиране се прилага за анализ на процеса на
плазмени флуктуации чрез колекторния електронен ток. Резултати от компютърна
симулация на разпределението на плазмените параметри в случаите на положително
поляризиран колекторен електрод и без такъв електрод над заваръчната вана са включени
също в тази обзорна работа.

Introduction
Electron beam welding is widely used technology
for joining of metals due to numerous advantages in
comparison to other welding technologies. However,
certain problems arise in the welding process, related
to instability of weld joint formation and difficulties in
creating and controlling the optimal welding modes.
One of the main concerns of the industry is to assure
the weld quality in real-time using a cost-effective and
reliable method. It would be significant for the
industry to be able to find optimal welding modes
and/or detect defects nondestructively in real-time
during the welding process.
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One of the phenomena that occur during
interaction of concentrated energy beam with metal
sample is generation of plasma in the welding zone.
Study of plasma characteristics and their relation to
process/product performance/quality could help
increase knowledge of control of electron beam
welding using concentrated energy beams and create
approaches for its optimization. Due to the complex
character of electron beam welding and lack of
adequate models of physical processes in the crater in
the welding bath optimization and quality
improvement of electron beam welding are empirical
and still need more research.
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Parameters of plasma, generating in the
interaction zone of intense electron beam with
welded sample
During interaction between intense electron beam
and metal low temperature plasma is generated in the
welding zone [1 - 12]. Deep penetration electron beam
welding is associated with absorption of beam energy
(over 5.105 W/cm-2) by a work-piece through a
capillary crater in the work-piece referred to as the
keyhole. The keyhole is filled with metal vapor,
ionized atoms and electrons. Vapor pressures in the
keyhole near the root of the weld are higher thereby
creating a vapor flow to the space surrounding the
sample. Generation of plasma inside and outside the
keyhole is a result of collisions of vapor atoms with
beam electrons, electrons reflected by the sample wall
and the generated x-rays. It can be assumed that in the
root part of the keyhole due to concentration of ions
(there are beam electrons and free electrons and ions,
created by the ionizing processes) of order of 1017 –
1020 m-3 a compensation and/or overcompensation of
the beam negative charge takes place temporarily or
continuously (free electrons are loosed off the wall).
In the next keyhole part due to transportation of ions
and mainly due to additional ionization of the ionized
vapor flowing along the keyhole region, the electron
concentration increases to 1022 - 1023 m-3 [3] and Debye
radius becomes less than the keyhole radius - i.e.
ionized vapor achieves plasma state. Due to maximum
plasma concentration in this deep part of the keyhole
plasma parameters such as plasma potential and
electron temperature are determined here. The Debye
layer around the liquid metal walls of the keyhole
keeps the balance between the numbers of plasma
electrons and ions in the rest of the keyhole
propagation distance. The flow of a mixture of hot
neutral atoms and cold plasma ions, directed towards
the orifice of the keyhole on the sample surface is
controlled by gas-dynamic conditions in the keyhole
and the concentration of these particles decreases.
Then vapor cloud and plasma plume are emitted in the
space over the welding zone [6 - 8]. Note that neutral
atom distribution and plasma particle distribution over
the welding sample surface are different due to
different nature of their ensemble expansion.
А. Plasma parameters in case of vacuum electron
beam welding
The plasma plume above the welding pool has
been studied because it is readily observable. Some
research used Langmuir probe methodology (the
Langmuir probe is shielded from direct back scattered
electron current by a grounded metal shield)
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oscillations of measured values, unclean surface of the
probe in electron beam welding conditions and
presence of negative ions or charged droplets. On Fig.
2 to Fig. 4 electron part of volt-ampere probe
characteristics is shown for three beam currents, three
sample materials and two distances between welding
pool and Langmuir probe. The ion part is not shown,
because ion currents are more than 100 times smaller.

Fig.1. Measurements of plasma parameters during electron
beam welding [4]

In ref. [5] electron temperature, density of charged
particles and floating [1, 2, 4, 5, 8], as shown in Fig. 1.
There: 1 is electron beam, 2 – focusing coil, 3 –
vacuum chamber, 4 – Langmuir probe, 5 – grounded
metallic shield, 6 – welded sample, 7 – two-polarity
energy source, 8 – logarithmic amplifier, 9 – recorder,
10 – measuring device, 11 – resistor.
At distances of 3 - 10 cm from the interaction zone
electron temperature is kTe ≈ 1 - 6 eV and electron
density is of order of 1015 m-3 (note, here density of
neutral vapor atoms is of order of 1015 - 1016 m-3). In
ref. [1, 2] for Cu, Ni, Fe and Mo and semi-spherical
welding pool (no keyhole penetration: U = 13 kV; I =
44 mA) density of charged particles at distances of 3 4 cm from welding bath is more than 1014 - 1015 m-3.
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The measured electron temperature there was 80 000
K - 90 000 K. Plasma potential was 20 – 30 V.
Langmuir probe method was not applicable at higher
beam powers due to oscillations of the probe
characteristic data.
In ref. [4] at beam current of 10 - 70 mA and
accelerating voltage of 25 kV, as in [4, 5] at beam
current of 40 - 80 mA at accelerating voltage of 60
kV and welding velocity of 5 – 20 mm/s the density of
charged particles is 1016 m-3, the electron temperature
is 4 000 K at distances of 1 - 2 cm from the welding
pool and the plasma potential is 3 - 4 V. Data
accuracy is not high (with rate of mistake from 20%
to 50%) due to plasma potential are measured using
the same Langmuir probe methodology at various
beam parameters (beam current 40 mA, 50 mA and
60 mA; accelerating voltage 60 kV) and using various
welding samples (Al, Ni, Cu). The results were as
follows: electron temperature of plasma above the
interaction zone Te was from 4 eV to 6 eV; density of
charged particles in plasma plume Ne was from 1013
m-3 (for Cu), 1014 m-3(for Ni) and to 1015 m-3 (for Al);
plasma potential Upl = 4 V.

Fig.4. Probe characteristics for two distances from welding
pool. Ib = 40 mA [4].

Discussing the two models – namely,
hemispherical or cylindrical sources of free plasma
expansion in the space over the beam-work piece
interaction zone [6 - 8], it has been concluded [6] that
a cylindrical plasma column in the region traced by
the electron beam over the welding zone is formed. In
ref. [8] oscillations of potential in the radial direction
was predicted, due to different velocities of ions and
electrons in the expanding plasma.
The relative distribution of the electron density
and the electrostatic potential in the welding vacuum
chamber were compared to experimental results and
they showed good agreement.
B. A comparison of plasma parameters during
electron beam and laser beam welding

Fig.2. Probe characteristics for three beam currents. The
distance to welding pool is 3 cm [4].

Fig.3. Probe characteristics for three sample materials. Ib=40
mA [4]
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Note, that during vacuum electron beam deep
penetration welding the generated plasma is weak low
temperature plasma (measured using Langmuir probe)
and during atmospheric pressure keyhole laser
welding plasma is isothermal (light emission from
exiting neutral atoms or ions is observed). The
average plasma temperature in keyholes is found to be
considerably higher than that in plumes in both types
of energy sources. Plasma parameters in the keyhole
are experimentally evaluated only for welds that are
not very deeply penetrating.
Plasma plume outside the keyhole has been studied
extensively in both types of concentrated energy
beams because it is readily observable. Plasma above
the welding bath in electron beam welding (EBW) is
collisionless [6], because the mean free paths le > 103
cm and li > 102 cm even for maximal values of neutral
and charged particle densities. In the beam region
weak light emission from exiting vapor or residual gas
atoms is sometimes observed. Plasma plume above
the keyhole in case of laser welding is a bright, often
bluish or green flash from isothermal light emitting
81

plasma.
During deep penetration welding the plasma
in the keyhole is in the temperature range of 4 000 –
80 000 K. In ref. [13] as was mentioned above it was
found that laser power of 5 kW is a turning point for
plasma characteristics during laser welding. After
laser power reaches 5 kW, the plume changes from
metal vapor dominated weakly ionized plasma
(ionization degree about 1%) to strongly ionized
plasma (ionization degree reach 25%). Corresponding
phenomena are the dramatic increase of the value of
characteristic parameters and the appearance of a
strong plasma shielding effect. Calculation of
effective laser power density demonstrated that the
plasma shielding effect is dominated in this case by
inverse Bremsstrahlung absorption. The finding
suggested that the plasma shielding effect must be
considered in fiber laser welding of aluminum alloys,
rather than ignored as claimed in several references
concerning laser welding with laser power less than 5
kW.
No published data was found regarding
plasma parameters in non-vacuum electron beam
welding and in vacuum laser keyhole welding.

review paper) opinion signal 2 is from the collected
plasma electrons. At deep beam penetration
distribution of plasma plume becomes more narrow
(distribution around the beam being proportional to
cos3 instead of cos from angle to vertical) and the ring
collector electrode is situated in the periphery region
of the plasma plume above the welding pool. Curve 3
(signal from collected ions) in case of sharp focusing
has fluctuations at establishing keyhole. Vapor flow
from the keyhole is wider and denser and the ions
generating in the space above the welding pool in
periphery of plasma plume are transported easily to
the collector ring electrode (by collector electrical
field and plasma boundary electrical potential drop).
Here it is important that ion current signal is small and
a small increase causes a big change.

C. Secondary charged particles measurement in
electron beam welding
From the beginning of application of the powerful
electron beam for welding there were attempts to use
the signals collected from charged particle flows
above the welding zone to control the technological
process. More clearly described was the research
concerning detecting high-energy back-scattered
electrons [14 - 17] or ions [18 - 20], collected above
the melting pool. In many cases these studies were
connected with measuring currents, collected at small
positive potentials of a few volts. Many authors
investigated the collector signal, located above the
welding pool and positively polarized. This collected
current has for a long time been called secondary
electron or thermionic emitted electron signal. On Fig.
5 examples of signals [17] are given that were
measured during EBW of steel at zero, small positive
or negative potential (curves 1, 2 and 3). As usually
these signals are distinguished by the authors of ref.
[17] as back-scattered electrons, secondary electrons
and ions. Note, that so-called secondary electrons
signal 2 exhibits behavior of collected back-scattered
electrons 1 (there is a sharp minimum at good beam
focus and deep beam penetration. Explanation is that
deep beam penetration in the welding sample leads to
more difficult flow back of back-scattered electrons
through the narrow keyhole). In the author’s (of this
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Fig.5. Component 0 - 50 Hz of charged particles’ signals
vs. focusing current: 1 - back-scattered electrons; 2 secondary (plasma plume) electrons; 3 - ions [17].

Fig.6 present the spectra of signals, measured at
conditions of Fig.5.

Fig.6. Frequency spectrum (component 150 Hz - 3 000 Hz
of collected charged particles current at EBW for carbon
steel (Ua = 60 kV, Ib = 30 mA):1 - back-scattered electrons;
2 - plasma plume electrons; 3 - ions [17].

In ref. [20, 21] numerical simulations of plasma
generation and transport during electron-beam
welding process are presented and discussed. There is
clear description of plasma formation in the case of
polarization with positive potential (about + 50 V) of
a collector, set above the keyhole in the welding pool
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

as well as the cases of zero or negative polarization of
this collector. Positive collector potential due to
plasma conductivity becomes plasma potential and
plasma electrons are going to that electrode. At the
same time thermionic emission occurs from keyhole
walls pre-heated by the beam and that is keeping the
balance between plasma electrons and plasma ions. In
this case one could accept a non-independent
discharge in the collector circuit [22 - 25]. In the cases
of zero or negative collector potential the collector
current is just the result of thermal diffusion of plasma
particles in zone around the collector.
The spectrum of secondary current, collected by
plasma could be divided into frequency ranges of 0 50 Hz; 50 - 3000 Hz and from 3 - 10 kHz to 100 and
more kHz. The first ranges are connected with
keyhole wall axial and radial instabilities. The latter
high frequency range is caused by generation of ionacoustic instabilities in the plasma plume [26]
between the keyhole orifice and the collector and is a
subject of another discussion. Important conclusion
from this study is that in order to avoid occurrence of
ion-acoustic oscillations in plasma plume the collector
must be situated at a small distance to the welding
pool.
D. Experimental investigations of fluctuations of
the collector signal of plasma plume electrons,
generated during EBW
During electron beam deep penetration the keyhole
shape is continuously influenced by the beam/workpiece metal interactions, leading to oscillations of the
keyhole walls and instabilities of the melt pool.
Experimental investigations show [27, 28] that the
beam-keyhole system is a multi-parametric oscillating
system with various feedbacks. This leads to local
changes of heating and vaporization intensities, of
angle of front keyhole wall, of channel shape and
depth, and creation of such weld defects as pores and
spiking. The fluctuations influence the expanding
plasma parameters [30]. The fluctuations influence the
expanding plasma dynamics and oscillations of the
collecting plasma electrons.
The frequency range
below 5 kHz is associated with radial keyhole
oscillations, and the range of up to 30 kHz with axialazimuthal oscillations of the keyhole, mostly related
to weld penetration.
Experiments in a series of papers were executed
utilizing a standard electron beam welding machine
(Fig. 7). Accelerating voltage was 60 kV, beam
current was 50 mA, and welding speed was 5 mm/s.
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Fig.7. Diagram of secondary electron current registration
in plasma formed above the area of electron beam welding:
1 - electron gun, 2 - focusing lens, 3 - plasma formed over
the area of electron beam welding, 4 - electron collector, 5
- a system of registration, 6 - load resistor, 7 - a source of
bias, 8 – work-piece, 9-deflection coils

Graphic representation of the plasma current
collected by a metal ring electrode with potential of +
50 V, situated above the beam interaction zone (Fig.
7) during electron-beam welding with a continuously
operating beam can be seen on Fig. 8. It looks as a
series of high-frequency impulses which are
modulated by low-frequency instabilities and follow
each other in series almost regularly, reflecting
focusing status of the beam.

Fig.8. Typical record of the collector current, generated by
plasma during EB welding. The focusing current provides
sharp focusing of beam; beam power is 6 kW [24]

On Fig. 9 spectrum of the plasma current (Fig. 8)
collected by the metal ring electrode 4 (see Fig. 7) is
shown. This spectrum could be divided on the
frequency ranges of: 0 - 5 kHz and 5 kHz - 100 kHz.
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fluctuations represents the free and the forced
instabilities of the keyhole walls and plasma-vapor
flows, and determines the plasma parameters near the
collecting ring electrode.

Fig.9. Spectral density of the signal of collector current at
frequencies f from 0 Hz up to 100 kHz (steel welding with
static beam); power 3 kW; sharp focus mode [24]

In [23 - 25] frequency range below 5 kHz is
associated with mechanical radial and axiallyazimuthal keyhole wall oscillations, and the range
from 5 kHz up to about 15 kHz with processes such as
vapor-plasma flows through keyhole and electrical
and thermal non-linear interactions of the beam with
these flows and keyhole walls. In [22] this signal
range of oscillations is explained by local energy
deposition and superheating of the metal surface,
bombarded by the powerful beam and by consequent
explosive destruction (ablation) of metal, as well as by
instable electron emission from the bombarded
surfaces on the keyhole walls. The spectral component
with peaks of spectral density of the signal above 10
kHz as previously mentioned is caused by plasma ionacoustic waves [26].
Such type of spectrograms is found almost at all
welding modes with deep power penetration of beam
with of 2 kW and more, for all the researched
materials in several electron-beam systems (including
systems without inverter power supply units).
E. Study of plasma plume density oscillations by
measuring the signal, collected during EBW with
beam deflection oscillations
An example of signal recording, collected from
polarized to + 50 V collector electrode by plasma
plume (Fig. 10) in the case of EBW with oscillations
of the beam looks similar to recording on Fig. 8
(curve 1). For comparison a recording of deflection
coils current (curve 2) is also shown in the figure.
Frequency spectrum of the current measured
through the collector electrode polarized with + 50 V
shows that low-frequency oscillation component (0 3000 Hz) could be observed. It is assumed [30 - 32]
that this mixture of random peaks (with amplitude
reaching to 0.5 A) and low frequency signal
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Fig.10. Recordings of the current collected by plasma and
of the current in the deflection coils are shown. Welding of
steel with oscillation across the joint: P = 2.5 kW, sharp
focus (If = 840 mA), oscillation frequency f = 561 Hz,
sweep size 2A = 0.9 mm. Curve 1 presents high frequency
series of impulses, packed in low frequency oscillation
signal) and curve 2 is deflection coils current [32].

For analyses of these signal oscillations in ref. [30
- 32] method of coherent accumulation is applied. The
coherent accumulation method is illustrated on Fig.
22. The small-width square-wave signal formed from
the signal from the deflection coils current (Osc(t)) is
less than a basic signal g(t). The basic signal g(t + s) is
shifted relative to the initial signal Osc(t) by a set time
s.
Conclusions
Designed for the “Electromask Series 6000”
machine installation software allows us to manage all
systems from a PC and convert data from other
formats. We obtain accurate mechanical movements
of 0.20 micrometers in the field of 250mm x 250 mm.
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EBW process control on the basis of solving the inverse problem
of the keyhole form reconstruction
Dmitriy Trushnikov, Elena Krotova, Nikolay Musikhin
The direct and inverse problems of keyhole shape reconstruction through the accompanying Xray bremsstrahlung were formulated. It was shown that the inverse problem of reconstruction of
channel penetration is reduced to the solution of the integral equation of convolution type. In the
general case, the problem is corrected by Hadamard in the whole range of modes of electron beam
welding. Reconstruction of the shape of channel penetration is carried out on the basis of the wellknown theorem of Fourier - image convolution
Управление на процеса електроннолъчево заваряване на основата на решаването на
обратния проблем на реконструкцията на формата на кратера (Дмитрий Трушников,
Елена Кротова, Николай Мюзихин). Формулирани са преките и обратни проблеми на
реконструкцията на формата на кратера на база на рентгеновото лъчение. Показано е, че
обратният проблем на реконструкция на проникване на канала се свежда до решаването на
интегралното уравнение от тип конволюция. В общия случай, проблемът е коригиран с
Hadamard в целия диапазон на режими на заваряване с електронен лъч. Реконструкцията на
формата на канала на проникване се извършва на базата на добре известната теорема на
Фурие – конволюция на образа.

Introduction
An important problem in the development of
defect-free electron beam welding technologies is to
ensure the reproducibility of the welded joint quality
[1]. The automation of the process using the
secondary signal parameters has been implementing
with varied success for a long time [2-4]. However,
this problem still cannot be considered solved. Up to
date a universal, reliable, high-speed control system of
a joint weld formation process at electron beam
welding has not been developed yet.
Principle of electron beam welding is relatively
simple: electron beam formed by the electron gun in a
vacuum is directed to the junction of the two parts to
be joined, where the kinetic energy of the electron
beam is almost completely transformed into thermal
energy. Thus, the beam of accelerated electrons acts
as a heat source, which leads to local melting of the
parts edges and the formation of the weld. The metal
melting are strongly localized in the heating zone of
connected components, and the weld becomes narrow
and deep in case of the appropriate choice of beam
energy density by means of change of focusing and a
beam current. (Fig.1).
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig.1. The weld obtaining scheme in electron beam
welding: a) the electron beam falls on a metal surface; b)
the formation of the weld pool and the penetration channel
begins in the metal; c) channel penetrates the entire
thickness of the welded parts; d) weld is formed after
crystallization of the liquid metal of the weld pool

The conventional explanation of the deep
penetration of intense electron beam into the metal is
bound to the formation of a narrow and deep
penetration channel in the liquid metal of the weld
pool (vapor-gas channel) [5]. The penetration channel
has a variable shape in time. It is filled with metal
vapors and plasma through which beam energy
penetrates into the welded metal. Visual observation
of the penetration channel, which is formed during
electron beam welding, can become an additional tool
for researches of the physical processes happening in
penetration channel and for monitoring of a joint weld
formation when welding.
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Methods of observation based on the recording of
the accompanying X-rays are considered in [6, 7]. Let
us consider the method based on the use of a pinhole
camera for the formation of the projection X-ray
image of the weld pool on the tube target of
camcorder by scintillation flashes of X-ray sensor.
The need to account for changes of the X-rays
attenuation coming from different points of the
channel along its depth, requires special equalizing
filter, which leads to the need for accurate positioning
of the system relative to the field of welding.
The way [6] based on scanning beam has apparent
advantages to the purposes of the technical
application. In this case, welding is carried out by an
oscillating beam. The penetration channel has electron
beam interaction zone with the metal. The penetration
channel has a zone of the electron beam-metal
interaction which moves along the walls of the
penetration channel when using beam oscillation. It is
reasonable to put a penetrating X-ray sensor on the
reverse side of the beam input and to apply the
method of simultaneous accumulation in order to
increase accuracy [8,9]. As a result, an average value
of the secondary X-ray signal S (τ ) depending on the
beam deflection τ is registered.
Reconstruction of the penetration channel shape by
the parameters of the secondary signal is the inverse
problem. The solution of this problem requires
research area conditional correctness [14]. It should be
noted that, despite rather large number of the works
devoted to development of observation methods of the
penetration channel with use of scanning of a beam
(see in [8,9] and references in them), researches of
area conditional correctness are absent. In fact, the
most of works is neglected "distribution" X-ray source
in the penetration channel and as a penetration
channel shape is taken resulting shape of the curve
S (τ ) . Or penetration channel shape is approximated
by the given function in advance. So the channel
shape is approximated by a Gaussian function in the
[9] and by rectangular shape in [10].
In this work is carried out formulation of the
inverse problem of the penetration channel shape
reconstruction by the parameters of penetrating X-rays
registered from reverse side of the beam input.
Requirements of its conditional correctness are
formulated. The version of algorithm of penetration
channel shape reconstruction is given.
1.

Direct problem formulation

When a high-energy electron beam hits the surface
of details (target), two types of X-rays such as brake
and characteristic having a different mechanism of
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

emergence arise simultaneously. About 1 % of the
input energy is spent on the X-ray formation in the
EBW process.
It is experimentally established [11], that the
energy flow of the brake X-rays is directly
proportional to the electron current I , the atomic
number of a target material Z and the square of the
accelerating voltage U :
(1)

Φ e = CIZU 2

where C is the constant of proportionality.
The more the distance from the radiation source is,
the less the radiation intensity is. When recording
radiation from the penetration channel, the X-ray
beam intensity is reduced by the material of the
welding parts in accordance with the law
(2)

J d = J 0 exp(−µl )

where J 0 is the intensity of falling beams, J d is the
intensity of the beams which passed the layer l , µ is
the linear attenuation factor.
The linear attenuation factor µ depends on the
material and the accelerating voltage. In the paper [12]
it is offered to use some particular experimentally
"integral" factor µ for these conditions.

Fig. 2. To determination of dependence J = f (θ ) [7]

The dependence of the penetrating X-ray intensity
on the direction of its distribution (Fig. 2) is obtained
from the formula (2) analytically. The welding details
can be considered as large targets, and the X-rays
from the elemental area of the penetration channel has
close to spherical distribution. At the change of an
observation angle θ , the layer thickness of metal,
through which the recorded X-rays pass, changes
according to the law
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L=

(3)

energy flow from the element is defined by:

l
cos θ

where l is the minimum thickness at θ = 0 (Fig. 2).
In this regard the intensity of the penetrating X-rays
changes:
(4)

J = J 0 exp(−

µl
)
cos θ

Therefore, the nature of X-rays intensity
dependence on the beam incident angle onto the
welding surfaces is of practical interest.
The diagram of the X-rays energy flow relative
values dependent on the angle between the electron
beam and the normal to the surface of the welding
parts, which were obtained experimentally, is given in
Figure 3 [9]. The relative values were determined
dividing the radiation intensities, which corresponded
to the current angle ψ, by the maximal intensity
measured at ψ = 0° . The authors [12] approximated
the received dependence obtained by the expression
1

(5)

3
2
Φ e (ψ )   ψ  
J ψ (ψ ) =
= 1 −  3  
Φ e0
  90  

at the change of ψ from 0° to ± 90° .

(6)

dΦ e = Cj( x − τ x , y − τ y ) ZU 2 ⋅ dS = Jψ (ψ ) dΦ e0 =
= CJψ (ψ ) j ( x − τ x , y − τ y ) ZU 2 ⋅ dxdy

The energy flow portion of the penetrating X-rays
recorded by a sensor on the reverse side of the beam
input is

 µl ( x, y ) 
dΦ e exp −
⋅ SД
cos θ 

dΦ =
4πR 2

(7)

where S Д is the active surface area of the X-ray
sensor,

R

is

the

radiation

sensor

distance

l ( x, y )
( S Д << 4πR ),
is the thickness of the layer
cos θ
passed by X-rays from the element l towards the
2

sensor.
Let the thickness of the product be h . The angle of
beam incident onto the penetration channel walls ψ
depends on the position of an element in the
penetration channel. Then Jψ (ψ ) is a function of
Having
replaced
Jψ ( x, y ) .
l ( x, y ) = h − z ( x, y ) and combined all the constants

coordinates

in the common constant K =

CZU 2 S Д
4πR 2

, we will

receive an equation for radiation from the whole
surface of the penetration channel:
b

s(τ x ,τ y ) = ∫ K ⋅ j ( x − τ x , y − τ y ) ⋅ exp(−µ
a

Fig. 3. Dependence of X-ray energy flow relative values
on the angle between the electron beam and the normal
to the welding part surface [12].

Let electron beam welding be carried out with
beam oscillation of a small amplitude for any
deviation from the path and up and down the joint.
Then, x, y are horizontal coordinates, the shape of the
penetration channel in the direction of oscillation is
described by the function z ( x, y ) , τ x ,τ y are the
electron beam displacements from its equilibrium
position in the penetration channel, and j ( x, y ) is the
current density distribution of the electron beam.
Let us allocate an elemental area dS on the
penetration channel surface and take radiation from
the element dS as spherical. The value of the X-rays
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h − z ( x, y)
) ⋅ Jψ ( x, y)dxdy
cosθ
,

(8)

This equation describes the direct problem of the
secondary X-rays signal formation at electron beam
welding with oscillation. You should left- and rightjustify your columns. On the last page of your paper,
try to adjust the lengths of the two columns so that
they are the same. Use automatic hyphenation, if you
have it. Don't forget to check spelling.
2.

Inverse problem formulation

The equation (9) can be represented in the form of
a Fredholm integral equation of the first kind:
(9)

∫

b

a

K ( x, y,τ x ,τ y ) ⋅ f ( x, y ) dxdy = s (τ x ,τ y )

where K ( x, y,τ x ,τ y ) is core of the image formation
operator (It is determined by independent from x, y
parameters and by the distribution function of the
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electron beam current density

j ( x − τ x , y − τ y ) ),

f ( x, y ) is function describing weakening of a signal
and depending on penetration channel shape z ( x, y ) ,
s (τ x ,τ y ) is an image of function f ( x, y ) . The
inverse problem of the penetration channel
reconstruction is primarily reduced to the solution of
the integral equation (9), in order to determine

f ( x, y ) . The problems bound to the solution of
Fredholm equations of the first sort [14] are known,
but the prior information on geometry during removal
from a zone of welding allows to reduce it to the
equation like convolution
(10)

∫

+∞

−∞

K ( x − τ x , y − τ y ) ⋅ f ( x, y )dxdy = s (τ x ,τ y )

which is most often applied in a tomography [10].
Equation (10) is known in the theory of inverse
problems, and generally describes ill-posed problems
[14,15].
Requirements research of the conditional
correctness of the problem can be carried out on the
basis of the theorem of convolution Fourier image: If
we have a convolution of two functions and we can
introduce Fourier images of each of these functions,
then Fourier image of convolution is defined by
multiplication of core Fourier image and required
function.
(11)
ПФ

K ( x − τ x , y − τ y ) → Kω (ω , f )
ПФ

f ( x, y ) → F (ω , f )
 ⇒ S (ω , f ) = Kω (ω , f ) F (ω , f )

ПФ
s (τ x ,τ x ) → S (ω , f )



where ω , f are coordinates in the frequency domain.
The Fourier image F (ω , f ) of required function
f ( x, y ) is determined by dividing the Fourier image

S (ω , f ) of the recorded s (τ x ,τ x ) image on the
Fourier image K ω (ω , f ) of core. Further function

f ( x, y )

is obtained by the inverse Fourier
transformation.
Requirements of the conditional correctness follow
from the presented algorithm. The task becomes wellposed in the Hadamard sense (i.e. the solution of the
problem exists, is unique and stable) under the
following conditions:
1) functions describing the image s (τ x ,τ x ) ,
geometry f ( x, y ) , and the distribution of the electron
beam current density j ( x, y ) , can be represented by
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Fourier series (i.e. there are corresponding Fourier
images S (ω , f ) , F (ω , f ) and J (ω , f ) for
functions s (τ x ,τ x ) , f ( x, y ) and j ( x, y ) );

2) There is no area in which J (ω , f ) = 0 or
F (ω , f ) in this area is also equal to (or assumed to
be equal) to zero. That is, when the penetration
channel shape is submitted to Fourier series only those
components shall be reconstructed that are contained
in the Fourier representation of the electron beam
current density distribution. Thus, the recovery
accuracy is improved by using beams of smaller
diameters.
The results are the first step in the problem
formulation of the penetration channel geometry
reconstruction in terms of the inverse problem. The
function f ( x, y ) found from the inverse problem
solution is bound to the penetration channel shape
z ( x, y ) by the equation
(12) f ( x, y ) = exp( − µ

h − z ( x, y )
) ⋅ Jψ ( x , y )
cos θ

and after apparent transformations
(13) l ( x, y ) = h − z ( x, y ) = − cos θ (ln( f ( x, y ) − ln( Jψ ( x, y )))
µ

The second term on the right side of (13) in the
penetration channel shape reconstruction can be
neglected only in the areas immediately adjacent to
the root at angles close to 90°. Thus, given an
algorithm allows you to directly determine the depth
of penetration at the point with the minimum non( Jψ ( x, y ) = 1) , which
welded thickness, lmin
corresponds to a maximum of found function f ( x, y )

l min = −
(14)

cos θ

µ

ln( f max ( x, y ))

Complete reconstruction of the penetration channel
requires additional operations. We know that final
function with which we will work has dependence on
trigonometrical expression. Therefore in order that
will get rid of simultaneous influence of a corner and
a trigonometric function we approximated expression
(5) by a method of least squares through the linear
combination of trigonometric functions ( sin and cos

1 1 1
). The item ( cos1/ 3 )
2 3 4

in various exponents 0, , ,

was significant therefore such representation is used
further.
Then
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l = h − z ( x, y ) = −

cosθ

µ

(ln( f ( x, y ) − 1 / 3 ln(cos(ψ ( x, y))))

,

or
(15)

f ( x, y ) = exp( − µ

h − z ( x, y )
) ⋅ cos1 / 3 (ψ ( x, y ))
cos θ

Making the change by the tangent

[

be given in the subsequent parts of the work.

]

1
(16) f ( x, y ) = exp(− µ h − z ( x, y) ) ⋅ 1 + tg 2 (ψ ( x, y )) − 6
cosθ

Replacing the tangent of the partial derivatives
with respect to x, y , as the slope of the tangent at the
limit is the derivative, we arrive at the differential
equation
(17)
2
2
h − z ( x, y )   ∂z ( x, y )   ∂z ( x, y )  
f ( x, y ) 3 = exp( −3µ
) ⋅ 1 + 
+



cos θ
  ∂x   ∂x  

−

1
2

The solution of this differential equation for the
function (generally by numerical methods) will be the
last step in the inverse problem of penetration channel
shape reconstruction by the x-ray signal parameters.
The boundary conditions for regions of the calculated
area are zГ = 0 and z 'Г = 0 .
Formulated requirements conditional correctness
of the inverse problem of determining the function
f ( x, y ) are necessary to determine the penetration
channel shape z ( x, y ) . Adequacy assessment of these
requirements will be the subject of subsequent papers.
Thus, it is possible to claim that the method of
solution in restrictions of area of the conditional
correctness allowing to bypass a problem of an initial
incorrectness of the formulated task is found and
realized.
Conclusions
The direct and inverse problem of penetration
channel shape reconstruction by parameters of the
secondary braking penetrating X-rays is formulated. It
is shown that the inverse problem of the penetration
channel reconstruction is reduced to the solution of
integral equations of convolution type. It is shown that
in the general case, the problem is well-posed in the
Hadamard sense throughout the range of EBW mode.
Penetration channel shape reconstruction is carried out
on the basis of the well-known theorem on the Fourier
image of the convolution. The Fourier image of
required function is determined by dividing the
Fourier image of the recorded image on the Fourier
image of core. The proposed algorithm allows directly
to determine the depth of penetration at the point with
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the minimum non-welded thickness.
Reconstruction of the entire surface of the
penetration channel requires additional solutions of
the differential equation The algorithm of the solution,
the results of penetration channel shape recovery
modeling, and reconstruction on the basis of real data
in a limited set of function projections s (τ x ,τ y ) will
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Simulation of thermal processes at electron-beam welding
with beam splitting
Tatiana V. Olshanskaya
The mathematical model describing distribution of temperatures at electron-beam welding with
beam splitting on three is presented. At the heart of model construction the analytical solution of
problems of a thermal conduction a method of radiant’s (a method of Green functions) lies. The model
considers heat distribution to a welded product from three simultaneously operating impulse radiant’s
of heat. Thus each radiant of heat is described as combined: normally distributed on a surface and
linear on depth. Realization of the received model was carried out in mathematical package Mathcad.
It is shown that the given model can be used for exposition of final sizes of a weld pool, on a
crystallization isotherm, for various materials. Outcomes of calculations for experimental samples
from an aluminum alloy, steels, and as from heterogeneous materials are presented: a steel - bronze.
Симулация на топлинните процеси при елетроннолъчево заваряване с разделяне на
лъча (Татяна В. Олшанская). Представен е математически модел на температурното
разпределение при електроннолъчевото заваряване, извършено с разделяне на лъча на три
части. В основата на изграждането на модела лежи аналитичното решение на задачата за
топлопроводността с метода на точков топлинен източник (метод на Грийн функциите).
Моделът отчита разпределението на топлинна енергия от три импулсни източници на
топлина в изделия, получени чрез заваряване. В същото време всеки от тези три източника на
лъчиста топлина е описан като комбинация от нормално повърхностно и линейно дълбочинно
разпределение. Приложението на така полученият математически модел се извършва в
математическия софтуер MathCad. Вижда се, че по този начин зададеният модел може да се
използва за описване на крайният размер на заваръчната вана, както и на изотермалната
кристализация на различни материали. Представени са и калкулираните резултати от
експериментални проби на алуминиеви слпави, стомани, както и от хетерогенни материали:
стомана – бронз.

Introduction
The electron beam is practically without a slugged
source of thermal energy that allows to realize fast
roadability a current, an aberration and position of
focus of a bundle. With development of new control
systems by an electron beam and programming of
conditions of welding there were possibilities of
perfecting of processing methods EBW, ensuring
almost unrestricted variety of conditions of effect of a
bundle on a work piece surface (oscillation a beam on
various aspects of trajectories, multifocal welding,
dynamic positioning of a beam, etc.) [1]
Last year’s welding with dynamic positioning of
an electronic beam (splitting on some) at which there
is a formation of the several thermal sources ensuring
simultaneous lead of heat in welded performs in
several sites, located from each other on some
distance began to be applied widely. Such splitting
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beam allows to spend EBW with various variations,
for example, or welding at once in several processed
zones, or welding with formation of several weld pool
consecutive one after another (multi-pool welding) or
to combine welding and hardening [2, 3].
The technique of beam splitting on the
concentrated thermal sources, along with heightening
of capacity of process, allows to raise quality of
welded connections, such difficultly welded materials,
as cast irons, titanium alloys [4 - 6], and as
heterogeneous materials, for example at bronze and
steel welding [7, 8]. Application of the given
technique leads to porosity lowering in welds, to
reduction of probability of a cracking, to deriving is
more homogeneous the mixed structure of welds from
heterogeneous materials.
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Construction of a mathematical model
Let's consider strangers of the mathematical model
describing distribution of temperatures at electron
beam welding with beam splitting on three. At
splitting the electron beam scans on a surface of an
article with a high frequency (~ 5 кГц and more) on
three points from one to another and is inverse,
located from each other on distance L (fig. 1). Thus
power of an electron beam in each point does not
change (q = U·I, W), and time of its effect ti changes
only. Accordingly, in each point is shaped steamgaseous the port and a weld pool. Thanks to a high
frequency of scanning in absence of a beam the
profusion port is saved and does not fail. Thus, the
effect of simultaneous three beam welding is created.

One of methods of problem solving of heat
conduction is the method of sources (a method of
Green functions), allowing to receive analytical
decisions depending on various boundary value
problems and character of a welding power source.
The integral decision of a problem of heat conduction
looks like:
T ( х, у, z ,τ ) =

(2)

The affinity steam-gaseous ports leads to direct
change of temperature-time conditions of the welding
different from a thermal cycle at one-beam welding.
That immediately will affect shaped structure of metal
of a weld and a zone of thermal influence. Besides the
affinity steam-gaseous ports influences and
hydrodynamic processes in a weld pool, and also there
can be in addition a remelt of metal of a weld by the
subsequent beam. For prediction of processes
occurring in a weld pool and shaped structure it is
necessary to know character of distribution of
temperatures, the shape and the sizes of a weld pool.
Thermal processes at welding are convenient for
describing by means of a differential heat conduction
equation in a mobile frame with a fixed source of
warmth:
(1)

 ∂ 2T ∂ 2T ∂ 2T
∂T
= a ⋅ 2 + 2 + 2
 ∂x
∂t
∂y
∂z


where

, , ,
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 + V ∂T + 1 ⋅ F ( x, y, z , t )

∂x cρ


- a warmth source function.

,

z y x

where , ′ , , ′ , , ′ , - a Green function.
The Green function supposes a deficient separation
of variables (it is disjointed on space variables x, y, z ,
but it is not disjointed on time τ), i.e. can be presented
in the form of product of the one-dimensional Green
functions selected proceeding from edge conditions:
(3)

Fig. 1. Circuit EBW with beam splitting on three (3-pool
welding): V - rate of welding; EB - an electron beam; 1, 2,
3 - points of effect of an electronic beam on a worked stock
surface; t1, t2, t3 - time of effect of an electron beam in each
point; L - distance between points.

G ( х, х′, у, у′, z , z′,τ ) ⋅
∂x′∂y′∂z′∂τ

∫ ∫∫ ∫ F ( x, y, z,τ )
τ

G ( x, x ' , y , y ' , z , z ' , τ ) = G x ( x, x ' , τ ) ⋅
⋅ G y ( y, y ' , τ ) ⋅ G z ( z , z ' , τ )

.

Thus to Green function definition apply an instant
point wise source which is described by means of
function of the Dirac δ(x) more often.
For an estimation of character of distribution of
temperature fields at EBW often use mathematical
sample pieces in which thermal effect of an electron
beam is considered as effect of continuously operating
combined source [9, 10, 11]. In operation [11] the
sample piece of distribution of temperature fields in
an infinite plate for the combined source of heat
consisting from normally arranged on surface and
linear on depth is offered. In this case function of
sources of heat we are described as:
 k1 ⋅ δ ( x ′)δ ( y ′)δ ( z ′) E (τ ) + 


⋅ k2

 ⋅ δ ( x ′)δ ( y ′) E ( z ′) E (τ ) 
 h

′
1 _ при _ 0 ≤ z ≤ h
E ( z ′) = 
;
0 _ при _ h < z ′ < 0
qη
F ( x, y, z , τ ) =
cρ

(4)

1 _ при _ t 0 ≤ τ ≤ t
E (τ ) = 
;
0 _ при _ τ > t
1
12
t0 =
;K = 2
4aK
d

where q - power of an electron beam, η - efficiency, c
- a specific thermal capacity, ρ - tightness of metal, k1
and k2 - the factors considering distribution of power
of a beam between sources, h - depth of a linear
source, E(z') and E(τ) - unit functions, t0 - time of
operation of the dummy source imitating effect of an
is normal-circular source, K - factor of a concentration
for the set diameter electronic a beam d.
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The integral decision of a problem of heat
conduction for EBW a stationary ray of an infinite
plate width δ looks like:

After transformation factors of a Fourier series for
(7) and function of change of power of a bundle from
time in everyone steam-gaseous the port (8) look like:

(5)

2qt s
2kπt s
q
2q
 2kπt s 
(9) a 0 =
; ak =
⋅ sin
; bk =
⋅ sin 

T
kπ
T
kπ
 T 

T ( х, у , z , τ ) =
+

k1⋅ qη

t

⋅∫

1

( ) ( τ)

4cρ ⋅ πa

3

t0

3

 ( x + V ⋅τ ) 2 − ( y) 2  ∞ 
 ( z + 2nδ ) 2

⋅ exp −
 ⋅ ∑  exp −
4aτ
4aτ

 n = −∞


 ( x + V ⋅τ ) 2 − ( y ) 2
k 2 ⋅ qη t 1
⋅
⋅ exp −
8hπλ t∫0 τ
4aτ


 ∞   z + h + 2nδ
 ⋅ ∑  erf 

 n = −∞  2 ⋅ aτ


 z − h + 2nδ
 − erf 

 2 ⋅ aτ



 dτ +



 dτ


(10) qi (τ ) = q

2

ts ts ∞ 1 
2kπ (t s − τ ) 
2kπτ
+ ⋅ ∑ ⋅  sin
+ sin

T T k =1 k 
T
T


(6) T ( x, y, z,τ ) = T1 ( x, y, z,τ ) + T2 ( x, y, z,τ ) + T3 ( x, y, z,τ )

The first member of the equation (10) fixed
component representing average value of the beam
power; the second member of the equation considers
influence of simple harmonic motions of power. It is
known as also other introducing of a Fourier series
which powers up performances of a spectrographic
analysis of periodic series:

Thus power of each electronic bundle qi will vary
in time with certain periodicity:

(11)

For 3-pool electron beam welding it is possible to
present distribution of temperatures as superposition
of temperatures of fields from simultaneously
operating three electronic beam with power qi,
described by the equation (5):

q _ при _ 0 ≤ τ ≤ t s
; qi (τ ) = qi (τ + kT ) ,
0 _ при _ t s < τ < T

(7) qi (τ ) = 

where q - power of not split electron beam, - time
of operation of a ray in a point,T - the period of
repetition of a signal, k - amount of cycles, an integer.
Such periodic operation of power of a beam in
time represents a rectangular signal (fig. 2) which can
be described a Fourier series:
qi (τ ) =

(8)
where

,

a0 ∞
2kπτ
2kπτ
+ ∑ ak cos
+ bk sin
2 k =1
T
T

,

–Fourier series factors defined as:

a0 =

2 T
⋅ ∫ qi (τ )dτ
T 0

ak =

2 T
2kπτ
⋅ ∫ qi (τ ) cos
dτ .
T 0
T

bk =

2 T
2kπτ
⋅ ∫ qi (τ ) sin
dτ
T 0
T

Fig. 2. The circuit change of power of beam in time
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∞
2kπτ


q i (τ ) = A0 + ∑ Ak ⋅  cos
+ϕk 
T


k =1

where A0 =

a0
2T

– average value of amplitude of

harmonics, Ak = ak2 + bk2 – amplitude k harmonics
(amplitude-frequency characteristic), ϕ k = −arctg

bk
–
ak

phase k harmonics.
As in each port of profusion the electron beam
makes high-frequency oscillations (~ 5 кHz and
more), and time of its operation reaches tens
microseconds it is possible to assume that in each port
of profusion the ray with any fixed average power,
smaller, than power of not split bean operates. As a
first approximation for such power it is possible to
from the equation (11). However, then
accept
influence of high-frequency harmonics will not be
considered. The spectrographic analysis of an
amplitude-frequency characteristic for rectangular
periodic oscillations has displayed that the amplitude
accepts the maximum value in 1 harmonics (fig. 3),
and its value will overestimate from porosity of
oscillations ( ⁄ ).

Fig. 3. Spectrum of amplitudes for periodic oscillations of
power at q - 2000 W, ts - 40 µs, T - 200 µs, f - 5 кHz
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Proceeding from it we will accept that by average
power in each port of profusion it will be defined, as
amplitude of the first harmonics:
(12)

qi = A1 = a12 + b12 =

2q

π

⋅ sin

πt s
T

austenitic-ferrite steel 12Cr21Ni5Ti and a chromium
copper of BrCr-08.

.

Having meant qi = mi ⋅ q , and having substituted in
(12), we receive:
(13)

mi =

2

π

⋅ sin

πt s
T

-

the factor considering a fraction of power from not
split beam.
Having substituted in the equation (5) instead of q
∙ , we receive the
(powers of an electron beam)
equation for calculation of temperatures for each split
beam.
Thus, the mathematical sample piece distribution
of temperatures for three bath electron beam welding
is reduced to the equations (5, 6). Realizations of the
received sample piece were carried out in
mathematical bundle Mathcad.

Application of mathematical sample piece
for experimental samples
Use the given model calculations for
experimentally welded samples from aluminums alloy
AMg6, a steel 12Cr18Ni10Ti, and a heterogeneous
steel - bronze joint have been carried out.
Fig. 4 shows distribution of temperatures in
longitudinal-section (a) and cross-section (b) for alloy
AMg6, welded three-pool electron beam welding
under the circuit of split 1-2-2 (t1 - 40 µs; t2, t3 - 80 µs;
T - 200 µs; f - 5 кHz,), q - 2400 W, V - 10 mm/s, L - 2
mm. The white line reduces the crystallization
temperature of alloy AMg6 defining the sizes of a
weld pool. The cross-section is constructed in the field
of the maximum sizes of a weld pool and corresponds
to a weld cross-section (fig. 4,).
On fig. 5 are presented the calculated sizes of a
weld pool in longitudinal-section and a cross-section
for a steel 12Cr18Ni10Ti, welded under the circuit of
split 1-2-2, q - 2400 W, V - 5 mm/s, L – 2.5 mm are
presented. Dotted lines on fig. 5, and display
isotherms of crystallization from operation of three
split beam, on fig. 5, points display the experimental
sizes of a weld.
The introduced mathematical model has been used
for the assaying of the reasons of formation of
structure of metal of a weld at welding of the
heterogeneous joint, consisting their noncorrosive
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Fig. 4. Distribution of temperatures in direct (a) and cross
(b) section for alloy AMg6, c - weld macrostructure in a
cross-section

Fig. 5. The shape of a welding bath (a crystallization
isotherm) in direct (a) and cross (b) section for a steel
12Cr18Ni10Ti, c - a weld macrostructure in a cross-section
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Fig. 6. A macrostructure of a welded joint from a steel 12Cr21Ni5Ti − bronze BrCr-08 (increase ×5) and a microscopic
structure in various parts of a seam (increase ×600)

In fig. 6 are presented the macrostructure of a
welded connection and a microstructure in various
parts of a weld from a steel 12Cr21Ni5Ti − bronze
BrCr-08.These are results of the researches spent by
us earlier, and presented in work [8].
Welding was spent with beam splitting on 4: threepool and the fourth warming up raster from bronze to
temperature of 450 oC (fig. 7). A welding regime: U 60 kV, I - 85 mА, V - 6 mm/s, t1 - 45 µs, t2 - 60 µs, t3 40 µs, t4 - 65 µs, T - 65 µs, L -10 mm.

Fig. 7. The circuit design of splitting of an electronic beam
at welding.

For calculation of distribution of temperatures the
fourth component has been injected into the equation
(6) a warming up raster which was defined as:
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(14)
T 4 ( х, у , z , τ ) =

  y+C
⋅  erf 

  2 ⋅ aτ

q 4η

t

16cρ πa ⋅ B ⋅ C

 y −C
 − erf 



 2 ⋅ aτ

⋅∫
t0

  x + B + V ⋅τ
 erf 

1   2 ⋅ aτ
⋅
τ   x − B + V ⋅τ
 erf 
  2 ⋅ aτ

 ( z + 2nδ ) 2
 ∞
  ⋅ ∑ exp −


4aτ
  n = −∞


 
 −
 

⋅
 
 

 

dτ



where B = 10 mm - length of a raster, C = 5 mm width of a raster.
The equation (14) is gained by the solution of a
problem of heat conductivity a method of functions of
Green for a superficial right-angled heat source in an
infinite plate.
In fig. 8 distribution of temperatures in an
longitudinal-section is presented, the white line gates
out temperature of crystallization of a weld.
Apparently from figure at affecting by 2 and 3 beam
there is a remelting of the weld gained by 1 beam. At
affecting of 1 beam at the expense of hydrodynamic
processes in the weld pool there is a partial mixing of
two heterogeneous materials. Generated the weld is
exposed to repeated remelting at which hydrodynamic
processes from 2 and 3 beams lead to its additional
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

mixing in the weld pool. Is as a result formed the weld
with homogeneous structure (fig. 6).

Fig. 8. Distribution of temperatures in an longitudinalsection

Conclusions
The gained model allows to count distribution of
temperatures and final sizes of the weld pool at EBW
with splitting beam for various materials. Given
results can be used for the analysis of processes
occurring in the weld pool and formed structure, and
as for sampling of optimum regimes of welding for
reception of necessary structure
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Electron beam welding of thin sheet niobium
Igar L. Pobal, Siarhei V. Yurevich
This paper presents the results of study of electron beam welding (EBW) of thin sheet niobium.
The review of published data on EBW of niobium for superconducting radio-frequency (SRF) cavities
was done. Relations between EBW parameters and geometric characteristics of welds of thin sheet
niobium were investigated. The modes for EBW of 1.7 mm thick sheet niobium were explored and
optimized.
Електронно-лъчево заваряване на тънък лист ниобий (Игар Л. Пабал, Сергей В.
Юревич). Тази статия представя резултатите от изследване на електроннолъчево
заваряване (ЕЛЗ) на тънък лист ниобий. Направен е преглед на публикуваните данни за ЕЛЗ на
ниобий за свръхпроводящи радиочестотна (SRF) резонатори. Изследвани са зависимостите
между параметрите ЕЛЗ и геометричните характеристики на заварките на тънък лист
ниобий. Проучени и оптимизирани са режимите за ЕЛЗ на листове ниобий с дебелина 1,7 мм.
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Fig.1. Beam power vs. the sheet thickness [4–19].
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EBW of thin sheet niobium
The EBW parameters of thin sheet niobium used
mainly at productions of SRF cavities are described in
a number of papers [4–19]. However, in most works
the mode of certain thickness is presented and the
received characteristics of the welded joint are
described. For welding of sheets 0.8–3 mm thick, the

accelerating voltages from 20 to 150 kV are used.
Information about the beam power Pb and the welding
speed v for different sheet thicknesses S summarized
in fig. 1 and fig 2. The smooth surface of the weld is
provided with application of a defocused beam,
rhombic raster or slightly defocused beam in a circular
or elliptic pattern. It is obvious that the welding
parameters should be adapted to each EBW machine.

Pb, W

Introduction
Superconducting radio-frequency (SRF) niobium
cavities are a key component of modern particle
accelerators [1]. An exceptional purity of niobium and
a high quality of inner cavity surface are required for
achieving highest performance of the cavities.
Electron beam welding (EBW) is a necessary part of a
fabrication of the SRF cavities, welded joints also
must have high quality. Superconducting properties of
the weld metal shall not degrade by more than 10% in
comparison to a base metal. EBW parameters must
ensure a full penetration of the joints with a weld
width of a few millimeters. The weld surface must be
smooth. Cracks and an incomplete penetration are not
permitted. Finally the welds surfaces are polished to a
full compliance to a profile of the base metal.
This paper discusses issues of thin sheet niobium
weld geometry. We studied relationships between the
EBW parameters and geometric characteristics of the
welds of 1.7 mm thick sheet niobium. Before that, a
macro- and microstructure, microhardness and
superconducting properties of the welds were
examined [2, 3].
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Fig.2. Welding speed vs. the sheet thickness [4–19].
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EBW machine and samples
The EBW machine based on the `ЭЛА-15` power
source (the accelerating voltage – 60 kV; the
maximum beam power – 15 kW) was used. The weld
samples were of a butt joint configurations. The
thickness of a weld area was 1.7 mm. The welding
was performed at 5×10-3 Pa residual pressure.
Size of an as-received niobium sheets
(manufactured at the Ningxia OTIC, China) were
290×290×2.8 mm with an average grain size of 3040 µm and RRR value around 300. An impurity
content of the niobium sheets are given in Table 1.
Table 1
Impurities present in niobium
Element
Ta
W
Ti
Fe
Si
Mo
Ni
H
N
O
C

SRF requirement,
ppm [28]
≤500
≤70
≤50
≤30
≤30
≤50
≤30
≤2
≤10
≤10
≤10

Analysis result,
ppm
76
10
5
5
20
10
5
1
5
5
10

other parameters we were changing the beam power
density. The beam current Ib of 30 mA and the
welding speed v of 5 mm/sec are an average values
according to fig. 1 and fig. 2 for 1.7 thick sheets and
the accelerating voltage of 60 kV. There were studied
a penetration bead thickness q, weld widths at a front
sides of the sheet e1 and widths of a weld root e2
(fig. 3).

Fig.3. Studied geometry of the weld.

Fig. 4 and fig. 5 show relations between the weld
geometric characteristics and the focus current. The
used beam power (Vacc Ib) provides rather wide weld
(fig. 4). However the focus current of 700–720 mA
does not allow obtaining an acceptable quality of the
weld. Focused and slightly defocused beam (If of 700–
710 mA) cannot be used as it leads to appearance of
the burn-through in the weld (fig. 6). At If of 715–
720 mA, we have received the large penetration bead
thickness (fig. 5) and the rough weld surface (fig. 7).
An optimal weld geometry with the penetration bead
thickness not exceeding 100-120 microns and the
smooth surface (fig. 8) has been obtained at the focus
current of 725 mA and higher.
7
е1, е2, mm

Nevertheless, emergence of such defects on the
joint as incomplete penetration, spatters and burnthrough is noted. The incomplete penetration and
spatters require additional polishing that significantly
increases the cost of the cavities production and
reduces their performance [20–23]. The repair
possibility of the burn-through in the SRF cavities is
unclear [24–27].

e1

6
5
4

e2

3

Experiment
Influence of the focus current If on a geometry of
welds has been studied at a constant distance between
an electron gun and welded parts (550 mm). The focus
current of 700 mA corresponds to the focused beam
on the samples surface. Then the focus current was
incremented in 5 mA steps to defocus the beam from
the starting condition. Varying a position of the beam
focus in relation to the samples surface with constant
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

705
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Fig.4. Widths of the weld vs. the focus current.

q, μm

Prior to the welding of the samples a surface layer
of 40 µm was removed by buffered chemical
polishing. There was used an acid mixture of HF
(48% wt.), HNO3 (65% wt.) and H3PO4 (85% wt.)
acids in a ratio 1:1:2.
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Fig.5. Penetration bead thickness vs. the focus current.
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Fig.9. Widths of the weld vs. the beam current.
Fig.6. Burn-through in the weld (If of 710 mA).
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Fig.10. Penetration bead thickness vs. the beam current.
Fig.7.Rough weld surface (If of 715 mA).
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Fig.11. Widths of the weld vs. the welding speed.
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Using the optimal focusing parameters (If of
725 mA) the weld geometric characteristics have been
studied depending on Ib and v. The beam current and
the welding speed adjusted to the beam power are
decisive for process heat input, therefore affect the
geometry of the weld (fig. 9 – fig. 12). Increase in the
beam current and decrease in the welding speed are
accompanied by growth of the weld widths and
penetration bead thickness. In all cases the surface of
the welds remained smooth.
100
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Fig.8. Optimal weld surface (If of 725 mA).
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Fig.12. Penetration bead thickness vs. the welding speed.
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Beam current increase only from 32 to 33 мА leads
to emergence of the burn-through in the weld. The
cause of the defects by such small changes in the
welding parameters is probably the shape of a weld
pool, which at the EBW of thin sheet material by the
defocused beam has a concave shape. Fig.13 shows a
longitudinal section of the weld pool which was
received at an instant switching off of the beam
current. The sample was welded with If of 725 mA, Ib
of 30 mA and v of 5 mm/sec. Reduction of thickness
of the pool in its center was led to appearing of the
burns-through in the weld. To avoid this, it is
necessary to take into account various changes in the
welding conditions, including changes in the thickness
of welded edges.

Fig.13. Longitudinal section of the weld pool.

The final aim of our work was to manufacture a
prototype of 1.3 GHz single-cell niobium SRF cavity.
These were studied deviations in thickness in an
equator region of niobium half-cells of the cavities
which have been made by liquid impact forging. The
thickness of the welded edges was 1.7±0.1 mm.
Therefore, the following welding parameters were
investigated on samples of 1.6, 1.7 and 1.8 mm
thickness: the focus current of 725 mA, the beam
current of 30–32 mA and the welding speed of
5 mm/sec. Fig.13 shows relationships between the
widths of the weld and the sheet thickness (others
EBW parameters are constant).
6
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Fig.14. Widths of the weld vs. sheet thickness:1 – e1, Ib =
30 mA; 2 – e2, Ib = 30 mA; 3 – e1, Ib = 31 mA; 4 – e2, Ib =
31 mA; 5 – e1, Ib = 32 mA; 6 – e2, Ib = 32 mA.

For these deviations in the edges thickness the only
beam current of 31 мА is accepted. At Ib of 30 mA
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

and S of 1.8 mm the weld width decrease is observed,
at Ib of 32 mA and S of 1.6 mm the burn-through
appeared. This shows a necessity of a verification of
the EBW parameters selected on experimental
samples.
Conclusions
The EBW parameters of 1.7 mm thick sheet
niobium which take into account deviations of the
welded edges and provide the requirements to the
welds geometry of the SRF cavities were developed.
Using the results of the investigations a series of
single-cell
1.3 GHz
niobium
cavities
was
manufactured.
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Chemical composition of the weld formation at high concentrated
energy source welding in vacuum
Ekaterina S. Salomatova, Dmitrii N. Trushnikov, Tatiana V. Olshanskaya,
Vladimir Ya. Belenkiy
Results of numerical modeling of formation of a final chemical composition at electron beam
welding with oscillations and dynamic splitting of an electronic beam on three thermal sources are
presented in this article. Verification of settlement data with experimental data is carried out. For a
pilot study of the chemical composition of the welded seams X-ray fluorescent analysis on the crosssections is executed on various modes has been carried out. When processing experimental data the
dependences of the concentration of the easily evaporated elements on the welding process
parameters have been constructed.
Химическия състав при формиране на заваръчния шев при влияние на силно
концентриран източник на енергия (Е. Саломатова, Д. Трушников, Т. Олшанская, В.
Беленкий). Тази статия представя резултатите от цифрова симулация на формирането на
крайния химическия състав при електроннолъчево заваряване с колебания и динамично
разделяне на електронния лъч на три топлинни източника. Направена е проверка на
изчислените данни с експериментални данни. За начално изследване на химическия състав на
на заваръчните шлифове е проведен рентгено-флуорисцентен анализ при различни параметри.
При обработката на експерименталните данни е намерена зависимостта на концентрацията
на леснолетливите елементи от параметрите концентрацията е на летливи елементи от
параметрите на заваръчния процес.

Introduction
The electron beam is almost inertia less heat
source. The ability to fine-tune the power, and the
focus of the beam position allows extensive use of the
beam control system and programming welding
modes, providing high-quality weld formation [1].
Using a beam control system can create new
technological solutions, such as dynamic splitting of
the electron beam, allowing the beam to act
simultaneously processed in multiple zones or
combining processes such as welding and heat
treatment [2]. To date, we conducted a large number
of works, considering the dynamic effects on the
electron beam and the influence of the parameters of
the effects on the weld geometry. At the same time,
there are three main technological stages:
1) the oscillation of the electron beam;
2) scanning the electron beam focus;
3) splitting the electron beam.
The vibrational motion of the beam provide
additional opportunity to influence the welding
process, and hence to the formation of the weld. In
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

this case an electron beam, having a constant power
density, successively acts on a series of points in the
immediate vicinity of the welding site [1]. Electronbeam bonding plays a special role among welding
methods due to its high power concentration in
electron welding beam and because of its capability
to penetrate deep in the metal. These characteristics
cause wide application of electron-beam welding in
the production of critical parts from different alloys.
At electron-beam welding vapour and gas channel
is formed, where an intensive evaporation of the
material occurs. This may lead to the depletion with
some elements in the melt metal comparing with the
base metal. One can observe such process for metal
alloys containing low-melting impurities. In turn, the
pressure of the vapour leaving the melting zone at
evaporation deflects the surface of a molten pool and
the deep and narrow penetration channel is formed,
which liquid walls are hold by vapour pressure [1 3]. Therefore evaporation processes in electron-beam
welding are interesting for the development of
theoretical models of a weld joint formation process
[4 - 5].
Evaporation processes are considered in the works
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[6], but the diffusion of impurities in the melt bulk is
the base limiting process for the determination of the
alloying components loss at electron-beam welding.
The diffusion processes will occur in a thin layer near
the penetration channel. The problem becomes
nonlinear in the case of the strong (exponential)
correlation between the diffusion coefficient and the
temperature of the melt.
The purpose of the work is the construction of a
theoretical
model
describing the
chemical
composition of a weld joint being in a liquid state at
electron-beam welding. Such processes like the
evaporation of the chemical elements from
penetration channel walls, condensation of elements
of the alloy on the penetration channel walls and the
diffusion of the elements in the melt will have a great
influence on the chemical composition of a weld joint
Formulation of the problems
A number of simplifications are introduced to
construct the model.

because the depletion with alloying elements in the
melt occurs in a thin layer near the penetration
channel surface.
5. The pressure in the penetration channel is
different from the pressure under the penetration
channel by several orders of magnitude, and metal
vapour reaches sonic speed c in the outlet of the
channel.
Calculated geometry of the problem is represented
in the Figure 1.
Simulation evaporation processes in electron
beam welding
I. Diffusion heat and mass transfer elements in the
melt:
r
2
2
(1) U ⋅ ∇Ci = Di ⋅ ∇ 2 C , ∇ 2 = ∂ + ∂
∂x 2

∂y 2

where Ū is a liquid velocity vector in the point (х,
y); Сi is the concentration of an i-component in the
alloy; Di is the diffusion coefficient of an i-element of
the alloy, being determined in terms of the equation
Di=D0i⋅exp(Qi/(8.13⋅T)) where D0i is the diffusion
factor of an i-element of the alloy; Qi is the activation
energy of an i-component in the alloy.
2

=

1

0

≤

>

<

≥

II. Hydrodynamic movement of a melt is described
by Navier-Stokes equation:

(U ⋅ ∇ )U = − ∇ρP + ν∆U
r

(3)

Fig.1. Calculated geometry of the problem: a - static
beam; б, в - longitudinal and transverse oscillation of the
electron beam; г - a dynamic splitting of the electron beam
on the three thermal power.

1. The shape of a penetration channel is
approximated to a cylinder and ellipse. The surface of
the keyhole is considered to be isothermic at a given
temperature being equal the temperature of the
environment.
2. Heat and mass transfer along the penetration
channel axis are neglected. Thus the problem comes
to tow-dimensional formulation.
3. The diffusion coefficient is used in the
dependence of the melt temperature.
4. Whole medium is considered to be liquid
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r

r

where Ū is a velocity field of the melt; P is a
pressure in the melt; ρ is a melt density; ν is
kinematic viscosity coefficient;
III. The solution of the problem of element
condensation is carried out with the use of flow
density of the alloying elements on the
penetration channel wall, which is determined by
sum of flow densities caused by evaporation
(Jevi) and condensation (Jci):

(4)

Ji = Jevi+Jci

Flow density of condensation Jevi is directly
proportional to impurity concentration and flow
density of evaporation under an i-element J0i:

(5)

Jevi=J0i⋅Ci/Coi
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where J0i is the diffusion flow density of an i-element
evaporation;
C0i, Ci is the initial and current
concentrations of an i-element in the alloy,
respectively.
1+ γ

(6)

 2  2 ( γ −1 )

⋅ S min
γ P0 ρ 0 
γ +1

dm
Ji =
=
dt

γ is the adiabatic index; Smin is the minimum area a
keyhole.
IV. The solution of a heat problem comes to
nonstationary energy transfer equation:

r

(7)

ρC p U ⋅ ∇ T = ∇ ⋅ λ ∇ 2 C i

where ρ is a melt density; Ū is a liquid velocity; Cp is
a heat capacity at constant pressure; λ is heat
conduction coefficient; Сi is the concentration of an icomponent in the alloy.
Specify the following boundary conditions:
1. On the boundaries 1 and 3 (Fig. 1) the boundary
conditions of the first type are Сi = С0i and T = T0,
where Т0 is the temperature of medium. q=const –
λdT/dn = q; dq/dn = 0. Also the condition of
continuability (q = const) is kept on these boundaries:
d2T/dn2 = 0.2. The boundary 2 is adiabatic: dT/dn = 0.
3. The solutions being symmetric on x-axis, mass and
heat energy flows on the boundary 4 are defined like
zero: dT/dn = 0 и dCi/dn. 4. Constant temperature is
defined on the penetration channel surface which
corresponds with the boundary 5: T = T0 where Т0 is
the temperature on the penetration channel surface.
And the constant mass flow density is expressed:
DidCi/dn = Ji.

Results simulation evaporation processes in
welding
Thus, the observed deviation of the Mg
concentration of the chemical composition of the base
metal, which is about 4 - 7% with the oscillations of
the electron beam. This depletion of Mg calculated for
welded joints made with the longitudinal oscillations
of the electron beam is less than 3.5% than the
calculated depletion of Mg - for transversal
oscillations. Mg content is calculated by using a static
beam confirms that the electron-beam welding with
the static beam evaporation of volatile components
does not exceed 5%, in this case, depletion
calculations for Mg was 3%.
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Fig.2. The results of numerical modeling of the magnesium
content in the seam when oscillations of the electron beam

Fig.3. The results of numerical modeling of the magnesium
content in the seam at splitting of the electron beam

The graph in Fig. 3 can be divided into four
regions along the axis X. The first area of 0.02 m to 0
m - is the primary metal. The second region from 0 to
0.004 m, is responsible for the processes of
vaporization. In a third region of 0.004 to 0.01 m,
there is a liquid welding bath and the fourth area crystallized weld. In the second area, where there are
steam-gas channels, Mg concentration falls from
0.058 to 0.048 rel. u, which is associated with the
intensive process of evaporation. Further, the liquid
weld puddle Mg concentration increases due to the
diffusion processes in the liquid and solid phase
concentration of Mg equalized and become constant
equal to 0.052 rel. u.
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Experimental Result
It was built a matrix of planning and weld passes
are made on different modes.
After statistical processing of the data, the
dependencies, presented in figs. 4-6, are obtained.

a
b
Fig.4. Influence of parameters of welding conditions to
change the concentration of magnesium in the joint: a - Yaxis - the amplitude of the oscillations along the X axis welding speed; b - along Y axis - the beam current, on the x
axis - the welding speed

Conclusions
1. A numerical model that accurately determines
the high concentration of easily evaporated alloy
components in the weld in electron beam welding.
2. Verification of the numerical model, the error
calculation does not exceed 7% compared with the
experimental data.
3. In the treatment of experimental data determined
the effect of welding parameters mode to change the
concentration of magnesium in the weld.
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a
b
Fig.5. Influence of parameters of welding conditions to
change the concentration of magnesium in the joint: a - the
X axis welding speeed Y-axis - the amplitude of the
oscillations along; b - Y-axis - the amplitude of the
oscillations along the x axis - welding speed

a

b

Fig.6. Influence of parameters of welding conditions to
change the concentration of magnesium in the joint: a) Y
axis – beam current, х axis – amplitude of beam oscillations
b) X axis welding speed; Y-axis - the amplitude of the
oscillations along

Just from the resulting calculations can be
concluded about the influence of welding speed on the
intensity of evaporation and the chemical composition
of the welds. Welding speed has little effect on the
final chemical composition of the weld seams (4%).
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Dynamic processes in welded seams during welding
with high-concentrated power sources
Elena M. Fedoseeva, Tatyana V. Olshanskaya
The dynamic processes happening in the welded seams received by welding by the highconcentrated power sources are of considerable interest. Change of the intense deformed state in ring
welded seams is considered. The maximum values of tension are created on border of transition of the
main metal to strengthening of a root of a seam and in a zone of a heterogeneous strip. The theoretical
coefficient of concentration of tension is equal 1.3 which needs to be considered when calculating on
the cyclic durability of linear part of pipelines. Near the inclusions concentrated in a heterogeneous
strip on limit of the section with a metal matrix, tension grows because of distinction of physical
characteristics of a steel matrix and inclusions, the theoretical coefficient of concentration of tension
is equal to 1.8.
Динамични процеси в заварките при заваряване със силно концентриран източник на
енергия (Елена М. Федосeева, Татяна В. Олшанская). Динамичните процеси в заварките,
произведени чрез заваряване със силно концентрирани източници на енергия са от значителен
интерес. Разгледана е промяната в състоянието на стрес - щам в кръговите заварки.
Максималните напрежения, генерирани в интерфейса на основния метал за укрепване на
корените и в зоната на хетерогенни образувания. Теоретичният коефициент на концентрация
на напрежение е 1.3, което трябва да се вземе предвид при изчисляването на цилиндричната
трайността на линейната част на тръбопроводи. Близо включвания концентрирани в
хетерогенна група на границата с интерфейса на метална матрица, напрежението нараства
поради разликите във физическите характеристики на стомана матрицата и примесите,
теоретичен коефициент на концентрация на напрежение е 1.8.

___________________________________________
Introduction
Program modules take rather widely root and
developed for full automation of procedure of the
numerical strength analysis of pipelines in the
environment of the ANSYS program, one of which is
the analysis by the method of final elements (MFE)
of dynamic processes of the strained-deformed
condition of linear part and welded seams.
The purpose was studying of dynamic processes
in the welded seams received when welding by the
high-concentrated power sources and pipe metal.
At metal of a pipe there is a heterogeneous strip
formed in the course of production of pipes by
controlled rolling. The heterogeneous strip is sated
with nonmetallic inclusions, the last in turn play a
significant role in operation of designs because are
concentrators of tension.
Method and results of researches
Modeling of dynamic processes in welded seams
is carried out by means of the settlement and program
ANSYS complex.
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The loading creating dynamic processes in a
welded seam is mathematically expressed so:
F(t)=(P0/t3)((t-t0)h(t-t0)-(t-t1)h(t-t1)(t--t2)h(t-t2)+(t-t3)h(t-t3))
where h(t) – Hevisayd's function;
t0=0, t1=t3, t2=tV-t3, t3=tV.
Hevisayd's function is widely used in
mathematical apparatus of the theory of management
and the theory of processing of signals for
representation of the signals passing at a given time
from one state into another. In mathematical statistics
this function is applied, for example, to record of
empirical function of distribution.
Material of a pipe and welded seam contains a
heterogeneous strip with a congestion of nonmetallic
inclusions which are concentrators of tension and
have consecutive communication with metal.
Nonmetallic inclusions represent certain clusters in a
heterogeneous strip which sizes when calculating
correspond to values: width = 0.94⋅10-3 m, thickness
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= 2.4⋅10-3 m, and pipe sizes thickness = 15.7⋅10-3,
length = 40⋅10-3. Physical characteristics of
nonmetallic inclusions: Е = Е = 1.6⋅1011 N/m2, and
metal of the pipe E = 2⋅1011 N/m2.
In the analysis of wave processes the main
emphasis is placed on use of a method of final
elements as this method possesses high universality
and stability. For definition of errors of a numerical
method test tasks which have the simple analytical
decision are used. As a result of comparison
schedules of convergence depending on sampling and
coordinate are under construction. The sampling
necessary for satisfaction of the set error is
determined by schedules of convergence. The
comparative analysis is necessary when using
numerical methods as at any choice of sampling it is
possible to receive not only quantitatively, but also
qualitatively incorrect result.
We believe that:

- pipe material isotropic, elastic also submits to
Hooke's law;
- deformations are small and are described by
linear geometrical ratios;
- we will count tensely deformed condition of a
pipe with use of a hypothesis of direct normals
and lack of deformations and tension normal the
median plane as thickness is much less than its
radius.
For the solution of an objective a direct method of
integration on time is applied.
In fig. 1 and 2 distribution of intensity of tension
in a time-point of t ≈ 0.629⋅10-5 sec and t ≈ 0.111⋅10-4
sec is shown. Such representation allows to see a
variety of the waves arising at action of loading,
change of the front of a wave.

Fig.1. Nature of change of intensity of tension in a pipe wall on border metal seam in t ≈ 0.629⋅10-5 sec time-point
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Fig.2. Nature of change of intensity of tension in a pipe wall on border metal seam in t ≈ 0.111⋅10-4 sec time-point

The maximum deflection characterizing change of
movement of a longitudinal wave owing to a meeting
with border metal seam is established.
In fig. 3 and 4 numerical change of intensity of
tension on border metal seam which increases from
260 to 580 pieces is shown.

Fig.4. Numerical change of intensity of tension on border
metal a seam

Fig.3. Numerical change of intensity of tension in metal
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In fig. 5 and 6 curves of movements of Ux(t)
which allow to estimate quantitatively and
qualitatively the wave processes arising when passing
a wave through a heterogeneous strip with
nonmetallic inclusions are presented. On border
metal – the heterogeneous strip intensity of tension
increases (fig. 5) and considerably increases in the
most heterogeneous strip to 850 units (fig. 6).
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Fig.5. Quantitative change of intensity of tension on
border metal – a heterogeneous strip

Fig.6. Quantitative value of intensity of tension in a
heterogeneous strip
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Fig. 7. Topography of distribution of properties on experiment land area the given elasticity
module (Е, GPA)

Near inclusions of a heterogeneous strip of
tension from 18 to 35% because inclusions and a
metal matrix have distinction of physical
characteristics grow under the influence of the set
loading on average, the theoretical coefficient of
concentration of tension made 1.8. Also increase in
tension is observed on border metal – a seam root (to
35 - 38%) that it is connected with change of the
sizes in a seam root, theoretical coefficient of
concentration of tension made 1.3 [1].
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Difference of properties of inclusions and metal of
a seam was shown by the nanotest.
A theoretical basis of this technique is the
analytical solution of a so-called problem of Hertz
[2].
Results of tests are visualized by topography of
distribution of properties on the land area of
experiment and presented on fig. 7 and 8
characterizing quantitative change of characteristics
of hardness and the given elasticity module on color
intensity.
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The analysis of the results received during nanoexperiment allowed to establish that the firmness of
nonmetallic inclusions makes 2.5 ÷ 2.7 GPA, and the
given module of elasticity of 530 ÷ 570 GPA that is
about 20% higher than a steel matrix (according to
skilled data steel has the hardness of 1.5 ÷ 2 GPA and
the given elasticity module on average of 465 GPA
[2]).
Conclusions
Modeling of dynamic processes in the welded
seams received by the high-concentrated power
sources allowed to establish that the level of tension
changes. Considerable change happens on border
metal – a seam root from 260 to 580 and in a
heterogeneous strip to 850. Mathematical
interpretation of change of intensity of tension is
shown. The theoretical coefficient of concentration of
tension is equal 1.3 which needs to be considered
when calculating on the cyclic durability of linear
part of pipelines. Near the inclusions concentrated in
a heterogeneous strip on limit of the section with a
metal matrix, tension grows because of distinction of
physical characteristics of a steel matrix and
inclusions the theoretical coefficient of concentration
of tension is equal to 1.8.
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Hydrodynamic tensions and heat exchange in the weld metal
under spatially heterogeneous evaporation conditions at
electron beam welding
Sergiy P. Sirenko, Vladimir M. Nesterenkov
A heat hydrodynamic model of the molten metal movement in the dynamic vapor channel at the
electron beam welding of metals and alloys is proposed. In the zero-order approximation by the ratio
of the width to the depth of the weld the asymptotes of the distributions of velocity, pressure,
temperature of the molten metal are calculated and the equation of the free weld surface is derived.
The calculation results are analyzed.
Хидродинамично напрежение и топлообменен в метала на заваръчния шев при
пространствено хетерогенни условия на изпарение при електроннолъчево заваряване (С.
Сиренко, В. Нестеренков). Представен е топлинен хидродинамичен модел на движението на
разтопен метал в динамичния парен канал по време на електроннолъчево заваряване на
метали и сплави. При апроксимация от нулев ред от съотношението на ширината към
дълбочината на заварката, се пресмятат и представят асимптотичните разпределения на
скоростта, налягането и температурата на разтопения метал. Анализирани са получените
при изчисленията резултати.

the model was used to describe a thin molten metal
layer. In these studies it was assumed that the density
ρ vap , the kinematic viscosity ν vap , the temperature

Introduction
The weld formation under high-intensity external
energy flows (laser and electron beams) essentially
depends on the physical processes at the free weld
surface, such as the thermo-capillary forces, the
reactive pressure forces of the vapor recoil, the mass
flows of the molten metal and the spatially nonuniform evaporation [1 - 4]. The instability of the
weld surface, due to wave formations, turbulences and
droplet detachments, has a significant influence on the
heat and mass transfer processes, which ultimately
affects the weld quality. The flat surface instability of
a massive liquid is considered in a number of papers,
for example [5, 6]. It should be noted that the metal
vapor outflow from the weld cavity is intermittent, i.e.
there are stages of evaporation and heating [7].
This paper is devoted to the examining of
perturbations of hydrodynamic tensions and heat
exchanges determining mass transfer processes in the
metal weld under a spatially non-uniform evaporation
at the electron-beam welding.

where the values without the index vap correspond to
the fluid (the molten metal). The equation of the free
surface dynamics was obtained in the long-wave
approximation.
We suppose that under the influence of the electron
beam with power density equal to q beam , which is
localized on the metal surface, a spatially
inhomogeneous temperature distribution and a cavity
with a diameter r0 and a depth of h arise. The cavity
is filled with the molten metal (Fig. 1). There is the
evaporation on the weld surface and the surface vapor
pressure is equal to Pvap .

Heat hydrodynamic model
The two-dimensional heat hydrodynamic model
taking into account the above-mentioned processes in
a thin liquid layer was proposed by authors [1]. In [2]

Since for deep welds the ratio ε = r0 / h is small,
the mass non-equilibrium flows provoking the molten
metal outflow from the weld cavity are described by
approximate values with respect of ε .
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conductivity χ vap of vapor are not depend on the
temperature and are significantly less than fluid,

ρvap ρ−1 → 0, νvap ν −1 → 0, χvap χ−1 → 0 ,
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1 ∂ r υr ∂υ z
+
=0,
r ∂r
∂z

(1)

0=
(2)

∂
∂
( p rz − ρ υ rυ z ) +
p rr − ρ υ r2 +
∂r
∂z

(

)

p rr − pϕϕ − ρυ r2

,

r

0= f +
(3)

p − ρυ r υ z
∂
p zz − ρ υ z2 + rz
r
∂z

(

Fig. 1. The weld. The axes directions of the cylindrical
coordinate system. hw is the height of the upper bead

We propose that:
(a) In the motion equations and the temperature
equation can be neglected the time derivatives, as
between the hydrodynamic τ ν = r02 ν − 1 , the thermal

τ χ = r02 χ − 1 characteristic

times

and

the

characteristic time of evaporation τ vap the inequality

τ vap >> τ ν > τ χ is valid [1, 8].

υr
(4)

Q = α ( T − Ti ) ,

f = ρ (1 − β T ) g ,
where β is the volume expansion coefficient of the
molten metal, g is the free fall acceleration the value
of which may be equal to +g or -g in depending on the
direction along the z axis.
(d) The displacement of the free weld surface
ζ (r , t ) is much smaller than the weld depth h,

h >> | ζ (r , t ) | for 0 ≤ r ≤ r0 and 0 ≤ t ≤ t beam ,
where t beam ≈ 50 ms [4] is the weld cavity formation
time.
The motion equations and the heat equation for the
molten metal can be represented as:
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)

,

∂T
∂T
+υ z
=
∂r
∂z

1 ∂
χ 
 r ∂r

 ∂T  ∂2 T
 r
 +
2
 ∂r  ∂z






,

where (1) is the continuity equation, (2), (3) is the
Navier-Stokes equation system in the Boussinesq
approximation [10, 11],

(b) Convective heat transfer at the interface
between the molten metal and the cavity wall is
defined by Richman-Newton [9]

where Q is the heat flow density, α is the heat transfer
coefficient, which does not depend on the
temperature, Ti is the temperature of the cavity
surface.
(c) The mass force f acting on the molten metal is

∂
( p rz − ρ υ rυ z ) +
∂r

p rr = − p + 2 ρν

υ
∂υ r
, p ϕϕ = − p + 2 ρν r ,
∂r
r

p zz = − p + 2 ρν

∂υ z
 ∂υ
∂υr
, p rz = ρν  z +

∂z
∂z
 ∂r


 ,


p = p (r , z, t )
is
the
pressure,
υ r = υ r ( r , z , t ) , υ z = υ z ( r , z , t ) are velocity
field components, T = T ( r , z , t ) is the temperature

where

of the molten metal.
To find the solution of the equations (1)–(4) the
boundary conditions are defined as follows.
At the liquid-solid phase:
(5)

υ r =υ z = 0 , k

∂T
= α ( T − Tr ) at r = r0 ,
∂r

(6)

υ r =υ z = 0 , k

∂T
= α ( T − Th ) at z = − h ,
∂z

where Tr is the temperature distribution on the bath
weld surface, Th is the temperature distribution in the
weld root area.
At the symmetry axis:
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(7)

r

∂ (υ r , υ z , T )
→ 0 for r → 0.
∂r

Tζ = TS > Tm .

At the free interface between the molten metal and
the metal vapor, i.e. if z = ζ ( r , t ) , [1, 2]:
(8)

r r ∂ζ
J ≡ ρ (υ ⋅ n −
),
∂t

(9)

0 = J (L +

(10) 0 = −

J

J2
2
2 ρ vap

2

ρ vap

r
r
) + k ∇ T ⋅ n − q beam ,

J = J b (t ) ,
p = p b ( z , t ) , T = Tb ( z , t ) . The
index b indicates that the values describe the basic
state of the molten metal.
In this case the solutions of the equations (1) – (4)
at the boundary conditions (6) are of the form

r r
r r
− Pζ ⋅ n ⋅ n − σ (Tζ )∇ ⋅ n ,

r r

r

r

(13) T b = A ( k α

(11) 0 = Pζ ⋅ n ⋅ τ + σ T ∇Tζ ⋅ τ ,
where J is the density of the vapor mass flow, L is the
vaporization latent heat, k is the thermal conductivity
coefficient of the molten metal,

 prr

P =  prz
 0


prz
p zz
0

Pζ = P | z = ζ ( r ,t )
Tζ = T | z =

ζ (r , t ) ,

−1

+ h + z ) + Th ,

z

(14)

p b = ρ g ∫ (1 − β T b ) dz + p 0 .
0

For most metals the pressure Pvap < 1 Pa at the

0 

0 ,
pϕϕ 
is

Basic state
Similarly to [1] we define the basic state of the
molten metal in the weld as a condition in which the
r
velocity field υ = 0 , the displacement of the free
weld surface, the mass flow density of the molten
metal are spatially homogeneous, the pressure and the
temperature change along the weld cavity, ζ = ζ b (t ) ,

melting

J < 10
the

stess

tensor,

σ (Tζ ) is the surface tension, σ T

is
the surface tension temperature coefficient
r
r
( σ T > 0 ), n , τ are the normal and tangential
vectors,

r
n = (∂ ζ / ∂ r , 1 ) ( (∂ ζ / ∂ r ) 2 + 1 ) −1 / 2 ,
r
τ = (1, − ∂ ζ / ∂ r ) ( (∂ ζ / ∂ r ) 2 + 1 ) −1 / 2 .

temperature
−1

kg / m ⋅ s
2

for determining A , J b , p 0 and ζ = ζ b (t )
(15) A = k − 1 ( q − J b L) ,
(16) J b = γ Pvap (T 0 ) ( 2π M R T 0 )
(17)

(12) J = γ Pvap (2π M R TS )

(18) ζ b = − ρ − 1 J b t ,

,

where γ is the condensation factor, Pvap = Pvap (TS ) ,

TS is the vapor saturation temperature, M is the
molecular weight of the molten metal, R is the
universal gas constant. Therefore, for finding J the
experimental data of the dependence Pvap (Tζ ) [13]
are used. We also assume that the temperature of the
free weld surface Tζ equals the metal vapor saturation
temperature TS exceeding the melting point [12], i.e.
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flow
metal

vaporization latent heat L ~ 10 6 J / kg , we can
neglect the quadratic term of J in the equation (9)
when the vapor density ρ > 10 − 4 kg / m 3 .
Substituting (13), (14) (12) (8)–(10) and ignoring
the terms of the order ζ b / h , we obtain the equation

It is known [12] that evaporation in vacuum can be
described by the Langmuir formula
−1 / 2

and
the
mass
[13]. Since the

−1 / 2

,

−1
p 0 = ρ vap
J b2 ,

where T0 = A( kα −1 + h) + Th is the temperature of
the free weld surface.
Heat hydrodynamic disturbances
In the previous section the heat hydrodynamic
values describing the molten metal basic state are
discussed. Under the prolonged exposure of the
electron beam the basic state becomes unstable as the
result of the mass flow of the molten metal.
We present the heat hydrodynamic values as
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T = Tb + T ′ ,

p = pb + p′ ,

J = Jb + J′ ,

υ z = υ ′z , υ r = υ r′ , ζ = ζ b + ζ ′ , where the prime
marked perturbations satisfying the linearized
equations.
Let’s consider the continuity equation and the
Navier-Stokes equations for the perturbations
(19)

(20)

1 ∂ r υr ∂υ z
+
=0,
r ∂r
∂z
0=

0 = − ρβ T +

(21)

(22)

p rr − pϕϕ
∂ p rr ∂ p rz
+
+
,
∂r
∂z
r

υz

∂ p rz ∂ p zz p rz
+
+
∂r
∂z
r

ρU 2
ε 2 Re

(25)

pϕϕ =

ρU 2  ~
− p + 2ε 2
ε 2 Re 

(26)

p zz =

~
ρU 2  ~
ρU 2 ~ ,
2 ∂υ z 


−
p
+
2
=
p zz
ε
∂ ~z 
ε 2 Re 
ε 2 Re

υ~r 

ρU 2 ~ ,
=
p ϕϕ

r~  ε 2 Re

 ∂ υ~z
∂ υ~  ρ U 2 ~ .
 ~ + ε 2 ~r  =
p rz
∂z 
ε Re
 ∂r

,

z=h~
z , υ r = V υ~r , υ z = U υ~z ,

~
~
t = τ ν t , T = Tm T .

In dimensionless values the continuity equation
(19) has the form

r υ~r
∂ υ~z
V 1 ∂~
(23)
+
ε
=0 .
U ~
r ∂~
r
z
∂~
If the terms of the equation (23) are of the same
order, the continuity condition is remained [14].
Therefore, the ratio of the transverse and the
longitudinal velocities V / U has the order O (ε ) .
It is known [14] that at the movement of viscous
fluid in a cylindrical tube the average velocity of the
fluid particles are inversely proportional to the
dynamic viscosity and directly proportional to the
pressure drop and to the square of the tube radius. So
it makes sense to introduce the following relationship
between the dimensional and dimensionless pressure
perturbations

ρU 2 ~
p ,
ε 2 Re

where Re = U hν −1 is the Reynolds number.
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p rr =

2

Here the primes over the perturbations are omitted
in order to simplify records.
To estimate the contribution of the members of
(19)−(22) into the perturbation dynamics at the value
ε = r0 / h << 1 , we introduce the dimensionless

P=

 ~
∂ υ~ 
ρU 2 ~ ,
 − p + 2 ε 2 ~r  = 2
p rr
∂ r  ε Re


(24)

(27) p rz = ρ U
ε Re

∂ Tb
1 ∂ ∂T ∂2 T
= χ(
r
+
) .
∂z
r ∂ r ∂ r ∂ z2

values r = r0 ~
r,

The relations between the dimensional and
dimensionless components of the stress tensor
perturbations have the form:

Substituting (24) − (27) into (20) − (22) and taking
into account the ratio of the dimension and the
dimensionless temperature and velocity perturbations
we obtain:

∂~
p rr
(28) 0 =
+ε
∂~
r
(29) 0 = −

2

~
~
∂~
p rz p rr − pϕϕ
,
+
~
∂~
z
r

ε 2 G ~ ∂ ~p rz
Re

T+
~

∂~
p zz ~
p
+
+ ~rz ,
~
~
∂r
∂z
r
~

~

2
∂T
∂T
2 ∂ T
(30) 0 = 1 ∂ ~
ε
(
r
+
− Re Pr υ~z ~b ) ,
2
~
~
~
~
r ∂r ∂r
∂z
∂z

where G = g β (T S − Tm ) h 3ν −2 is the Grashof number,

Pr =ν χ −1 is the Prandtl number, Pr < 1 for molten
metals [8].
The equations (28)−(30)
comprise four
dimensionless parameters Re, ε, G, Pr. The parameter
ε, which depends on the weld sizes, is obviously
small. The Reynolds number Re and the Grashof
number G may not be small. We assume that
ε 2 G Re −1 ~ O (1) , ε 2 Re Pr ~ O (ε 2 ) .
If neglecting the values of the order O (ε 2 ) in the
equations (24) − (27), we obtain

∂ υ~z
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
p rr = − p , pϕϕ = − p , p zz = − p , p rz = ~ ,
∂r
i.e. in the deep weld the pressure perturbations have
the largest order, the tangential stress perturbations
have the highest values on the surface of the front
channel penetration wall.
Returning to the dimensional values and saving in
the equations (28) − (30) the terms of the order O (1) ,
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we obtain:
(31) 0 =

∂
p,
∂r

(32) 0 = − ρgβ T −
(33) 0 =

1 ∂ ∂υ z
∂
p + ρν
r
,
∂z
r ∂ r ∂r

1 ∂ ∂T
r
.
r ∂r ∂r

After ignoring the values of the order O (ε ) in (8)
− (11), the boundary conditions on the free weld
surface for the disturbances have the form
(34) J = ρ (υ z −
(35) 0 = J L + k
(36) 0 = −2
(37) 0 = ρ ν

Jb J

ρ vap

∂ζ
),
∂t

∂T
,
∂ζ
+ p − σ (T0 )

∂ 2ζ
,
∂ r2

∂υz
∂ζ
+σ T A
,
∂r
∂r

where K is the derivative with respect to the Tζ from
the functional dependence (12) at the point Tζ = 0 .
At the weld cavity surface the perturbations satisfy
the same boundary conditions (5) − (6).
From the equations (31) − (38) and the boundary
conditions follows that the perturbations of υ r , T , J
may be neglected, the pressure perturbations are
depend on the weld depth and at the free weld surface
they are equal to

p (ζ , t ) = σ (T0 )

∂ 2ζ
.
∂ r2

Consequently, the solution of equation (32) can be
written as
2
2
(40) υ z = υ (1 − r ) , where υ = υ ( t ) = − r0 ∂ p .
4 ρν ∂ z
r02

We note that the solution (40) is asymptotic and
describes the velocity perturbation distribution in the
surface region of the weld pool. In the area of the
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[14]. The obtained value η = 0.16 r0 Re coincides
accurately with the values found in many experiments.
Therefore, we can assume that the asymptotic solution
(40) describes the velocity distribution of the molten
metal when z > −h + η .
The equation (40) contains the unknown value of
the pressure gradient ∂ p / ∂ z under the action of
which the mass flow of the molten metal is directed
toward the free weld surface. The equations (32) and
(37) allow us to find the relation between the pressure
gradient and tangential viscous stress,
(41)

(38) J = KTζ ,

(39)

weld root the thermal hydraulic processes are defined
much more complex dependencies. However, we can
estimate the area size of the asymptotic behavior
applicability of (40). The analytical calculation of the
characteristic length of the laminar flow development
in a circular cylindrical tube η is presented in the

∂ p 2 ρν
=
∂z
r0

 ∂υ z

 ∂r


2σ T A  ∂ ζ
 =

r0  ∂ r
 r0


 ,
 r0

where (∂ (υ z , ζ ) / ∂r ) r0 is the derivatives υ z and ζ
with respect to r at the weld cavity surface.
Substituting (40) into (34) and (37), we obtain an
inhomogeneous linear partial differential equation of
the first order, describing the perturbations of free
weld surface,
(42) τ

∂ζ 1 ∂ζ
− (r
− r0
∂t 2 ∂r

where τ =

∂ζ

 ∂r


 ) = 0 ,
r0

ρν
.
σT A

The solution (42) has the form
(43) ζ = ζ 0 (1 −

r 2 t /τ
)e ,
r02

where ζ 0 is the initial perturbations of the free
weld surface.
As follows from the equation (15), in depending on
the power density of the electron beam q beam , the
parameter τ can take both positive and negative
values, τ > 0 at q > q th , τ < 0 at q < q th , where

q th = J b L . When the power density q > q th , the

perturbations ζ increases exponentially as a result of
the leakage of the molten metal from the weld cavity.
decreases
When q < q th , the perturbations ζ
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exponentially. From a technological point of view this
means that to achieve the desired depth and to
minimize the molten metal leakage from the weld it is
necessary to periodically change the power density of
the electron beam q about its threshold value q th .
Substituting (43) in (41), we obtain the formula to
estimate the pressure drop under the influence of
which the mass flow of the molten metal occurs,
(43) ∆p =

4 σ T Ah
r02

hw .

The estimates of the pressure drop ∆p , the
characteristic time of the free weld surface
displacement | τ | and the Reynolds number Re for
aluminum and iron are shown in Tab.1.
Table 1
Calculated values of ∆p , | τ | and Re for Al, and Fe.

Pvap , Pa

Al
1
1.33·10−3

T0 , K

1260

M , mkg / mol e

26
8.31
9210
0.2
203.5
0.2

Fe
1
13.33
[13]
1950
[13]
56
8.31
6088
0.6
80.5
1.11

0.01
0.01
0.1
0

0.01
0.01
0.1
0

932
0.92
7.88
0.005
249

1809
5.65
10.46
0.02
289

γ

Parameter

R , J / mole ⋅ K
L , kJ / kg
σ T , mN / m ⋅ K
k , W /m⋅K

q , MW / m 2
hw , m
r0 , m
h, m
kα −1 , m
Tm , K
ρν , mkg / m ⋅ s
∆p , Pa
| τ |, s
Re

Conclusions
At the electron-beam welding the weld formation
is the result of the development of spatially distributed
phase transitions. In the area of electron beam
localization the phase transition of metal into liquid
occurs and then the molten metal converts into
vapour. In moving the beam or a piece at a weld rate,
the molten metal in the bath crystallizes with
simultaneous condensation of vapour. Finding of
exact solutions of the equations describing these
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processes is difficult. Therefore, we examined the heat
hydrodynamic model in which a number of
approximations were used. It allowed to evaluate
hydrodynamic tensions, heat transfer for different
molten metals and to derive the dynamic equation of
the free weld surface at the spatially non-uniform
evaporation. It is shown that the bead dynamics can be
controlled by changing the power density of the
electron beam q relative to the threshold value q th .
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ELECTRON OPTICS, ELECTRON GUNS, ELECTRON BEAM
EQUIPMENT, ELECTRON BEAM CHARACTERIZATION
Design of electron guns using a bespoke genetic algorithm
Colin Ribton, Sofia del Pozo, Wamadeva Balachandran, David Ryan Smith
Electron beams are used in many different industrial, medical and scientific applications. Each
area has many specific requirements that can only be met with bespoke gun designs producing beams
with the required intensity, brightness and divergence for the application. Usually, tentative gun
designs are produced, simulated using modelling software and then the resultant beam is analysed in
comparison to the requirements. The designer continues with this trial and error approach until a
satisfactory design is derived. This is labour intensive and suffers and may not produce an optimum
design. This paper describes the development of algorithms to automatically derive an optimum gun
design. The method uses a genetic algorithm approach, where the gun design is described by a genetic
code. Evolutionary processes are then applied to a population of gun designs, and after several
generations near optimum designs are evolved. This offers a rapid method of customising gun designs
and allows radical design approaches to be examined.
Проектиране на електронни пушки, използвайки разработен по поръчка генетичен
алгоритъм (Колин Рибтон, София дел Позо, Вамадева Балачандран, Дейвид Райън Смит).
Електронни снопове се използват в много различни промишлени, медицински и научни
приложения. Всяка област има много специфични изисквания, които могат да бъдат
изпълнени само със специално конструирана електронна пушка за генериране на снопове с
необходимата интензивност, яркост и възможности за прилагане. Обикновено
ориентировъчен дизайн на електронната пушка се получава, чрез използване на симулационен
софтуер за моделиране и след това полученият сноп се анализира и сравнява с изискванията.
Дизайнерът продължава с опитите «проба-грешка», докато се получи задоволителен дизайн.
Това е трудоемък процес и може да не се получи оптимален дизайн. Тази статия описва
развитието на алгоритми за автоматично извличане на оптимална конструкция електронни
пушки. Методът използва генетичен алгоритмичен подход, когато конструкцията на
електронната пушка е описана с генетичния код. Тогава се прилагат еволюционни процеси за
едно множество от дизайни на електронни пушки, и след няколко поколения дизайн, близък до
оптималните дизайни еволюира. Това предлага бърз метод за персонализиране на дизайна на
електронни пушки и позволява да бъдат изпитани радикални подходи за проектиране.

Introduction
Electron beam guns are now been used for a wide
variety of industrial processes where the beams
generated carry out welding, texturing, material curing
and most recently three-dimensional printing. Each
process has specific requirements and constraints
requiring in each case a bespoke electron beam gun
design. This is usually being carried out by a trial and
error process where the designer puts submits a
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tentative design to a computer simulation program
which provides trajectory plots of the electron beam.
Over the operating range of the gun, these trajectory
plots can be compared with the beam requirements for
the process and the suitability of the design can be
assessed. Normally this would be an iterative process
where the design is progressively modified to
gradually improve the beam characteristics.
Trial and error design is necessary for electron
guns as the geometry of a gun cannot be derived from
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

the required beam trajectories. Within this work it is
proposed that the design method can be automated by
using meta-heuristic optimisation algorithms, where
the gun geometry is treated as an input variable, and
some quantified measure of the beam suitability is
called the solution function. It should be noted that
each call to the solution function requires a gun
geometry to be simulated and electron trajectories to
be plotted and then analysed against the process
requirements. The time that this call takes is of course
very dependent on the software and hardware used,
but within this work typically this computation takes
about 1 minute.
Optimisation algorithms could adjust multiple
input variables that describe the gun geometry and
examine the suitability of the solution function, which
is a measure of the beam's fitness for purpose. There
are many different types of algorithm available, and
they are often inspired by natural processes. They
include particle swarm optimisation, ant colony
optimisation, simulated annealing and evolutionary
algorithms. The most suitable optimisation method
can be selected by considering its efficiency (i.e. the
number of calls to the solution function), and its
ability to find the optimum solution even in a problem
space where there may be many local optima.
Within this work, an optimisation algorithm has
been specifically developed for electron gun design
and this has been applied to a new type of electron
gun: an RF excited plasma cathode diode gun. An
example is given of the application of an evolutionary
genetic algorithm to the design of the plasma cathode
electrodes. This design has been optimised for a
material cutting application where the beam is
required to be highly intense at short working
distance.
Electron gun design
Electron gun analysis is carried out by calculating
or simulating the electrostatic field in the gun. In the
late 1940s and 1950s computing power for gun
analysis was not available and estimates of the
electrostatic field were made using physical models.
However these have limitations particularly as the
electrons themselves modify the electrostatic field their mutual repulsion can cause significant deviation
in their trajectories particularly when they are close to
the cathode and are travelling at low velocity. This
effect is generally referred to as space charge and it
had to be taken into account for the higher currents
electron guns that were developed for welding and
melting applications. Pierce developed a calculated
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geometry to overcome space charge using a
converging electrostatic field to cancel its effect [1].
During the 1960s electron optical software was
developed for accelerator designs and this enabled
even higher power guns to be developed with intense
and parallel beams suitable for deep section welding,
for example at Steigerwald, Sciaky and TWI.
There are now many electron optical analysis
programs available. An example of one solution is
shown in Figure 1. The progressive improvement in
computing power that is readily available has reduced
the computation time required by at least two orders
of magnitude. This makes viable the use of
optimisation algorithms, which necessarily require
many electron optical solutions to be computed.

Fig. 1. Example of a 2D solution of an electron gun
showing the geometry in cross section and the electron
beamlet trajectories

1.

RF plasma cathode diode gun

Even though thermionic cathodes are the most
commonly used electron source in electron guns,
plasma cathodes bring extra advantages that make
them attractive over conventional electron guns [2].
A plasma cathode gun system consists of two main
parts: a plasma chamber (plasma cathode) and an
electron extraction/acceleration stage. The current
density of the electron beam generated will depend on
the plasma parameters such as density and
temperature and on the electric field of the
extractor/accelerator [3]. Thus, both parts of the
system should be studied to optimise the electron gun
system and maximise electron beam power.
Plasma chamber
Figure 2 shows a simplified diagram of a plasma
cathode electron source. The configuration of the
electrodes depends upon the electrical coupling
method - for CCP the electrodes are within the plasma
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chamber. Once the gas is fed at low pressure in the
plasma chamber, a plasma is generated by applying an
electrical signal. The electrons break away from the
atoms and start moving freely together with the other
species in the plasma chamber, mainly neutral atoms
(grey), positive ions (blue). Depending on the electron
beam requirements, different ways to excite the
plasma can be used: vacuum arcs, constricted gaseous
arcs, hollow cathode glows, penning discharges and
magnetron discharges [3]. The cathode consists of a
low-pressure and low-temperature plasma. A typical
pressure in the plasma chamber is 10-2 mbar.
Electron acceleration
Just as with conventional electron guns, a high
voltage is applied between the cathode and the anode
(at ground potential, 0V in the diagram). The high
voltage electric field accelerates the electrons towards
the anode and makes them into a beam. High electron
beam powers can be achieved, so that the electron
beams generated from plasma cathodes can be used
for material processing applications. A typical
pressure in the electron acceleration region of a
plasma gun is < 10-3 mbar.

Hollow cathodes are commonly used in the plasma
discharge chamber to improve the efficiency of
electron densities. Hollow cathodes can be used in DC
discharges as well as in RF discharges.
The EB current is emitted from an aperture at the
side of the plasma chamber facing the acceleration
gap. The EB current emitted from the plasma cathode
is usually a fraction of the discharge current, thus high
discharge currents will be needed to obtain high EB
currents [4]. High current EBs are desired in the
material processing applications of the RF plasma
cathode gun that is concerned in this work. The
aperture has an emission current density, similar to or
greater than a thermionic cathode [3].
2.

Plasma cathode advantages

Cathode lifetime and consistency
In conventional guns, cathode lifetime is limited
due to material evaporation [5, 6, 7] and erosion.
Erosion is mainly caused by ion bombardment when
the beam is thermally processing material [8, 2]. As
the cathode is gradually wearing from the beginning
to the end of its life, this changes the beam
characteristics (e.g. intensity and focus position) and
introduces quality degradation to the processing. This
leads to inconsistencies in the material processing,
such as welding, cutting or additive manufacturing.
Plasma cathodes avoid problems caused by
cathode wearing as the electrons are extracted from an
ionised gas instead of an emissive surface. This allows
the EB parameters to be stable over a long time [9]
giving improved reproducibility compared to
thermionic guns [4].
Operation in coarse vacuum

Fig. 2. Plasma cathode electron beam source

The plasma chamber geometry influences the
electron beam characteristics. Low pressures in the
plasma chamber are usually employed in order to
avoid gas leakage into the acceleration gap that could
cause high voltage breakdown. For capacitively
coupled plasmas, long electrode gaps are then
required, as dictated by Paschen’s law. Typical values
in a plasma cathode gun are less than 0.1 mbar gas
pressure for electrode gaps in the order or higher than
0.1 m [4].
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Plasma cathode electron sources allow generation
of electron beams (continuous and pulsed) in coarse
vacuum pressures, e.g. 0.01 to 1 mbar, which widens
the number of applications and possibilities of
electron guns [10]. High voltage and currents can be
obtained in a low vacuum of the order of 10-3 mbar
[11], instead of the 10-5 to 10-6 mbar pressure required
for thermionic guns to prevent chemical degradation
of the hot cathode. However, there are still limitations
on the vacuum level for operating the gun to avoid
high voltage breakdown in the acceleration gap.
No need for grid electrode
A grid cup electrode is used in triode guns to
control beam power, however it changes beam shape
over the power range and introduces beam aberration.
Plasma cathode electron guns do not require a third
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electrode for controlling the beam power, avoiding
this aberration. They can be operated as diodes where
the beam power is controlled by the plasma
parameters. This allows generation of both focused
beams with high power densities and large cross
section beams at high currents [4].
Beam pulsing
In thermionic guns the beam can only be pulsed
slowly due to the thermal inertia of the cathode [2]. In
diode guns pulsing is of the order of 100 ms whereas
in triode guns beam pulsing requires complex
electronics for control of the grid electrode voltage
and pulsing transition times below 1 ms are not
generally
available
in
material
processing
applications.
The plasma parameters can be rapidly modulated allowing the plasma diode gun to rapidly change the
beam current. RF excited plasma cathode guns [12],
like the design investigated in this work, allow rapid
beam pulsing (below 1 µs) without the requirement of
complex and expensive electronics.
3.

Plasma cathode disadvantages

Electron temperature in plasma cathodes
Electrons from thermionic cathodes are at a lower
temperature than plasma cathode electrons [3]. In low
pressure plasma discharges, electrons may be at
temperatures higher than 3-5 eV. This affects directly
the thermal velocity spread of the EB and as a result
will limit the beam brightness to a lower level with
plasma electron emitters compared to thermionic
emitters. Thus, there are limitations in the electron
current density of focused beams, however this can be
compensated by higher emissivity of plasmas
compared to thermionic cathodes [3].
In addition to this, electrons from plasma emitters
have higher mobility and are emitted from an
emission boundary that varies. This may lead to
differences in the electron optics design as the plasma
parameters vary over the beam current range.
Optimisation algorithm
1.

Genetic algorithm

A number of approaches have been taken by
workers in the field to automatic electron gun
optimisation. Optimisation of cathode curvature in
electron guns has been previously carried out [13].
This method may be extended to look at the gun
geometry as well as the cathode. However, this is a
large and complex problem space and computing
times with present technology may not make this
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

tenable. Response surface modelling techniques have
also been used. These have been shown to be very
useful where the problem space is constrained and
there is a single local optimum with a continuously
variable solution function - for example optimisation
of magnetic pole shapes for beam deflection. It is not
expected that this optimisation technique would be
effective for unconstrained problems, which are likely
to have multiple optima and a discontinuous solution
function.
Most recently [14] evolutionary algorithms have
been shown to be effective for the design of a
magnetron injection gun. In this case, the electron
velocity spread was an important criteria for the
design, and this was used as the solution function for
the evolutionary algorithm.
A genetic algorithm can be formally stated as
follows. The function:
:Φ →ℝ
assigns real values to genes, where Φg represents the
genotypic search space. The optimal solution
is
found from:
= max
∈

where f(x) is the solution function to be maximised
[15].
A genetic algorithm can be implemented with the
following steps. The electron gun design must be
encoded to form a gene which entirely describes the
electrode geometry. Initially, a population of
randomly generated designs is created. Each of these
is analysed by calling the solution function and is
given a score. The highest scoring designs are selected
and the lower scoring designs are discarded. The
selected group then undergoes genetic processes such
as random mutation and gene swapping. Gene
swapping will cause geometric features from two of
the high scoring parent designs to be blended into an
offspring design. Mutation will occasionally cause
variation in geometric features. The genetic processes
are carried out to produces a new population. The
process then repeats with a call to the solution
function for each offspring member of the population,
scoring, selection and genetic processes to give the
new generation. As the score is a quantified measure
of the suitability of the design for the application,
once a member of the population achieves a score
beyond a preset threshold the design process is
deemed complete.
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The algorithm has been adapted to be suitable for
use in the design of electron guns in the manner
described in the next section.
2. Genetic algorithm specially adapted for electron
gun design
The following special adaptations were carried out
to the genetic optimisation algorithm:
i. Genes were divided into those that can be
mutated and swapped and a static template gene
set for parts of the design that are totally
constrained. This allowed all or part of a gun
design to be evolved, for example to ensure that
the design was mechanically compatible with
existing fixturing;
ii. For each geometry parameter (vector coordinate
or line curvature) a high and low constraint was
recorded. This ensures that the final solution was
within geometric bounds, for example to enable
the solution to fit within an existing envelope. If
the gene was mutated, the range of the mutation
was in part set by the range of the geometry
parameter - thus it provides a scaling factor for
the mutation. Consequently, features that were
highly constrained (e.g. near to the cathode)
were mutated on a fine scale, whereas larger
features had a greater degree of freedom and
mutated over a wider scale;
iii. The geometry parameters were described in real
numbers, as opposed to binary strings normally
used in genetic code. This was to make a clear
distinction between gene swapping (that only
occurs between geometric parameters) and
mutation (that affects the geometric parameter)
and to ensure that the most efficient value for the
important setting of mutation rate was
implemented;
iv. The call to the solution function involved
submitting a geometric model to a finite element
solver for electron gun analysis. In this case the
model was submitted using a list of commands
that draw the geometry and define its boundary
conditions, see for example Table 1. It was also
possible to vary the boundary conditions in the
gun so that the model can be solved for a range
of operating points: acceleration voltages, bias
voltages (in the case of triodes) and cathode
temperatures (in the case of thermionic triodes).
This ensures that the beam was explored over the
operating range of the tentative design, rather
than the beam produced at just one operating
point;
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Table 1
Example of geometric, description of part of an electrode in
an electron gun
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

CARTESIAN YP=-38.7 CURVATURE=0
N=17 XP=7.95
CARTESIAN XP=100 N=93 YP=-38.7
CURVATURE=0.0
CARTESIAN YP=-50 N=12 F=NO
XP=100.0 CURVATURE=0.0
CARTESIAN XP=2.75 N=98 YP=-50.0
CURVATURE=0.0
FINISH N=12 F=V
QUITDRAW
GROUP NAME=ANODE

v. The analysis software yielded a set of trajectories
at each operating point examined. Further
software was developed to derive beam
characteristics from this trajectory set. The beam
characteristics identified as important for
material processing were:
• Beam brightness;
• Beam current in ratio to operating point
conditions such as bias voltage or cathode
temperature;
• For a given lens position, the beam diameter
measured as the full width at half maximum
intensity, the full width of 50% of the beam
current and the current weighted average
diameter of the trajectories. The focused
spot current distribution was also presented
graphically see figs. 3 and 4;
• The current weighted average trajectory
angle and variance of this, as an indication
of beam angle;
• The current weighted trajectory source
position and diameter, and variance of this,
as an indication of the real or virtual primary
crossover of the beam.

Fig. 3. Example of a ray diagram after projection of
trajectories from the gun model through a mathematical
lens to their focus at the work piece
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Table 3
Example of beam characteristics derived from trajectory
data
Cathode Temp. (K)

1450

Accel. Potential (V)

-30000

Beam Current (A)

-3.54E-03

Source Position (mm)

4.03E+02

Variance (Zsrc)

3.62E+03

Source Radius (mm)

-6.08E-02

Beam Angle at Focus (str)

1.77E-05

Brightness (A/mm^2/str)

-4.30E+03

Fig. 4. Example of a beam intensity plot after projection of
trajectories from the gun model through a mathematical
lens to their focus at the work piece

Lens Focal Length (mm)

8.67E+01

D-Imean (mm)

1.86E-02

FWHM (mm)

8.24E-03

vi. The final stage of the solution function was to
derive a score for the design, based upon the
suitability of the above beam characteristics for
the application. The score could amalgamate or
identify the maximum/minimum value over the
operating points in the table, see Table 3 for the
beam characterisation data generated at one
operating point.
vii. Elitism was implemented - meaning that the
parent designs were selected for the next
generation parent group unless offspring designs
scored more highly. Consequently, the best score
in the population could never go down from one
generation to the next, at worst it could stay the
same.
viii. The genetic code contained a record of each
designs ancestry to allow study of the
evolutionary process for future improvements.

FWHP (mm)

1.60E-02

Table 2
Example of trajectory set from the analysis software
Current

X

Vx

Vz

-8.11E-05

3.00E-02

3.01E+07

-9.84E+10

-2.43E-04

9.23E-02

9.50E+07

-9.84E+10

-4.05E-04

1.56E-01

1.63E+08

-9.84E+10

-5.67E-04

2.21E-01

2.33E+08

-9.84E+10

-7.30E-04

2.87E-01

3.04E+08

-9.84E+10

-8.92E-04

3.51E-01

3.73E+08

-9.84E+10

-1.05E-03

4.14E-01

4.37E+08

-9.84E+10

-1.22E-03

4.73E-01

4.93E+08

-9.84E+10
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Electrode evolution
The process described in the previous section has
been applied to the RF excited plasma cathode gun
geometry and the anode geometry is given as an
example. For an electron beam cutting application, the
required beam was intense at focus, but also of low
angle to pass through a narrow bore lens in the
proposed system. These points towards a high
brightness beam and the requirements are summarised
in Table 4.
Table 4
RF plasma gun beam requirements
Metric
Diameter at 150 mm from
cathode
Brightness

Requirement
Ideally 4 mm
> 5000 Amm-2sr-1

It is necessary to combine several factors into a
single score for the tentative design. This is achieved
using weighting factors and capping the score
contribution from some beam characteristics. The
scoring is described in the following pseudo-code:
Over the cathode temperature range 1450 – 1600K
and for 30kV and 60kV accelerating potentials:
score = add Log(brightness)*beam current
If beam current <20mA
If 1/(beam diameter 150mm from cathode – 4) >10
Add 10
Else
add abs(1/(beam diameter 150mm from cathode – 4))
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The evolutionary parameters used are critical to the
efficiency of the optimisation algorithm. These were
studied using an analogous problem - where a shape
was to be optimised to fit a target shape. The solution
function (to be minimised in this case) was the sum of
the distance of each corner of the tentative shape to
that of the objective shape. This could be solved very
quickly allowing a study of the best evolutionary
parameters for efficient optimisation. The analogous
problem was similar to that of gun design, in that it is
a shape with geometric parameters. However, the
solution function is continuous with only one
optimum which was dissimilar to gun design. From
this study [13] the evolutionary parameters in Table 5
were selected.

Table 5
Evolutionary algorithm parameters
Parameter
Parent group size
Offspring group size
Mutation scale
Mutation probability

Value
4
6
0.1
0.07

The designs were named with a generation number
(Gen_) and a population identifier (Pop_). Gen_0
designs were from the first, randomly generated
population. A design named Gen_10_Pop_4 would be
the 4th member of the 10th generation. The naming
convention was also used to record each designs
ancestry within the genetic code. The scores for each
generation were logged and examples are given in
Table 6a and 6b. As elitism was enabled the
population for a generation was made up from the set
number of offspring and then parents from previous
generations that have scored highly enough to remain
in the parent group.
The graph shows that there were incremental
improvements in the best score for many generations
and on one occasion a step improvement. The
optimisation algorithm has been run several times
with similar trends in the best score, where this occurs
when both the characteristics amalgamated in the
score are optimised simultaneously.
The optimisation was complete within 3 hours
without any expert intervention, with each call to the
solution function being complete within 4 minutes.
This compares favourably with trial and error design
that would take some 10 to 15 hours with frequent
expert intervention.
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Table 6a
1st generation population ranked scores
Model
Gen_0_Pop_1
Gen_1_Pop_6
Gen_1_Pop_4
Gen_0_Pop_3
Gen_1_Pop_5
Gen_0_Pop_0
Gen_1_Pop_7
Gen_1_Pop_8
Gen_0_Pop_2
Gen_1_Pop_9

Score
2.37
2.10
2.10
2.09
2.09
2.03
2.02
2.02
2.01
2.01

Table 6b
10th generation population ranked scores
Model
Gen_10_Pop_4
Gen_6_Pop_4
Gen_8_Pop_6
Gen_9_Pop_5
Gen_10_Pop_6
Gen_10_Pop_7
Gen_9_Pop_7
Gen_10_Pop_5
Gen_10_Pop_8
Gen_10_Pop_9

Score
11.59
3.57
3.57
3.57
3.57
3.57
3.23
3.03
2.89
2.65

The optimization algorithm progress was
monitored by plotting the best score for each
generation, see Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. The best fitness score in successive generations

Conclusions
From the work carried out the following
conclusions can be drawn:
• A genetic algorithm has been developed suitable
for the automatic optimisation of electron gun
designs that generate specific electron beam
characteristics;
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•

The algorithm has been used to design an
electrode for a new RF excited cathode electron
beam gun;
• The algorithm provides a fast and more efficient
way to design electron guns.
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Non-vacuum electron beam apparatus based on plasma emitter
Alexander Aksenov, Sergey Kornilov, Maxim Motorin, Nikolay Rempe,
Dmitriy Shashev, Stanislav Shidlovskiy
The paper is devoted to non-vacuum electron beam apparatus based on plasma emitter. The
developed apparatus is intended to generate electron beams of energy up to 120 keV, current up to
200 mA and accelerating gap pressure about 10-4 Torr and to provide beam transportation to the air.
The apparatus special features are in emitting electrons plasma of hollow-cathode reflective
discharge, and in two-stage differential pumping system for transporting electron beam into the
atmosphere. Forming by beam accelerating gap and by beam guide the first stage is being pumped out
with turbo-molecular pump of 800 l/s capacity. To pump out the second stage the Roots pump at speed
of 500 l/s is used. The developed apparatus is intended to implement non-vacuum electron beam
technologies for nanopowder production, melting, 3D printing, welding and cutting.
Електроннолъчев апарат без вакуум, базиран на плазмен емитер (A. Аксенов, С.
Корнилов, М. Моторин, Н. Ремпе, Д. Шашев, С. Шидловский). Статията е посветена на
електроннолъчев апарат без вакуум, основан на плазмен излъчвател. Разработеният апарат е
предназначен за генериране на електронни лъчи с енергия до 120 keV, ток до 200 mA и
ускоряващо налягане на кухината около 10-4 Torr и да осигури транспорт на лъча във въздуха.
Особеностите на апарата са в излъчващата електрони плазма на кух катод с отразяващ
разряд, и в двуетапната диференциална помпена система за транспортиране на електронен
лъч в атмосферата. За формирането чрез лъча на ускоряваща кухина и насочането на лъча
при първия етап се изпомпва с турбо-молекулярна помпа с капацитет от 800 l/s. За да
изпомпва на втория етап се използва помпа при скорост от 500 l/s. Разработеният апарат е
предназначен за прилагане на не-вакуумни електроннолъчеви технологии за производство
нанопрахове, топене, 3D печат, заваряване и рязане.

Introduction
Focused electron beam is an effective instrument for
thermal influence on different materials, especially for
influence that needs high power density of thermal
source. Electron beam can be formed only in vacuum.
Therefore, the overwhelming majority of technologies
provide electron beam application in vacuum.
Furthermore, vacuum is a perfect protective medium
because of lack of undesired gases. However, there
are some cases when degassing processes provoke
cost growth and bring limitation to the electron beam
application. Particularly there is a rise in cost of
degassing for large-size pieces or structural steel
goods processing, when a big gas flows are emitted
during the heating. At this rate, non-vacuum electron
beam application becomes an alternative to vacuum
electron-beam technologies.
Transported to the air electron beam is used for
welding, cutting of metal and especially large-size
goods (parts) [1], for electron beam melting of
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

different metals, for radiation-thermal modification of
metal and alloy surface layers [2], and also for special
technologies where thermal influence needs to be
carried out with an atmospheric pressure. It can be, for
example, plasma-chemical processes, ecological
technologies (processing sewage of large industrial
productions, and gas treating from nitrogen and sulfur
oxides in thermal stations), etc.
There are two types of apparatuses enabled to
generate electron beams under the air pressure. The
first one generates electrons with energy of megaelectron-volt (relativistic electron accelerators) and the
other type generates electron flow of low-energy (100
– 200 keV).
Of late years, the technologies of hardening and
protective coating melting by electron accelerators
were developed. Such accelerators were designed in
Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics [3]. They provide
emitting of electron beams to gas under the air
pressure. The beams energy there is about 1 – 1.6
MeV and power is up to 100 kW.
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The use of high-energy accelerator simplifies a
problem of electron beam transportation to the air, it
creates a zone of several centimeters for electron
beam technological application, because of wide range
of relativistic electrons in the air with no essential
beam scattering of indifferent gases.
Comparing with the accelerators non-vacuum
electron-beam apparatuses (with comparatively lowenergy) are characterized by simpler high-voltage
power supply and control systems, lower radiation
protection requirements, simplicity and more
inexpensive design.
The majority of non-vacuum electron-beam
technologies include hot-cathode guns. The pressure
at the hot cathode zone is keeping on the level of 105
Torr and lower. Electron beam transportation to the
air usually goes through set of minor diameter
diaphragms and with continuous pumping of
intermediate stages between them (differential
pumping system). The number of pumping stages
depends on evacuation speed and efficiency of
pumping equipment. From 3 to 5 stages are applied
usually in practice. Even the minimum of pumping
stages provokes complexity and high price of a
system. More over it is difficult to transmit electron
beam through many-staged diaphragm system without
current loss. Besides, there is a risk to destroy the
diaphragms while heating. It is possible to reduce this
risk, if the focusing parameters of electron-beam gun
are stable (beam current, accelerating voltage,
focusing current).
Our development of electron-beam transporting to
the air includes gun with plasma emitter. Application
of such gun as a part of apparatus for electron beam
ejection to the air seems to be very advantageously.
For its error-free operation an initial vacuum at
10-4Torr is sufficient. In addition, it is of the lower
order than the operation of hot-cathode guns required.
Consequently, the system of pressure fall formation
for beam ejection to the air seems to be simpler.
Currently the guns with plasma emitter intended to
produce focused electron beams, provide the same (or
even better in some cases) operating and technical
characteristics [4, 5] as hot-cathode guns do. Even at
low electron energy, the guns with plasma emitter can
produce the strongly focused electron beam. So, the
possibility to support an electron beam with power
density about 107 W/cm2 and with electron energy
about 50 keV was demonstrated in this work. The
results of electron beam luminance measurement
under accelerating voltage at 60 kV and at distance
from focusing lens more than half meter are presented.
The measurements showed an electron beam
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brightness of the gun with plasma emitter about
1·1010 A·m-2·sr-1, that is not worse than the electron
beam brightness in guns with hot cathode.
The research results [4, 5] became a basis for
demonstration experiment of low-voltage electron
beam ejection to the air (energy – about 60 keV).
There was applied a standard three-staged differential
pumping system, analogues to the system used in gun
with hot cathode, produced by German company PTR.
The experiments demonstrated a possibility to apply
guns with plasma emitter in the systems for electron
beam transporting to the air [6, 7]. The results of this
experiment proved the further investigations in highvoltage processes (100 kV and more) of plasma
emitting and further developing the system of
differential pumping.
HV electron beam gun with a plasma emitter
Plasma of reflective discharge with hollow cathode
is used as an electrons emitter of the gun [8].
Discharge is generated in discharge cell, which is
formed by inner surfaces of hollow cathode 3,
cylindrical anode 4 and emitter cathode 1 (Fig. 1 a).
Between hollow and emitter cathodes an axially
symmetric field is forming by constant magnet 5.
Induction of this field is about 0.1 T on its axis.

a
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b
Fig.1. 3D-model of the HV electron beam gun with a
plasma emitter (a) and photo of the extractor (b):
1–emitter cathode, 2–extractor, 3–hollow cathode,
4–anode, 5–permanent magnet, 6–electromagnetic focusing
lens, 7–case of the gun, 8–pumping tube,
9–accelerating gap, 10–beam guide.

The pressure of plasma-supporting gas is
approximately about 5·10-2 Torr. Proportion gas
puffing at the level of 10 – 20 cm3atm/h produces
such pressure. The gas is fed through the channel of
the hollow cathode and evacuated through channel on
emitter cathode axis. The discharge burns in
continuous operation under the voltage of 300 – 450 V
and current from 0.1 to 1.5 A. The mentioned range of
discharge currents provides an electron beam
formation up to several hundred milliamps.

Electrons emit from plasma through an orifice in
emitter cathode of discharge chamber into
accelerating field, which is between this cathode and
grounded high-voltage anode (extractor) 2. In the
same area a magnetic field produced by permanent
magnet of discharge chamber influences on electron
beam formation. This field limits the lateral
dimensions of electron beam efficiently, as it’s shown
in our previous works [9].
Formed in accelerating gap electron beam is
focused by a field of electromagnetic lens 6 и
transported to the air through the differential pumping
system [10, 11].
On of the design features is the gun case 7,
constructed from component modules for easy
assembling and disassembling. The case is made of
nonmagnetic steel 1.4541. This material provides
concentration of permanent magnet field of the
discharge chamber at paraxial zone of accelerating
gap. It satisfies the condition of completely nonscreened plasma emitter from magnetic field.
In the middle part of the gun case is a pipe with
flange ISO100-KF 8 for turbo-molecular pump
connection. The turbo-molecular pump degasses the
accelerating gap capacity 9 and a beam guide 10.
Numerical calculations of gas flow and pressure
distribution [11] demonstrate possibility to use twostaged system of differential pumping for the guns
with plasma emitter. This system has a channel for gas
cross-jet formation at the entrance of the first stage. It
provides an additional pumping of the beam guide in
the second stage through extractor side holes (fig. 1
b).
The calculation showed that cross-section area
should be no less than 6 times bigger than the axial

Fig.2. the pressure distribution in the accelerating gap of the gun with a plasma emitter: 1–with beam extracted in
the region with 10-4 Torr, 2–with beam extracted into the atmosphere.
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bore area.
Extractor side holes allow creating a pressure
distribution in the accelerating gap (fig. 2), which is
close to accelerating gap in the gun operating with
vacuum.
Differential pumping system
Fig. 3 shows an exterior view of a differential
pumping system with two stages. The second
pumping stage design includes the accelerating gap of
the gun (a zone between an emitter cathode surface
and an extractor) and the beam guide, separated by an
extractor. Counting of stages is carried out from the
atmosphere.
Electron beam transport channel 1 (beam guide) is
a part of the second pumping stage. There is a beam
guide sharpening in a cone form at the outlet, the
smaller base of the cone is turned towards the first
stage and then turn into an extended long cylindrical
channel 3 with length of 10mm and diameter of 2.5
mm.
The conditions for electron beam focusing in the
outlet diaphragm 4 plane of the first stage are created
by the magnetic field of a focusing lens in the beam
guide channel. The focusing lens has a sliding fit that
provide an adjustment of magnification ratio. This
ratio determines [4] the minimum diameter of the
electron beam in the focusing plane. Pumping of the
second stage goes through the pipe 8 (fig. 1а) by
turbo-molecular pump, which rate is 800 l/s for
nitrogen.

The first stage has an outlet aperture with diameter
of 2 mm; electron beam is extracted through this
aperture directly to the air pressure. The stage is
pumping out through pipe 2 by the Roots pump,
working together with oil-free screw pump. The pump
speed is 500l/s. There is a channel for cross-jet
formation in the first stage. It is perpendicular to the
axis of the output diaphragm. Use of cross-jet – is a
well-known [11] practice to redirect the main part of a
flow from the air directly to pump branch pipe,
connected with the first stage of degassing system.
The results of experimental studies of highemission processes in the guns with plasma emitter
and numerical calculations of the differential pumping
system allowed to design an apparatus (fig. 4), which
ensures the generation of high-energy focused
electron beam, and its post transportation to the air.

a)

Fig.3. 3D-model of the differential pumping system:
1–beam guide, 2–pumping tube of the first stage,
3–aperture of the second stage, 4–aperture of the first
stage, 5–cross-jet.
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Conclusions
The main feature of the developed apparatus is that
the two-stage differential pumping system supports
the pressure drop between the region of electron beam
generation and the atmosphere. It provides also the
electron beam transporting to the air without
significant loss of electron beam power at the outlet
diaphragms. Moreover, the design solutions of the
apparatus allow using of HV gun separately from the
differential pumping system, for example, to conduct
applied research and technological operation within
the vacuum chamber.
Acknowledgements
Work supported by the Ministry of Education and
Science of Russian Federation under Agreement
number 14.577.21.0018 (RFMEFI57714X0018).

b)
Fig.4. Elements and devices (a) that provide operation of
the Non-vacuum electron beam apparatus and electron
beam extracted to the atmosphere (b): 1–robot KUKA
KR 240 R3200 PA; 2–mass flow controller; 3–HV electron
beam gun with a plasma emitter; 4–differential pumping
system.

The apparatus is located on a manipulating robot,
which allows moving it easily along a predetermined
path and implement such processes such as welding,
cutting, melting, including layer-by-layer melting in
the air. Characteristics of the apparatus are shown in
Table 1.
Table 1
Technical characteristic of the apparatus
Parameter
Operation mode
Type of the electron emitter
Maximum of the accelerating
voltage, kV
The operating range of the
electron beam current, mA
Maximum of the beam power,
kW
Type of the focusing system
Focusing current, mA
Type of the differential pumping
system (DPS)
Number of stages of DPS
Differential pressure, Torr
Ratio of current, no less, %
The transport distance of the
electron beam in the air, no less,
cm
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Value
continuous
plasma emitter
120
1–200
24
electromagnetic
100–2000
gas-dynamic
2
from 0.0002 to 760
80
1
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Automated wide-aperture plasma cathode electron source with
beam extraction into the atmosphere
Maxim S. Vorobyov, Vladimir V. Denisov, Nikolay N. Koval, Stepan A. Sulakshin,
Vladimir V. Shugurov, Vladislav V. Yakovlev
The paper presents an automated wide-aperture (750×150 mm) plasma cathode electron source
based on a low-pressure arc with grid stabilization of the plasma emission boundary and beam
extraction into the atmosphere or high-pressure gases through a foil window. The source provides a
beam extraction efficiency of ≈ 80–90 % at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV with a pulse duration of
up to 100 µs and pulse repetition frequency of up to 50 s-1. The beam current in the atmosphere
reaches 30 A. The electron source ensures stable continuous operation for tens of hours in repetitive
pulsed mode with a maximum average beam power in the atmosphere of ≈5 kW.
Автоматизиран електронен източник с плазмен катод с широка отвор с извеждане
на лъча в атмосферата (М. С. Воробьов, В. В. Денисов, Н. Н. Ковал, С. А. Сулакешин, В. В.
Шугуров, В. В. Яковлев). Статията представя автоматизиран електронен източник с
плазмен катод широка апертура (750 × 150 mm) на базата на дъга с ниско налягане с
решетково стабилизиране на границата на емитиране на плазмата и извеждането на лъча в
атмосферата или газове с високо налягане през прозорец от фолио. Източникът осигурява
ефективност на извличане на лъча приблизително 80-90% при ускоряващо напрежение от 200
kV с продължителност на импулса до 100 µs и честота на повторение на импулса до 50 s-1.
Токът на лъча в атмосферата достига 30 A. Електронният източник осигурява стабилна
непрекъсната работа в продължение на десетки часове в режим на повтарящи се импулсни с
максимална средна мощност на лъча в атмосферата ≈5 kW.

Introduction
Electron sources capable of producing broad
beams with their extraction into the atmosphere hold
undeniable promise for research and technological
applications [1 – 7]. Solving the existing problems and
those that may arise in the future requires reliable and
durable electron sources with stable parameters.
Among the electron sources are sources based on a
grid plasma cathode [1, 6 – 10]. This type of sources
offers a series of advantages over those based on
thermionic cathodes (longer service life, wider range
of vacuum conditions, higher energy efficiency) and
over sources based on explosive emission cathodes
(longer service life, longer pulse duration, higher
pulse repetition frequency, more uniform current
density distribution). In view of the above advantages,
we studied the possibilities of modification and
automation of an electron source based on a grid
plasma cathode for increasing its energy efficiency.
A. Experimental procedure
A schematic of the electron source used in the
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

study is shown in Fig. 1. The source is based on a
plasma cathode (1) being a hollow stainless steel
semicylinder with two low-pressure arc units (2, 3) at
both of its ends [11]. The anode for the arc is an
emission grid (4) of dimensions 750 × 150 mm
covered with a stainless steel mask (5) 200 µm thick
in which 344 round holes of diameter 8 – 12 mm are
made. The holes are individual plasma emitter units to
form beamlets whose superposition results in a broad
electron beam with a grid-stabilized plasma boundary.
The emission grid (4) is connected to a hollow
anode (6) via a resistor to assist the discharge ignition,
switching, and operation in the emission grid region.
For electron extraction from the plasma produced by
the emitter units, a dc accelerating voltage of up to
200 kV is applied to the 120-mm gap between the
plasma cathode (1) and a support grid with foil
windows (7, 8). The number of holes in the support
grid (7), having a total geometric transparency of
56%, are the same as that in the mask (5) but their
diameter is larger (15 mm). The holes in the mask (5)
and in the support grid (7) are aligned, thus providing
the acceleration gap with coaxial plane-parallel
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the electron source with a wide-aperture plasma cathode: 1 – plasma cathode; 2 – cathode; 3 – igniter;
4 – metal grid; 5 – mask; 6 – hollow anode; 7 – support grid with output foil windows; 8 – output foil; 9 – discharge power
supply;10 – source power supply; 11 – high-voltage power supply; 12 – collector or substrate.

geometry and minimizing the loss of electrons through
the grid with foil windows. The foil covering the
support grid (7) is 30 µm thick and is made of AlMg–
2n alloy [10].
As has been shown by theoretical and experimental
studies [10, 12], the use of a multi-aperture twoelectrode system in the source enhances the operation
stability of the plasma cathode and the electric
strength of the acceleration gap. Moreover, the system
allows one to extend the range of electron beam
parameters – namely, to enhance the beam extraction
efficiency β, to increase the beam current density, and
to narrow the beam energy spectrum within a pulse
(through decreasing the capacitor bank voltage per
pulse).
β, arb.un.
5
10
1,0

accelerating voltage takes no account of electron
reflection from the collector. This dependence but
with regard to electron reflection from an Al collector
is shown in Fig. 2 [13].
It is seen that at an accelerating voltage U0 =
200 kV, the beam extraction efficiency into the
atmosphere reaches β ≈ 0.84, which agrees well with
data reported elsewhere [14]. Fig. 3 shows typical
current waveforms to confirm the high efficiency of
beam extraction.
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Fig. 2. Beam extraction efficiency β vs accelerating voltage
and time during a pulse: 1, 3 – without mask; 2, 4 – with
mask

However, in the cited papers [10, 12], the
dependence of the extraction efficiency β on the
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Fig. 3. Typical waveforms of the discharge current Id,
current in the acceleration gap I0, beam current in the
atmosphere Ib, and beam current in the atmosphere with
regard to electron reflection from the collector (Ib + 14%)
at U0 = 200 kV: а – without mask, b – with mask.
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The electron current from the plasma is controlled
by varying the plasma density for which the discharge
current is varied, as clearly seen from the dependence
in Fig. 4а. From Fig. 4b it follows that the
accelerating voltage U0 little affects the current in the
acceleration gap I0, and this, as noted, is one of the
advantages of electron sources based a grid plasma
cathode.
Reasoning from the previous study [10], we
modified the wide-aperture plasma cathode electron
source to increase its efficiency. The modification
consisted in automating the vacuum pumping system
ensure a more stable accelerating voltage, which is
extremely important for operation at high average
power, and to provide remote control via fiber optics
with high-voltage galvanic decoupling.
The high-voltage capacitor bank has a total
capacitance of 0.26 µF and represents three series
stages with parallel-connected IK–100/0.4 highvoltage capacitors (two per stage) and an assembly of
limiting resistors with a total resistance of 100 Ohm.
All elements of the high-voltage capacitor bank are
placed in a sealed vessel of diameter 1200 mm and
height 1700 mm filled with nitrogen to an excess
pressure of 5 atm. Thus, the electric strength of the
gaps in the capacitor bank does not depend on the
surroundings, allowing their minimization and the use

and replacing the high-voltage power supply and the
plasma cathode power supply.
The automated vacuum pumping system of the
source is shown schematically in Fig.5а. The system
is based on a WAGO–750–312 industrial controller
and is controlled with a personal computer from a
console room via fiber optics. A photo of the vacuum
system control board is shown in Fig.5b.
The high-voltage power supply was replaced by a
new one built around modern high-frequency
elements, making it possible to decrease the overall
dimensions and mass of the high-voltage source, to
of the electron source, for example, at high air
humidity.
The modification has made possible an automated
wide-aperture plasma cathode electron source capable
of providing the beam parameters presented in
Table 1. The maximum average power of the plasma
cathode power supply is no greater than 100 W at a
maximum average beam power in the atmosphere of
≈5 kW. A block diagram of the modified electron
source and its design are shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 4. Current in the acceleration gap I0 vs discharge current Id at U0=150 kV (а) and accelerating voltage U0 at Id=90 А (b)

Table 1
Electron energy, keV
Beam current, А
Pulse duration, µs
Pulse frequency, Hz
Beam dimensions, mm
Current density nonuniformity, %
Average beam power, kW
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100 – 200
5 – 30
10 – 100
1 – 50
750 × 150
±10
5
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Fig. 5. Schematic of the automated vacuum pumping system of the wide-aperture plasma cathode electron source (а) and
photo of its control board (b)
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Fig. 6. Block diagram of the wide-aperture electron source (а) and its design (b): 1 – high-voltage insulator cap; 2 – highvoltage cable; 3 –high-voltage polyethylene insulator;4 – hollow anode; 5 – plasma cathode case; 6 – cathode unit; 7 – output
foil windows; 8 –welded emission grid mask; 9 – vacuum chamber.

Conclusion
The automated plasma cathode electron source
with its modern power supply system provides remote
control of the beam parameters and their independent
adjustment, stability of operation and personnel
safety. The parameter range, reliability, and service
life of the source meet the requirements that allow its
successful use in electron beam technologies and
small-scale industrial production.
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Large chamber electron beam welding machine designed for
joining of 3D structures
Frantisek Kolenic, Daniel Drimal, Peter Faragula, Lubos Kovac, Peter Fodrek
This paper presents a new design of new EBW machine. Newly developed EBW machine is
intended primarily for welding of massive components large power units as well as series of smaller
weldments. The volume of the welding chamber exceeds 320 m3. It is of a cylindrical in shape with a
removable top lid. Loading and unloading of weldments are carried out by separate lifting equipment.
EB welding machine is equipped with special positioning system with 9 fully controlled axes. Large
weldments are loaded onto heavy rotary positioner with a carrying capacity up to 100 tons. This
enables realization of linear and rotary welded joints up to 100 mm welding depth. Furthermore 12
pcs of precision rotary stages are integrated in the heavy positioner with the aim to realize welding
of series (12 PCs) weldments up to 0.3 tons during one pumping cycle. Two other modules are used
for the positioning of the electron guns. It is robot placed on the platform of vertically-mounted linear
lifting module. The electron gun is placed at the end of the robot arm. The robotic system is designed
to operate in a working vacuum (10-2 Pa). This concept allows making out practically all types of the
spatially-oriented welded joints. The trajectory of welding can be programmed analytically or using
teach-in method. Prior to welding a special software have to be elaborated for given weld
configuration. The electron gun triode type is made of titanium. Output power of the gun is 30 kW/60
kV. Beam generation system includes also electronic anti-discharge module, module for programming
of technological movements of the beam and the module for beam energy distribution for heat
treatment applications. Some practical welding applications are described.
Машина за електроннолъчево заваряване с голяма камера, предназначена за
съединяване на 3D структури (Франтишек Kоленич, Даниел Дримал, Петър Фарагула,
Любош Ковач, Петър Фодрек). Тази статия представя нов дизайн на нова машина за
електроннолъчево заваряване (ЕЛЗ). Новоразработената ЕЛЗ машина е предназначена
предимно за заваряване на масивни компоненти големи енергийни блокове, както и поредица
от по-малки заваръчни съединения. Обемът на камерата за заваряване надвишава 320 m3. Той
е с цилиндрична форма с подвижен горен капак. Товаренето и разтоварването на заварените
детайли се извършва от отделни подемни съоръжения. Електроннолъчевият заваръчен
апарат е оборудван със специална система за позициониране с 9 напълно контролирани оси.
Големи детайли се товарят на тежък ротационен позиционер с товароподемност до 100
тона. Това дава възможност за реализация на линейни и ротационни заваръчни съединения до
100 мм дълбочина на заваряване. Освен това са интегрирани 12 броя на прецизни ротационни
етапи в тежкия позиционер с цел да се реализира заваряване на поредица (12 бр) заварки до
0.3 тона по време на един помпен цикъл. Два други модула се използват за позициониране на
електронните пушки. Това е робот, поместен на платформа на вертикално монтирани
линейно повдигащ модул. Електронната пушка се поставя в края на рамото на робота.
Роботизираната система е проектирана да работи в работен вакуум (10-2 Pa). Тази
концепция позволява да се изработват практически всички видове пространственоориентирани заварените съединения. Траекторията на заваряване може да бъде
програмирана аналитично или вградена. Преди заваряванетотрябва да бъде разработен
специален софтуер за дадена заваръчна конфигурация. Електронната пушка от триоден тип
е изработена от титан. Изходна мощност на пушката е 30 kW / 60kV. Системата за
генериране на електронния лъч включва и електронен модул против разряд, модул за
програмиране на технологични движения на лъча и модул за разпределението на енергията на
лъча за приложения за топлинна обработка. Описани са някои практически приложения на
заваряване.
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Introduction
Overall view of electron beam welding equipment
is shown in Fig. 1

Fig.1. Welding Workplace Type PZ EZ30 JUMBO

Built-up area of EB welding workplace is 18000 x
12000 mm. The workplace of welding equipment type
PZ EZ30 JUMBO consists of the following main
parts:
1. Vacuum welding chamber.
2. Supporting bed for chamber cover.
3. System for electron beam generation – power
blocks 30kW/60kV.
4. Electron gun with monitoring module.
5. System for programmed beam deflection.
6. Robotic system.
7. Central rotary positioner with 100 ton
carrying capacity.
8. Peripheral rotary positioners (12 pcs) with 0.5
ton carrying capacity.
9. Vertical linear positioner with 3560 mm
stroke and 3.5 ton carrying capacity.
10. Isolated booth with control desk.
11. Pumping systems for vacuum welding
chamber.
12. Pumping system for electron gun.
13. Central electric switch board of workplace
with circuit breakers and protections.
14. Enclosed cooling circuit.
15. Hydraulic aggregate with distribution tubing.
16. Pressure air distribution.
17. Platform to vacuum chamber door.
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Vacuum welding chamber and supporting bed
Vacuum welding chamber is of cylindrical shape
and is made of structural steel type S355J2+N. It
consists of a bottom part with flange connection and a
removable cover. The bottom part is static and fixed
to the floor. It includes the entrance door with
staircase and a system of flanges with vacuum
bushings for power supply and transfer of signals for
the robotic positioning system with nine fullycontrolled axes, monitoring module, pumping system
for electron gun, video cameras and illumination,
connecting of water cooling for turbo-molecular
vacuum pump and monitoring module, connecting of
hydraulic system for control of gun valve and rotary
positioner brake. The upper part of chamber consists
of a removable cover which is in the time of loading
and unloading of weldments laid on the supporting
bed in order to save the space. The manipulation
platforms, access ladders etc. (Fig. 2) are also parts of
the vacuum chamber. Manipulation with chamber
cover is ensured by a crane manipulating system with
programmed three manipulation posts, namely the
post for taking away and putting down the cover, a
post above the supporting bed for laying and lifting
the chamber cover and a post above the axis of bottom
part of vacuum chamber for loading and unloading the
weldments to and out of the chamber. Technical
parameters of the chamber are as follows:
Height of vacuum welding chamber- 11940
mm,
Outer dimension of vacuum chamber Ø7560
mm
Inner dimensions of vacuum chamber Ø6500
mm, height 10000 mm, Chamber weight 116.7 tons.

Fig.2. Vacuum chamber and supporting bed

System for electron beam generation
The system for electron beam generation consists
of two compact cabinets, containing the power source
of high voltage, accelerating the beam electrons and
supplying the power for weld joint formation and
auxiliary power sources necessary for ensuring the
conditions for electron beam generation in electron
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gun [2, 3]. The proper HV source is of inverter type
and consists of a controllable inverter with IGBT
transistors with 20 kHz working frequency, HV
transformer with a rectifier, filtration capacitors,
measuring circuits and control electronics. The control
electronics ensures the reproducibility and stability of
output source parameters on the level ±1% and the
safety electronic blockings, where the anti-discharge
system also belongs. The auxiliary power sources
serve for electron beam generation and control of
welding parameters. These set and control the welding
current, electron beam focusing and deflection and
ensure the stable conditions for cathode heating. The
group of auxiliary power sources includes the power
source for filament heating, power source of cathode
bombarding current, voltage source for the control
electrode (Wehnelt), source of focusing current and
the source for beam deflection. The entire system of
auxiliary sources also includes the regulators of
welding current, bombarding current for cathode
heating and the PLC unit, allowing controlling the
output parameters of the power block in local mode
and also its interconnection with a master computer
ensuring automatic control of entire welding process.
The technical parameters of power block are as
follows:
Rate of accelerating voltage is controllable within
20 to 60 kV range.
Maximum output beam power - 30 kW.
Stability of acceleration voltage is ± 1.0 %, peakpeak undulation max. 1%.
Stability of welding current is ± 1.0 %, peak-peak
undulation max. 1%.
Stability of focusing current is ± 0.1 %.
Use Times New Roman Font. Try to follow the
font sizes specified in Table 2, as best you can.
Electron gun and monitoring module
Electron gun is of triode type with indirectly
heated LaB6 cathode. In the new concept, the gun is
integrated with a monitoring module (Fig. 3). The gun
proper is made of titanium alloy, sufficiently
mechanically stable with a good electron optics,
regarding the welding needs up to 100 mm in
thickness. Electrostatic system of the gun consists of
LaB6 cathode, control electrode and anode which are
optimized for achieving superb quality of electron
beam. The life of indirectly heated LaB6 cathode is
more than 100 hours. The cathode is located in a
molybdenum carrier. It is heated with a reverse
bombardment of electrons, which are emitted from a
heated tungsten filament.
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Electromagnetic parts of the gun consist of a
magnetic focusing coil with and a medium-frequency
deflecting coil. The deflecting coil is composed of
four coils wound on a ferrite core at 90º spacing,
whereas two opposite coils are electrically
interconnected, so that the end of the first coil is
connected with the end of opposite coil. Maximum
angle of a static beam deflection is ± 7°.

Fig.3. Electron gun with monitoring module

Electron gun is evacuated by a turbo-molecular
vacuum pump locating in vacuum chamber to working
pressure better than5.10-4 Pa.

Fig.4. Cross section of electron gun
1- supply of cooling water to the upper oil part of the gun,
2- upper part of the gun (cap), 3- cooling spiral in the oil
part of the gun, 4- supply HV cable, 5- high-voltage
insulator, 6- control electrode, 7- anode, 8- flange for
vacuum sensors, 9- anode cooling, 10- flange for robot
attachment, 11- hydraulic control of the ball valve, 12- ball
valve, 13- beam-guide, 14- focusing coil, 15- deflecting
coil, 16- cooling water supply to anode.

In the new concept, the monitoring module is
attached to the gun - Fig. 5. It serves for manual beam
setting on the welded joint, control of gun focusing
distance from the welded joint and correction of beam
position regarding the weld joint in the course of
welding. The beam position correction is performed
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by equipment operator by visual observations. The
software allows performing welding trajectory
correction only in the direction perpendicular to the
direction of welding. Of adjustment can be set within
± 0.1 mm up to ±1 mm. The monitoring module is an
integrated part of electron gun. It is provided with
three movie cameras, which are adapted for the work
in high vacuum, illumination module and a laser
navigator. The monitoring cameras are oriented to
observing points of welding process, namely ahead
the welding process, behind the welding process and
directly to welding process. These are provided with
protection of lenses against vapor deposition from the
weld pool and also with non-transparent shields used
in emergency case. Laser navigator is used for setting
and control of gun distance from the weld joint. It is
also provided with protection against vapor deposition
and with a non-transparent shield.

Fig.5. Monitoring module

System of programmable electron beam
deflection
The system of programmable electron beam
deflection consists of a magnetic deflecting coil and
the electronics control system. The deflection process
is controlled from a technological computer,
controlling the course generators via communication
through a USB port. Entering the deflection profiles is
enabled through a utility program operating in several
modes given by actual requirements. The designed
system is capable to deflect the electron beam in two
mutually normal X, Y axes within ± 7° range. The
deflecting system makes possible either static beam
deflection (± 7°) or dynamic beam deflection. For
degassing of the weld pool low amplitude beam
oscillations with frequency from 0 to 20 kHz are used.
Trajectories of the oscillations are programmable. The
system enables also programmable planar energy
distribution of the beam power for surface thermal
treatment applications (Fig. 6) and beam splitting to
several beams for the purposes of distortion-free
welding.
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Fig.6. An example of planar energy distribution of the beam
power

Robotic system of electron gun positioning
Positioning of electron gun is assisted by an
industrial robot type IRB 4600 in special adaptation
for the work in high vacuum (Fig. 7). IRB 4600
represents industrial robot with 6 axes, 45 kg carrying
capacity and 2200 mm working radius. It is provided
with control unit type IRC5 and RobotWare software.
The robot is situated on a carriage of vertical support,
which in the function of fully controlled axis allows
the robot positioning in its vertical Z axis. The
additional “Z” axis has extended the working range of
robot in Z axis to value of 8.5 m. Next additional axes
Ѡ1 – rotation of the main positioner and Ѡ2 –
rotation of rotational nests serve for positioning of
weldments.. All nine axes of positioning system e.g.
six robot axes and the additional three axes Ѡ1, Ѡ2
and Z represents fully controlled axes and can be
controlled by FlexPendant unit on selecting the
„technology“ option from the main menu and/or by a
program from the technological computer. The
electron gun with monitoring is defined as the
working tool EB_GUN_Ti. This tool has a defined
mass, center of gravity and has determined the tool
coordinates TCP (Tool Center Point).

Fig.7. Robot type IRB 4600

RobotWare software supports all aspects of robot
system, as robot motion, development and
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implementation of application programs and
communication. Communication between the control
unit IRC5 and technological computer is realized
through Ethernet interface. The FlexPendant
controller is a portable operation unit with graphical
touch screen. By use of FlexPendant unit the operator
can manually control the robot motions via the control
joystick, create the sequence of commands in the
program editor and to start the program. The
FlexPendant unit is an inseparable part of IRC5
system and is connected to control unit by an
integrated cable with connector. The FlexPendant unit
contains special hardware buttons, to which arbitrary
own functions may be attributed. The other buttons
serve for selection of mechanical unit, switching over
the motion mode, starting, stoppage and stepping of
program. Applications are created by certain
keywords and the syntax is defined by the RAPID
programming language. The RAPID programming
language contains the instructions allowing the
application to perform robot motions, to set the
outputs and/or to read the inputs. It also contains the
instructions serving for decision making, repeating the
instructions, creating the program structure and
communication with system operator. The commands
contain a series of connected arguments, which define
what should be performed within a certain instruction.
Mechanical design of the „support Z“
The additional axis „support Z“ (Fig. 8) serves for
realization of welding motions in Z axis and
positioning of electron gun in the space of vacuum
chamber. It ensures the correct position and directing
the gun towards welding zone.
Main technical parameters of Z support:
Overall equipment weight is 3500 kg.
Carrying capacity of positioning mechanism
of Z support platform is 650 kg.
The upstroke of robot platform is 3560 mm.
Nominal speed of robot platform upstroke is
50 mm/s
Rotary positioner with additional rotary nests
Rotary positioner is situated in vacuum welding
chamber (Fig. 9). It is designed for the work in high
vacuum and destined for positioning weldments with
the weight up to 100 tons. It allows fabricating the
welded joints on rotary, quasi-rotary and polyhedral
weldments in PA and PC positions with weld joint
thickness up to 100 mm. The base of central rotary
positioner is rigidly fixed in the bottom part of
vacuum welding chamber.
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Fig.8. Design of „Z support“
Legend: nosný stĺp – carrying column, domec pohybovej
matice – motion nut housing, plošina robota – robot
platform, domazávanie pohybovej matice – lubrication of
motion nut, lineárne vedenie plošiny – linear guide of the
platform, pohybová skrutka – motion screw, spodný domec
pohybovej skrutky - lower housing of motion screw,
servomotor – servo drive, prevodovka – gearbox, spojka coupling

The drive of central rotary positioner is situated in
vacuum welding chamber. Supply of servomotor and
other input-output signals are transferred through the
vacuum-tight connectors. Welding position may by
fixed by a hydraulic brake. The unloaded weight of
positioner is 20 000 kg. Maximal carrying capacity of
positioner is 100 000 kg. Rotation radius of the rotary
table is ±360° and the range of revolutions is 0.025 ÷
0.3 rev/min. Diameter of rotary table is ø 5000 mm
and positioner height is 895 mm.

Fig.9. Design of rotary positioner with additional rotary
nests

The main positioner contains 12 small rotary
positioners. These are integrated in the turntable of
positioner and are provided with own drive system
situated in the vacuum chamber. Their main function
is to reduce multiplicity of pumping
of vacuum
chamber and thus increase the effectivity of welding.
Integration of the small rotary positioners allows
welding up to 12 weldments with up to 500 kg weight
on one pumping cycle of vacuum chamber. The axes
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of the small rotary positioners are arranged on the
turntable of the main positioner at concentric circle
with diameter ø 4150 mm with 30°spacing and their
rotational plane lies under the surface of upper plane
of turntable
Pumping systems of vacuum welding chamber
and electron gun
Design of set-up of pumping aggregates for
vacuum chamber takes into account the requirement
that the pumping time of vacuum chamber to 5.10-2
Pa working pressure would not be longer than 120
minutes. Each designed set-up of pumping aggregates
was verified by the calculation program by Pfeiffer
Vacuum Company. The set-up consisting of a
pumping stand type WS 5800 WW2U for rough
vacuum, 2 x diffusion vacuum pumps type DIF 631
with adequate forvacuum pumps for a high vacuum
and a cryosystem type POLYCOLD(- 130°C) with a
vapor trap with 2.2 m2 surface area was assessed by
this program as sufficient. The calculation was carried
out at the following boundary conditions: chamber
volume 355 m3, inner surface of the chamber 875 m2,
leakage of vacuum chamber - 1 mbar.l/s, average
desorption rate in the surface - 1 x 10-6 mbar.l/s.cm2,
working medium – air and the diameter of exhaust
piping Ø 250 with 3 m length. The results of
calculation are shown in Fig. 10.

electrostatic part at the level 5.10-4 – 1.10-5 Pa.
Electron gun is provided with a closing valve behind
the electrostatic part, which allows a correct and safe
operation of the gun at its location in vacuum chamber
in the mode of vented chamber and also in the mode
of gun evacuation. In this configuration, the
forvacuum of turbo-molecular vacuum pump creates
vacuum in the welding chamber. Measuring vacuum
in the chamber and electron gun is ensured by an
adapted vacuum gauge type MAXI GAUGE which is
destined for the work in high vacuum. Entire
electronics for power supply, control and
measurement is situated outside of the vacuum
chamber and is connected with the devices inside the
chamber using cables through vacuum-tight
connectors.

Technological capabilities
The presented concept allows standard fabrication
of welded joints in PA, PC, PG and PF positions.
However, if necessary any potentially needed
configuration of weldment position related to electron
beam may be realized with application of 9-axes
flexible positioning system.
Electrostatic system of the electron gun is
provided with two configurations of electron optics.
One for fabrication of slender welds with welding
depth up to 20 mm and other optical system for
welding thicknesses up to 100 mm on austenitic
steels. (Fig. 11).

Fig.10. Time course of vacuum chamber evacuation

The results of theoretical calculation determined
the time of chamber evacuation to required pressure to
90 minutes. The actual pumping time did not exceed
85 minutes, what proves excellent agreement with the
calculated result. Cooling of vacuum aggregates is
ensured via an independent cooling system with an
enclosed cooling circuit.
Evacuation of electron gun was realized with the
following set-up: Turbo-molecular vacuum pump type
HiPace 700 with power source type TPS 400 and
angle valve type EVC 110M. Evacuation system of
electron gun ensures the working pressure in its
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Fig.11. Micrograph of the 100 mm thick weld on
austenic steel

The equipment at the same time allows recording
the time course of 8 selected parameters of the
technological process, for example accelerating
voltage Uz, welding current Iz, welding speed vz,
focusing current If, etc. Sampling period of the record
may be set within the range from 0.1 ms up to several
seconds. The record is saved to database. Software
solution enables editing the record in graphical or in
numerical form. Presented concept allows operation of
the EBW machine in three basic modes:
1) Mode of technological optimization. In this
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

mode, the manual optimizing module may be
activated, which allows to alter continually three
process parameters in the course of optimizing.
2) Routine welding mode. This is realized in
accordance with the appropriate WPS.
3) The mode of welded joint repair. Review the
record of the welding process parameters will allow
determine the location of potential defects in the weld
joint.
Conclusions
Presented concept of electron beam welding
equipment, destined for welding demanding parts in
nuclear power industry and general engineering is new
and innovative in many aspects. The realized
applications have proved the initial design
assumptions. Starting experiments with the new
equipment allowed fabricating the welded joint on
some nuclear power industry components in
acceptable quality and with high effectivity. For
example in case of welding containers made of
austenitic steel the welding time was reduced to one
tenth, when compared to previous welding methods,
whereas the distortions from welding were even 5
times lower, when compared to initial values. Also
reproducible quality of welded joints without any
inhomogeneities in the welds was achieved. Welding
experiments with rotary symmetrical rings with 90
mm wall thickness, realized in PC positions have
proved possibility to fabricate the weld in one pass
without need of ledge formation. The main advantage
of the presented concept consists first of all in a
flexible manipulation system for weldment and
electron gun positioning utilizing nine fully controlled
motion axes and manipulating robot adapted for the
work in high vacuum.
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EBW application for the manufacture of HEBT dipole vacuum
chambers, FAIR
Aleksei M. Medvedev, Alexey M. Semenov, Yuri I. Semenov,
Alexandr A. Starostenko, Mikhail M. Sizov, Aleksandr S. Tcyganov
BINP (Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, Novosibirsk, Russia) have successfully used the
electron beam welding for manufacturing of vacuum chambers for a long time. The EBW facility
provides the maximum seam length of 2 meters, which are achieved by using several independent
launches with beam’s power up to 60 kW. Currently Budker Institute manufactures the dipole vacuum
chambers for HEBT, FAIR (Germany). The dipole chambers consist of two longitudinally EBW Ushaped stainless steel profiles with the wall thickness of 6 mm or 4 mm. To eliminate the virtual leak,
the welds will have the full penetration. At present time, the facility is being updated so that the
maximum seam of 2 meters would be achieved with one single launch.
Приложение на електроннолъчево заваряване за изработка на двуполюсни вакуумни
камери HEBT, FAIR (Алексей М. Медведев. Алексей М. Семенов, Юри И. Семенов,
Александър А.Старостенко, Михаил М. Сизов, Александър С. Цуганов). БИЯФ (Будкер
институт за ядрена физика, Новосибирск, Русия) от дълго време успешно използва
електроннолъчевото заваряване за изграждане на вакуумни камери. Съоръженията за
електроннолъчево заваряване позволяват получаването на шев с максимална дължина от 2
метра, който е постигнат чрез използването на няколко независими пускания на лъч с
мощност до 60 kW. В момента Будкер института изработва за HEBT FAIR (Германия)
двуполюсна вакуум камера. Въпросната камера е изградена от два надлъжно
електроннолъчево заварени У-образни профила от неръждаема стомана с дебелина на
стената 6 мм или 4 мм. Използвано е пълно проникване на заварката, за да се избегнат
течове. В момента протича обновяване на съоръжението, така че тази максимална дължина
на заваръчният шев от 2 метра да се постига с едно единствено пускане на лъча.

Introduction
Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research (FAIR) is
an unique international accelerator complex which
will use antiprotons and ions to perform research in
different fields of particle physics. The FAIR
accelerator complex consists of two superconducting
synchrotrons, a high energy beam transport system
(HEBT) with a total length of about 2.4 km and four
storage rings. For each of the subsystems different
vacuum requirements have to be fulfilled. The
vacuum system for HEBT consist of a combination of
cryogenic and room temperature sections, a vacuum
pressure of 10-8 mbar is sufficient, and they need no
additional bakeout.
On January of 2013 year BINP got a contract with
FAIR to make dipole vacuum chambers for HEBT
line Batch 1. These chambers must fit specific criteria
(e.g. have rectangular aperture) so they need a custom
manufacturing. The dipole chamber is made of U148

shape profiles with longitudinal seam. Since chambers
will be placed between magnets, its magnetic
permeability must be less than 1.005. TIG welding
influences on magnetic permeability of material so it
is not acceptable. Electron beam welding (EBW)
doesn’t have this disadvantage.
Description of vacuum chambers
HEBT line Batch 1 have two variants of dipole
chambers: bended and branching chambers.
Bended HEBT chambers consist of two or four
4mm U-shaped stainless steel 1.4429 profiles and two
CF160 flanges which are welded longitudinally by
EBW. Long variant of the chamber (with four Ushaped profiles) is welded transversally. The aperture
of chambers is a rectangle with size 120 x 60 mm or
110 x 67 mm. The radius of bended chambers varies
in range from 3.33° to 15°. Bending is being
performed on chambers with water inside (under
pressure of 40 ÷ 60 bar) to prevent chamber
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deformation. After bending procedure the hall probe
groove is milled. The bended chamber with fixation to
magnet is shown on Figure 1.

Fig. 1. The bended chamber with fixation to magnet

Branching chambers consist of branching parts
made of U-shaped stainless steel (quality 1.4429 or
1.4435 or 1.4404) profiles welded longitudinally with
EBW; one part with variable cross-section made of 6
mm stainless steel (quality 1.4429) profiles; one
transition flange, and three CF160 flanges. Part with
variable cross-section consists of two symmetrical
parts welded longitudinally with EBW. Transition
flange is made of 50 mm stainless steel 1.4429
quality. The hall probe groove is milled. The aperture
of branching parts is a rectangle of 110 x 67 mm. The
branching chamber with holders for fixation to magnet
is presented on Figure 2.

Fig. 2. The branching chamber with holders for
fixation to magnet
All chambers are undergone the following cleaning
for removal of mechanical and chemical
contaminations and outgassing rate reduction:
1) Ultrasonic cleaning in alkaline detergent (pH =
9.7) at 60°C for 15 – 20 minutes.
2) Immediate rinsing with technical water jet.
3) Immediate rinsing in demineralised water by
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immersion during 1 – 2 minutes (with ultrasonic
agitation).
4) Immediate rinsing in demineralised water jet.
5) Drying with clean (oil and moisture free)
compressed air or nitrogen.
Covering of CF flanges with aluminium foil and
sealing with cleaned PE cap.
Electron beam welding facility
Budker Institute has an electron beam welding
facility. Its primary goal is to weld various
constructions for customers as well it is used in
fundamental studies of charged particle physics. The
facility consist of cylindrical vacuum chamber 3.5 m
length and 0.98 m diameter, vacuum system, electron
gun and coordinate table.
Vacuum system contains of two-stage forevacuum
pump (Pfeiffer Vacuum, “DUO 65”) and two
turbomolecular pumps (Pfeiffer Vacuum, “HiPace
1500U”). Electron gun has additional turbomolecular
pump (Pfeiffer Vacuum, “HiPace 80”). The time of
pumping is about 20 minutes. Duration of chamber
open procedure after the welding is approximately 5
minutes.
The electron gun generates an electron beam and
transmits it to welding sample. The emitter of
electrons is directly heated tantalum cathode. The
acceleration voltage is adjustable. Maximum voltage
is 60 kV. The beam current (at 60 kV) may reach 750
mA. The electron gun was developed in BINP [1].
The gun is fixedly mounted on the facility. The
details moving system contains two linear moving
modules forming Cartesian coordinate system. The
size of the achievable area is 1970 x 300 mm.
Pre-welding settings proceed with visual control
and system of reflected electrons. The welding
process is running in automatic mode.
Setup for vacuum tests
Figure 3 shows a setup for measurement of thermal
outgassing rate. The pumping down exists series of
turbomolecular pump (TMP) and turbomolecular
station. The turbomolecular station consists of
turbomolecular pump and oil-free scroll pump (MP).
The total pumping speed of pumps through all-metal
angle valve DN40 is about 10 l/s in nitrogen
equivalent. The bypass is required for two tasks:
reduction of total speed down to 0.5 l/s (in nitrogen
equivalent) and pump down of residual gas analyzer
(RGA) during dry nitrogen venting.
The combination gauge (Pirani + cold cathode
gauges) measures forevacuum. The penning gauges
(PG1 or PG2) are used for the measurement of
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Fig.3. The setup for vacuum tests (PG1, PG2 – penning gauges, RGA – residual gas analyzer, TMP – turbomolecular pump, MP – mechanical oil-free pump, LD – leak detector (sensitivity better than 1E-10 l*mbar/s), He
leak – stable, known He leak)

pressure in vacuum system and outgassing rate.
Residual gas analyzer receives and records the
spectrums of vacuum system.
The chambers are joining to vacuum system
through all-metal angle valve DN40. Leak detector
and turbomolecular station are connected through
viton angle valves DN25. The nitrogen venting and
external helium leak are connected through all-metal
angle valves DN16.
Vacuum tests
The vacuum tests are carried out after 24 hours of
continuous pumping down. The pressure is less than
10-6 mbar measured by combination gauge.
a) Leak test
The leak test is fulfilled with using a standard leak
detector with internal or external calibration leaks.
Before leak test, need to calibrate the leak detector.
Minimum detectable leak of leak detector (L):
Max.background − Min.background mbar ⋅ l
L = 2⋅
,
Sensitivity
s

where Max.background and Min.background are
maximum and minimum of leak detector background,
correspondingly, mbar·l/s;

Sensitivity =
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X 2 − Aver.background mbar ⋅ l / s
,
Qc
mbar ⋅ l / s

Qc – known leak value, mbar·l/s; X2 – measurement
of known helium leak-by-leak detector, mbar·l/s;
Aver.background
–
mean
value
between
Max.background and Min.background, mbar·l/s.
After calibration of leak detector the chamber to be
tested is be enclosed with a PE pocked and filled with
He for 10 minutes. The leak level is defined as:

Qm =

X p − Aver.background
Sensitivity

, mbar ⋅ l / s

where Xp – measuring maximum of leak detector
signal during leak test, mbar·l/s
b) Spectrum of residual gases and measurement of
outgassing rate
Measurements have to be done after pressure
stabilization (from 10 to 30 minutes after a valve
opening/closing). Measurements of outgassing rate is
defined as:

q=

( P( PG1) on − P( PG1) off )
A

⋅ C , mbar ⋅ l /(s ⋅ cm 2 )

where P(PG1)on & P(PG1)off – measured pressure
by penning gauge at opened and closed correspondent
tested chamber, mbar; C – molecular conductivity to
TMP, l/s; A – internal surface area of tested chamber,
cm2.
The outgassing rate was measured from 5·10-11 to
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

Fig. 4. Spectrum of test vacuum system with a testing chamber.

Fig. 5. Spectrum of test vacuum system without a testing chamber

8·10-11 mbar·l/(s·cm2) for different HEBT chamber
prototypes.
For residual gases spectrum exist the following
criteria:
• all mass peaks between 18 amu and 46 amu
(except peak 28, 32 and 44) shall be 100 times
less than the sum of all peaks;
• all mass peaks higher than 46 amu shall be 1000
times less than sum of peaks of masses 2, 18, 28
and 44 amu.
Fig. 4 and 5 show spectrums of test vacuum
system with and without a testing chamber,
correspondingly.
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Conclusions
For all longitudinal seams was fulfilled X-ray
analysis according to ISO 5817 (class B). The results
of vacuum tests and X-ray analyses confirm
qualitative of longitudinal seams performed at Budker
Institute using EBW. The first prototype of branching
chamber was delivered at FAIR and placed into dipole
magnet. Two prototypes are waited for one's turn. 3D
models and 2D drawings approval for serial chambers
are completed.
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Multi-element cylindrical electron gun systems for focusing and
controlling electron beam
Mevlut Dogan
The electron gun plays an important role in atomic, molecular, plasma, thin film, lithography
and surface physics. Different types of electron gun have been designed for producing different
electron beam energies. Cylindrical lenses are used to control electron beams with various energy and
directions in several fields. It is well known that a two/three element lens systems cannot keep the
image position constant especially in small electron energies. For that reason, it is necessary to add
further lens elements to the gun system.
Details of the properties several types of lens systems can be found in the literature. Although
multi-element lenses are expected to be more flexible and allow controlling of many independent lens
parameters. A variety of electron gun designs have been used to create well-defined electron beams
with varying degrees of success and satisfaction. In this study, we could present the modeling and
construction of a multi-element electron gun system for electron impact studies in intermediate energy
levels.
Много-елементни системи с цилиндрични електронни пушки за фокусиране и
контрол на електронния лъч (Мевлут Доган). Електронната пушка играе важна роля в
атомната, молекулната, плазмената физика, физиката на тънките слоеве и литографията.
Различни видове електронни пушки са били проектирани за получаване на електронни лъчи с
различни енергии. Цилиндрични лещи се използват за управлението на електронни лъчи с
различна енергия и направления в няколко области. Добре известно е, че система лещи с два /
три елемента не може да запази позицията на образа постоянна, особено при малките
електронни енергии. Поради тази причина е необходимо да се добавят допълнителни
елементи на лещите към системата на пушката.
Детайли от свойствата на няколко вида системи лещи могат да бъдат намерени в
литературата. Многоелементните лещи се очаква да бъдат по-гъвкави и позволяват
контролирането на много независими параметри. Разнообразие от дизайни на електронни
пушки са били използвани за създаване на добре дефинирани електронни лъчи с различна
степен на успех и удовлетворение. В това проучване, ние може да представим моделирането
и изграждане на мулти-елементна система на електронна пушка за изследвания на влиянието
на електроните при междинни нива на енергия.

Introduction
The electron gun plays an important role in atomic,
molecular, plasma, thin film, lithography and surface
physics. Different types of electron gun have been
designed for producing different electron beam
energies. Cylindrical lenses are used to control
electron beams with various energy and directions in
several fields. It is well known that a two/three
element lens systems cannot keep the image position
constant especially in small electron energies. For that
reason, it is necessary to add further lens elements to
the gun system.
Details of the properties several types of lens
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systems can be found in the literature. Although multielement lenses are expected to be more flexible and
allow controlling of many independent lens
parameters. A variety of electron gun designs have
been used to create well-defined electron beams with
varying degrees of success and satisfaction. In this
study, we could present the modeling and construction
of a multi-element electron gun system for electron
impact studies in intermediate energy levels.
Multi-element cylindrical electron gun system
In the electron collision experiments, a wellfocused primary beam of electrons must be supplied
by a high current electron gun (≤ 10-5A), stable long
153

period of time and accurately directed through the
centre of the gas beam. The electron spectrometer
consists of an electron gun, two hemispherical
analyzers and Faraday cup in e-COL laboratory,
Turkey (Fig. 1). All these components are housed in a
vacuum chamber and the base pressure of the chamber
is ≈ 8.10-8 mbar. The spectrometer is kept in the
vacuum chamber with µ-metal shielding that reduces
the surrounded magnetic fields in addition to
Helmholtz coils [1]. In coplanar asymmetric
geometry; incident, scattered and ejected electrons are
detected in the same plane.

Fig. 1. A photo of one of the electron spectrometer in eCOL Lab in Turkey.

Fig. 2. A photo of the interaction region in the experimental
system.

The electron gun was based on a monochromator.
An indirectly heated cathode is used in preference, as
the energy resolution of the electron beam produced is
much better but generally a directly heated cathode is
preferred for proper collision experiments [2]. The
gun lens system consists of a series of cylindrical
elements, quadrupole deflector and apertures and is
shown in fig. 3 [3-7]. Molybdenum is used for the
apertures because of its low uniform surface potential
and reduced secondary emissions.
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Fig. 3. 3D-AutoCAD view of the electron gun used in the
electron trajectories simulations.

All lens elements of the electron gun were made
from dural (aluminium) and were supported on glass
rods and positioned with leaf springs. The whole
assembly was housed in an earthed aluminum box. All
internal surfaces of the lens elements facing the
electron beam were sooted. The sooting reduces the
reflection and secondary emission coefficients for low
energy electrons impinging on the surface.
The filament is activated by slowly increasing the
current, over a period of a few hours; up to the
working voltage ~7 V. A reliable filament can operate
satisfactorily over a period of a few months.
The electrostatic focusing of the electron beam is
achieved by applying suitable voltages to the series of
lens elements. The filament is housed in the first lens
element, E0, and both this element and the outer case
of the filament are held at a negative potential so that
the emitted electrons are accelerated towards the
anode E1. Since the final element E7 is held at ground
potential, the voltage applied to the element E0
determines the energy of the electron beam. When the
cathode produces electrons, they will go in different
directions. An aperture A1 is located between E0 and
E1 as the first stage in producing a well-directed beam.
A set of X, Y deflector plates are housed in the
element E1, and these allow the beam to be steered
horizontally or vertically to correct for any
misalignment of the filament or for the effect of stray
magnetic fields on the electron beam.
The basic arrangement of the electron gun
cylindrical electrostatic lens system is that described
by Ulu et al [8]. The gun consists of two identical
three-element lenses arranged so that the second focal
point of the first lens and the first focal point of the
second lens coincide. The lens elements and electrical
connections are shown in fig. 3.
The optical properties of a multi-element lens have
been analyzed in our previous works [3-6]. In the
original gun, designed as the input stage of a
monochromator, elements E5 and E6 were not present.
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Element E5 permits an extra degree of freedom, which
allows an image of a fixed object to be kept constant
in space while the energy is varied. The addition of
element E6 improved the performance of the gun at
lower electron energies [8].
The focusing was achieved electrostatically by
varying the voltages applied to each of the elements.
The quality of the focusing was monitored using a
Faraday cup. The properly aligned electron gun
delivers up to 10 µA of well-focused Faraday cup
current. The electron beam diameter is 2 mm. Of most
significance for a crossed beam experimental
geometry is the ability of the electron gun to deliver
its well-focused beam through the center of the gas jet
(fig. 2).
Conclusions
The results reported in this study will present data
for developing design, simulation and construction of
electron gun for getting better electron beams.
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SURIYA electron beam program of Thailand Center of
Excellence in Physics
Chitrlada Thongbai, Sakhorn Suphakul, Jatuporn Saisut, Liangdeng Yu,
Thiraphat Vilaithong
The Thailand Center of Excellence in Physics is an organization under the Ministry of Education
aiming at promoting physics research in local Thai universities. Particle beam and plasma physics is
one of the emphatic fields to support. The SURIYA electron beam program has been one of the
objectives supported. The SURIYA electron beam facility installed in Chiang Mai University has been
developed for more than a decade to produce femtosecond electron bunches and THz radiation. The
10-m-long facility consists of a radio-frequency (RF) electron gun, an alpha magnet, a 20-MeV linac,
9 quadrupole magnets, 3 transition and parametric X-ray radiation experimental stations, and a
dipole magnet, etc. The RF gun working with a frequency of 2856 MHz produces electron bunches of
20-30 ps which are further compressed in the alpha magnet. The linac is of a SLAC (Stanford Linear
Accelerator Center) type. At the experimental stations, the bunches are compressed to less than 1 ps.
The femtosecond electron bunches are used to generate intense THz or far-infrared radiation in the
form of coherent radiation. Such radiation is of great interest for THz spectroscopy and THz imaging
applications. THz spectroscopy experiments, especially those on highly absorbing substances, using
coherent THz transition radiation sources and DFTS (dispersive Fourier transform spectroscopy)
techniques, have been conducted. It is possible to extend the spectral range further by using shorter
electron bunches. The paper provides details of the SURIYA facility, techniques, applications in THz
imaging and recent new development in equipment upgrading and exploring linac-based Infrared
Free-electron Laser (IR-FEL) technology.
Програмата за електроннолъчеви технологии на SURIYA на тайландския Център за
високи постижения във физиката (Ч. Тонгбей, С. Суфакул, Дж. Сейсут, Л. Ю, Т.
Вилатонг). В Тайланд Центърът за високи постижения във физиката е организация, в
рамките на Министерството на образованието, насочена към насърчаване на физическите
изследвания в местни тайландски университети. Физиката на снопове от ускорени частици и
физиката на плазмата е една от категорично подкрепяните направления. Програмата за
електроннолъчеви технологии на SURIYA е една от поддържаните цели. Електроннолъчевото
съоръжение на SURIYA, инсталирано в университета Chiang Mai, е разработено за повече от
десетилетие, за да произведе фемтосекундни електронни пакети от импулси и THz радиация.
10 метровото съоръжение се състои от радиочестотна (RF) електронна пушка, алфа
магнит, 20-MeV линеен ускорител, 9 квадруполни магнити, 3 преходни и параметричен
рентгенови експериментални станции, диполен магнит и т.н. Радиочестотната електронна
пушка работи с честота от 2856 MHz произвежда електрони импулсни пакети от 20-30 ps,
които са допълнително компресирани в алфа магнит. Ускорителя е тип SLAC (Stanford Linear
Accelerator Center). На експерименталните станции, импулсните пакети са компресирани до
по-малко от 1 ps. Фемтосекундните електронни импулсни пакети са използвани за генериране
на интензивна THz радиация или кохерентна радиация далечната инфрачервена област.
Такава радиация е от голям интерес за THz спектроскопия и THz образни приложения.
Провеждат се THz спектроскопски експерименти, особено тези на силно абсорбиращи
вещества, използващи съгласувани THz преходни радиационни източници и техники за
спектроскопия, базирани на дисперсно преобразуване на Фурие (DFTS). Възможно е да се
разшири допълнително спектралния диапазон с помощта на по-къси електронни пакети от
импулси. Статията дава подробности за съоръжението SURIYA, техники, приложения за
THz изображения и скорошно ново строителство за модернизация на оборудването и
проучване на базирана на линейни ускорители инфрачервена със свободни електрони лазерна
технология (IR-FEL - Infrared Free-electron Laser).
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Introduction
Thailand started electron linear accelerator
technology about three decades ago. But, at that time,
almost all facilities were installed in hospitals for
medical therapy and sterilization. About 1.5 decades
ago, electron linear accelerators were developed for
physics research and industrial applications. One of
these accelerator projects was named as SURIYA,
which in Thai means the sun or God of light, actually
following the electron linear accelerator facility’s
name, SUNSHINE, at Stanford University, USA, as
the SUNSHINE facility was decommissioned in 2002
and many parts of it were then transferred to Chiang
Mai University (CMU), Thailand. Since development
of high-brightness electron beams has been a key and
critical issue in the success of most electron
accelerator projects, the SURIYA facility was in fact
designed to reach even shorter electron bunches of 50
femtosecond (fs) than that of 120 fs of the
SUNSHINE facility at Stanford. Production of such
short femtosecond electron pulses can provide many
opportunities for research tools which are not
available elsewhere. Work on extremely fast processes
like chemical reactions occurring at sub-picosecond
timescales can open up new and exciting ways to
study the dynamics of materials in physics, chemistry
and biology. Some possible applications which can be
pursued at SURIYA may include generation of low
energy electron pulses for direct application,
production of coherent, high intensity far infrared
radiation, and generation of femtosecond X-ray pulses
for various materials characterizations. Femtosecond
electron pulses at low energies of a few MeV were
applied by the Nobel laureate A. Zeweil to study the
dynamics of chemical transitions [1]. At the SURIYA
facility such femtosecond electron pulses can be
produced at much higher intensity. It will be possible
not only to reproduce such experiments, but also to
expand on its capabilities. Production of coherent,
high intensity far infrared radiation allows the probing
of chemical and biological samples in dilute watery
solutions which is not possible otherwise. The
effectiveness of this radiation together with Dispersive
Fourier Transform Spectroscopy to study, for
example, Hydrogen-Bond-Stretching-Modes in DNA
was demonstrated [2]. Low-frequency vibrations play
important roles in biological functions. Such
vibrations are biologically important since they
involve motions of large groups of atoms relative to
each other. These motions can be important for
conformational transitions associated with biological
functions, such as the local "melting" (i.e. the
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

separation of the two strands of DNA) of the DNA
double helix during transcription and the transport of
molecules and ions through the cellular membrane by
membrane transport proteins. The SURIYA facility
can be the only radiation source intense enough to
study such dynamics in the country. Femtosecond Xray pulses are of great importance for chemistry and
biology [3, 4] because atomic reactions occur at
timescales of less than a picosecond. Femtosecond Xray pulses are required to probe the dynamic of
chemical and biological processes. When an electron
passes through a crystal, hard X-ray radiation is
produced by the Smith-Purcell process. The duration
of such X-ray pulses is the same as that of the
femtosecond electron pulses.
Since the SURIYA project was launched as a
national program, it has been vigorously and steadily
developed for femto science and technology in the
country. The Thailand Center of Excellence in Physics
(ThEP Center) is an organization under the Ministry
of Education aiming at promoting high-quality
physics research in local Thai universities. Particle
beam and plasma physics is one of the emphatic fields
to support. The SURIYA electron beam program has
been one of the objectives under significant supports
and concerns. Some of the researchers and
administrators of ThEP Center have also been
participating in the management and research work of
the SURIYA program.
Facility Development
Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of the SURIYA
facility at Chiang Mai University. The near 10-m-long
facility consists of a radio-frequency (RF) electron
gun, an alpha magnet, a 20-MeV linac, 9 quadrupole
magnets, 3 transition and parametric X-ray radiation
experimental stations, and a dipole magnet, etc. The
system is featured for bunch generation and
compression [5] with using a specially designed
radiofrequency (RF) gun [6]. RF guns have been
widely used in many applications due to their high
accelerating field in the order of MV/m and high
quality output beams. Rapid acceleration of electrons
in the RF cavity results in the appreciable reduction of
emittance growth from the space charge forces [7].
The RF-guns also have an advantage over
conventional electrostatic DC guns owing to their
production of relativistic electron bunches of higher
current without needs of additional extensive buncher
system. This leads to a compact and economical
structure to produce high brightness electron beams
with MeV kinetic energies. Due to being simple,
compact, and economical, thermionic RF-guns are
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normally used as electron injectors for infrared freeelectron lasers (IR FELs) [8 - 11], coherent THz
sources [12 - 14], and synchrotron radiation facilities
[15, 16]. For having femtosecond (fs) electron pulses,
the RF-gun and a special magnet to compress the
electron pulse from the RF-gun by a factor of about
1000 to obtain 100 fs electron pulses or shorter. The
facility uses two microwave power sources. In the RF
gun, electrons are continuously emitted with thermal
energies from a thermionic cathode and are extracted
and accelerated during an accelerating phase of the RF
field with a frequency of 2856 MHz. At first, electrons
are accelerated rapidly and reach the end of the halfcell just before the RF phase decelerates. They are
further accelerated through the full-cell to reach the
maximum kinetic energy of 2.0 –2.5 MeV at the gun
exit depending on the accelerating field gradients.
Later on, the electrons feel some decelerating fields
and gain less and less overall energy, resulting in a
well-defined correlation between energy and time.
Electron bunches of 20 – 30 ps from the RF gun are
then compressed in an alpha-magnet, where the
particle path length increases with energy. This allows
the lower energy particles, emitted later in each
bunch, to catch up with the front for effective bunch
compression. The optimized and compressed part of
the electron bunch is then filtered by using energy slits
located in the alpha-magnet vacuum chamber and is
then transported through a SLAC (Stanford Linear
Accelerator Center) type linac and a beam transport
line to experimental stations. At the experimental
stations, the bunches are compressed to less than 1 ps
[17]. The operating and beam parameters are shown in
Table 1. In formatting your A4-size paper (210 × 297
mm) with the text area 225 × 160 mm, set the margins
as given in Table 1.
Table 1
Operating and beam parameters of the SURIYA electron
beam accelerator at CMU.
Parameters
Beam energy (MeV)
Macropulse peak current (mA)
RF-pulse length (FWHM) (µs)
Repetition rate (Hz)
Beam-pulse length (µs)
Number of
microbunches/macropulse
Number of
electrons/microbunches
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RF-gun
2.2 – 3
1000
2.8
10
~2
5700

Linac
6 – 10
50 – 150
8
10
~0.8
2300

1.4 × 109

8 × 107 –
6 × 108

Terahertz (THz) Imaging
The femtosecond electron bunches are used to
generate intense THz or far-infrared radiation in the
form of coherent radiation. Such radiation is of great
interest for THz spectroscopy and THz imaging
applications [18, 19]. After acceleration, the
compressed electron bunches are used to generated
coherent transition radiation (TR) by passing through
a thin aluminum (Al) foil. The Al foil or radiator is
tilted by 45º facing the electron beam direction. The
backward
transition
radiation
is
emitted
perpendicularly to the beam axis and is transmitted
through a high-density polyethylene (HDPE). The
radiation energy of 19 µJ per macropulse or a peak
power of 24 W was measured by collecting over an
acceptance angle of 160 mrad. The available THz
radiation, measured using a Michelson interferometer
with a room-temperature pyroelectric detector, covers
wavenumbers from 5 cm−1 to around 80 cm−1 (0.15
THz – 2.4 THz). THz spectroscopy can be done easily
by measuring the power transmission or the power
reflection of a sample which is scanned using an XYtranslation stage via a Michelson interferometer and
the Fourier transformation, as well as with dispersive
Fourier transform spectroscopy (DFTS). THz
spectroscopy experiments, especially those on highly
absorbing substances, using coherent THz transition
radiation sources and DFTS techniques, have been
reported [20]. Reflection and transmission THz
imaging experiments have been conducted as
examples of THz radiation applications using our
radiation source [21]. It is possible to extend the
spectral range further by using shorter electron
bunches. A recent example is the femtosecond-based
THz imaging of hydration state in a proton exchange
membrane (PEM) fuel cell [22]. Imbalanced water
management in the PEM fuel cell significantly
reduces the cell performance and durability.
Visualization of water distribution and transport can
provide greater comprehension toward optimization of
the PEM fuel cell. The work investigated water
flooding issues that occurred in flow channels on the
cathode side of the PEM fuel cell. The sample cell
was fabricated with addition of a transparent acrylic
window allowing light access and observation of the
process of flooding formation (in situ) via a CCD
camera. We explored potential use of terahertz (THz)
imaging, consisting of femtoelectron-based THz
source and off-angle reflective-mode imaging, to
identify water presence in the sample cell. The THz
image was constructed from reflected radiation
revealing absorptive area of water presence.
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Fig. 1. SURIYA facility. Upper: photo. Lower: schematic diagram of the layout of the SURIYA electron linac and
beamline system at Chiang Mai University. Q: quadrupole magnet. CT: current monitor. SC: screen monitor. TR:
transition X-radiation experimental station. PXR: parametric X-radiation experimental station.
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beam properties, a dedicated work to develop and
optimize the injector system to drive the FEL is
particularly important. Numerical study to optimize
the longitudinal electron beam properties and some
preliminary FEL simulations were conducted [24].

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram in 3D and cut-view of the sidecoupling thermionic RF gun of the SURIYA facility.

A line-scan plot was utilized for quantitative analysis
and for defining spatial resolution of the image.
Implementing metal mesh filtering could improve
spatial resolution of the THz imaging system. The
THz imaging results were in agreement with
simulations of two hydration states (water and nonwater area).
Recent Progress
The thermionic RF-gun for generating ultra-short
electron bunches was recently optimized [23]. The
RF-gun is a π/2-mode standing wave structure, which
consists of two S-band accelerating cells and a sidecoupling cavity. The 2856 MHz RF wave is supplied
from an S-band klystron to the gun through the
waveguide input-port at the cylindrical wall of the
second cell. A fraction of the RF power is coupled
from the second cell to the first one via a sidecoupling cavity. Both the waveguide input-port and
the side-coupling cavity lead to an asymmetric
geometry of the gun. RF properties and
electromagnetic field distributions inside the RF-gun
were studied and numerically simulated by using
computer codes SUPERFISH 7.19 and CST
Microwave Studio 2012©. RF characterizations and
tunings of the RF-gun were performed to ensure the
reliability of the gun operation. The results from 3D
simulations and measurements were compared. The
influence of asymmetric field distributions inside the
RF-gun on the electron beam properties was
investigated via 3D beam dynamics simulations. A
change in the coupling-plane of the side-coupling
cavity was suggested to improve the gun performance.
A study on upgrading the SURIYA system to be
an injector system for an infrared free-electron laser
(IR FEL) is underway. The current system consists of
an S-band thermionic cathode RF-gun, a bunch
compressor in a form of alpha-magnet and a SLACtype linear accelerating structure. Since characteristics
of the emitted FEL light strongly depend on electron
160

Conclusions
The SURIYA electron beam program has been one
of the emphatic objectives of the Thailand Center of
Excellence in Physics to promote national high-level
physics research for about 1.5 decades. Installed and
developed in Chiang Mai University, the SURIYA
facility is featured with the capability of production of
femtosecond electron bunches in the energy order of
20 MeV realized from multiple electron beam
compressions and acceleration from the RF electron
gun, the alpha magnet, the linac, the beam transport
line and the experimental endstations. The system has
been developed for THz imaging applications and is
being explored for infrared free-electron laser
applications.
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Automation control of EBW installation by
SIMATIC S7-300 PLC
Elena Kolva, Volodya Dzharov, Peter Yordanov
In this work the automatic control of the vacuum and cooling systems, together with electron
beam initiation, of the located in the IE-BAS equipment for electron beam welding, evaporation and
surface modification by SIMATIC S7-300 PLC is considered. The control and management based on
the development of engineering support system using existing and proposed additional technical
means of automation is developed. Experimentally obtained are transient characteristics, which can
be used for the optimization of the indicators, which are critical for the duration of the reaching
working regime mode and stopping the operation of the installation. The automation of the available
equipment, which aims the improvement of its efficiency and the repeatability of the obtained results
as well as stabilization of the process parameters, should be integrated in an Engineering Support
System, which consists besides the operator supervision from several subsystems for equipment
control, data collection and acquisition, information analysis, system management and decision
support.
Автоматично управление на инсталация за електроннолъчево заваряване с
програмируем контролер SIMATIC S7-300 (Елена Колева, Володя Джаров, Петър
Йорданов). В тази работа е разгледано автоматичното управление с програмируем
контролер SIMATIC S7-300 на вакуумната и охлаждащата системи, заедно с инициирането
на електронен лъч, на намиращото се в ИЕ-БАН оборудване за електроннолъчево заваряване,
изпарение и повърхностна модификация. Разработени са контрол и управление, базирани на
инженерна поддържаща система с използване на налични и предложени допълнителни
технически средства за автоматизация. Получени са експериментално преходни
характеристики, които могат да се използват за оптимизирането на параметри, които са
критични за продължителността на времето за достигане до работен режим и времето за
спиране на инсталацията. Автоматизацията на наличното оборудване, което цели
повишаването на нейната ефективност и повторяемост на получените резултати, както и
стабилизирането на параметрите на процеса, трябва да бъде интегрирана в инженерна
поддържаща система, състояща се освен от наблюдение от страна на оператора и от
няколко подсистеми за контрол на оборудването, събиране и обработка на данни,
информационен анализ, системно управление и вземане на решения.

Introdiction
The electron beam has developed over the years
into a flexible and economic manufacturing tool. With
the advanced development of computer control the
number of electron beam applications has
significantly increased. For the electron beam welding
(EBW) technologies [1] new applications the EBW
plants has developed into a complex equipment
containing highly stabilized power sources and
electronic blocks, reliable and effective vacuum
system, technology chamber with precision 3D
manipulators with up to 9 degrees of freedom,
becoming truly software controlled programmed
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manufacturing tools with high efficiency and excellent
reproducibility. Technological data gathered during
the process enable quality monitoring and support
improving the testing process of the manufactured
components as well as their recording for future
analysis of the relations of the adjusted process
parameters with the quality and stability of the welds.
In this paper more in detail the automation of the
equipment control of electron beam welding
installation by programmable logical controller (PLC)
SIMATIC S7-300 is considered, which practical
realization will help the implementation of fully
integrated Engineering Support System (ESS) [2].
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Fig. 1. Control algorithm for control of EBW installation: start, stop and emergency situations. (RP – rotary pump, TMP –
turbo-molecular pump, DP – diffusion pump, SV - spooled valve, TV three-way valve)

EBW control algorithm
From system engineering point of view, the EBW
is a complex system of processes that can be
engineered to accomplish specific business and
technological objectivities. The main features of EBW
plant, which must be taken into consideration by the
ESS development are the following: vacuum level
(5*10-4 hPa); power density (2 kW/cm2) available for
welding of different materials, local superheating,
precise control of movement of the beam and the
welded samples, as well as automation of the process.
The EBW vacuum and cooling systems control
algorithm, as sequence of operations at starting and
shutting-down the EBW equipment, timing and
performance criteria, as well as the actions in two
major emergency situations - suspension of water
supply and electricity cuts are presented in Fig. 1. The
timing and performance criteria for each separate
operation, if they are available, are presented above
the corresponding block.
At starting of the EBW installation it is necessary
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

to take into account the ambient temperature, which is
a condition for the initial heating of rotary pump
(RP1) oil. If the temperature is above 20 °C, we move
to the next operation and start the RP1 on gas ballast
mode. The check for availability of electricity and
water must be carried out continuously by appropriate
technical means.
In order to improve the operation of the EBW
installation in emergency situations we recommend
building of sound and light alarms, additional aircooling for the diffusion pump and the use of
alternative supply (UPS).
Fig. 2 presents the ladder-diagrams for SIMATIC
S7-300 PLC for the star and stop operations and the
considered two emergency situations. The start
operations include continuous checking for suspension
of water supply and electricity cuts.
The control algorithm can be presented also in the
form of functional block diagrams, like the one,
shown in Fig. 3 for emergency situation 2 – stopping
the power supply.
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Fig. 3. Functional block diagram – emergrncy situation 2

a) Start operations

b) Stop operations

c) Emergency situation 1

d) Emergency situation 2
Fig.2. Ladder-diagrams for SIMATIC S7-300 PLC
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In order to avoid the damage of elements of EBW
installation the duration for the reaction to emergency
situations should be less than one minute, which is
difficult in case of manual control of operations.
The main input/output signals used for the
realization of the algorithm are:
a) input signals digital (D) or analogue (A) – DI
or AI come from:
• sensor for high pressure - AI;
• sensor for low pressure – AI;
• sensor for electricity supply – DI;
• sensor for water supply – DI;
• sensor for temperature – DI.
b) output signals – digital DO:
• start/stop of the diffusion pump;
• start/stop of the turbo-molecular
pump;
• start/stop of the rotary pump RP1;
• start/stop of the rotary pump RP1;
• start/stop of the cooling of the
diffusion pump;
• start/stop of the cooling of the turbomolecular pump;
• start/stop of the cooling of the electron
gun;
• open/close the spooled valve;
• positions of the three-way valve.
The control algorithm is realized by Siemens TIA
Portal.
Optimization and management of the time duration
of one welding cycle is associated both with optimal
management of available technical means and the
introduction of new ones with more flexible
management, with better parameters or support
functions.
The main aim of developing ESS [3] for EBW
plants is to integrate and organize the knowledge for
the EBW processes and plants and to use this
knowledge to improve the modeling and control
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capabilities, their efficiency, adaptability, flexibility
and re-configurability. The automation of the
equipment control sub-system is only a part of the
fully integrated ESS. Generally the structure of the
ESS is defined to have the following elements (subsystems): Data Collection and Acquisition (DCA),
Information Analysis (IA), Decision Support System
(DSS) and System Management (SM). They should be
integrated with the System for Equipment Control
(EC) in order to realize working ESS. Equipment
Control (EC) (automation and/or manual) is usually
designed by the EB equipment producers. It includes
sources of actual measurement of data for the state of
the EBW equipment by sensors or other measuring
devices – Monitoring agents (MoA).
Conclusions
The automation of electron beam welding
installation by programmable logical controller (PLC)
SIMATIC S7-300 is considered. This is an important
practical task for enabling the quality monitoring of
the manufactured components on the available EBW
equipment. Its practical realization will help the
development and implementation of fully integrated
Engineering Support System (ESS) for control and
management of different EB processes on the
considered installation.
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Electron beam characterizing and its relevance for production
Clemens Liebig, Jürgen Fath, Thorsten Löwer
Measurements of electron beam profiles always had an academic touch in the past. New
standards and faster image processing make the beam characterization more and more a quality tool
in production and allow transfer of beam parameters between different machines. This paper
considers the latest development on using the beam diagnostic in production.
Характеризиране на електронния лъч и неговото значение за производството
(Клеменс Лиебиг, Юрген Фатх, Торстен Льовер). Измерванията на профилите на
електронните снопове винаги са имали академично докосване в миналото. Новите стандарти
и по-бързата обработка на изображения правят характеризирането на лъча все повече и
повече инструмент на качеството за производство и позволяват прехвърляне на
параметрите между различните машини. Тази статия разглежда най-новото развитие на
използването на диагностиката на лъча в производството.

Introduction
The beam properties of EB machines in production
are influenced by many circumstances and parameters.
While operating parameters such as the accelerating
voltage , beam current , the type of cathode and
the beam generating system do not vary, other
influences may cause a drift of beam parameters and
decreasing beam quality. Such influences are
magnetic process material, inaccurately installed
cathodes and deterioration of the cathode during its
lifetime.
This influence is unveiled by the measurement for
electron beam characterization. By analyzing the
beam profile and calculating beam parameters, the
quality of the beam becomes quantifiable. In case of
differing beam parameters, measures can be taken to
adjust the beam properties and thus to avoid wasting
of expensive work pieces. Possible measures are
installation of a new cathode, maintenance and
removal of magnetic material and adjusting the
working distance.
Electron beam parameters
The measurement of a beam profile is a possibility
to reveal distortions of the beam such as misaligned or
aged cathodes and deposited magnetic material.
Missing parts in the profile and asymmetric profiles
are the result in these cases. Aside from beam profiles,
deduced beam parameters i.e. the full beam
yield
divergence angle and the focal beam size
useful conclusions about the beam quality and can be
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used for transfer of a process between EB-machines.
A plot of the beam caustic and the beam parameters is
shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Example shape of a beam caustic and the beam
parameters

For determination of the beam parameters a
definition of the beam size must be chosen. For
specification of laser beam size, a calculation using
the second order moments is well established [1]. Due
to the similar applications and for comparability
reasons, it seems obvious to use this standard for EB
characterization as well. A beam of total beam power

with the intensity distribution
2 2

has a diameter of:
.

For simplicity, only the one dimensional case is
shown here. The two dimensional description and
detailed instructions for measurement and evaluation
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are available in [1]. Here,
is the second order
moment of the intensity distribution with
1
̅

.

The center of mass coordinate ̅ calculates to
̅

∙

.

To determine
and
, beam profiles must be
measured at at least three positions along the z-axis.
Typically 10 to 20 profiles are a good compromise
between accuracy and computation time. For these
beam profiles the beam size is calculated and a
parabola fit is carried out using the diameter squared
. The minimum of the parabola represents the
beam focus with
and the divergence is the
gradient of the asymptote to
off the focus.
From the minimum beam diameter and the beam
divergence, the beam parameter product calculates to
∙
.
4
It is a conserved quantity for linear optics
according to Liouville’s theorem. Thus, by adjusting
the working distance and simultaneously focusing on
the surface of the work piece, the focal beam size on
the surface can be chosen. By using a smaller working
distance, the divergence is increased and a smaller
spot size results. Adjusting the working distance can
be exploited to reproduce the spot size on the surface
if a process is to be transferred to a different machine.

Fig. 2. Schematics of the beam profile measurement. The
beam part transmitted through a small aperture is recorded
together with the beam’s position to obtain a beam profile

Beam profile measurement
In the case of the pro-beam sensor, to obtain twodimensional arrays representing the beam profile, a
fast scan over a small aperture is carried out using
deflecting magnets in x- and y-direction. The
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

transmitted current is collected by a Faraday cup. By
measuring the voltage while discharging and
assigning it to the field of the deflecting magnets, an
image of the beam profile can be built. The principle
of the beam profile measurement is shown in Fig. 2.
For accuracy reasons, the aperture must be sufficiently
smaller than the size of the beam because a
convolution of the beam profile and the aperture is
recorded. A drawing of the sensor is shown in Fig. 3.
Normally a 150 µm aperture made of molybdenum is
used. Anyway, a correction of the convolution is
reasonable. Additionally fast deflecting magnets and a
thermally robust design of the sensor are required to
allow measurements at 10 kW or higher beam power.
The procedure is also described in [2].

Fig. 3. Drawing of the pro-beam sensor. The signal form
the isolated Faraday cup inside is passed through the
grounded case for evaluation

For beam characterization, beam profiles at
different z-positions are required. Instead of moving
the sensor, the magnetic lens current is scanned. This
is a simple and fast alternative to moving the sensor
and yields accurate results for a sufficiently high
working distance.
Capturing of one beam profile takes less than 1 s
with a reasonable image size and resolution. The
algorithm developed at pro-beam for the beam
parameter measurement saves the desired number of
profiles and does the necessary calculations
automatically. This includes background subtraction,
the parabolic fit and presentation of the resulting beam
profiles and parameters. Calculation time on modern
computers is sufficiently low to carry out the full
measurement program in less than five minutes.
Hence, the time needed for use of this diagnostics tool
is determined mainly by the time for connecting the
sensor and evacuation of the vacuum chamber.
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Alternative sensor designs and algorithms for beam
profile evaluation have been developed in the past. An
example is explained in [3].
Fig. 4 shows the result screen presenting data to
the user after the beam profile measurement. Beam
profiles around the focal spot can be seen on the left
side of the screen. The caustic together with the most
essential deduced parameters can be seen on the right.
Additionally to the beam characterization, 3DFEM-simulations have been carried out for some
electron gun setups. A comparison of the resulting
beam parameter product is shown in Fig. 5. The
measured BPP is around 20% higher than the
simulation data for the peak used beam power. This
can be due to misalignment. A correction of the beam
profile convolution with the circular shaped sensor
aperture of 150µm diameter is included.

Application in production
For series production using EB welding, it is
desirable to reproduce a certain shape of the weld
seam which is approved and guaranties high quality.
The shape of the weld seam i.e. its depth and width
strongly depend on the surface spot size. Deeper
welds may also be influenced by the divergence angle
but the achievable focal beam size
is essential.
However
is determined by the beam parameter
product which in turn does not change after generation
of the beam i.e. after passing the anode. Using a
different gun while operation parameters such as beam
power, working distance, focal offset etc. are held
constant can lead to a totally different seam depth and
changed shape. An example is shown in Fig. 6. Two
different beam generators have been used for sample
welds at identical accelerating voltage. The right side
weld is 20% deeper and significantly narrower. If a
production process is to be transferred to a new EBmachine, a measurement of the beam parameters on
both machines can yield valuable information of how
to choose the correct working distance. For most EBwelding machines which possess only one magnetic
lens this is the only parameter which allows an
adaption of the beam focus size on the work piece.

Fig. 4. Result screen of the measurement program showing
a series of beam profiles and deduced data.
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Fig. 5. Measured beam parameter product depending on
the beam current and calculated BPP from 3D-FEMsimulations. Aside from the beam power, the achievable
BPP depends on the gun geometry, the accelerating
voltage, cathode age and alignment and many further
parameters. A correction of the beam profile convolution is
included
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Fig. 6. Cross section of two EB welds with 3 kW beam
power and different surface spot size

This follows directly form the beam parameter
product being a conserved quantity and its definition.
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Fig. 7. Example beam profiles 30 mm in front of and behind
the focal spot for a 2 kW beam of 24 mrad full divergence
angle

Fig. 8. Surface of a used cathode providing a lower quality
beam

Verification of beam quality after maintenance,
cathode change and generally before welding of
expensive parts is a second application for beam
characterization in production. Arcs and bombardment
with ionized process gas contribute to deterioration of
the cathode surface. Beam profiles as shown in Fig. 7
for the used cathode in Fig. 8 are a possible result and
affect beam parameters as well.
Aside from these applications in production,
electron beam characterization is a powerful tool in
research. It allows investigations on how the beam
properties must be chosen to achieve optimum
processing results.
Conclusions
Beam profile measurement will be used
increasingly for beam quality verification in
acceptance tests for new guns and before and after
maintenance of the machines operated for job order
production.
The possibility of transferring a process easily to
another machine offers higher flexibility and saves
time formerly needed for process adjustment.
Achievements that have been made are the fast and
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

automatic execution and excellent resolution due to
the small aperture diameter. Additionally, using the
second order moment as beam size definition offers
high sensitivity to changes of the beam profile while
the pro beam’s elaborate algorithms for treatment of
noise and static background guarantee low systematic
errors.
Remaining challenges are operation of the beam
profile measurement on older machines or machines
not operated with a pro-beam gun and control system.
Therefore, the development of a standalone beam
profile measurement system is planned. It is going to
include a CNC, PC and function generator and hence
only requires connectivity to the magnet power
supplies and a feed through for the sensor signal.
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Development of a novel device and analysis method for
characterising electron beams for welding applications
Aman Kaur, Colin Ribton, Wamadeva Balachandran
The quality of electron beam welds depends upon a number of parameters like
accelerating voltage, beam current, focus settings, vacuum level, working distance and
welding speed. Even if these parameters are tightly controlled, there can be variations in
the beam that can affect the quality of the welds, due to changes in cathode and electrode
geometry and cathode emission. To ensure the quality of the beam prior to carrying out
the welds, a probe device has been developed using the slit-probing method. This paper
describes the design of the probe and signal processing of the acquired signals. The novel
design of the probe facilitates the alignment of the probe in the vacuum chamber and its
verification using the acquired signals. The acquired signals are also processed to
characterise the electron beam to indicate the quality of the welds. The sensitivity of the
analysis method has been enhanced by the use of wavelet decomposition and features
vectors. Trials have been carried out focussed on aero engine manufacture to verify that
it is possible to detect changes in the electron beam characteristics before they cause
weld defects.
Разработване на ново устройство и метод на анализ за характеризиране
електронни снопове за приложения за заваряване (Аман Каур, Колин Рибтон,
Вамадева Балачандран). Качеството на електроннолъчевите заварки зависи от
редица параметри като ускоряващото напрежение, тока на снопа, настройките
на фокуса, нивото на вакуума, работното разстояние и скоростта на заваряване.
Дори ако тези параметри са строго контролирани, може да има вариации в лъча,
които могат да повлияят на качеството на заваръчните шевове, поради промени
в катодната геометрия и емисията на катода. За да се гарантира качеството на
снопа преди извършване на заваръчните шевове, едно е разработено сондово
устройство с помощта на метода на сондиране с процеп. Тази работа описва
дизайна на сондата и обработката на придобитите сигнали. Новият дизайн на
сондата улеснява подравняването на сондата във вакуумна камера и нейната
проверка, използвайки получените сигнали. Получените сигнали също се
обработват за характеризирането на електронния лъч с оглед индикация на
качеството на заваръчните шевове. Чувствителността на метода на анализ е
подобрена чрез използването на вълнова декомпозиция и вектори на
характеристиките. Изпитанията са проведени с фокус върху производството на
аеро-двигател, за да се потвърди, че е възможно да се открият промени в
характеристиките на електронния сноп, преди те да причинят заваръчни
дефекти.

Introduction
High power electron beams are used for welding
purposes where the kinetic energy of fast moving
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stream of electrons focused on the work-piece is
converted into heat. Due to its capability to create
narrow and deep welds with minimal distortion and
high reproducibility, it is a favored choice for welding
critical components in aerospace, nuclear and medical
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industry. The process is carried out in vacuum
chambers which provide the opportunity to weld
reactive metals that might suffer from contamination
if not adequately shielded in inert gas [1]. The
technology of electron beam welding (EBW) was
initially evaluated in 1960’s by Rolls-Royce and has
been in use for welding critical aero-engine
components such as compressor drums. An aeroengine compressor assembly along with zoomed
electron beam weld and a turbine rotor assembled
from a number of disks are shown in fig. 1 (a) and (b)
respectively [2]. Due to the complex nature of
components, high quality requirements and high
associated costs of manufacturing in the aerospace
industry, processes are tightly controlled. To ensure
the quality of the electron beam welds, the quality of
the beam needs to be consistent throughout the series
of production.

Fig. 1a. Compressor assembly with zoomed electron beam
weld [2].

Inverted two-slit probe
Although there are many ways of characterising
the beam, but in general measurements are derived
from the beam current. The beam current can be
measured either in full or in part. The Faraday cup is
the basic device used to collect the electrons
constituting the beam current. As the electron beams
are focused on the work piece and have very high
energy density of the order of 108 W/cm2, if exposed,
the measuring device can be damaged in a very short
time. Therefore, the beam is usually deflected at high
speed over the device and positioned in a parking
position when not in use.
The construction of the inverted two-slit probe is
shown in fig. 2. It consists of two fingers with two
slits on each and a pickup plate. There are Faraday
cups under each slit for collection of the electrons.
The device is capable of measuring part of the beam
current through the slits and the full beam current
measurement through a pickup plate.

Fig. 2. Construction of the probe. (Reproduced by
permission of TWI Ltd.)

To measure the beam, the electron beam is
deflected over the device in a circular pattern as
shown in fig. 3.

Fig. 1b. Turbine rotor constituted from several disks [3].

The quality of the beam depends on the gun
operating parameters, condition of the cathode
producing the electrons and alignment of the gun
components. Due to changes in these over time, the
quality of the beam can vary resulting in welds outside
the tolerance limits of quality parameters which makes
it essential to monitor the beams before carrying out
the welds. Various devices and systems exist to check
the beam quality [4]. In the present paper,
development of a novel device and signal processing
to characterise an electron beam is discussed.
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Fig. 3. Beam scanning over the probe. (Reproduced by
permission of TWI Ltd.).
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A circle of 30 mm diameter is generated by deflecting
the beam. Usually, the free fall position of the beam
should be at the intersection point of the inner slits of
the fingers. During the beam current measuring
operation, when the beam is not deflected, it is
positioned in the parking location at 16:30 position
indicated in fig. 3.
The earlier version of the probe was with two
fingers with one slit on each and the fingers pointing
outwards with Faraday cup [5]. This version required
a triangular scanning pattern to cover the two fingers
and the faraday cup. This was installed in an industrial
environment and has been in production operation for
several years. However, the initial alignment of the
fingers with the beam and installing in the chamber
required effort and specialized skills. This problem
has been simplified in the inverted two-slit probe by
providing additional signals to assure the alignment of
the probe.
A typical output signal of the probe is shown in
figure 4. Peaks ‘a’, ‘b’, ‘d’ and ‘e’ are from the slits of
the fingers that capture the part of the beam whereas
the broader peak ‘c’ is from the pickup plate
representing the full beam current. The time
difference between signals ‘a’ and ‘b’ or between ‘d’
and ‘e’ are used for speed measurement and signals
‘b’ ‘d’ are used to characterize the beam in two
perpendicular directions depending on the position of
the probe with respect to the welding direction.
As can be seen in fig. 4, the two signals from the
inner slits i.e. ‘b’ and ‘d’ should be 90° apart if the
probe is aligned with the free fall position of the beam
falling at the intersection of two inner slits axis. This
position can be measured by the time difference
between the signals from these slits. For instance, for
a 5 kHz scanning frequency, it should be 50 µs. Each
time the probe is moved or reinstalled, the time
difference can ensure the installation in the same
position.

Fig. 4. A typical output of the probe. (Reproduced by
permission of TWI Ltd.)
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Signal processing
The acquired signals ‘b’ and ‘d’ are processed and
features are extracted to characterise the beam. Due to
the distinct advantage of wavelet transforms of
analyzing the signals in time and frequency domains
over other methods, it has been used to process the
probe signals. A wide range of applications have used
wavelet transforms for feature extraction and pattern
recognition including fault classification in power
systems, rotating machinery, speech recognition and
many more [6, 7, 8].
Wavelet transform expands the signal using basis
functions called ‘waves’ as Fourier transform does
using sine and cosine functions [9]. Wavelet analysis
uses the multi-resolution analysis technique to analyse
a signal by decomposing it into different frequency
bands. The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) uses a
complimentary pair of low pass and high pass filter
banks. The output of high pass filters is called
‘details’ and the low pass as ‘approximations’. The
low pass filter output is further fed to a pair of filters
to decompose the signal into next level of low and
high frequency components. At each level, the
numbers of samples are half of that at its previous
level. This process can be expanded depending on the
required resolution [10]. Fig. 5 shows the
decomposition of a signal x(k) to 3 levels.

Fig. 5. Decomposition of signal to 3 levels. [9]

A set of signals for different machine settings by
varying the beam current and focus settings were
analysed by using wavelet transform. By using the coefficients of each level of decomposition an enormous
number of features can be derived to represent the
signal. It has been seen that the energy distribution
among decomposition levels was able to represent the
beams with different characteristics [11]. The study
was extended to correlate these features with the weld
quality.
Experimental work
To correlate the weld quality parameters with the
features extracted from the wavelet analysis, melt runs
were conducted on 8mm thick titanium plates for
5mm partial penetration welds for five beam current
and five focus settings. The range of beam currents
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used was from 7 mA to 9 mA at an interval of 0.5 mA
which was determined by earlier experimentation.
Focus settings were chosen one at sharp focus, two
over-focused and two under-focused at an interval of
10% of the sharp focus setting. For each setting,
before carrying out the melt run, the probe was moved
to the free fall position of the beam to capture its
characteristics. Also, each time the position of the
probe with respect to the beam was verified by
measuring the time difference between signals ‘b’ and
‘d’ as described earlier.
The probe signals were acquired at a sampling rate
of 1GHz. From the complete probe signal, ‘b’ and ‘d’
signals were extracted and processed using wavelet
analysis. Using ‘dB3’ basis function, the signal was
decomposed
into
11
decomposition
levels
representing the frequency bands given in table 1. A11
represents the last approximation level.
Table 1
Frequency ranges for decomposition levels.
Decomposition level
d1
d2
d3
d4
d5
d6
d7
d8
d9
d10
d11
A11

Frequency band (in MHz)
250 – 500
125 – 250
62.5 – 125
31.25 – 62.5
15.62 – 31.25
7.81 – 15.62
3.9 – 7.81
1.95 – 3.9
0.977 – 1.95
0.488 – 0.977
0.244 – 0.488
0 - 0.244

Fig. 6. Distribution of energy among decomposition levels.
(Reproduced by permission of TWI Ltd.)

On decomposition, it was observed that the major
component of energy was distributed among detailed
levels d8-d11 and a11 whereas the levels d1- d7 were
having negligible portion of the energy. For a typical
signal the distribution of energy among different
decomposition levels is shown in figure 6. Hence,
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only the levels d8 to d11 and a11 were used in as
features for characterizing the beam.
As the study was focused on welding of aeroengine components, the welds were examined against
the specifications suggested by a typical aerospace
standard BS EN 13919-1:1997 [12]. According to the
standard, the allowed variation in weld penetration is
15% of the weld depth or 0.5 mm whichever is
smaller. To assess the weld profiles, these were microsectioned. To correlate the weld data with the beam
characteristics derived from wavelet analysis, a data
driven approach was used where the experimental data
was used for pattern recognition and classification.
Based on the penetration depths, the welds were
classified into three categories; class1 (welds within
tolerance limits), class0 (welds with lesser penetration
than the lower limit) and class2 (welds with
penetration depth more than the upper limit). These
categories along with their associated features vectors
were used as training data for a classifier based on
linear discriminant analysis which was able to
distinguish between different weld qualities based on
the features vector as input.
The performance of the method was assessed by
the classification rate of the classifier. By using the
total energy of the signal and the energy levels in
different decomposition levels, a classification rate of
89.8% was achieved. A comparison study was also
carried out to evaluate the significance of the wavelet
analysis where the similar analysis was carried out by
using the peak intensity and full width half maximum
pulse width parameters of the signal as used in the
earlier work [4]. With these two parameters, the
classifier resulted in 78% of classification rate. It
clearly showed that wavelet analysis was able to
enhance the accuracy in characterising the beam and
correlating with the weld quality.
Conclusions
The present paper has discussed the design of an
inverted two-slit probe and its use in characterising
the electron beams. Through the experimental work,
the capability of the device for better alignment of the
probe in the chamber is demonstrated. The signals
acquired from the probe were processed to decompose
into different frequency bands by using the wavelet
transform and energy distribution among these
frequency bands was used to characterise and
differentiate between different beams. The correlation
of the characterising parameters with the weld quality
was carried out by the classification method. The
results achieved has proven the significance of the
wavelet analysis in enhancing the accuracies in
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characterising the beams and correlating with the weld
quality. For the present work, weld penetration depth
has been used as one of the parameters defining the
weld quality which can be extended for analysis of
other parameters.
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Electron beam characterisation
Thomas Dutilleul, Joshua Priest, Bernd Baufeld
Electron beam welding (EBW) presents significant advantages in terms of welding performance
when compared to other welding processes due to its small spot size, low divergence, high power
density and low heat input. It is recognised in laser welding and cutting that reliable and reproducible
results can only be achieved through the detailed understanding of the beam characteristics. The
optical properties of the beam have long been neglected in EBW as the power output is often sufficient
to achieve satisfactory results.
In recent years, it has been realised by industry that a similar approach should be applied to
electron beam welding; therefore, companies such as aixACCT have developed methods of electron
beam analysis with a high duty cycle that can be used in industrial environments.
The aixACCT electron beam analyser is capable of analysing beams at powers of up to 30 kW
and was used to create a mapping of the electron beam, focal length, spot size and caustics over a
wide range of powers.
Характеризиране на електронния лъч (Томас Дутилюл, Джошуа Приист, Бернд
Бауфелд). Електроннолъчевото заваряване (ЕЛЗ) представя значителни предимства по
отношение на производителността на заваряване в сравнение с други заваръчните процеси,
поради малкия размер на мястото на въздействие на лъча (петно), ниско дивергенция, висока
плътност на мощност и ниска топлинна мощност. Признато е при лазерно заваряване и
рязане, че надеждни и възпроизводими резултати могат да бъдат постигнати само при
подробно разбиране на характеристиките на лъча. Оптичните свойства на лъча отдавна са
пренебрегвани при ЕЛЗ, като изходната мощност често е достатъчна, за да се постигне
задоволителни резултати.
През последните години в индустрията се осъзнава, че подобен подход следва да се
прилага за електроннолъчевото заваряване; следователно, компании като aixACCT са
разработили методи за анализ на електронен лъч с дълъг работен цикъл, който може да се
използва в индустриални условия.
Електроннолъчевият анализатор на aixACCT е в състояние да анализира лъчи с
мощности до 30 kW и се използва за създаване на карта на електронния лъч, фокусното
разстояние, размера на мястото на въздействие на лъча и плътността му в широк спектър
от мощности на лъча.

Introduction
The usual electron beam welding parameters, beam
current, lens current, working distance and travel
speed did prove themselves insufficient to achieve
identical welds on different machines. This
transferability issue is inconvenient in a production
environment where one machine may be used for the
parameter development but another for production.
Beam analysis aims to bring the missing parts that
may make the transferability of parameters easier, that
is the value of the beam position, diameter and
divergence at the workpiece.
1.1. Electron beam guns
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Thermionic electron beam guns consist of an
emitting source, often tungsten or LaB6, that is
resistively heated to a high temperature by a strong
current. This results in electron emission. These
emitted electrons are then accelerated by a high
potential towards the workpiece. This is the principle
of the diode gun; the emitting source is called the
cathode and the electrode yielding the potential is
called the anode. The triode gun principle works the
same as the diode gun but with the addition of another
electrode between cathode and anode. This electrode
is called the bias electrode but is also referred to as the
grid, control electrode or even Wehnelt in literature
[1]. Its function is to control the amount of electrons
being emitted by the cathode, and thus control the
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current output (Ib) in welding. Whilst doing this it
also focuses the electrons into as narrow a point as
possible called the crossover point. The crossover
point is the point where the minimum beam diameter
is attained and then starts to diverge again. Once
diverging, the electron’s ray appears as if formed by a
virtual crossover [2].
1.2. Emittance
The emittance or beam parameter product is the
product of a beam’s divergence half angle and its
radius at the crossover. This value represents the
quality of the beam with the smaller the number the
higher the quality.

E=

(1)

d α
*
2 2

With d the beam diameter at focus and α the
divergence angle.
1.3. Magnetic lenses
As the beam leaves the anode, it continues
diverging and this causes the power density to
decrease. Hence, the use of a magnetic lens called a
condenser to refocus the beam onto the workpiece.
Magnetic lenses in their simplest form are a coil of
conductive wire within an iron casing. Passing a
current through this coil then creates a magnetic field,
this current is referred to as the lens current (IL) in
welding.
The thin magnetic lens focal length can be
generally written as [3]:
(2)

1  e  2
=
 Bz dz
F  8mVnr  ∫

With e and m being the charge and mass of the
electron respectively, Vnr being the accelerating
potential and Bz being the axial magnetic field in the
lens.
Bz is supposed constant and is directly proportional
to the lens current so that equation (2) can easily be
approximated by:
(3)

I L2
1
=K
F
Vnr

With K a constant that depends on the lens
fabrication.
Due to the high accelerating voltage, the electrons
going through the lens are so fast that they can be
considered relativistic. Magnetic Lens formulas can
be corrected by a factor [3]:
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(4)

eV 

Vnr → V 1 +
= V (1 + 0.978 *10 −6 V )
2
 2mc 

This correction factor accounts for 6% for a 60 kV
gun.
What is of particular interest here is that magnetic
lenses behave exactly like optical lenses and obey the
optical thin lens formulas. An object A produces an
image B through a lens of focal length F as per:
(5)

1 1 1
+ =
A B F

This formula is correct for any Gaussian beam
whose Rayleigh length ZR significantly smaller than
|F-B| [3].
In this report the position of the virtual crossover
(effectively the object) will be called A, the focal
length of the magnetic lens will be called F, and B the
position of the image.
The magnification relation that states that the ratio
of the F length over the absolute value of F-B length is
equal to the ratio of the B height DB over A height DA.
This is only true for a beam whose Rayleigh length ZR
significantly smaller than |F-B| [3].
(6)

M=

F
D
= B
F − B DA

All lengths in this document are related to the
center of the magnetic lens of the electron beam gun
which is taken as 0.
The first part of this report reviews the effect of the
main process parameters that the user is likely to
change, beam current and lens current, on the caustic
of the beam.
The second part aims to correlate the results
obtained with the electron optics governing the
system.
Experimental
The welding machine of interest is the Pro-beam
K25 electron beam welder equipped with a 500 mA
80 kV gun that can be used at accelerating voltages
between 60 kV and 80 kV. The beam produced by a
triode is focused on the work piece by a magnetic coil.
The emitting source is a 0.5 mm thick, 3 x 3 mm
square tungsten electrode that is positioned into the
cathode holder using the Pro-beam precision
mounting equipment. The distance between the
cathode and the magnetic lens is 611 mm.
The gun is placed at the top of the vacuum
chamber facing down. The accelerating voltage
throughout all measurements was 60 kV. All
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measurements were done at vacuum levels of 10-4
mbar for the chamber and 10-5 mbar for the gun.
The aixACCT beam profiler (Fig. 1) consisting of
a water-cooled pinhole faraday cup, which can operate
at powers of up to 30 kW, was used to probe the
beam. The faraday cup is mounted on a stage that can
move vertically through a range of 150mm.This is a
very important feature since it allows the real caustics
of the beam to be determined. A magnetic deflection
coil deflects the beam over the pinhole at a speed
between 0 and 900 m/s.
Top of vacuum
chamber,
electron beam
gun
Deflection coil

work-piece
side

under-focus

image

over-focus

gun side

Fig. 2. Caustic representation of the beam (using d10) as
obtained by diabeam for a rotationally symmetric beam,
upper part: over-focus, bottom part under-focus. Here 20
mA beam at 1.825 A lens current.

For clarity, all lens current values IL will be
expressed in Ampere (A) and all beam current values
Ib will be expressed in milliAmperes (mA)
2.1. Effect of the lens current

Pinhole
sensor on a
150 mm axis

Fig. 1. Experimental setup. AixACCT beam analyser

The chamber of the K25 cannot accommodate a
vertical movement of the beam analyser so the
measurements were taken using only the 150 mm
range of the beam analyser.
The beam analyser was used with a step height of
5 mm and the electron beam magnetic lens was used
with steps of 5 mA. Therefore, the experimental errors
are within ± 5 mm and ± 5 mA.
In this report, the beam diameter definition used is
the canonical definition:
For a rotationally symmetric beam, the diameter dx
is the diameter of a circle whose area Ax encompass
all amplitude values that are x % and superior to the
maximum value.
(7)

dx = 2

Ax
Π

The d50 can be considered as the full width at half
maximum (FWHM) whereas d10 can be considered as
the full width at 1/e2 (FWe2) which are naming more
used and discussed in other papers.
Diabeam is the software provided with the beam
analyser. Fig. 2 shows a beam caustic as obtained
using the diabeam data.
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The effect of changing lens current on the beam
position diameter and divergence is discussed in this
part.
Beam currents ranging from 20 to 100 mA with
increment of 20 mA were analyzed at lens currents
ranging from 1.78 mA to 1.825 A at 5 mA steps.
Full caustics of the 20 mA set was recorded
whereas for the 40, 60, 80 and 100 mA only the focal
position and beam diameter values were recorded.
The filament was heated to temperature using the
pro-beam automatic software. The beam analyser
deflection speed was setup based on the authors’
experience at speed in m/s = 5*Beam_current in mA.
For example, for a 100 mA beam, the deflection speed
is 500 m s-1.
The equipment was not properly calibrated prior
the 60 mA experiment, rendering the data not usable.
As such, it is not presented.
2.2. Effect of beam current
The effect of changing beam current on the beam
position, diameter and divergence is discussed in this
part.
Beam currents ranging from 10 to 120 mA with
increments of 10 mA were analysed at a constant lens
current of 1.78 A and 1.825 A. The filament was
heated to temperature as previously discussed and the
beam analyser deflection speeds were chosen as per 0.
The focus position at the 1.825 A data set was
close to the top of the beam analyser’s range therefore
no divergence could be calculated.
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2.3. Crossover properties
The pro-beam equipment comes with a formula
stating the value of the focal length of the gun’s
magnetic lens as a function of the lens current.

F=

(8)

sides of the image is equal. Not shown but observed
by the authors is that at higher lens currents, the two
curves cross so that the over-focus divergence angle
gets smaller than the under-focus one.

19.356 *V
I L2

Where F is the focal length in mm, V the
accelerating voltage in kV and IL the lens current in
Amp. This formula does not include the relativistic
compensation but will nevertheless be used as is.
The values from section 3.2 will be used to
quantify the virtual crossover position and diameter
This data will then be used to create a mapping of the
electron beam source and allow the results to be
compared to the curves obtained in 3.1.
Results and discussion
3.1. Effect of lens current

Fig. 4. Variation of beam size d10 as a function of lens
current, square Ib 20 mA, circle Ib 40 mA,triangle Ib 80
mA, diamond Ib 100 mA

Fig. 3 shows that increasing the lens current,
reduces the working distance required to maintain
focus. This is due to the lens’ focal length being
inversely proportional to the lens current as per (3).

Fig. 5. Half divergence angle as a function of lens current
for the 20 mA beam, square over-focus angle, diamond
under-focus angle.
Fig. 3. Effect of lens current on the distance to lens’ center
as a function of the lens current, square Ib 20 mA, circle Ib
40 mA,triangle Ib 80 mA, diamond Ib 100 mA

The emittance was calculated using equation (1).
The results can be seen in Fig. 6.

Fig. 4 shows the effect of lens current on the beam
diameter. The curves show that increasing the lens
current increases the beam diameter. It is also evident
that at higher beam current, the beam diameter
increases.
Fig. 5 shows the half divergence angle of the 20
mA beam as a function of the lens current. It is seen
that the divergence angle in the upper part of the
beam, called overfocus, reduces with lens current and
the part past the image, called underfocus, increases
with lens current. The curve also shows that there is a
lens current for which, the divergence angle on both

Fig. 6. Variation of emittance as a function of lens current
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The emittance remains constant with varying lens
current. This illustrates clearly the conservation of the
emittance and agrees with Liouville’s theorem. This
emittance value describes not only the emittance of
the image but also the emittance of the crossover.

the larger amount of electrons in the beam and hence
stronger space charge effect.
The same effect explains why the more focused
beam at 1.825 A lens current is wider than the less
focused one at 1.78 A.

3.2. Effect of beam current

Fig. 9. Effect of the beam current on the half
divergence.square over-focus, diamond under-focus, at IL
1.780 A
Fig. 7. Shifting of the image as a function of power at
constant lens current, square IL 1.78 A, circle IL 1.825 A

Fig. 7 shows that at a constant lens current,
between 10 and 120 mA, there is a regular shift of the
image towards the magnetic lens; this is what is
regularly referred to as focus-shifting.
The gradient of the curve represents the rate at
which the focus position changes with respect to the
beam current. From the data shown in Fig. 7 it can
been seen that at higher lens currents this rate of
change is lower than it is at lower lens currents.
Therefore, one can speculate that the focus shifting is
less significant at higher lens current than at lower
lens current.

Fig. 8. Effect of beam current on the beam diameter at
image, diamond 1,78 A d10, triangle 1,825 A d10

It can be seen in Fig. 8 that the diameter d10
increase with increasing beam current. This is due to
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Fig. 9 shows that the beam divergence, both in the
over-focus and under-focus parts of the beam increase
with higher beam currents. This is directly related to
the
space
charge
effect.

Fig. 10 displays the influence of beam current on
emittance.
In a Gaussian beam, the Rayleigh length is the
distance from lowest beam diameter dmin such that
d(ZR)= √2 dmin [3].
In the case of the 20 mA beam, the beam with
lowest divergence, the Rayleigh length is 24 mm (if
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one only accounts for the divergence on the side of the
magnetic lens).

Fig. 10: Emittance as a function of beam current at IL 1.78
A lens current

The emittance increases with beam current. The
higher beam current, and thus spatial charging, cause
an increase in the beam diameter leading to an
increase in emittance.

3.3. Crossover properties
3.3.1. Crossover position
Some magnetic lenses behave as thin lenses and
nothing let the authors suppose that the magnetic lens
of the gun to be a thick or asymmetric lens [5]
especially since only one value of focal length was
given by the manufacturer. Also the Rayleigh length
of the beam between 20 and 100 mA is shown to be
very small compared to the distance between F and B.
As a consequence, the optical thin lens formula (5)
was used on the data of the image B presented in Fig.
3 and using the values of F as per (8) to find the
position of the virtual crossover A as:

Fig. 11. Position of the virtual crossover as a function of
the lens current square Ib 20 mA, circle Ib 40 mA, triangle
Ib 80 mA, diamond Ib 100 mA

The virtual crossover position stays constant
regardless of the lens current. This proves that the thin
lens formula is indeed working for this gun’s lens.
The position does however vary with the beam current
as shown.
The values of the virtual crossover position
obtained correspond to a point beyond the cathode in
the gun, which is a good indication that these results
make sense. Indeed the virtual crossover cannot be
further down the gun that the real crossover.
The same equation (9) was used on the data
presented in Fig. 7 to observe the evolution of the
virtual crossover with beam current. Fig. 12 shows the
results.
The values obtained for the virtual crossover
positions for the two sets of data should be equal as
proven in Fig. 11. They are quite similar with a
maximum error of 10 mm between the two sets. This
is actually within the experimental error of the
experiment.

−1

(9)

19.356 *V
1 1
A= −  =
B * I L2 − 19.356 *V
F B

Fig. 11 shows the result for the position of the
virtual crossover A.

Fig. 12. Position of virtual crossover as a function of beam
current, triangle virtual crossover 1.825 A, and diamond
virtual crossover 1.78 A
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3.3.2. Crossover diameter
Using the magnification equation (6) on the beam
diameters of Fig. 4 we obtain the beam diameter of the
virtual crossover.
The results are shown in Fig. 13.

Fig. 8 to assess the evolution of the virtual crossover
diameter. Results are shown in Fig. 14.

Fig. 14. Evolution of the virtual crossover diameter as a
function of beam current, triangle IL 1.78 A, diamond IL
1.825 mA
Fig. 13. Diameter of the virtual crossover d10 as a function
of lens current (dashed line) and comparison with beam
diameter d10 at image (solid line) square, Ib 20 mA, circle,
Ib 40 mA, triangle Ib 80 mA, diamond Ib 100 mA.

The diameter of the crossover is displayed. It can
be considered constant as function of the lens current.
One can see for the case of the 20 mA and 40 mA
beam that the magnification is inferior to 1. Hence a
larger beam at the crossover than at the image itself.
For the 80 and 100 mA beam currents, it can be
seen that the diameter of the virtual crossover is the
same as the diameter of the image. In optics, this is a
known phenomenon where the position of the object
is exactly at twice the focal length of the lens. Using
(5), this also means that the position of the image is at
twice the focal length of the lens. This results in
having a magnification equal to 1. Here, this is the
case with the focal length being roughly 350 mm and
the virtual crossover being around 700 mm from the
centre of the lens.
Equation (6) was used on the data of
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It can be seen once again, that the beam diameters
achieved for the virtual crossover are very similar.
The virtual crossover diameter also increases with
beam current.
3.3.3. Generalisation
The position, diameter and emittance of the virtual
crossover were determined using 3.3.1, 3.3.2 and 3.2
respectively.
If one now uses the set of virtual cross over
position values obtained in Fig. 12, and feed them in
equation (10) one is able to determine the position and
of the beam for all lens currents.
−1

(10)

19.356 *V
1 1
B= −  =
A * I L2 − 19.356 *V
 F A

Fig. 15 shows the comparison between the curves
of the image B obtained using the virtual crossover
object A values and the points of B obtained by beam
analysis in Fig. 3.
There is good agreement between the curves
obtained and the measured curves by beam analysis
with each measured curve being closely related to the
corresponding calculated curve. This is however
limited by the experimental error of these two
experiments.
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Fig. 15. Comparison between the curves obtained in Figure
1 (dashed line) and the position of B calculated using the
virtual crossover obtained in Fig. 12 (solid line). square Ib
20 mA, circle Ib 40 mA, bar 60 mA, triangle Ib 80 mA,
diamond Ib 100 mA, long bars 120 mA.

Fig. 16 shows the curves over the full lens
operating range. For clarity, only the 10 mA, 60 mA
and 120 mA curves are shown.
The influence of the magnetic focusing is not
constant. At low lens currents, the image moves
significantly as a function but this effect diminishes as
the lens current is increased. Concerning focus
shifting, it is minimum at high lens current, but is
significant at low lens current. This agrees with the
remark made for Fig. 7.

Fig. 16. Distance from magnetic lens as a function of lens
current, bars 120 mA, triangle 60 mA diamonds 10 mA

The beam diameter can be calculated using
equations (5) and (6) and the values for the virtual
crossover diameter obtained in Fig. 14. The results
compared with the beam diameter values observed in
3 are shown in Fig. 17.
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Fig. 17. Comparison between the beam diameter obtained
in Figure 3 (solid line) and the beam diameter calculated
using the virtual crossover diameter obtained in Fig. 14
(dashed lines). square Ib 20 mA, circle Ib 40 mA, bar Ib 60
mA, triangle Ib 80 mA, diamond Ib 100 mA.

Once again, there is clear agreement between the
two different set of data. The beam diameter is clearly
shown to increase as a function of lens current and
beam current. Fig. 18 shows the curves over the full
lens operating range. For clarity, only the 10 mA, 60
mA and 120 mA curves are shown.
At low lens currents, the beam diameter varies
slowly with lens current, but as the lens current is
increased, the beam diameter increase significantly.
If one defines the beam diameter-shift as the
diameter evolution of the beam as a function of beam
current, it can be seen that at high lens current, the
beam diameter shift is more important that at low lens
current.

Fig. 18. Beam diameter as a function of lens current, bars
Ib 120 mA, triangle Ib 60 mA diamonds Ib 10 mA

Through the conservation of emittance (1), one can
determine the divergence of the beam in the overfocus
side. For clarity, only the 10 mA, 60 mA and 120 mA
curves are shown.
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Manufacturing Catapult for sponsoring this project.

Fig. 19. Half divergence angle of the beam as a function of
lens current, bars Ib 120 mA, triangle Ib 60 mA diamonds
Ib 10 mA.

As observed by beam analysis, the divergence
angle diminishes with the lens current and increases
with the beam current.
Conclusions
• The beam analyser as well as electron optics
formulas allow to determine the position,
diameter and divergence of the virtual cross over
at each beam current.
• This can then be used to obtain the position,
diameter and divergence of the image through a
lens of known characteristics.
• Achieving a mapping of one’s electron source as
a function of input parameters is the way forward
that electron beam users should achieve to
improve the transferability between different
equipment.
• It is now a matter of understanding and
quantifying the influence of other parameters
such as cathode ageing, poor filament heating,
poor filament placing, and vacuum levels that
also have an effect on the position and diameter
of the beam.
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Emittance – quantitative characteristic of welding beam quality
Elena Koleva, Georgi Mladenov, Volodya Dzharov, Dimitar Todotov,
Marin Kerdjiev, Lilyana Koleva
The management of the quality during electron beam welding directed to optimization of the
process parameters is an important way to improve the use of the expensive equipment and to make
the EBW process more efficient in consuming materials, time and energy.
The beam emittance as well as the electron beam density distribution are significant and
appropriate characteristics of the beam quality. The measurement of these characteristics will: (i)
help standardization of electron optical systems, (ii) provide adequate conditions for welding
production quality control by keeping a high reproducibility of the welds (iii) support the attempts to
transfer the concrete welding technology from one welding machine to another and (iv) at creating
expert systems for an operator choice of suitable regimes for gaining desirable welds.
Емитанс – количествена характеристика на качеството на електронния лъч при
заваряване (Елена Колева, Георги Младенов, Володя Джаров, Димитър Тодоров, Марин
Карджиев, Лиляна Колева). Управление на качеството по време на електроннолъчево
заваряване, насочено към оптимизиране на параметрите на процеса е важен начин за
подобряване на скъпото оборудване и за повишаването на ефикасността на процеса по
отношение на изразходваните материали, време и енергия.
Емитансът на електронния лъч, заедно с плътността му на разпределение са значими и
подходящи характеристики на качеството на лъча. Измерването на тези характеристики
ще: а) спомогне за стандартизирането на електтронно оптичните системи, б) ще осигура
адекватни условия за управлението на качество на заваръчното производство, чрез
осигуряване на висока възпроизводимост на шевовете, в) ще допринесе за опитите за
пренасяне на конкретна заваръчна технология от една заваръчна машина към друга и г) ще
допринесе и за създаването на експертни системи за избор на оператора на подходящи
режими за получаването да желаните заваръчни шевове.

Introdiction
The knowledge of radial current distribution in one
beam cross-section plane is not enough to characterize
the beam/work-piece interaction along the beam
penetration depth. Better understanding and ability to
prognostication is simultaneously evaluation of radial
and angular distribution of the beam electrons. The
electron beam emittance is chosen as a suitable
parameter for standardization of the electron optical
technology systems. The evaluation of this parameter
is a condition for achieving good quality, repeatability
and reproducible performance of electron beam welds.
This parameter forms the basis for transferring a
concrete technology from one machine to another
which will minimize the volume of preliminary
experimental tests to adjust satisfactory regime
parameters as well as will extend the capability of the
expert systems to choose the process regimes of
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specific welds. In previous authors papers [1-10] the
methods for intense beam emittance evaluation were
analyzed. A new method for emittance determination
utilizing three beam profile measurements along the
beam axis was proposed. Another method using the
changes of the beam focusing current during the beam
profiles measurement utilizing non-movable modified
Faraday cup was also developed.
In one axial-symmetrical beam under use is the
plane rr' and here every trajectory can be presented by
a point of coordinates - radius r (namely distance
between electron trajectory and beam axis) and
divergence or convergence angle of trajectory to the
normal of beam axis r'=(dr/dz). The emittance is the
divided to π area of the region on the plane rr' where
are situated the points, representing the particles of the
beam. The stationary particles distribution function in
one monochromatic stream there four variables:
x,y,x',y' . For the geometry presentation more suitable
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is to use two-dimensional projections xx' and yy'.
Here the sign ' means the first derivative of
corresponding value taken on the distance measuring
along beam z (x' = dx/dz ; y' = dy/dz). There
projections, together with the beam cross section are
able to give sufficient visual aid.
The emmittance is a quality characteristics of the
beams that determine the non-laminarity of the
particle trajectories in the beam. Less emmittance
value means higher brightness of the beam. As
general, the emittance diagram is elliptical and
inclination of ellipse axis demonstrated the convergent
or divergent beam trajectories. For real electron beams
the emittance is always larger than 0. In these beams
the beam region is not clearly limited, the distribution
of the points of the diagram in the plane rr' id not
uniform, and it has decreasing density near the
boundary region. Then, for the definition of the
emittance the area, which contain a certain part of
these points, e.g. 90% is used.
Since the numerical value of the emittance depends
on the velocity of the electrons Vz in the movement
direction often it is used the characteristic normalized
emittance [12,13]:

beam installation is 2 kW and the pressure in the
vacuum chamber is 7*10-5 hPa. The tungsten disc that
is used is 4 mm thick and the slit width is 0.1 mm.
On Fig. 1 the experimental signal for If = 221 mA,
Ie = 6 mA, UV = -50 V and H = 350 mm is presented.
On the base of the tomographic approach the 3D
beam radial current density distribution is
reconstructed from its one-dimensional (1-D)
projections in three cross-sections of the electron
beam:

jθ (θ , t ) =

+∞

∫ j ( x, y )dz

−∞

The t axes coincide with the slices of the
measuring device situated at different measurement
angles θ. The collection of these projection functions
at all angles θ is called Radon transform. In order to
reconstruct the images the Fourier Slice Theorem is
used. The Slice Theorem defines that the 1D Fourier
Transform of the projection function jθ (θ , t ) is equal
to the 2D Fourier Transform of the image evaluated
on the line that the projection was taken on.

V 
ε n =  z ε ,
 c 
where c is the velocity of light.
From the Liouville’s theorem considering the
movement of particles in the phase space (the space of
the coordinates and the impulses of movement of the
particles) follows that the value of the normalized
emittance should not change along the whole length of
the beam. This is true only for ideal systems without
aberrations and non-homogeneities, as well as without
collisions between the electrons and the particles of
the environment and interaction between separate
electrons.
Radial current density distribution image
reconstruction
Our measuring devise has eight slits, and two of
them are situated perpendicularly to each other
[14,15]:
a) θ = 0 ; b) θ = 51 ; c) θ = 90 ; d) θ = 102 ; e)
o

o

o

o

θ = 153o ; f) θ = 204 o ; g) θ = 255 o ; h) θ = 306 o .
Integral current density distributions at different
angles are obtained at variation of the parameters: If –
focusing current, Ie – the beam current, Uv – venelt
voltage. This set of experiments was repeated for three
values of the distance to the measuring device H – 330
mm, 340 mm and 350 mm, measured from the top of
the vacuum chamber (72 experiments). The electron
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Fig.1. The experimental signal for experiment №3, H=350
mm and degrees:
1 - 0° ; 2 - 51°; 3 - 90°; 4 - 102°; 5 - 153°; 6 - 204°; 7 255°; 8 - 306°

The implemented algorithm is the following [1618]:
Step 1. 1-D projections of a 2-D radial current
density distribution at all possible angles in three
cross-sections of the electron beam – obtaining.
Step 2. 1-D projections of a 2-D radial current
density distribution at all possible angles in three
cross-sections of the electron beam –processing
(Radon transform, signal digital processing).
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Step 3. 1-D Fourier transform of the obtained
projections to frequency domain for each crosssection of the beam.
Step 4. Filtering the signals - by direct convolution
or using the Fast Fourier Transform.
Step 5. Interpolation in the frequency domain.
Step 6. Initial image reconstruction by inverse 2D
Fourier Transform.
Step 7. 3D current density distribution modeling,
using the reconstructed images in three cross-sections
of the beam – implementing spline-functions.
On Fig. 2 are shown the reconstructed radial
current density distributions in 2D and 3D view for If
= 221 mA, Ie = 2 mA, Uv = -50 V and H = 330 mm as
an illustration of the implementation of the described
algorithm.

consisting of tungsten entrance disc with radial slits
and a Faraday cup, and utilizing our computer
program.
The signal range, corresponding to the beam
diameter, is calculated as:
R = x max − x min = db
Double indefinite integral of the radial beam current
density distribution, integrated by x and y, and
representing the beam current, is:
∞ ∞

∫ ∫ j ( x, y) dt dz

j xy =

− ∞− ∞

σ is the standard deviation (beam radius on half

2

maximum of signal); jθ,max is the maximum value of
the integral current density distribution, measured for
each of the beam cross-sections and each of the
electron beam parameters set. The values for the
standard deviation σ i are estimated by minimization
of the following loss function:

1

Qα = ∑ ( jθi (t ) − ˆjθi (t )) 2

3

n

0.6
0.2
0.4

0.8

0

i =1

1.41.2

1
-1

-2

-3
-2

-1.5

-1

-0.5

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

where jθi (t ) and ˆjθi (t ) are correspondingly the
observed and estimated discrete (from 1 to n) values
for every individual integral signal of the radial
electron beam current distribution.
Assuming symmetrical current density
distribution and averaging the results, presented in
Table 2, for all measurement angles, estimation of the
beam focus position, the radial and angular standard
′ , using the equation:
deviations σ oi and σ oi
′ )2 ,
(σ i ) 2 = (σ oi ) 2 + ( z oi − z o ) 2 (σ oi
written at a condition of zero value of the co-variance
between x and x′ in the canonic position of the
emittance diagram, one can find σ x′oi at measured
2
′ 2 , then:
σ xi . Since σ i2 = σ oi
+ ∆2o−i σ oi

′2 =
σ oi

2
σ i2 − σ oi

∆2o−i
The emittance and the standard deviations are related:
ε p = C σ o σ o′
Fig. 2. The reconstructed radial current density
distributions in 2D (a) and 3D (b) view for If=221 mA, Ie=2
mA, Uv = -50 V and H=330 mm

Electron beam characterization
Initially, for each of the beam cross-sections and
each of the electron beam parameters set some beam
current density characteristics are calculated [15],
using the data obtained from the measuring device,
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where the coefficient C could be calculated as:

C = [−2 ln(1 − p )]1 2 .
For value of the coefficient equal to 9, the whole beam
current is considered (without reduction of the part of
the beam current p = I m I b , for example, to 80%).
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Table 1
Electron beam characteristics
№
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

If
[mA]
221
221
221
225
225
225
229
229
229
233
233
233
221
221
221
225
225
225
229
229
229
233
233
233

Ie
[mA]
2
4
6
2
4
6
2
4
6
2
4
6
2
4
6
2
4
6
2
4
6
2
4
6

Uv
[V]
-50
-50
-50
-50
-50
-50
-50
-50
-50
-50
-50
-50
-40
-40
-40
-40
-40
-40
-40
-40
-40
-40
-40
-40

Hfocus
[mm]
334.48
331.63
341.77
332.78
324.26
343.54
339.26
345.55
322.79
335.50
337.73
334.26
339.22
349.32
341.62
347.55
300.71
338.89
336.66
347.82
336.32
326.29
337.52
369.16

The transformations of coordinate x and x′ in the draft
space (that is free from external to the beam forces)
are given in a matrix expression as:

 x
 1 L  x 
  = 
 
 x'  2  0 1  x' 1
There index 1 stands for the cross-section at z=z1
before the draft region with length L and index 2 – at
z = z2. L is the distance between these two crosssections, measured along the beam axis.
The calculated results for the focus position (Hfocus)
measured with respect to the top wall of the vacuum
chamber, the radial (σ o ) and the angular (σ o′ )
standard deviations and the emittance value are
presented in Table 1. The average of the emittance
values is 0.2511.
Conclusions
The beam emittance as well as the electron beam
density distribution are significant and appropriate
characteristics of the beam quality. The measurement
of these characteristics will:
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

σ0
[mm]
0.71
0.63
0.51
0.68
0.69
0.77
0.52
0.77
0.43
0.23
0.60
0.32
0.94
0.69
1.01
0.51
0.39
0.75
0.47
0.53
0.45
0.36
0.70
0.25

σ’0
[mrad]
0.0671
0.0312
0.0545
0.0297
0.0175
0.0529
0.0194
0.0372
0.0299
0.1088
0.0986
0.0465
0.0459
0.0552
0.0621
0.0327
0.0151
0.0461
0.0891
0.0241
0.0692
0.0207
0.0712
0.0231

ε
[mm.mrad]
0.4282
0.1763
0.2506
0.1806
0.1080
0.3654
0.0908
0.2605
0.1155
0.2296
0.5321
0.1356
0.3887
0.3424
0.5614
0.1511
0.0531
0.3121
0.3806
0.1144
0.2824
0.0675
0.4475
0.0526

(i) help standardization of electron optical systems,
(ii) provide adequate conditions for welding
production quality control by keeping a high
reproducibility of the welds (iii) support the attempts
to transfer the concrete welding technology from one
welding machine to another and (iv) at creating expert
systems for an operator choice of suitable regimes for
gaining desirable welds.
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THIN FILMS, BULK MATERIAL DEPOSITION,
MODIFICATION OF SOLID SURFACES,
ELECTRON BEAM LITHOGRAPHY
Improving the load capacity of thermal spray coatings on
different substrate materials by EB profiling
Philipp Hengst, Rolf Zenker, Tilo Süß, Klaus Hoffmann
Thermal spray coatings are used in different fields of application. The combination of different
coating materials with diverse thermal spraying processes enables the use of these technologies in a
wide field of applications. Ever more extreme loading conditions on components, however, represent
new challenges for thermal spray coatings. Therefore, the aim of this research project was to increase
the load-bearing capacity of thermal spray coatings, deposited onto steel or aluminium-alloy substrates by pre-treatment using electron beam (EB) surface profiling.
The EB profiling created lateral patterns of indentations with a defined geometry on the substrate
surface before the deposition of the spray coating. The indentation geometries were studied with respect to their influence on the filling degree, the bonding quality and the load capacity. The mechanical properties were determined by means of adhesion tests and shear tests. It was shown that, in comparison to substrates without EB profiling, the load capacity could be improved for both EB profiled
steel and aluminium-alloy substrates.
Подобряване на покривния капацитет на термичните спрей покрития върху подложки от различни материали чрез електроннолъчево профилиране (Филип Хенгст, Ролф
Зенкер, Тило Зюс, Клаус Хофман). Термичните спрей покрития се използват в различни области на приложение. Комбинацията от различни материали за покритие с различни термични процеси при пръскане позволява използването на тези технологии в широка област на приложение. Все по-екстремните изисквания за покритията върху компонентите, обаче, представляват ново предизвикателство за термичните спрей покрития. Следователно, целта на
този изследователски проект беше да се увеличи капацитета на покривната издръжливост
на термични спрей покрития, отложени върху стоманени или алуминиеви повърхности чрез
предварителна обработка с помощта на електроннолъчево повърхностно профилиране.
Чрез електроннолъчево профилиране се получават латерални вдлъбнатини с определена
геометрия на повърхността на подложката преди отлагането на покритие. Изследвана е геометрията на вдлъбнатините по отношение на тяхното влияние върху степента на пълнене,
качеството на свързване и капацитета на натоварване. Механичните свойства се определят
с помощта на адхезионни тестове и тестове на срязване. Показано е, че в сравнение с подложки без електроннолъчево профилиране, покривният капацитет може да се подобри за
електроннолъчево профилирани стоманени и алуминиеви повърхности.

Introduction
The properties of thermal spray coatings – and especially the bond strength – are dependent on the
substrate surface and the mechanical interlocking of
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

the sprayed particles [1, 2]. There is a wide field of
established pre-treatments for cleaning and surface
activation. Along with ordinary grit blasting [3, 4],
high-pressure water jet blasting [5] and dry-ice blasting [6, 7] can be used.
In recent years, intensive research has been carried
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EB pattern

Deflection figure

Oscillation figure

Line pattern

300 points per line

40 mm
3.3 mm

Complex pattern

10 mm

3 mm

Size: variable

61 EB spots
per pattern
Size: 3.3 x 3.3 mm

3.3 mm

Fig.1. Schematic diagram of the line and complex EB patterns

out on surface modifications based on mechanical and
thermal pre-treatments. Ernst et al. [8], Gand [9] and
Bobzin et al. [10] show that mechanical roughening
leads to high bond strengths. Bobzin et al. [10]
achieve the highest bond strength (59 MPa) with a
dovetail-shaped cutting geometry. Hoffmeister et al.
[11] use a similar cutting geometry to Bobzin et al.
[10], and demonstrate increased bond strengths for
cutting depths above 70 µm.
Thermal beam technologies are applied in different
ways to effect surface modifications. Laser beam
technologies can be used for pre-heating and cleaning
the substrate material [12, 13]. Other methods for
surface modification include laser structuring [14 –
16] and electron beam profiling [17 – 20]. Both treatments rely on the vapourisation of the substrate material.
The process of EB profiling is described by Zenker
et al. [18] and classified by Rüthrich et al. [17].
Experimental procedures
1. Substrate materials and thermal spraying
The following substrate materials were used in this
work:
- 42CrMo4
- AlSi7Mg, AlSi35
All round (diameter 50 or 55 mm) and flat (50 x
35 mm or 100 x 50 mm) specimens had a minimum
height of 10 mm. After EB profiling, the samples were
coated with a Fe-based coating (Metcoloy2, from
Oerlikon Metco AG) by wire arc spraying. The process parameters are listed in Tab. 1. In initial studies,
the samples were grinded before the coating process
to remove the bulges to ensure that there were no effects on the filling degree.
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Table 1
Process parameters of wire arc spraying
Parameters
Arc current
Voltage
Spray distance
Compressed air
Track pitch
Feed rate
Passes

200 A
29 V
150 mm
2.5 bar
10 mm
9500 mm/min
7

2. Electron beam treatment
All EB profiling processes were carried out with
the flash technique, e.g. without movement of the
sample relative to the EB during beam interaction.
Two different patterns were studied (Fig. 1). The line
patterns consisted of 5 lines, with each line containing
300 EB spots. In addition, the EB spots were overlaid
with oscillation figures like lines, circles and ellipses
of various sizes. This technique was used to study the
influences of the beam current, dwell time and oscillation figure on the profile geometry under constant
frequencies.
The complex patterns were designed to optimise
the profiling substrate surface area, and to increase the
area of mechanical interlocking. New deflection figures and oscillation figures (plus-shaped and crossshaped) were designed and investigated (Fig. 1).
Characterisation methods
Microscopic studies
After the EB treatment, the sample surfaces were
first analysed with a white light interferometer. However, this method couldn’t be used for all of the pro“E+E”, 5-6/2016

files because of undercuts. Using light microscope
(LM) and scanning electron microscope (SEM) images, the profile geometries were measured, and the
bonding after thermal spraying could be characterised.
Degree of filling
The calculation of the filling degree was based on the
standard porosity of the thermal spray coating (HTS)
and the hollow space in the profile area filled (HP).
With these values, it was possible to calculate the
following: (1) the additional hollow space (HAS) in the
profile, and (2) the filling degree. The porosity and the
hollow spaces were measured by binarisation of LM
images.
(1)

HAS = HP - PTS

(2)

Filling degree = 100 % - HAS
Bond strength test

For determining the bond strength, a test was used
that was modelled closely on DIN EN 582 [21]. The
uncoated side of the sample was glued to a sample
holder. The coated sample side was glued to a smaller
counter body (diameter 25 mm), with HTK Ultra
Bond 100 serving as the glue. A Zwick 1476 universal
testing machine was used with a pre-load of 200 N
and an increase in load of 100 N/s.
Shear load test
The substrates with the complex EB patterns and
deposited thermal coatings were tested to determine
their shear strength. This test was based on the norm
EN 15340:2007 [22], but was also carried in a modified manner. The feed rate was 0.5 mm/min, while the
shear force was applied to an area measuring 15 x
5 mm². After a rapid drop in the shear force, the test
was stopped and the maximum shear strength was
calculated from the maximum shear force and the
shear area (75 mm²).
Results and discussion
EB profiling – line pattern
The influence of the dwell times (0.25 s, 0.5 s and
1 s) investigated is shown in Fig. 1. A dwell time of
1 s resulted in high profile depths ( > 900 µm) in both
substrate materials – including when the different
beam currents for aluminium (30 mA) and steel
(50 mA) are taken into account.
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Fig. 1. Influence of the dwell time on the profile depth (oscillation figure: line length 2 mm).

For aluminium substrates, the profile depth decreased in a linear manner with decreasing dwell time.
For the steel substrates, the profile depth declined
from 830 µm to 400 µm when the dwell time decreased from 0.5 s to 0.25 s. The dwell time had a
minimal effect on the profile width. For this reason,
the subsequent investigations were carried out with
dwell times equal to or lower than 0.25 s.
The influence of the beam current and oscillation
figures at a constant dwell time of 0.25 s on an aluminium substrate (AlSi7Mg) is shown in Fig. 2. At a
beam current of 35 mA, a line oscillation (of 2 mm in
length) produced profiles with a depth of 600 µm, a
width of 200 µm, and a bulge height of 170 µm. In
comparison, an elliptical oscillation figure (2 mm in
length, 0.5 mm in width) with the same beam current
generated a lesser depth and a wider profile. This effect was caused by the distribution of the energy input
over a larger area. With a beam current of 50 mA, the
profile width stayed the same but the depth increased
to 600 µm. In addition, the bulge height increased by
100 µm.
It can be concluded that for each line pattern, the
beam current can be used to vary the profile depth as a
function of the oscillation figure. For producing similar profile depths, it was shown that the higher the
oscillation width was, the higher the beam current had
to be. The profile width was primarily dependent on
the oscillation width.
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performance.
Investigations of the bond strength test were made
on the line-profiled and sprayed steel substrates. The
substrate without EB profiles had a bond strength of
20.8 ± 1 MPa. The profiled substrates exhibited bond
strengths of 26.9 ± 2 MPa (Profile A) and 27.1
±1 MPa (Profile B). The bond strength could be increased by 30% independent of the profile geometry.
Line 2 mm
Ellipse (0.5 x 2 mm)
Oscillation figure
Fig. 2. Influence of the EB-parameters on the profile shape
(dwell time 0.25 s).

Thermal spraying of EB profiled surfaces
Three different profiles (line pattern) were coated
with a Fe-based coating (Metcoloy2). The dimensions
and the filling degrees are shown in Fig. 3. The porosity of the sprayed coating was 4.6%. With a large
width, profile B could be filled to a level of around
90% (Fig. 3b), while profile A could be filled to approximately 80% (Fig. 3a). In this case, the narrow
profile shape proved a limiting factor for higher degrees of filling because the sprayed particles couldn’t
reach the bottom of the profile area. This resulted in
an obstruction of the layer build-up phenomenon during the coating process.
Thermal spray coating

Thermal spray coating

120 µm

410 µm

160 µm
Filling
degree: 80%

a) Profile A

550 µm
100 µm
400 µm

Filling
degree: 90%

EB profiling – complex pattern
Using newly programmed oscillation figures with
plus- or cross-shaped forms (Fig. 4a, b), it was possible to establish complex patterns.
The special property of these patterns was the multi-stage gradient of the profile depth (Fig. 4c). This
gradient resulted from the higher EB spot density in
the central area of each oscillation figure. Because of
this, the profile depth had to be divided into two parts.
Part one was the profile depth D1 in the outer areas of
the crosses. Part two was the profile depth D2 in the
central area of the crosses.
In addition, the plus-shaped and cross-shaped patterns could be combined in a two-step process to improve the profiled surface area (Fig. 4d). The size of
the plus-shaped oscillation figure was slightly smaller
than that of the cross-shaped oscillation. If the oscillations had the same size, there would have been an
overlap. Because of the two-step process, this would
have led to a profile depth that would have been too
high. With a single treatment, the profiled surface area
had a filling degree of 30%, and with a combined
treatment, of 60%. The complex patterns – and in
particular in combination with the high amount of
profiled surface area – created additional interlocking
fields for the thermal spray coatings.

400 µm

a

b

c D1…profile depth 1
D2…profile depth 2

d

b) Profile B

Fig. 3. Results of thermal spraying after EB profiling

Connectivity quality and bond strength of line
patterns
The profile bottoms and profile walls were important for the characterisation of the filled EB profiles. In particular, the profile walls had undercuts
with the potential to increase mechanical interlocking
for the thermal spray coating. It was assumed that the
small spray particles could fill undercuts because of
the layer-by-layer build-up and the horizontal flattening of particles after impact. The profile bottoms wettability was dependent on the profile width. A high
radius at the profile bottom produced good wetting
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D1

D2

Fig. 4. Macroscopic images of two complex patterns (a, b);
schematic diagram of the multi-stage gradient profile depth
(c); and a combined pattern (d)
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The following results were generated with aluminium substrates (AlSi35) and a dwell time of 0.125 s.
As for the line patterns, the beam current was again
responsible for the profile depth (Fig. 5). At a beam
current of 80 mA, the profile depths were D1 =
350 µm and D2 = 620 µm. A reduction of the beam
current of 25% (to 60 mA) caused a decrease in the
profile depth D1 of 42% (205 µm), and in D2 by 28%
(450 µm). D1 was more dependent on the beam current than D2 because of the differential EB spot densities.

Fig. 5. Influence of the beam current on the profile depths
of the complex patterns (dwell time: 0.125 s)

Shear strength of complex patterns
The shear strength of the Fe-based thermal spray
coating was tested on aluminium substrates. A complex pattern was investigated with profile depths of D1
= 205 µm and D2 = 450 µm. The thickness of the coating was 300 µm (measured on the sample surface).
The coating on untreated aluminium delaminated from
the substrate. In this case, the shear strength was
20.3 MPa. The coatings deposited on profiled substrates exhibited shear strengths of approximately
65.2 MPa. In this case, the fracture was the result of a
combination of adhesive and cohesive failure. Due to
EB profiling with the complex pattern, there was a
change in the failure mechanism. This resulted in the
higher shear strength of the optimised EB patterns.
The shear strength could be increased by 320% compared to that of untreated samples.
Conclusions
In this work, it was shown that EB profiling can
produce variable profile geometries as a function of
the EB parameters. The main influences on the profile
depth were the beam current and the dwell time. For
line patterns, the oscillation figure was used for adjusting a defined profile width. After thermal spraying
of two different profiles, it could be observed that the
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

wide profiles (profile width: 410 µm) had an average
filling degree of over 90%. In these profiles, even
undercuts were filled by the thermal sprayed particles.
For narrow profiles, the profile shape was an important factor for the degrees of filling. The bond
strength of the thermal sprayed coating on steel substrates could be increased by 30%, although the
amount of profiled surface was low.
The complex patterns with the newly programmed
plus- and cross-shaped oscillation figures created open
profiles with multi-stage gradient profile depths. In
comparison to the line patterns, the profiled substrate
surface area increased significantly. The complex
pattern produced a 320% higher shear strength than
substrates without EB profiles. The untreated substrates exhibited primarily adhesive failures. To some
extent, the EB profiling led to cohesive failures in the
thermal spray coatings.
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Corrosion resistance of Ti-Ta-Nb and Ti-Ta-Zr coatings
fabricated on VT14 Titanium alloy substrates using
electron beam injected into the atmosphere
Vitaliy V. Samoylenko, Igor A. Polyakov, Mikhail G.Golkovski,
Nikolay K. Kuksanov, Olga G. Lenivtseva, Ilya S. Ivanchik
In this study corrosion resistance of the coatings obtained on VТ14 (4% Al, 3% Mo, Ti – the rest)
titanium alloy substrates using focused electron beam with an energy of 1.4 MeV injected into the
atmosphere was discussed. The two-layered material fabricated on the titanium substrate can be
applied for corrosive-resistant reactors used in chemical industry. These reactors are exposed by
nitric acid heated to approximately boiling temperatures. It was shown that in spite of penetration of
alloying elements (Al and Mo) from the substrate to the coating, high anticorrosive properties of the
coatings can be achieved. For this purpose, high alloying degree of the coatings with such corrosive
resistant elements as Ta, Nb and Zr should be provided.
Устойчивост на корозия на покрития от Ti-Ta-Nb и Ti-Ta-Zr, нанесени на подложки
от VT14 титанова сплав с помощта на електронен лъч инжектиран в атмосферата (В.
Самойленко, И. Поляков, М. Голковски, Н. Куксанов, О. Ленивцева, И. Иванчик). В това
проучване се обсъжда корозионната устойчивост на покритията, получени върху подложки
от титанова сплав VТ14 (4% Al, 3% Mo, Ti - останалото), при използване на фокусиран
електронен лъч с енергия от 1,4 MeV, инжектиран в атмосферата. Двуслоен материал,
нанесен върху титанова подложка, може да се прилага за корозионно- устойчиви реактори,
използвани в химическата промишленост. Тези реактори са изложени на азотна киселина,
загрята приблизително до температурата на кипене. Показано е, че независимо от
проникването на легиращи елементи (AL и Мо) от субстрата в покритието, могат да бъдат
постигнати високи антикорозионни свойства на покритията. За тази цел, следва да се
осъществи високо легиране на покритията с такива устойчиви корозивни елементи като Ta,
Nb и Zr.

Introduction
In a number of papers [1, 2] the properties of
corrosive resistant coatings fabricated on the
commercially pure (CP) titanium substrates (VT1-0
grade) were investigated. The coats were formed
using the focused electron beam with electron energy
of 1.4 MeV that was injected into the atmosphere. The
double layered material fabricated by this method can
be used for manufacturing the corrosive resistant
reactors utilized in chemical industry under the
influence of strong acids heated to the temperatures
approximately equal to their boiling points. In this
study, the rate of corrosion of the coatings fabricated
on VT14 titanium alloy which served as a substitute of
VT1-0 was investigated. This alloy possesses a
significantly higher strength in comparison with CPtitanium. It was shown in this work that in spite of the
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penetration of alloying elements (Al and Mo) from a
substrate to the coating the doped layers can
demonstrate high corrosion resistance. It can be
achieved by increase of alloying degree of the
coatings. E.g. coatings with the highest alloying
degree (22.3% Ta and 2.6% Nb) among the tested
coatings demonstrated the lowest corrosion rate
equaled to only 8.5 µm per year.
Materials and methods
Cladding was carried out on substrates made of
titanium alloy (VT14 grade) with dimensions of
100 mm х 50 mm х 12 mm. Chemical composition of
VT14 is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1

Al

Mo

V

W

Fe

Mg

Cr

Si

Ni

Zr

Mn

Impurities

3.32

1.24

0.162

0.096

0.057

0.042

0.038

0.021

0.07

0.06

0.35

Ti

the
rest
6.22

Chemical composition of VT14 titanium alloy, wt. %

Cladding was realized by the electron beam in the
air atmosphere in the scanning regime. A width of the
treated area was equal to a width of samples (50 mm).
A powder mixture was homogeneously distributed on
the surface of titanium workpiece before cladding. A
surface density of the powder mixture was 0.45 g/cm2.
Formation of multilayered composites was realized by
reduplication of the procedure. Table 2 shows the
concentration of alloying elements in the blend and
the sample labels.
Table 2
Compositions of the powder mixtures, wt. %
Sample label
15Ta-4Nb
22Ta-8Nb
Two layers
3Ta-4Zr
9Ta-3Zr

Percentage of the components in the
powder mixtures, wt. %
Ta
Nb
Zr
Ti
CaF2
LiF
25

7

-

30

28.5

9.5

8.2
17

-

8.2
8.5

40
35

32.7
29.63

10.9
9.88

carried out by the gravimetric method. Samples for
testing with dimensions of 1 х 15 х 20 mm were cut
out of the cladded layers. Plates were hung up at the
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) threads and were
immersed into the nitric acid solution. The acid
temperature was 125 °C. After particular periods of
time samples were removed from the acid solution,
washed and weighed. After that experiment was
continued. The summarized duration of testing was
120 h. A reference sample (VT14) corrosion rate was
also determined during testing. The surfaces of
samples after corrosion tests were analyzed by a Carl
Zeiss EVO 50 XVP scanning electron microscope
(SEM).
Results and discussion
Table 3 shows a percentage of alloying elements in
the cladded layers. It is clearly seen from this table
that cladding of the second layer of Ta and Nb caused
the increase of concentration of alloying components
in the coating. Results of corrosion tests are presented
in Fig. 1 and in Table 4.
Table 3
Percentage of alloying components in the coating
determined by EDX analysis, wt. %
Sample label

Ta

Zr

Nb

Al

Mo

15Ta-4Nb
22Ta-8Nb
3Ta-4Zr
9Ta-3Zr

14.7
22.3
3.3
8.6

3.9
3.3

3.5
7.6

3.9
1.62
4.5
3.8

3.2
3.3

Table 4
An ELV-6 electron accelerator produced by the
Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics SB RAS
(Novosibirsk) was used for cladding. Beam current
was 24 mА, rate of the sample movement under the
electron beam was 10 mm/s; scanning amplitude was
25 mm; scanning frequency was 50 Hz.
Percentage of alloying elements in the cladded
layer was determined by an INCA X-ACT (Oxford
Instruments) energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analyzer.
Corrosion resistance was tested in a nitric acid
solution (65%) in water; estimation of the results was
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Corrosion rate of substrate of VT14 titanium alloy and
tested alloyed layers in the boiling concentrated solution of
nitric acid in water.
Sample label

Corrosion rate, µm per year

VT14
15Ta-4Nb
22Ta-8Nb
3Ta-4Zr
9Ta-3Zr

476.8±15.8
39.3±14.7
8.5±4.2
392.0±35.7
296.0±7.9
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Fig. 2. Surfaces of the samples after corrosion tests in the boiling concentrated solution of nitric acid: a – VT14 titanium
alloy; b - 15Ta-4Nb alloy; с –22Ta-8Nb alloy; d –3Ta-4Zr alloy; е –9Ta-3Zr alloy.

It was found that VT14 titanium alloy possessed
the maximum dissolution rate in the boiling
concentrated solution of nitric acid equaled to 477 µm
per year. Dissolution rate of titanium alloy with 3%
Ta and 4% Zr was 392 µm per year. Increase of the
alloying degree with Ta up to 9% (9Ta-3Zr sample)
led to 1.3-fold decrease of the corrosion rate

Fig. 1. Relation between mass loss of materials in the
boiling solution of nitric acid and duration of testing.

The samples obtained by cladding of the Ti-Ta-Nb
powder mixture possessed the maximum corrosion
resistance. Dissolution rate of 15Ta-4Nb and 22Ta8Nb alloys in the boiling acid solution was 39.3 µm
per year and 8.5 µm per year respectively.
Surfaces of the samples after 120 h of testing in the
boiling solution of concentrated nitric acid were
analyzed by SEM. On the surfaces of samples traces
of preliminary polishing were clearly seen (Fig. 2).
Damage of the alloy with 3 % Ta and 4 % Zr caused
by exposure of boiling nitric acid occurred
predominantly in the areas corresponded to the interdendritic space (Fig. 2d). It was accompanied by
formation of relief which was not revealed on the
surfaces of other samples (Fig. 2).
Surface morphologies of alloys with enhanced
percentage of alloying elements (9Ta-3Zr, 15Ta-4Nb
and 22Ta-8Nb samples) were characterized by the
similar structures after corrosive damage (Fig. 2, b, c,
e). Different contrast can be observed between
dendritic arms and inter-dendritic space. Increase of
percentage of alloying elements in the coating led to
decrease of etchability of inter-dendritic space by a
corrosive solution.

comparing to VT14 alloy. Corrosion rate of this alloy
was 296 µm per year.
“E+E”, 5-6/2016
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Conclusions
Coatings obtained on the titanium substrates by
non-vacuum electron beam cladding possessed high
corrosion resistance in a boiling nitric acid solution.
Alloying VT14 titanium with 22 % Ta and 8 % Nb led
to 71-fold increase of its corrosion resistance.
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The new condensed from vapor phase composite materials based
on copper and their applications
Nikolay I. Grechanyuk, Vera G. Grechanyuk, Elena V. Khomenko, Igor
N. Grechanyuk, Victor G. Zatovskii , Dmytro Kovalchuk
The paper presents the method of electron beam vacuum evaporation and condensation for the
most promising technologies of manufacturing modern composite materials, used in welding and
switching equipment. This method currently is one of the components of the technological process of
producing thin (up to 5 µm) films for radio engineering, microelectronics, computer engineering, etc.,
as well as thick (more than 5 µm) films-condensates widely applied as effective protective and wearresistant coatings. The results of scientific and production activity on introduction into industry of
technologies of deposition of thick films based on copper and refractory metals (molybdenum, tungsten,
chromium) with additives of REM and other metals (yttrium, zirconium) on the surface of electric
contacts and electrodes are described. Proceeding from the results of trials performed in more than 54
enterprises of Ukraine, Russia, Georgia, Romania, Poland and PRC it was established that the developed
materials are not inferior to silver-containing powder compositions in terms of serviceability, while
being approximately 3 times less expensive than the latter.
Нови, кондензирани от парната фаза, композитни материали на основата на мед и
техните приложения (Н. Гречанюк, В. Гречанюк, Е. Хоменко, И. Гречанюк, В. Затовский,
Д. Ковалчук). Статията представя метода на електроннолъчeво вакуумно изпарение и
кондензация за най-обещаващите технологии на производството на съвременни композитни
материали, използвани при заваряване и превключвателно оборудване. Този метод
понастоящем е един от компонентите на технологичния процес на производство на тънки (до
5 µm) филми за радиотехниката, микроелектрониката, компютърна техника и т.н., както и
дебели (повече от 5 µm) филми-кондензати, които имат широко приложение като ефективни
предпазни и износоустойчиви покрития. Описани са резултатите от научнопроизводствената дейност на въвеждането в индустрията на технологии за отлагане на
дебели филми на основата на мед и огнеупорни метали (молибден, волфрам, хром) с добавки на
REM и други метали (итрий, цирконий) на повърхността на електрически контакти и
електроди. Изхождайки от резултатите от проучвания, проведени в над 54 предприятия на
Украйна, Русия, Грузия, Румъния, Полша и КНР беше установено, че разработените
материали не отстъпват на съдържащите сребърни прахови състави по отношение на
експлоатационната годност, като същевременно е приблизително 3 пъти евтини от
последните.

One of progressive directions of development of
principally new materials, in the all with preset
properties is high-rate EB evaporation and
condensation of metallic and non-metallic materials in
vacuum. Evaporation and subsequent condensation of
materials in vacuum is a relatively new direction in
materials science [1-3]. At present, none of the
engineering fields related to material producing and
processing can do without the EB technology. This is
accounted for by the highest efficiency of the electron
beam, compared to other known concentrated energy
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flows (laser, plasma). The electron beam has the
highest coefficient of energy absorption. Ranges of
power and energy concentration in the beam are
significant (electron beam power of 1 MW and more).
In this connection, material heating up to specified
melting and evaporation temperatures occurs at very
high rates [4]. EB evaporation and condensation in
vacuum are one of the components of the technological
process of producing thin (up to 5 mkm) films for radio
engineering, microelectronics, computer engineering,
etc. [5], as well as thick (more than 5 mkm) films,
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applied as effective protective and wear-resistant
coatings [6-10]. A promising avenue is development of
multi-component coatings designed for increasing
erosion resistance of electric contacts of switching
devices. Scientific and production experience gained at
development of coatings from copper-based alloys
alloyed with tin, chromium, aluminum, nickel and
titanium is generalized in monograph [11].
Applicability of high-strength films of Cu-0.5Al2O3
system (here and further on — wt.%) as coatings for
electrical engineering products is noted in [12]. It is
established that vacuum-deposited coatings are greatly
superior to the respective electroplated ones by the level
of wear resistance and, particularity, temperature
stability. Despite the obvious advantages, vacuum
coatings are not always economically justified, as the
coefficient of vapor utilization usually does not exceed
10-15 %. At the same time, the differences in component
vapor pressure lead to insurmountable difficulties at
evaporation from one source of copper- or silver-based
materials with additives of refractory metals (tungsten,
molybdenum, tantalum, niobium, zirconium) in a particular proportion, corresponding to the composition of
modern electric contact materials. Powder metallurgy
methods are the traditional ones for manufacturing
composite materials (CM) for electric contacts.
Technological features of producing materials for
electric contacts, their service characteristics and
applications are described in [13-20]. The latest
achievements in this field of materials science are
generalized in [21].
Despite a wide selection of materials for switching
and welding engineering, the problem of development of
highly reliable CM still has not been folly solved. The
structural factor has a decisive influence on service
properties of materials of electric contacts and
electrodes. Increase of CM dispersity in Ag-Me, AgMeO system promotes lowering of plasma flow
intensity, and increase of electro-erosion resistance of
contacts and electrodes from these materials [22].
Evaporation and condensation processes allow engineering materials on atomic-molecular level and, as a
result, precisely controlling their dispersity.
Condensed from the vapour phase CM based on pure
metals and their alloys, oxides, carbides, borides, CM
which are of dispersion-strengthened, microlaminate
and microporous types of 0.1 to 2.0 mm thickness,
have been studied since 1970 s [23- 27]. Until
recently, however, there has been no information about
industrial production of such materials as individual
structural elements of assemblies, instruments and
mechanisms. .Of greatest interest is development and
wide introduction into different engineering sectors of
200

CM condensed from the vapour phase for contacts and
electrodes, not containing any noble metals. It should
be noted that materials, produced by powder
metallurgy methods without noble metals, are widely
accepted in manufacture of electrodes and contacts of
switching devices. Powder CM for these contacts and
electrodes contain 20 to 80 % of the refractory
component, while copper is the low-melting
component. Nickel and cobalt can be the technological
additives, and some oxides, boron and other elements
can be the functional additives. Powder CM with 50
and 70 % content of refractory phase are mainly used
in industry [15, 28]. At application of contacts and
electrodes from CM of W-Cu system the oxidation
products most often are WO3 and Cu2O3 oxides [16,
29]. Their specific electric resistance varies in rather
broad ranges: for WO3 from 1 (at strong deviation) to
1*1012 Ohm/cm (at stoichiometric composition), for
Cu2O — from 103 to 1010 Ohm/cm. At current switching
in air, such processes are observed also in the working
layer of contacts from Mo-Cu pseudo-alloys.
Molybdenum and copper are mutually partially
soluble [30], while their oxides interact and form
resistant compounds (CuMoO4, Cu3Mo2O9) [31, 32]. At
temperature above 700 °C, a low-meting eutectic forms
in MoO3-Cu2O system. It is found that the oxide film,
having the composition of eutectic of this system,
spreads easily over the contact surface, filling its
unevenness [31, 32]. The film has weak adhesion to
the base and its delamination from the contact surface
after solidification promotes the «self-cleaning» effect
and lowering of the level of the contact pair transient
resistance [28]. When solving the problem of producing
from the vapor phase the composites for electric contacts
and electrodes, a number of scientific and applied studies
on development CM based on copper, molybdenum,
tungsten and chromium were performed, which included:
selection of alloying elements and development of the
processes of their addition to the copper matrix to
produce two- and multicomponent CM ; investigation
of the influence of interphase interaction in copperrefractory component system, material, temperature
and substrate roughness on CM structure and
properties; analysis of variation of CM structure and
properties, depending on chemical composition of
initial (evaporated) components and their deposition
rate, substantiation of separating layer material
selection; studying the influence of alloying phases on
the increase of copper evaporation rate and
determination of optimum composition of alloying
additives; conducting integrated studies of the
structure, physico-chemical and mechanical properties
of graded two- and multicomponent Cu-based CM
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produced on stationary and on rotating substrates;
conducting integrated corrosion studies of CM and
determination of mechanisms of corrosion processes
running; issuing recommendations on corrosionresistant Cu-based CM, condensed from the vapour
phase, development of commercial equipment and their
manufacturing technologies. Main results of conducted
fundamental, scientific and applied research are set
forth in [33-35] and are generalized in [36]. Results of
performance of the above mentioned work can be
described as follows.
Table 1
Chemical composition, density (D) and specific electrice
resistance (SER) of Cu-Zr-Y-Mo CM
Materials Composition, wt. %

D,
g/cm3
DSMS-1 Cu-(0,05-0,1)(Zr,Y)- 8,9-9,0
(3-5)Mo

SER,
mkOhm*m
0,021-0,022

DSMS-2 Cu-(0,05-0,1)(Zr,Y)- 9,0-9,05
(5,1-8)Mo
DSMS-3 Cu-(0,05-0,1)(Zr,Y)- 9,05-9,1
(8,1-12)Mo

0,022-0,024
0,024-0,028

Table 2
Hardness and tensile strength (σ) and elongation (δ) of
Cu-Zr-Y-Mo CM
Hardness,
HV, MPa

Mechanical properties
before annealing
σ, MPa

after annealing in
vacuum (900 oC, 1h)

(δ) ,%

σa, MPa

(δa) , %

1000-1500 300-430

10,3-7,3

295-420

17,6-9,3

1500-1650 440-630

7,25-3,4

425-600

9,45-4,9

1650-1800 635-785

3,25-1,8

605-730

4,85-3,9

Physico-chemical principles of designing Cu-based
CM condensed from the vapour phase were defined,
which enabled transition from laboratory studies to
their broad industrial application. Integrated studies of
the structure, physico-chemical, mechanical and service
properties of Cu-Mo, Cu-W, Cu-Cr, (CuZrY)-Mo CM
in the range of up to 50 % concentrations of refractory
components were performed; comprehensive studies of
corrosion resistance of two- and multicomponent CM
were conducted and their corrosion resistance points
were calculated; formation of oversaturated solid
solutions on submicron level in Cu-W, Cu-Mo, Cu-Cr
CM was established, that leads to laminated structure
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formation as a result of their decomposition. It was
proposed for the first time to alloy the copper matrix
with zirconium and yttrium with their total content of
up to 0.1 % in CM, by copper evaporation from CuZr-Y alloy through intermediate pool, that provided
simultaneous increase of CM corrosion resistance and
copper evaporation rate 2 to 3 times. and it was
experimentally shown that Cu-0,1(Zr, Y)- (8-12)Mo
and
Cu-0,1(Zr,Y)-(0,3-0,34)CR-(8-12)Mo
CM
condensed from the vapour phase are bulk
nanocrystalline systems.
CM Cu-Zr-Y-Mo have become the most widely
applied [33, 36, 37]. Chemical composition and electrical
properties also mechanical properties of the above
materials are presented in Tables 1 and 2.
New composites, called dispersion-strengthened
materials for electric contacts (DSMC), are certified
in keeping with Ukrainian standards [38, 39]. Chemical
composition and technology of their manufacturing are
protected by patents of Ukraine and Russian Federation
[40-42]. Cu-, Mo- and W-based CM, condensed from
the vapour phase, are characterized by a laminated
structure with layer hierarchy on macro-, micro- and
submicron levels (Fig.1). Lamination is weakly
pronounced at small concentration of molybdenum (up to
7-8 %) and tungsten (up to 4 %). With increase of
refractory component content, the image contrast is
enhanced that points to their greater lamination due to
various factors. Presence of lamination on the
macrolevel is due, most probably to development of
electric micro-breakdowns, arising at high-rate
evaporation of initial commercially pure components
(rate of copper deposition on a rotating steel substrate of
1000 mm diameter reaches 60-70 mkm/min, that of
molybdenum - 6-8 mkm/min.

Fig.1. Laminated structure of Cu-Mo based CM

Lamination on the microlevel is due to
impurities, present in the initial (evaporation)
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materials. Layer formation at submicron level is
associated with formation of oversaturated solid
solutions, which, while decomposing, form the
respective microlayers [36]. Switching testing showed
that in such a graded laminated nanomaterial changes of
layer chemical composition essentially limit the zone of
discharge thermal impact. In a number of types of
switching devices and instruments, smaller changes of
working layer of contacts and electrodes and increase of
erosion resistance are observed, compared to analogs
produced by powder metallurgy. The most effective
fields of DSMC application are city transport (contacts,
used in city trams, trolleybuses, metro trains; intercity
electric transport, diesel locomotives, electric trains; lift
facilities (passenger and cargo lifts); port, ship cranes and
other hoisting mechanisms; electric trolleys of all types;
mining equipment; industrial and household electric
appliances, containing relays, starters, contactors, knife
switches, etc.). DSMC-3 have become applied by
industry as electrodes for welding brass strip to copper
wire in capacitor spot welding machines of TKM 15
and TKM 17 type. Results of electrode testing in
«Shostka Kazenny Zavod «Impuls» enterprise are
given below. Electrodes manufactured from DSMC-3
meet all the requirements made of electrodes used in
capacitor spot welding machines of TMK 15 and TKM
17 type. A fundamentally new application of DSMC-3
was their use as electrodes for live tissue welding [43].
Manufacture of nozzles from these materials for supersonic electric arc spraying was mastered. Replacement of beryllium bronze by DSMC is promising.
Unlike bronze, CM of DSMC grade do not lose their
strength right up to heating temperature of 900 °C.
Above-mentioned CM can also be used as spring alloys
with high electric conductivity, alloys resistant to
radiation swelling, and as coatings for mirrors in power
metal optics [36].
CM of the system Cu-Cr-Zr-Y-Mo (MDK3Kh
grade) are an optimized variant of DSMC-3. It was
experimentally confirmed that Cu-(0,05-0,1) (Zr, Y) (8-12) Mo CM are bulk nanocrystalline materials with
average grain dimensions of 80 nm for copper and 10 nm
for molybdenum. Owing to additional alloying with
chromium, MD-K3Kh feature 1.5 to 2 times higher
corrosion resistance, compared to DSMC-3 with
preservation of the level of physico-mechanical
properties of the latter [44]. They are, mainly, used for
manufacturing breaking contacts of mining equipment,
where humidity reaches more than 80 % and CO2 and
SO3 aggressive gases are present, in particular, in
Smolinskaya and Ingulskaya uranium mines (Ukraine).
Composite materials of system Cu-Cr-Y-C
(MDK3S grade) are used on industrial scale for
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manufacturing sliding contacts [45, 46]. Pantographs
from these materials have become applied in
locomotives, pulling trolleys with copper ore at
Copper-Ore Works (Lublin, Poland).
CM of the system Cu-(0,05-0,1)(Zr, Y)-W are
traditionally used as high-current electric contacts in
oil circuit-breakers. Recently they are also becoming
applied in some types of vacuum devices. In
particular, Cu-(0,05-0,1)(Zr, Y)-(32-36)W CM,
condensed from the vapour phase, have become applied in industry for manufacturing contacts of oil circuit-breakers of RNO and RNT-17 type. The above
materials have successfully passed pilot industrial
testing in vacuum arc chutes MVK-440, used, mainly,
ill coal mines [47].
CM of the system Cu-(0,05-0,1)(Zr, Y)-Cr
Influence of technological factors on the structure and
mechanical properties of Cu-Zr-Y-Cr CM condensed
from the vapour phase with up to 60 % Cr content is
described in [48]. Cu-Cr CM with 35-50 % Cr are
widely applied for manufacturing contacts of vacuum
arc chutes. Possibility of applying condensed CM of
this system is due to the features of chemical
composition and morphology of «secondary»
structure formed on contact working surface. Under
non-equilibrium conditions of the arc discharge,
mutual solubility of copper and chromium in the
working layer rises, and solid solution decomposition
with dispersed structure formation takes place. CuZr-Y-Cr condensates at this chromium content have
a laminated structure on macro-, micro- and
submicrolevels. Lamination of the ' latter two levels is
attributable to anisotropy of normal grain growth,
promoting formation of «columnar» structure within
several layers of the condensate, in which a structure
with polygonal grain shape and indications of solid
solution delamination forms in the section of the
layer, normal to the columns, under the impact of
temperature and time.
Change of Vickers hardness, depending on chromium content, is of a linear nature; in the concentration
range of 35-50 % Cr, hardness varies in the range of
2069 to 2503 MPa. At tensile testing, ultimate strength
rises to 550 MPa, the CM, however, has zero ductility.
Cu-Zr-Y-Cr CM are becoming accepted for
manufacturing arc chute contacts [49, 50]. CM
condensed from the vapour phase feature several
advantages: they are produced in one process cycle,
they are less expensive than their analogs produced by
powder metallurgy methods (1,5 to 1,7 times) and
essentially (4 times) less expensive than the materials
of silver-containing contacts. In terms of their
serviceability, condensed CM are not inferior to
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materials based on silver-containing compositions. They
are readily treatable by cutting, grinding, drilling; are
easily soldered by any of the known soldering
processes, with application of standard silver-containing and non-silver solders. Industrial certified EB
equipment has been developed for manufacturing CM
condensed from the vapour phase [51, 52], which allows manufacturing up to 12 tons per year of composites of various composition. During the period of
1995 to 2015, more than 15 tons of CM has been
manufactured, from which about 1,6 million contacts
and electrodes of 386 type sizes have been produced
[53].
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Effect of craters on deep hardening under pulsed electron beam
Thierry Grosdidier, Youssef Samih, Chuang Dong
By comparing the behavior of two types of 316L stainless steels under the high current pulsed
electron beam (HCPEB) irradiation treatment, it is demonstrated experimentally that the burst of
eruptive craters through the surface has an effect on the so-called deep hardening. The density of
craters has been quantified and the results revealed significant hardening at depth as deep as 180µm
only in the sulfurised steel containing the MnS particles which served as nucleation sites for craters.
Ефект на кратерите върху дълбокото втвърдяване при въздействие с импулсен
електронен лъч (Т. Гросдидиер, Й. Сами,Ч. Донг). Чрез сравняване на поведението на два
вида 316L неръждаема стомана при облъчване с високо токов импулсен електронен лъч
(HCPEB), е доказано експериментално, че появата на еруптивни кратери на повърхността
има ефект върху т. нар. дълбоко втвърдяване. Гъстотата на кратерите е оценена
количествено и резултатите показаха значително втвърдяване на дълбочина 180 µm само в
сулфурираната стомана, съдържаща MnS частици, които са послужили като места за
зараждане на кратери.

Introduction
The interaction of intense pulsed electron beams
(IPEB) [1, 2] or intense pulsed ion beams (IPIB) [3, 4]
with materials has been studied because of successful
industrial applications for specific surface treatments
and coating/alloying of materials. These techniques
generally induce the formation of three successive
zones in the irradiated samples. If the energy imparted
to the sample is sufficiently high, the very top surface
(few microns) consists generally of a melted and
rapidly solidified layer from which some light element
may have evaporated [5]. Below is present a heat
affected zone (~ 10 µm) where solid-state phase
transformations and recrystallization may occur [6, 7].
Finally, much deeper within the surface (~ 100 µm)
can be present a zone that is affected by the generated
stresses and which can be hardened by plastic
deformation and the presence of dislocations and
structural defects [8 - 10] or by the formation of stress
induced martensite [11, 12].
In the case of the high current pulsed electron
beam (HCPEB) technique, the improved wear
resistance has been attributed to several
complementary
factors
(surface
hardening,
nanostructure formation, roughness modification) and
the mechanisms responsible for the improvement in
corrosion established for steels, Cu and other light
alloys based on Ti, Al and Mg. However, the
mechanisms responsible for the so-called "deep
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hardening" are much less understood. In their
modeling approach, Qin et al. [13, 14] suggested that
the subsurface initial melting that is associated with
the specific energy distribution of the electron beam
could create an additional source of plastic
deformation. Indeed, it was suggested that recoil
impulses could be generated as a consequence of
crater eruptions that were necessary to evacuate the
confine sub-surface pool of melted and vaporized
matter that burst through the surface in the early
stages of electron beam surface melting [14, 15]. To
the authors knowledge however, there is no
experimental work that has been carried out so far to
undoubtedly verify the electiveness of the formation
of craters on hardening the surface and subsurface of
HCPEB treated samples.
The aim of the present paper is to investigate
experimentally the contribution of the potential crater
bursts on modifying the deep hardening phenomena.
To this end, the HCPEB technique has been applied
under similar processing conditions on two stainless
steels of very close chemistry but having different
potential for crater formation.
Materials and processing conditions
A. Treated steels
The two steels are from the AISI 316L austenitic
stainless steel series having low levels of carbon
(0.03% maximum). The first grade, the 316LS one,
has been re-sulfurised to a tightly controlled level, in
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

order to introduce Manganese Sulphides (MnS). As
will be explained hereafter, these precipitates will
induce a higher density of craters. The second grade,
the 316LM (low carbon vacuum melted) , is a medical
grade that has been vacuum melted to achieve high
levels of purities and cleanliness. Thanks to the
absence of inclusions, it has an improved corrosion
resistance and, as will be shown, is less prone to crater
formation under HCPEB. For both steels, the
austenitic phase is very stable and the Ms temperature
is below -150°C.
B. HCPEB processing parameters
The HCPEB parameters used in the present study
were selected based on our previous results and
experience. The samples were irradiated 20 times with
a pulse duration of about 1 µs while 10 s was the
duration was left between two successive pulses. An
accelerating voltage of 27 kV, corresponding to an
energy density of 6 J/cm2, was used.
Background on the beam / material interaction
A. Experimental approaches
Although they are operated differently and have
different types of interactions, the pulsed electron
beams and pulsed ion beams share some basic
fundamentals. The pulse irradiation generates fast
heating (108 - 1010 K/s) and cooling (107 - 109 K/s)
with high temperature gradient (106 - 108 K/cm) and
within a very short time. Under IPEB - also called
(Low Energy) High Current Pulsed Electron Beam :
(LE)HCPEB - the pulse durations are typically of the
order of 1 to 5 µs for energy densities in the range 1 to
10 J/cm2 when using the "Nadezhda-2" [1] or "Hope1" [16] machines but they can be increased to 100 200 µs leading to an energy density up to 30-80 J/cm2
when using the "Solo" [17] machine . Comparatively,
for IPIB - also often called High Power Ion Beam :
HPIB - ions can be introduced at the very top surface
using pulse durations that are generally much shorter
(40 - 100 ns); 100 ns for the "Vera" facility for
example [18]. Also, the ion range or the energy
deposition region is generally shorter than that of the
electron beam. This is illustrated in the comparative
example given for close energy densities (2 and 2.2
J/cm2) by Krasnikov et al. [19]; an example which
also recalls the important point concerning the fact
that the maximum energy distribution is released
slightly below the surface (0.4 to 2 µm) for IPEB [8,
9, 11, 14, 15, 19].
In their pioneer studies on Fe and carbon steels,
Markov and Rotshtein [8] as well as Pogrebnjak et al.
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[9] investigated the evolution of hardness in IPEB and
IPIB treated samples, respectively. When using a
very high energy pulsed electron beam (10 µs duration
for 50 and 150 J/cm2 energy deposition) on a
quenched and tempered steel, Markov and Rothstein,
found a deep hardening arising essentially from the
refine structure formed within the thick (25 µm and
180 µm) melted domain that underwent rapid
solidification [8]. Comparatively, when the pulse
duration was shorten to about 1µm using a lower
energy electron beam (LEHCPEB, 1 - 10 J/cm2), the
increase in micro-hardness was essentially coming
from the sub-surface that remained solid and was
related to the propagation of stress waves and
associated strain hardening [2, 8]. The analyses of
pure Fe under IPIB have also revealed a correlation
between the average dislocation density and microhardness both in the near surface layers and at great
depths [9]. It was suggested that the dislocation
density was significantly reduced under IPEB in Fe
with the attenuation of the thermo-elastic stresses
while the generation of a shock wave under IPIB
formed a deep hardened layer at depth as high as 200
µm [9]. While in pure HCPEB treated Fe the
hardening extended to about 8 µm at the lowest
energy density (3.3 J/cm2) and 20 µm under 5.2 J/cm2,
the deep hardening extended far beyond the heat
affected zone (over 200 µm under 2.5 J/cm2) for the
0.45 carbon steel after 300 pulses of irradiation
reaching a surprisingly high value of about 16 GPa
[2]. For the 316LS steel treated for 20 pulses, TEM
investigations have also revealed a pronounced
deformed state materialized by high dislocation
density coupled with the presence of very well defined
micro-deformation bands [10].
B. Theoretical approaches
Several modeling approaches have been proposed
to improve our understanding of the deep hardening
phenomena. Using a model based on dislocations
dynamics and kinetics applied to a Fe target,
Krasnikov et al. have done an interesting comparison
of the effectiveness of IPIB and IPEB [20]. In the case
of IPEB, the selected large pulse duration (800 ns)
and, accordingly, the low rate of energy input, does
not provide with the formation of the dynamic stress
wave and the increase in dislocation density was
entirely provided by the action of the quasi-static
thermal stresses [20]. Under such conditions, the
modeling approach shows that the hardening could not
extend to depth higher than 8 µm. Thus, it can be
clearly concluded that (i) the deep hardening observed
under IPIB and IPEB have different origins and that
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(ii) taking into account solely the different stresses
generated by the heat flux cannot explain the deep
hardening often recorded under IPEB. As previously
mentioned, the modeling approach carried out by Qin
et al. suggested that the eruption of craters at the
surface of treated surfaces could be at the origin of the
deep hardening under HCPEB [14], but no
experimental proof has been given so far.
Craters and their potential effects
A. Crater formation mechanisms and densities
An intriguing feature after intense pulse irradiation
is indeed the presence of craters at the sample surface.
In the case of the HCPEB treatments, as temperature
rises faster at a subsurface layer due to the maximum
energy deposition located at about 1/3 of the total
penetration depth of the beam, the craters are
essentially produced by the expulsion of
liquid/vaporized pools of mater through the outermost
surface. While craters have been observed to be
localized at grain boundaries and especially their triple
junctions, the major source of crater nucleation site is
the presence of second phase particles which often
have different physical and thermal properties than the
matrix. The nucleation sites were indentified to be
intermetallics in NiTi [11] or carbides in carbon steels
[21] and the D2 steel [22]. In the case of the 316LS
austenitic stainless steel investigated here, a steel
containing a fairly low amount of carbon, the
nucleation site were confirmed to be MnS inclusions
[23]. Fig. 1 gathers results taken from Samih et al.
[24], which gives the density of craters observed at the
surface of various metals after an increasing amount
of pulses given at an energy density of 6 J/cm2

In terms of crater formation, two groups of metals
can be distinguished. The single crystal Ni-based
superalloy (containing coherent precipitates) and the
AISI 420 martensitic stainless steel are present at the
bottom of the graph. The absence of incoherent
particles having a different chemistry explains the low
density of craters. Comparatively, the different carbon
steels and the 316LS austenitic steel are characterized
by a high density of craters that tends to decrease
when the number of pulses increases. This behavior
has been explained by considering the combined
effect of (i) a slight increase in melted layer thickness
with (ii) a homogenization of the surface chemistry
that lower the density of potential nucleation sites at
chemical heterogeneities [21, 22].
Looking at the craters density obtained when
treating our steels with an energy density of 6 J/cm2, it
is clear that each steel falls within one of these two
categories. The data obtained for the 316LS steel are
consistent with the results on the 316LS steel reported
previously [2] and large craters were indeed formed at
MnS inclusion sites. Comparatively, the 316 LM steel,
that does not contain MnS inclusion, is characterized
by a low density of craters.
B. Effect of carters on hardening
Fig. 2 gives a SEM image of the surface of the
316LS steel after irradiation. Several craters are
visible.

Fig. 2. SEM top view of a HCPEB treated surface showing
the presence of craters in the MnS containing 316 LS steel.

Fig. 1. Evolution of crater density with the number of
pulses for different metals treated by HCPEB for an energy
deposition of 6 J/cm2. Note the difference in crater density
for the two steels investigated here
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The surface is also covered by deformation marks
such as slip lines witnessing the effect of plastic
deformation. This is consistent with observations
carried out on the same alloy revealing also that this
plastic deformation could be accommodated by the
formation of orientation dependant mechanical twins
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

[25]. The EBSD and XRD analysis have revealed
similar deformation mechanisms for the two steels
investigated here: dislocations and twinning activities
and the absence of martensitic transformation.
In addition to the top surface modification, the
microstructure at the sub-surface is also affected by
the effects of the craters.

Fig. 3. Evolution of the sub-surface hardness for the MnS
containing (where craters are nucleated) 316LS steel and
the particle free 316 LM steel.

Fig. 3 gives the evolution of the hardness measured
on cross section for the two steels. Each indicated
hardness data corresponds to an average of 5
measurements. After HCPEB, the surface hardness of
the 316LM steel increases to reach about 220 HV near
the top treated surface, more 20% higher than the
initial material hardness (about 180 HV). Then, the
hardness decreases to reach to initial material hardness
at about 80 µm in depth. Although a wavy aspect of
the hardness evolution is visible, the overall intensity
of the hardness modifications are not affected much.
Comparatively, the hardness has been improved by
more than 40% for the 316LS steel - to reach values
above 250 Hv - and the hardening is effective over an
entire depth of 180 µm. There is therefore a clear
difference in the deep hardening behavior of these two
grades of steel despite their very close nature.
Conclusions
Two types of 316L stainless steels, having a
different ability to create craters at nucleated at
inclusions, have been investigated after the same high
current pulsed electron beam (HCPEB) irradiation
treatment. A much higher density of craters formed on
the surface of the 316LS steel that contained MnS
inclusions than for the inclusion free 316LM steel. A
more significant sub-surface hardening, to a depth of
about 180 µm was revealed for the 316LS steel. These
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

experimental results tend to confirm the idea raised
from the modeling work of Qin et al. [14] that
suggested that the burst of craters provide with a
driving force to create recoil impulses able to
plastically deform the material sub-surface.
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Pulsed electron beams for surface finish of
laser or electron beam sintered metal articles
Anton D. Teresov, Nikolai N. Koval, Yuri F. Ivanov, Elizaveta A. Petrikova
The paper presents research results on pulsed electron beam surface finish of porous metal
articles obtained by selective powder sintering. On the example of VT6 alloy, it is shown that surface
finish with a pulsed electron beam in a vacuum of 3.5·10–2 Ра (Ar) at an electron energy of 15 keV,
pulse duration of 200 µs, and pulse energy density of 45 J/cm2 provides a considerable decrease in
surface roughness and porosity. The proposed method of surface finish is an alternative to
conventional techniques of surface treatment of articles for use in mechanical engineering,
implantology, industry, science, education, designing, and other fields.
Довършителна повърхността обработка чрез импулсни електронни лъчи на
синтеровани с лазерен или електронен лъч метални предмети (А. Тересов, Н. Ковал, Ю.
Иванов, Е. Петрикова). Статията представя резултатите от научните изследвания на
обработка на повърхността чрез импулсен електронен лъч, на порести метални изделия,
получени чрез селективно прахово синтероване. Довършителната повърхностна обработка е
показана за сплав VT6, тя е извършена във вакуум – 3.5·10-2Pa (Ar), с енергия на електроните
15 keV, продължителност на импулса – 200 µs и плътност на енергията на импулса 45 J/cm2,
като по този начин се осигурява значително намаляване на грапавостта и порьозността на
повърхността. Предложеният метод за повърхностна модификация се явява алтернатива на
конвенционалните техники за такава обработка на предмети, използвани в
машиностроенето,
имплантологията,
индустрията,
научката,
образованиято,
проектантството и други.

Introduction
Now, many technologies are available which can
be called additive and they are all based on successive
addition of material, rather than on its successive
removal as conventional, to create an article.
Additive technologies allow gradual layer-by-layer
manufacturing, often termed growing, of any article
based on its 3D computer model. Unlike conventional
technologies in which blanks or billets are deformed
or machined to cut off superfluous material, additive
manufacturing uses amorphous materials to create
new objects. Depending on the additive technology,
objects can be grown from the bottom upward or from
the top down and can thus differ in properties.
The first additive systems used mostly polymers.
The now available 3D printers, as the essential of
additive manufacturing, are able to operate with
engineering plastics, composite powders, metals,
ceramics, and sand. By now, additive technologies are
widely used in mechanical engineering, industry,
science, education, designing, medicine, foundry, and
many other fields.
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Modern 3D printers for growing articles from
metal powders use laser or electron beam sintering.
These methods consist in constructing an article in a
thin (50 – 100 µm) metal powder layer in which
particles are sintered under the action of laser or
electron beam irradiation. As a result, a porous layer
with a high roughness (Ra = 30 µm, Rz = 150 µm) is
formed at the article–powder boundary due to
attachment and sticking of individual particles, and for
further use of the article it is required to remove or
modify this rough layer.
The roughness and porosity of such layers are
normally decreased through surface treatment [1],
including mechanical treatment (grinding and
polishing with abrasive wheels and belts, in drums and
vibration machines, UV polishing, abrasive and
hydro-abrasive jet machining, etc.), chemical and
electrochemical etching.
The methods of mechanical treatment allow a
considerable decrease in surface roughness, depending
on the abrasive grit size, and are relatively cheap.
However, they have a series of shortcomings such as
penetration of abrasive particles into material surface
211

layers, complexity of treating bulk objects with a
developed surface profile, loss of material during
treatment, especially for convex surface parts, and
complexity of controlling the process.
The methods of chemical and electrochemical
etching of metal surfaces use selective etchants and dc
or pulse current for each specific material, making it
possible to control the etching rate and hence the
etched layer thickness. The shortcomings of these
methods are the necessity of utilizing aggressive
reaction products, expensive etchants, and selectivity
of use (requiring a selection of etchant components for
each metal material).
In the study presented, we used a submillisecond
pulsed electron beam, being free from the above
shortcomings, for surface finish of metal articles [2 4].
Materials and research techniques
The test specimens were plates of dimensions 15 ×
30 × 5 mm grown layer-by-layer from VT6-grade Ti
powder with a particle size of 40 – 100 µm through
selective electron beam sintering in vacuum on an
Arcam A2X setup (Sweden) [5].
The specimen surface was irradiated on a SOLO
setup [6] comprising a plasma cathode electron source
based on a low-pressure pulsed arc discharge with a
grid-stabilized plasma boundary. The system provides
the generation of an electron beam in vacuum at a
pressure of (2 – 5)·10–2 Pa (Ar) with a pulse duration
of 20 – 200 µs, beam current of up to 300 A, electron
energy of up to 25 keV, pulse repetition frequency of
0.3–20 Hz, and energy density of up to 80 J/cm2. The
beam imprint diameter on the treated surface is 1.5 – 3
cm depending on the irradiation parameters.
The use of plasma electron sources for surface
finish of metal articles manufactured by selective

a

powder sintering holds promise because of the
possibility to generate sub- and millisecond pulses and
to provide repetitive pulsed operation with gradual
and independent control of beam parameters (current,
accelerating voltage, pulse duration, and pulse
repetition frequency) [2 - 4]. All the foregoing makes
it possible to optimize the treatment process.
The optimum parameters of surface finish for the
VT6 specimens, which provide the maximum
decrease in roughness and porosity, are the following:
pulse energy density 45 J/cm2, pulse duration 200 µs,
number of pulses per unit surface 10, pulse repetition
frequency 0.3 Hz, and operating pressure in the
chamber 3.5·10–2 Pa (Ar).
The principle of pulsed electron beam surface
finish of metal articles is as follows. When exposed to
a short (200 µs) intense (up to 300 A) electron beam
with an energy of 15 keV and pulse energy density of
45 J/cm2, the porous surface of a metal article,
including powder particle protrusions of up to 100 µs,
undergoes ultrafast heating (~ 107 K/a). The heating
involves surface melting to a depth of several tens of
micrometers per pulse. The melting layer thickness is
increased by increasing the number of pulses. As a
result, due to surface tension forces of the melt, the
power particle protrusions are smoothed and the initial
pores are healed. Then, due to heat conductivity, the
material surface undergoes ultrafast cooling (105 – 106
K/s) and is recrystallized with the formation of
homogeneous microstructure. The amount of material
evaporated from the surface is negligible.
The surface roughness of the specimens was
studied using an MNP-1 optical profilometer (base
length 0.8 mm, no less than 10 measurements per
specimen).
The surface structure of the specimens was
examined on a Philips SEM-515 scanning electron

b

Fig. 1. Surface of VT6 alloy before (a) and after electron beam treatment (b).
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microscope (Umax = 30 kV).
Research results
The results of profilometry of the VT6 specimens
irradiated in the optimum mode show that the surface
roughness Ra decreases about 9.7 times (from Ra =
10.7 ± 1.5 µm to Ra = 1.1 ± 0.5 µm) and Rz decreases
about 11.9 times (from Rz = 73.8 ± 10 µm to Rz = 6.2
± 1.5 µm). The surface porosity vanishes.
The data of scanning electron microscopy (Fig. 1)
confirm that pulsed electron beam treatment grossly
changes the surface profile. In the VT6 surface layer,
a homogeneous grain structure is formed without any
visible particles of the initial powder.
Conclusion
Thus, on the example of VT6 alloy, it is shown that
the use of a pulsed electron beam for surface finish of
sintered metal articles provides a considerable
decrease in the porosity and roughness of their surface
layer, which is promising for use in industry,
engineering, science, education, medicine, foundry
industry and many other areas.
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Control of modified surface layer thickness
in pulsed large-area EB irradiation
Akira Okada, Togo Shinonaga, Motohiro Inoue
In pulsed large-area EB irradiation method, wide area of metal surface can be instantly melted
and the surface roughness can be decreased efficiently. This finishing method is already applied to
metal molds. In addition, the surface modification effects were reported, since thin resolidified surface
layer with microstructre is formed. For high performance of the layer, control of the layer thickness is
important. In this study, the effects of EB conditions on the thickness are experimentally and
analytically investigated.
Контрол на модифицираната дебелина на повърхността на слоя при импулсно
електроннолъчево облъчване на голяма площ (Акира Окада, Того Шинонага, Мотохиро
Иное). При импулсно електроннолъчево облъчване на голяма площ, широка зона на металната
повърхност може да бъде първоначално разтопена и неравностите на повърхността може да
се намалят ефективно. Този довършителен метод вече се прилага към метални пресови
форми. В допълнение са докладвани ефекти на модификация на повърхността, тъй като се
образува тънък втвърден повърхностен слой с отново затвърдена структура. Контролът на
дебелината на слоя е важен за високата производителност на слоя. В това проучване е
изследвано експериментално и аналитично влиянието на условията на електроннолъчева
обработката върху дебелината на този слой.

Introduction
Metal molds is generally finished by hand lapping
after shaping by milling and/or electrical discharge
machining (EDM), in order to attain high shape
accuracy and small surface roughness without cracks
and heat affected layer. This process takes a lot of
time and often needs special technical skills.
Therefore, a high efficient finishing process is
strongly required.
The authors [1 - 4] developed a new surface
finishing method by pulsed large-area electron beam
(EB) irradiation. In this method, EB with high energy
density can be irradiated without focusing the beam.
Therefore, large-area EB with an effective diameter of
60mm can be used for instant melting or evaporating
metal surface. Then, wide area of metal surface can be
instantly melted and the surface roughness can be
decreased efficiently, as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.
This finishing method is now practically applied to
metal molds and the equipment is already introduced
into the market. In addition, the surface modification
effects are expected, since a thin resolidified surface
layer with microstructure is formed on the surface. For
long-term high performance of the layer, control of
the thickness is also important, since the performance
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may last as long as the layer exists.
In this study, the structure of resolidified layer by
large-area EB irradiation are firstly investigated.
Then, the influences of large-area EB conditions on
the resolidified layer thickness are experimentally
discussed. Also, prediction of the thickness is tried
with the temperature distributions near the metal
surface obtained by a transient heat conduction model.
Furthermore, the surface characteristics of the largearea EB irradiated surface, such as hydrophobicity and
corrosion resistance are evaluated.

Fig.1. Surface roughness curves and SEM images of
surface before and after EB irradiation.
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µmRz. In the following experiment, the energy
density of electron beam Ed and the number of
irradiation N are varied to discuss the effect of these
conditions on the surface structure and surface
characteristics.

Fig.2. Large-area EB irradiated sample.

Fig.3. Large-area EB irradiation equipment

Experimental Procedure
Fig. 3 schematically shows the large-area EB
irradiation equipment (Sodick PF-00A) used in this
study and the generation mechanism of large-area EB
[5]. The operating chamber is filled with an argon gas
of about 10-2 Pa. At first, a magnetic field is generated
by the solenoid coil mounted on the outer side of the
chamber. A pulse voltage is applied to the ring anode
placed in the middle of chamber. In the chamber,
electrons are generated by the Penning effect, and
move towards the anode. Simultaneously, a Lorentz
force is applied to the electrons, which causes the
electrons to move spirally, and so plasma generates
near the ring anode. When the plasma intensity
reaches maximum, a pulse voltage is applied to the
cathode set on the top. The electrons are accelerated
by high electric field due to electric double layer
formed near the cathode, and an explosive electron
emission [6] occurs.
By this mechanism, high energy density EB can be
generated without focusing the beam. Then, largearea EB of 60mm in diameter can be used for instant
melting and evaporation of work-piece surface. In this
system, the EB irradiation is carried out in a series of
pulses.
The EB irradiation time of one pulse is only 2 µs,
and the pulse frequency is set to 0.2 Hz. Alloy tool
steel SKD11 in JIS specifications is prepared as the
work-piece material. The chemical composition is
shown in Table 1. The surface is beforehand ground,
and the surface roughness is arranged to about 3
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Structure and Thickness of Resolidified Layer
Fig. 4 shows the energy distribution type X-ray
spectroscopy (EDX) of the surface before and after
large-area EB irradiation. It is noticed that chromium
peaks become higher than those before EB irradiation.
It means that content of chromium increase on EB
irradiated surface. SKD11 generally includes large
size chromium carbide and/or chromium oxide in the
matrix. It is guessed that the chromium carbide or
oxide might have been uniformly rearranged and
resolidified on the surface by EB irradiation.
Then, the cross-section of resolidified layer was
observed by SEM. The SEM images after EB
irradiation with different number of EB irradiation are
shown in Fig. 5. A resolidified layer can be noticed on
the EB irradiated surface in any EB irradiation
numbers. In the resolidified layer, chromium carbide
grains cannot be clearly observed, and fine structure is
formed, which indicates that the surface material was
once melted by high temperature due to EB
irradiation, and rapidly solidified. Therefore, the
resolidified layer has a different microstructure from
that of the matrix. Furthermore, the thickness slightly
increases with an increase of EB irradiation number.
Table 1
Chemical compositions of SKD11
C
1.40 - 1.60
Cr
11.0 - 13.0

Si
≦ 0.40
Mo
0.80 - 1.20

Mn
≦ 0.60
V
0.20 - 0.50

P
S
≦ 0.030 ≦ 0.030
Fe
Bal.

Fig.4. EDX spectra of surface
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and thermal properties of the work-piece and chucks
are listed in Table 2.

Fig.7. Heat conduction analysis model

Fig.5. Cross-sectional SEM images of resolidified layer
with different EB irradiation number

Table 2
Physical and thermal properties of work-piece and workpiece holder
Properties
Material
Specific heat
Thermal
conductivity
Density

Fig.6. Variations of resolidified layer thickness

Fig. 6 shows the variations of resolidified layer
thickness with number of EB irradiation for different
energy density of EB. The resolidified layer thickness
increases with an increase of EB irradiation number
until 30 shots. When the EB irradiation number is
over 30 shots, the thickness does not change.
Therefore, critical thickness exists and it becomes
thick with the energy density of EB. When the energy
density is 15 J/cm2, the thickness is as thick as 6 µm.
Heat Conduction Analysis
In order to simulate resolidified layer thickness,
the change of temperature distribution in the workpiece surface during the large-area EB irradiation was
calculated by heat conduction analysis. Fig. 7 shows
the analysis model. Finite element method (FEM)
program (ANSYS ver. 13) was used for unsteady heat
conduction analysis. Since the large-area experiments
were carried out using the SKD11 work-piece plate of
25 mm * 30 mm * 5 mm clamped with stainless steel
chucks, the model was build based on the
experimental set-up shown in the figure. Considering
their symmetric shape properties, rectangular FEM
model of one cross-sectional shape of work-piece and
chuck was built. In the model, horizontally long
rectangular part is SKD11 work-piece. The physical
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

Parts

c [J/(kg·K)]
λ [W/(m·K)]
3

ρ [kg/m )]

Work-piece

Work-piece
holder

SKD11
457

SUS304
502

22.2

16.3

7.700

8.027

The boundary conditions of the model were set in
the followings. The ambient temperature in the model
is kept constant at 300 K, since the temperature in the
chamber during the process didn’t change at all when
it was measured with a thermocouple set 200 mm far
from the work-piece. As for heat transfer between the
work-piece and the chuck, only heat conduction can
be considered. Large-area EB is performed in a
vacuum of about 10-2 Pa. It was reported that the heat
transfer by convection of the gas under the pressure
less than 10-2 Pa can be neglected (h = 0 W/m2) [7].
Furthermore, the measurement results of emissivity of
work-piece surface just after EB irradiation using an
infrared thermos- viewer (NEC TH7102WX)
indicated that the emissivity was about 0.2 (ε = 0.2).
In order to consider latent heat during melting and
vaporization of work-piece material, enthalpytemperature curve of SKD11 is used in this
simulation. In the simulation software, latent heats
cannot be given at particular melting and boiling
points, and so they are gradually given at some
temperature ranges, as shown in the graph.
In large-area EB irradiation, the effective beam
diameter is 60mm and the large-area EB is irradiated
to the top surfaces of the work-piece and holder. Then
heat energy inputs are given to the top surfaces.
However all heat energy due to EB irradiation is
absorbed not only from the surface. The electrons
penetrate to a certain depth, and the kinetic energy of
electron changes to heat energy by losing its velocity.
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Consequently, not only the surfaces but also materials
to a certain depth are heated up in a moment. The
electron penetration depth is calculated according to
the equation proposed by Kanaya et al. [8].

of resolidified layer thickness calculated by the
simulation and experimental ones. The simulated
thickness values are almost same as the experimental
ones, which indicates its high accuracy of the
simulation model. Therefore, the simulation model
with electron penetration effect on the surface and
latent heat of work-piece material well represent the
actual temperature distribution of work-piece surface
and the surface material condition during the largearea EB irradiation.

Fig.8. Consideration of electron penetration effect

According this phenomenon, a uniform energy
distribution to the depth is defined as a heat input in
this analysis model, as shown in Fig. 8. Thus, the
surface layer is divided into some layers and uniform
energy inputs are given to the surfaces of these layers.
For example, when the energy density of EB is 2
J/cm2, 0.4 J/cm2 is given uniformly to the surfaces of 5
surface layers.

Fig.10. Comparison of simulated resolidified layerwith
experimental one

Hydrophobicity and Corrosion Resistance
The contact angle of water droplets over large-area
EB irradiated surface was tested in order to evaluate
hydrophobicity. A water-drop of 2 mm in diameter is
put on the work-piece surface using a syringe, and the
height and radius of the drop were measured through a
microscope to calculate the contact angle.

Fig.9. Simulated temperature distributions at workpiece
surface

Fig. 9 shows simulated temperature distributions at
material surface for various energy densities at 0.5 µs,
1.5 µs and 2.0 µs after EB irradiation start. The EB
irradiation duration for one pulse is 2.0 µs. As shown
in the figure, the melting region increases with energy
density Ed. It also rapidly increases with time t until
1.5 µs but it does not increase afterward. In principle,
it is guessed that the melting region becomes
resolidified layer. The thickness at 2.0 µs are 3.6, 4.7
and 5.7 µm for 5, 10 and 15 J/cm2, respectively.
The resolidified layer thickness values were
compared with experimental ones obtained by the
above-mentioned experiments in order to verify the
accuracy of simulation. Fig. 10 shows the variations
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Fig.11. Variations of contact angle

Fig. 11 shows the variations of contact angle with
number of EB irradiation when the energy densities
are 3 and 7 J/cm2. The contact angles of ground
surface before EB irradiation and hand polished
surface with the surface roughness of about 1 µmRz
are also shown for comparison. Under any EB
irradiating conditions, the contact angle of EB
irradiated surface is higher than that of the initial
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

ground surfaces. It is also larger than that for the hand
polished one. In EB irradiated surfaces, the angle
becomes larger with increasing the number of EB
pulses. Furthermore, the contact angle becomes higher
with high energy of EB under large number of EB
irradiation. The maximum contact angle exceeds 90
deg. From these results, the hydrophobicity of metal
mold surface can be improved by large-area EB
irradiation, and it can be controlled mainly by the
number of EB irradiation. This result also indicates
that the surface free energy of SKD11 surface can be
decreases by large-area EB irradiation. The
hydrophobicity of pure chromium surface is very
high. Therefore, it is considered that the improvement
of hydrophobicity by large-area EB irradiation with
large number of EB irradiation is caused by the
uniform Cr component distribution on the surface as
shown in Fig. 4.
Finally, the anodic polarization current density
curves are measured by using an electrochemical
analysis system in order to evaluate the corrosion
resistance of EB irradiated surface. The system
consists of a potentiostat with linear sweep
voltammetry (LSV), an electrochemical reaction cell,
a reference electrode cell, and a salt bridge. Anodic
polarization current is measured when the potential
difference between counter electrode and work one
increases at a constant potential scan rate using LSV.
3% NaCl solution was used as an electrolyte.

Fig.12. Anodic polarization current density of large-area
EB irradiated surfaces.

Fig. 12 shows the anodic polarization current
density curves of large-area EB irradiated surfaces
with the energy density 7 J/cm2 and the surface before
EB irradiation. The current density increases with the
potential in any surfaces. The equilibrium potentials
for EB irradiated surfaces are larger than that for nonEB irradiated surface. In addition, the current densities
are smaller than those for the non-EB irradiated
surface at all potentials. Furthermore, the equilibrium
potential increases and the current density becomes
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

smaller with an increase of number of EB irradiation.
This is because the resolidified layer thickness tends
to increase and Cr content on the surface increases
with them as shown above. Therefore, corrosion
resistance can be improved by large-area EB
irradiation, and it varies with the number of EB
irradiation.
Conclusions
In this study, the structure of resolidified layer by
large-area EB irradiation were investigated. Then, the
influences of large-area EB conditions on the layer
thickness were investigated. Also, prediction of the
thickness was tried by a transient heat conduction
model. Furthermore, the hydrophobicity and corrosion
resistance of large-area EB irradiated surface were
evaluated. Main conclusions obtained are as follows:
1) In thin resolidified layer formed on metal
mold steel by large-area EB irradiation,
chromium carbide is uniformly rearranged;
2) The resolidified layer thickness increases with
energy density of EB and irradiation number,
and the critical thickness becomes thick with the
energy density of EB;
3) The heat conduction analysis model with
considering electron penetration effect and latent
heat of workpiece material has sufficiently high
accuracy;
4) The hydrophobicity and corrosion resistance
of metal mold surface can be improved due to
the change in the surface structure, and it varies
with the EB irradiating conditions.
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Improved surface properties of nodular cast iron using
electron beam remelting and alloying with nickel based additives
Anja Buchwalder, Normann Klose, Anne Jung, Rolf Zenker
Surface remelting has been used for improving the tribological behaviour of components, e.g.
camshafts, for many years. Growing demands for the simultaneous improvement of wear and corrosion resistance of components with complex geometries poses a great challenge for surface treatment.
With its unique possibilities for beam deflection, the electron beam (EB) is an excellent tool for generating load-related layers (single treatment) or as a basis for functional surface layer systems (duplex
treatment). The focus of this paper is on the influence of the EB parameters on the layer microstructure formed and on the resulting wear and corrosion behaviour, using the ductile cast iron GJS-400 as
an example. By varying the energy input, the melted depth and the amount of alloying contents can be
controlled. Surface layers with a defined Ni content from 0 wt.-% to max. 20 wt.-% and a surface
hardness of between 850 and 500 HV0.3 were produced. Comparative tests of the wear behaviour
(counter body: WC-Co) showed, as expected, a significant improvement compared to the untreated
base material. The wear behaviour investigated by unlubricated pin-on-disc tests of surface treated
samples did not exhibit a defined correlation to the hardness, but was dependent on the microstructure
and the load applied. The corrosion behaviour was tested in a 5% NaCl solution. While remelting led
to a marginal improvement compared to the base material, the corrosion behaviour of the alloying
surface layer was significantly improved with increasing Ni content. The simultaneous improvement of
wear and corrosion behaviour using the EB alloying process opens up new applications for cast irons.
Подобрени повърхностни свойства на сферографитен чугун при използване на електроннолъчево претопяване и легиращи добавки, базирани на никел (A. Бучвалдер, Н. Клозе,
A. Юнг, Р. Зенкер). В продължение на много години повърхностното претопяване се използва
за подобряване на трибологичното поведение на машинни части, например разпределителни
валове. Нарастващите изисквания за едновременно подобряване на износването и устойчивостта на корозия на машинни части със сложна геометрия представлява голямо предизвикателство за повърхностната обработка. Със своите уникални възможности за отклоняване
на снопа, електронният лъч е отличен инструмент за генериране на свързани по натоварване
слоеве (единична обработка) или като основа за функционални повърхностни системи от слоеве (дуплексно третиране). Фокусът на тази статия е върху влиянието на параметрите на
електронния сноп върху микроструктурата на слоя, неговото поведение при износване и корозия, изучено с помощта на образци от сферографитен чугун GJS-400 като пример. Чрез
промяна на вложената енергия, дълбочината на топене и съдържанието на легиращи компоненти се контролира структурата на изследвания слой. Получени са повърхностни слоеве с
определен съдържание Ni от 0 тегловни % до макс. 20 тегл. % и повърхностна твърдост
между 850 и 500 HV0.3. Сравнителни тестове на поведението на износване (WC-Co) показаха,
както се очаква, значително подобрение в сравнение с износа на не третирания основен материал. Поведението на износване, изследвано от тестове без смазване от типа „острие-на
диск“ при повърхностна обработка на проби не показват определена корелация с твърдостта, но зависят от микроструктурата и приложеното натоварване. Поведението на корозия
се тества в 5% разтвор на NaCl. Докато претопяването на повърхностния слой довежда до
леко подобрение в сравнение с основния материал, корозията при легиране на повърхностния
слой е значително подобрено с увеличаване на съдържанието на Ni. Едновременното подобряване на поведението на износване и корозия, използвайки процеса на електронно-лъчево легиране открива нови приложения за лятия чугун.
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2.1 Electron beam surface treatments
1. Introduction
Surface remelting of cast iron using high-energy
sources – such as TIG, laser, and electron beam (EB)
technologies – has been used for many years in industry, and is a well established process for generating
hard, wear-resistant and functional surfaces of components. Due to the rapid cooling typical of the process, solidification occurs according to the metastable
system of the Fe-C diagram, and results in a graphitefree ledeburitic microstructure with higher hardness
[1-3]. The material-specific graphite of the cast iron
acts as a local element under corrosive loading conditions, leading to the active dissolution of the cast iron
matrix. A partial improvement in corrosion resistance
is achievable by means of elimination of the graphite
after surface remelting [4]. The degree of improvement of the corrosion behaviour is much higher if a
suitable additive is applied during the remelting process, such as e.g. Cu-, Ni-, and Cr-based additives,
thus creating a so-called alloying process [5, 6]. The
use of Ni-based additives, in particular, is quite attractive. Ni serves to stabilise the austenitic phase, which
exhibits excellent corrosion resistance. Furthermore,
this microstructure increases the material’s ductility,
which may have a favourable effect on the wear behaviour of the hard ledeburitic carbides.
In the context of this contribution, the effects of
different beam deflection techniques and EB parameters on the layer structure during EB alloying (EBA)
will be discussed. The goal was to determine the influence of the Ni content on the microstructure
formed, and the hardness of the alloyed cast iron surface. Furthermore, the final effects on the applicationrelevant corrosion and wear behaviour were examined.

The EB surface treatments of the cast iron samples
were carried out in the liquid state (T > TM) both with
and without an additive. In the case of EB remelting
(EBR), the cast iron base material was treated up to a
depth where the treatment temperature was higher
than the melting temperature of the cast iron. In contrast, the melting temperature of both the base material
and additive had to be exceeded during the alloying
process.
In general, preheating up to a temperature of
450°C before the actual EB surface treatments is essential to produce crack-free layers. Two fundamentally different beam deflection techniques were used:
the meander technique (MT, Fig. 1c) and the field
technique (FT, Fig. 1d).
The meander beam deflection technique was realised by both a combined movement of the beam in the
x and y directions and the continuous feed rate of the
sample (v = 0.5 mm/s). The beam deflection in the x
direction corresponded to the 20 mm track widths
generated. Through variation of the beam current in
the range of 6-20 mA, remelted depths of 0.4-1.4 mm
were configured, which determined the alloying content as well as the Ni-content in the alloyed layer.
For the field technique, an energy-transfer field
with dimensions of 20x50 mm was moved across the
sample with a feed rate of 1.5 mm/s. Both the remelted depth and the alloying content were controlled by
the beam current (21...30 mA) analogous to the meander technique.

2. Experimental
2.1 Base material and additive
Conventional cast iron with spheroidal graphite
(GJS-400) containing 3.4C-2.7Si-0.14Mn-0.024P0.050S-0.04Mg-0.01Cr was used as the base material
(BM) for these investigations. Apart from spheroidal
graphite, the microstructure of the base material consisted mainly of a ferritic matrix with small amounts
of pearlite (Fig. 1a).
For EBA, a Ni-based additive (Ni-13Cr4Si3Fe2.5
B0.8C) was pre-deposited by thermal spraying on the
sandblasted sample surfaces, with a layer thickness of
100 µm (Fig. 1b).
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20 µm
a) Base material

100 µm
b) Ni-based additive

c) Field technique
d) Meander technique
Fig. 1. Materials and beam deflection techniques for
EB alloying
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2.2 Characterisation
The microstructural investigations as well as the
measurement of the layer geometry (depth (SLD),
width, area) were carried out by means of metallographic cross sections using light optical microscopy
(LOM), and scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
Glow discharge optical emission spectroscopy
(GDOES) and EDX analysis were used for determining the chemical composition of the EB-treated layers
(average Ni content) and individual microstructural
constituents.
In addition, the phase composition (ferrite, austenite, graphite, cementite) and quantity distribution
(vol.%) were measured by X-ray diffraction (XRD)
using Cu-Kα radiation
2.3 Characterisation of the corrosion behaviour
The corrosion behaviour was investigated by
means of potentiodynamic polarisation measurements
in 5% NaCl solution with a saturated Ag/AgCl electrode. The measurement surface area was 0.503 cm².
After determination of the open circuit potential
(EOCP) with a measuring period of 30 min, polarisation
was carried out with a scanning rate of 10 mV/min up
to a limiting current density of 20 mA/cm². Characteristic corrosion values – i.e. the corrosion potential
(Ecorr) and corrosion current density (icorr) – were determined by means of evaluation of the so-called Tafel
fitting.
2.4 Characterisation of the wear behaviour
Comparative investigations concerning wear behaviour were carried out with unlubricated pin-on-disc
tests (counter body: WC-Co, ball Ø 6 mm) characterised by oscillating movement and different normal
loads (50, 80, 120 N). A constant test duration
(60 min) and feed rate (0.04 m/s) resulted in an absolute wear track length of 140±1 m. After one cycle,
the wear track length was 30 mm.
3. Results and discussion
3.1 Comparison of field vs. meander techniques
After surface melting of the ductile cast iron, poreand crack-free layers of spheroidal graphite were produced. Liquid phase surface treatments led to unavoidable surface deformation, requiring expensive
mechanical post-treatments. For that reason, investigations dealing with different beam deflection techniques were incorporated to minimise surface deformation.
Under the conditions of comparable layer depth,
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

the surface of the EBA layer generated by the field
technique (Fig. 2a) was smoother than that generated
by the meander technique (Fig. 2b).
The beam deflection techniques applied differed in
terms of the size of the molten surface area during
energy input and, therefore, the induced temperaturetime cycle.
In the case of the field technique, the molten surface area at any one time was wide (corresponding to
the energy field dimension of 20x50 mm). The more
rapid heat flow on the edges of the melted tracks led
to the semi-circular shape of the layer in the cross
section. This meant that the lifetime of the melting
pool for the mixing of the alloying elements varied
considerably from the middle to the edges of the layer.
The streak-like structure visible in Fig. 2a marks the
inhomogeneous mixing that resulted from the great
temperature gradients. The microstructure exhibited
agglomerated areas with higher Ni concentration (cf.
Fig. 3b).

v

200 µm
a) Field technique

v

200 µm
b) Meander technique
Fig. 2. Surface and layer structure after EBA with different
beam deflection techniques (SLD = 1 mm)

The energy input of the meander technique was
limited to a relatively small surface area (approx. the
diameter of the oscillating figure – circle Ø: 1…3
mm). The more box-shaped layer geometry generated
resulted from the intersecting energy inputs at the
turning points (Fig. 2b). The resultant heat accumulation limited the rapid heat flow at the edges.
Furthermore, the re-melting of the initially solidi-
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Fig. 3. Influence of the beam deflection technique on the
chemical composition of the EBA layers (GDOES)

3.2 Microstructure and hardness after EBR and
EBA using the meander technique
The effects of the energy input on the layer microstructure and the hardness were examined on the basis
of the meander technique described in the following.
In general, as might have been expected, the remelted
depth increased with increasing beam current (Fig.
4a).
The hardness achieved after EBR was approx. 4
times higher (800 HV0.5) than for the base material
(200 HV0.5). The remelted layer thickness had only a
marginal influence on the layer hardness.
In the case of EB alloying, the melted depth
strongly influenced the resultant alloying content
(ΣEBA) and, therefore, the hardness increase
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achieved. Layer depths in the range of 0.3...1.5 mm
led to Ni contents of 20…2 ma.-% (Fig. 4b). The
higher the Ni content in the surface layer, the higher
the amount of austenite (up to 50 vol.-%), and the loHardness HV0.5

fied alloyed path (in the x direction) led to a more
homogeneously alloyed microstructure than for the
field technique (Fig. 2b).
This can also be proved by the GDOES profiles
measured perpendicular to the surface. While the Ni
concentration in the EBA layer (MT) remained constant, a concentration gradient was observed for the
FT (Fig. 3a).

5
10
15
20
Ni content (ΣEBA) [ma.-%]
b) Phase composition of the surface layer
Fig. 4. General characterisation of the composition of the
EB treated surface layers

wer the amount of ferrite or martensite formed. The
reason for that, is the decreased martensite start temperature Ms with increased N content.
In contrast, the fraction of cementite was independent of the Ni content, and remained constant at
the level of approx. 50±5 vol.-%. With increased austenite fraction, the surface layer hardness was reduced
to values of 570…620 HV0.5.
Starting from a Ni content of approx. 6 ma-% the
hardness decreased significantly and remained constant despite increased Ni content (Fig. 4a). Based on
the shown microstructure (Fig. 5), this fact was attributed to a formation of deformation induced martensite during preparation. SEM pictures proved, the
higher the Ni content, the martensite became coarser
(Fig. 5a→c).
In the alloyed layers with a Ni content ≥ 6 ma.-%,
fine spheroidal graphite of between 1 and 3 µm in
diameter was detected (Fig. 5). In high amounts, both
nickel and silicon are strong graphite formers. This
means that despite the process-specific rapid cooling
rates due to self quenching, graphite was formed.

•C
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3.3 Wear behaviour
In general, the increased hardness of the EBR and
EBA layers led to specific wear coefficients that were
3-4 orders of magnitude lower (EBR: 2…18·106
mm³/(N·m)) than that of the cast iron base material
(BM: >1000·10-6 mm³/(N·m).
For each of the layer systems investigated, the specific wear coefficient exhibited a linear increase with
increasing loads (Fig. 6). The worst wear behaviour
(i.e. the highest wear coefficient) of all of the variants
investigated could be detected for the EBA layer with
the lowest Ni content (2.0 ma-% Ni), even though the
hardness was in a comparable order of magnitude to
that of the EBR layer (800 HV 0.5).

kv [10-6 mm³/(N·m)]

20

0.0 ma-% Ni
2.0 ma-%Ni
4.6 ma-% Ni
10.7 ma-% Ni

15
10
5
0
40
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80
100
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Fig. 6. Influence of both the Ni content and the normal load
FN on the specific wear coefficient kV

The wear coefficients of the other EBA layes with
higher Ni contents and lower hardness were on the
same level (kV = 3…10·10-6 mm³/(N·m)) as the EBR
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

layer (Fig. 6). The improved wear behaviour of the
EBA variants with 4.6 and 10.7 ma.-% Ni (ref.
Fig. 4b) was attributed to both the lubricating effect of
the finely dispersed graphite (see Fig. 5) and the increased ductility of the material.
3.4 Corrosion behaviour
Due to the pronounced dissolution of the ferrite
around the graphite, the base material was susceptible
to strong corrosive attack (Fig. 7a).
After corrosion of the surrounding microstructure
and subsequent loss of the graphite particles, extensive corrosion damage occurred.
For the EBA layer generated by the meander technique, it could be assumed that all of the specific corrosion values were improved by an increasing Ni content. This meant that the open circuit potential was
shifted in the direction of more positive values in a
linear manner (Fig. 8b), and that the corrosion current
density was reduced exponentially (Fig. 8Fig. 8c). The
corrosion mechanisms of the unalloyed (EBR) and
alloyed ledeburitic surfaces were characterised by the
selective dissolution of the ferritic/pearlitic as well as
the austenitic microstructural constituents. Finally, the
skeleton-like ledeburitc cementite was retained in the
area near the surface (Fig. 7b).
Despite the comparable Ni content of the EBA layer generated by means of the field technique, the characteristic corrosion values showed hardly any improvement, or the values were subjected to large degrees of scattering (Fig. 8b, c). The reason for this was
the above-mentioned inhomogeneous and insufficient
mixing in the melting pool during EBA when using
the field technique (cf. Fig. 2a).
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4. Conclusions
The beam deflection technique applied has a strong
influence on the formation, quality and properties of
EB surface layers. Often it is necessary to find a compromise between the conflicting trends in influencing
factors. In our investigations, the field technique led to
the lowest level of surface deformations, but the microstructure formed exhibited inhomogeneities and
great concentration gradients. This was unfavourable
for reproducible functional properties and the level of
actual usable properties. Using the meander technique,
a homogeneous layer microstructure was achieved,
facilitating detailed investigation of the influences on
wear and corrosion behaviour.
EB remelting and alloying allowed the generation
of surface layers with both varying depths of treatment and increased hardness over a wide loaddependent range of 550 to 880 HV0.5 (2 to 4-fold
higher than the base material). Depending on the loading demands of specific applications, the microstructure of the surface layer could be set to be primarily
either hard or both hard and tough.
In general, the wear behaviour of all treated variants could be improved significantly compared to the
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base material. In comparison to the merely remelted
state, the alloyed layers with Ni contents > 6 ma-%
proved interesting in terms of their microstructural
effects, which could not be interpreted completely at
the moment. Nevertheless, both variants exhibited
comparable or better wear behaviour than EBR, the
presence of finely dispersed graphite (which aids lubrication), and tough austenitic matrix microstructures.
In the case of EB alloying, the corrosion resistance
could also be improved. With rising N content in the
EBA layer, the open circuit potential was shifted towards more positive values in a linear manner, and the
corrosion current density was reduced exponentially.
This meant that corrosion started later and progressed
more slowly.
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Deposition of metallurgical and dielectric coatings by
electron beam and comparison with
sputtering and thermal evaporation methods of coating
Masud N. Naraghi, Monark Suthar, Eugene Belkov, Michael Droney, Nirav
Devchakke, Steve Werkmeister
Torr International has made many electron beams systems for many applications such as hard
coating, lift off and optical applications. The electron gun employed in e beam coating is with a 270
deg bent beam, in order for the source to not interfere with the evaporation material. Some of the
advantages of electron beam deposition are a very low contamination level, a high temperature source
in order to melt high temperature melting point materials, excellent rate control and minimum
contamination of source material. Various diagnostic measurement techniques such as in situ crystal
oscillator thickness measurement and ellipsometry are employed. Control systems are made either
fully manual, with PLC Control or computer control. Combination systems with the same vacuum
chamber combining all or some sources with electron beam, sputtering or ion beam assist are made.
Comparisons between deposition characteristics of various sources are made.
Oтлагане на металлургични и диелектрични покрития с електронен лъч и сравнение
с методите на разпрашване и термично изпарение (Масуд Нарагхи, Монарк Сутхар, Еуген
Белков, Михаил Дроней, Нирав Девчаке, Стив Веркмайстер). „Torr International” направи
много електроннолъчеви системи за различни приложения, такива като твърди покрития,
„лифт-оф“ микрогравиране, оптични приложения. Електронният лъч, използван в лъчевите
покрития е един отклонен на 270о лъч, за да има електронен източник, който да не се влияе от
изпарения материал. Някои от преимуществата на електроннолъчевото отлагане са: много
ниското ниво на замърсявания, един много високо-температурен точков източник на
изпарение на труднотопими материали, прекрасен контрол на скоростта на изпарение и
минимум замърсявания от материала на източника. Приложими са различни измерителни
техники като разположено на мястото измерване на дебелината чрез кристално осцилиране
и елипсометри. Контролната система е напълно ръчна, с PLC контрол или компютърен
контрол. Направено е комбиниране на системи на една вакуумна камера - с всички или някои
от източниците с електронен лъч, разпрашване или йонно лъчево асистиране.

Introduction
Electron beam deposition, using solid materials,
has many advantages over other deposition techniques
using solid materials such sputtering and thermal
evaporation. Some of the advantages are a high
temperature source for melting and evaporating
materials such as tungsten and zirconium, minimum
contamination of source material and surrounding,
excellent rate control.
Deposition is normally performed at vacuum levels
better than 10-6 Torr where the mean free path of
collision is much larger than the dimension of the
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apparatus. For minimizing the contamination of
source vacuum levels of 10-7 Torr and even lower is
employed. Sometimes the deposition is not done at
very low vacuum levels and some gases such as
oxygen, Nitrogen and Argon are admitted to the
chamber. There are three major applications for gas
delivery into the chamber prior or during the process.
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nitrating. A third application is adding a gas at a
pressure of a few milli Torr for plasma cleaning of the
chamber substrate. This can be done with an RF
generator and a gas such as argon. This is the same
old technique called ion bombardment which employs
a gas medium of Argon, and sometime oxygen or a
combination of these two gases, and a high voltage
power supply of a few KV and few Millie Ampere.

Fig. 1

Electron Beam Gun
The electron beam gun consists of a water-cooled
copper crucible containing a pocket for the evaporant.
Built into the crucible is an electromagnet that
provides a magnetic field perpendicular to the path of
the electron beam. The electrons are generated by
thermionic emission from a hot tungsten filament that
is heated by a low-voltage power supply. All parts of
the gun are at ground potential except for the filament,
which is at 10 to 15 kilovolts negative. The electron
beam is shaped and focused by the magnetic field,
bombards the material in the hearth pocket and
deposits power equal to the accelerating voltage times
the electron beam current. Currently most of the e
beam power supplies used by Torr are 6 to 10 KV
high voltage and can only produce very soft x-ray.
The part of the melt next to the copper hearth usually
remains solid. In effect, the evaporant material itself
becomes its own container and is a barrier to
contamination from the crucible. Most e-b guns are
designed so that the hot filament (a contamination
emitter) is out of the Line-of-sight of the substrate,
that is, the electron beam travels a 270-degree path
from the filament to the evaporant. This prevents any
contamination that evaporates from the hot filament
from reaching the substrate. The deposition rate is
easily controlled since the electron-beam power and
spot size on the melt are adjustable by means of the
power supplies for the beam current and magnet
current.
Gas delivery for the process
One application is admitting an inert gas such as
Argon as the cushion or “bouncer” to change the
deposition trajectory not perpendicular to the substrate
with an angle of less than 90 degrees.
Another application is admitting a gas such a N2
for reactive deposition such as depositing with
titanium in order to do hard coating of titanium
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

Lift-off
"Lift-off" is a simple, easy method for patterning
deposited films and films which are difficult to dry
etch. A pattern is defined on a substrate using
photoresist and standard photolithography. A film,
usually metallic, is blanket-deposited all over the
substrate, covering the photoresist and areas in which
the photoresist has been cleared. During the actual
lifting-off, the photo resist under the film is removed
with solvent, taking the film with it, and leaving only
the film which was deposited directly on the substrate.

Fig.2. Lift Off Process

Depending on the type of lift-off process used,
patterns can be defined with extremely high fidelity
and for very fine geometries. Lift-off, for example, is
the process of choice for patterning e-beam written
metal lines, because film remains only where the
photoresist has been cleared. The defect modes are
opposite what one might expect for etching films
since the defects may be in the underlying photoresist
layer (for example, particles lead to opens, scratches
lead to shorts in metal lift-off).
Any deposited film can be lifted-off, provided:
1. During film deposition, the substrate does not
reach temperatures high enough to burn the
photoresist;
A. For electron-beam evaporation of metals
through Innotec, the substrate temperature
does not usually rise above 90o C, unless
evaporating thick films ( > 1000 A) of
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refractory metals such as Molybdenum,
Tungsten, Tantalum or Platinum;
B. For Atomic Layer Deposition of oxide, the
substrate temperature should be kept to
less than 110o C.
2. The film quality is not absolutely critical.
Photoresist will outgas very slightly in vacuum
systems, which may adversely affect the quality
of the deposited film;
3. Adhesion of the deposited film on the substrate
is very good;
For metallic films of non-reactive metals (Au, Pt,
Pd), an adhesive film of a reactive metal such as
Titanium or Chromium is used. The thickness of such
a film should be > 20 A for good adhesion. Even with
noble metals, the presence of this film is not
absolutely critical. The film can be easily wetted by
the solvent.
4. The film is thin enough and/or grainy enough to
allow solvent to seep underneath;
5. Finally, the most important condition for lift-off
process is the source and substrate be conformal,
and the distance between source and substrate to
be far enough in order to cover the whole bottom
of the cavities. Some workers in the field
suggest it is best not to use rotation of the
substrate. It is best to use a minimum distance
between substrate, and the source ten times
larger than the diameter of the substrate. Torr has
manufactured systems that the distance between
substrate and the source is variable and at the
same time the substrate is water cooled.
Substrate cooling and heating
Substrate cooling is done to enhance the rate of
condensation of the vapor to substrate and it can be
done in the range between room temperature, and LN2
temperature. Attention should be made that at lower
temperature of the substrate vacuum level should be
lower so no condensation of water vapor occurs on the
substrate. At lower temperatures base vacuum of 10-7
Torr or lower in order to minimize the water vapor
condensation is necessary. It is better to use cryo
pump than other vacuum pumping system. Sometime
a water pump also being used, in addition to a cryo
pump or turbo pump to minimize water condensation
on the substrate.
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Substrate cleaning
Substrate cleaning can be done with RF cleaning,
ion beam and a least expensive method by using a
high voltage glow discharge with Argon gas, or
mixture of argon and oxygen at a pressure of a few
mill Torr.
Combination systems
We have made at Torr combination systems. The
most popular combination systems are combination e
beam and thermal system [2]. Although some
shielding is done between e beam source, and thermal
source, in addition to that each source is provided with
its own shutter, nevertheless cross contamination
cannot be avoided. The best way in order to avoid
cross contamination is to use a cluster system, The
cost of a cluster system is higher than a combination
system, and that is the reason for little budget project
one prefers a combination system where it does not
require multiple vacuum systems, and complex
transferring mechanisms.
In cluster systems a
separate chamber is used for each source and a load
lock with some transfer mechanism. The load can be
transferred from atmosphere to one of the process
cambers, and in sequence between the chambers in
case a multilayer coating is deemed necessary.
Finally when the multilayer is completed the finished
product can be transferred to atmosphere.

Fig. 3a. Interior setup of a combination system: Sputtering,
thermal, e-beam, ion beam and ion beam assist.
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Fig. 4. Resistivity measurement

Fig. 3b. Exterior setup of a combination system

Characterization and control of deposition
There are two categories of thickness
measurement, one category is in situ measurement
which is applied during the deposition inside the
vacuum chamber and can be fed back in order to
control the deposition rate and the variation of a
physical parameter such as, resistivity, mass,
reflectivity of the deposited thin film as described
below [1, 3].
The electrical resistance, R (ohms) of a conductor
is the specific resistivity.
A. Resistivity
One of the most popular in situ thickness measure
include, resistivity measurement of a rectangular
insulator such as glass with the area A, as shown in
Fig 4.
(1)

R=

,

A is the product of the film thickness, t, and the
contact width. If L/W equals one (a square) then Lt
and R for a square equals to one. It can be shown [1]
R for a square equals to ρ/t ohm. The resistance of a
square is independent from the size of square and is
called sheet resistivity and has units of ohm/square.
Direct measurement of an insulator such as glass
between two conductors as Fig. 4 can be applied as insitu measurement of the thickness. This technique is
limited to deposition of conductive materials such as
metals, alloys, and some semiconductors.
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B. Mass
Another thickness monitor who may apply to all
materials is quartz crystal oscillator. The principal
concept behind this type of measurement and control
is that an oscillator crystal can be suitably mounted
inside the vacuum chamber to receive deposition in
real time and be affected by it in a measurable way.
Specifically the oscillation frequency will drop as the
crystal's mass is increased by the material being
deposited on it. To complete the measurement system,
an electronic instrument continuously reads the
frequency and performs appropriate mathematical
functions to convert that frequency data to thickness
data, both instantaneous rate and cumulated thickness.
Torr FTM 2000 can be used as deposition rate monitor
and preset the thickness of the fill required.
C. Optical Methods
This is the oldest method and even can be used by
viewing the change of interference color. The modern
method is to use laser beam and measure the
transmission and reflectivity of the beam in order to
relate to thickness of the film. Polarized light.
Linearly polarized light is generally reflected as
elliptically polarized light, and the instrument
measures the shape of the polarization ellipse – hence
the name “ellipsometer.” applies.
The following tables (Table 1 and Table 2)
courtesy of the education committee of American
Vacuum Society gives various methods, principle, and
other characteristics of thickness measurement
methods [3].
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Table 1
Thickness Measurement Methods ( continued)
Method

Principle

Thickness Range
Sensitivity

Sample Requirements

Calibration required?
Measurement area
Comments
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Scanning
Spectrophotometer
(reflection)
Optical interference
spectroscopy.
Wavelength scanned
(190 nm to 900 nm) at a
single incident angle.
2 nm to 75 µm
depending on film type.
Precision: ~ 0.1 for
films < 50 nm, ~ 0.2 nm
for films <4 µm, and ~
1% for films ≥ 4 µm
thick.
Requires a nonabsorbing film having a
uniform refractive index
on a reflecting substrate.
Non-destructive.
Yes.
1µm to 5 mm diameter.
Relatively rapid.
Using computer control
and data analysis and
display, this method has
been adapted to fullwafer imaging of film
thickness.

Multiple Angle
Reflectometry

Optical Surface Profiler

Optical. Measures
reflectivity at a single
wavelength at two or
more incident angles.

Optical, white light
interferometry.

5 nm to 4000 nm.

0.1 nm to 15 µm.

Repeatability and
accuracy: 1 nm or 0.5%,
whichever is greater.

~ 0.1 to 0.3 nm

Substrates up to 10 by
20 cm or 15 cm
diameter.

Non-contact, nondestructive.

Yes.

Yes.
Depends on
magnification
Produces 2-dimensional
plot of surface
topography 0.1 nm to
15 µm or 3-dimensional
plots, 0.3 nm to 15 µm.

Can measure double
layer films. Can
measure up to 625
points on substrate.
Measurement time: ~7
seconds/points.
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Table 2
Thickness Measurement Methods
Method

Stylus Profilometer

Principle

Electro-mechanical.
Can measure surface
profile, texture and
roughness.

Multiple-Beam
Interferometer
Optical.
Monochromatic
light.

Thickness Range

~ 2 nm to ~ 100 µm

~ 5 to 300 nm.
Can measure up to
2000 nm if step is
sloped.

Sensitivity

Horizontal resolution
~ 10 nm; vertical
resolution ~ 0.05 nm
(for thinnest films).

Resolution: ~ 3
nm ± 0.5 nm

Sample
Requirements

Step required in film.
Stylus force as low
as 0.05 mg., nondestructive for all but
softest films.

Requires a step
(film edge) and
reflective coating
and thus is usually
destructive.

Calibration required?

Yes

No

Ellipsometer
Optical, measures the phase
shift of reflected polarized light;
monochromatic or wavelength
scanning. Refractive index (n)
and extinction coefficient (k)
are independently determined.
1 nm to 20 µm depending on
film refractive index.

Can detect ~ 1 nm thick
contaminant layers.

Requires non-absorbing film
on reflecting substrate. Nondestructive.

No if thickness less than ~ 1
µm

Measurement area

Instrument
dependent: width of
stylus times scan length.
Can view surface at
magnifications up to
1200X while scanning.

Depends on
magnification.

Depends on light beam
diameter. Typically small as 10
- 30 µm.

Comments

Speed depends on
scan length and speed.
Can inaccurately
measure depth and
spaces in patterned films
smaller than the stylus
tip

Slow. Requires
microscope with
monochromatic
illumination and
interference
objective or a stage
interferometer.

Relatively rapid if
automated; slow if manual. For
films > ~ 0.5 µ, thickness range,
the approximate film thickness
must be determined
independently.

Comparing e-beam process with sputtering
process
In e-beam process, materials that are single
element can be evaporated and deposited. Some
compound materials would dissociate due to high
temperature of the beam, but in sputtering compounds
can be deposited. In thermal evaporation by ohmic
heating, the temperature can be controlled and as long
as the temperature is not high enough to dissociate the
compound material it can evaporate even some
organic materials. Normally the evaporation is done
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in some wire wound ceramic crucibles, so the heater
material is not in contact with the ceramic, or quartz
crucible.
The most versatile of all deposition processes.
Nearly a “universal” process films can be deposited
by sputtering method. With sputtering films will
contain a small amount of the sputtering gas.
Substrate:
Can be adapted to almost any substrate material.
Deposited material with sputtering can be deposited
on any substrate material and since the incoming
particles to substrate possess more energy than e beam
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adhesion to substrate is much better than e beam or
thermal evaporation.
Reproducibility with sputtering is much better
than e-beam.
Also the materials used and to be reclaimed with e
beam and thermal evaporation is much more than
sputtering. Sputtering is more directional process than
e-beam.
Sputtering can make higher density films than e
beam evaporation. Same effect can be produced, if
ion beam assist is used with e-beam evaporation.
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Design, construction and preliminary results of a pulsed electron
beam facility for surface modification of materials
Masud N. Naraghi, Steve Werkmeister, A. Egorov, Nirav Devchakke
The object of the pulsed Electron beam designed in this work is to modify the surface layer of
metals by melting through uniform adiabatic heating in the order of a few microseconds. With a
maximum diameter of the beam 70 mm, current densities of as high as 30 A/cm2, and power density on
the surface of the material being 100 joule/cm2 is sufficient to melt 80 micron deep of steel with an
area of 50 cm2 . The energy of the pulse is stored in a capacitor bank of about 100 kV and 5 kJ. It is
shown, that if the change of inductance of the circuit is equal to the inductance of the pulse source
maximum energy can be delivered to the surface. A load lock is constructed so to cover more surface
areas than 50 cm2.
Проектиране, изграждане и предварителните резултати на импулсто
електроннолъчево съоръжение за повърхностна модификация на материали (М. Нараги,
С. Веркмайстер, A. Егоров, Н. Девчак). Целта на проектирания в тази работа импулсен
електронен лъч, е промяна на повърхностния слой на метали чрез топене чрез равномерно
адиабатно нагряване от порядъка на няколко микросекунди. С максимален диаметър на лъча
70 mm, плътност на тока по-висока от 30 A/cm2 и плътност на мощността на повърхността
на материала, който е 100 J/cm2 са достатъчни, за да се стопи стомана на дълбочина 80
микрона с площ 50 cm2 . Енергията на пулса се съхранява в кондензатор от около 100 кV и 5 kJ.
Показано е,че ако промяната на индуктивността на веригата е равна на индуктивността на
импулсния източник може да бъде доставена максимална енергия на повърхността.
Конструирано е заключване на натоварването така, че да покрие повече от 50 cm2 площ.

Introduction
The electron beam for the deposition of metals and
dielectrics is a continuous wave (CW) beam in which
the high kinetic energy of electrons melts materials at
the surface, and then evaporates the melted material,
as previously witnessed in many electron beam
evaporation systems manufactured by Torr and others.
The high energy pulsed electron beam, however, melts
only a few microns of the surface and the time is too
short for the melted material to conduct heat to the
rest of the material. For PEB the energy loss
compared to energy input for the layer material is
negligible and the process can be considered as
adiabatic. It can be calculated that the energy for a
PEB to melt 80 micron deep Iron (Fe), with an area of
50 cm2 is close to 2.9 kJ, for Aluminium about 1 kJ,
and titanium about 2 kJ. Assuming even 10%
efficiency of the stored energy for PEB will be 29, 10,
and 20 kJ for 50 cm2 Fe, Al, and Ti metals
respectively. In pulsed e-beam (PEB) the quick loss
of heat from the melted area to the rest of material has
been of interest to many workers in the field for
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modifications of the surface, such as hardening and
crystallization.
The object of system reported herein is to design and
construct a system using pulsed electron beam to
modify the surface layer of metals by melting through
uniform adiabatic heating in the order of a few
microsecond, as shown in Fig 1.

Fig.1. High energy electrons impinge on metal surface
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Fig. 2. Conceptual schematic of the system showing the general setup

Melting should be done through one pulse with
pulsed electron beam with a kinetic energy up to 100
keV. Given the specific energy of the beam, i.e. 10 to
80 Joule/cm2, the surface material will melt within a
depth of about 10 to 50 micrometer.
The basic characteristics of the system are
summarized below:
• Area of the melted surface ~ 50 cm2 (or diameter
~ 8 cm);
• Melted area depth 20 - 80 µm depending on
material;
• Power density to be applied on the metal surface
10 - 100 J/cm2 energy;
• Duration of pulse: 5 to 50 microsecond (3 fixed
values);
• Acceleration of voltage, adjustable in the range:
80-140 kV;
• Current density on materials: 5 - 30 A/cm2.
A special Load Lock Assembly with a transfer
mechanism used to load/unload the sample without
breaking the vacuum of the process chamber was
provided. The load lock is separated from the chamber
by a gate valve. This will improve overall throughput
and only the load lock chamber needs to be exposed to
atmosphere regularly. The load lock assembly will
eliminate water vapour and minimize the main
chamber contamination free. It also allows parts larger
than 8 cm to be processed by the beam.
So far [1,5,6,7] the pulsed electron beam is
generated in a hollow cathode by producing a spark
some authors have called a “Pseudospark Discharge”.
A spark generates plasmas which suffer from
instability and shot to shot reproducibility is very
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difficult or not even possible. The work presented
here confirms this fact and suggests producing the
pulsed electron beam by newly developed hot cathode
impregnated tungsten.
System details
Fig. 2 shows the general layout of the system and
the relative position of the components. The chamber
is made of high conductivity, non magnetic material.
A hollow cathode, with a centre electrode made of
refractory material is at a negative polarity on the left,
and the sample at ground potential on the right. The
chamber is cylindrical with dimensions of 12 cm OD,
and about 80 cm long. The sample, at the ground
potential acts as a target, well grounded. The load
lock including the sample is separated from the
chamber by a gate valve.
The turbo pump with pumping speed 600 l/sec is
mounted sideways (to avoid particulates falling into
the pump). The Turbo pump port is in the vicinity of
the target, in order to maintain lower pressure 10-5 to
10-6 Torr near the target downstream by adjusting the
orifice between the hollow cathode and the main
chamber. The upstream pressure (pressure inside the
hollow cathode) designed to be maintained at least
two orders of magnitude higher than the down-stream
pressure. This condition will be achieved by
controlling the gas flow through the MFC and
adjusting the pumping speed of the turbo pump. The
chamber is roughed by a suitable matching
mechanical rotary pump. The multi speed turbo pump
is automatically controlled through pre-set set points
controlled from the vacuum gauge.
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The pulse for the energetic e-beam has a fast rise
time of a few microseconds and a damping time of
many times larger than the rise time. This pulse is
generated by discharging a high energy, high voltage
capacitor bank. It is calculated with an efficiency of
50% and a voltage of 100 kV in order to generate
4000 J. More than sufficient to melt a layer of Fe, of
about 50 micron deep a capacitor bank of about two
microfarad is more than necessary, with a very low
inductance is required.
In order to generate electrons, a volume of gas is
admitted inside the hollow cathode by mass flow
controller. The volume of gas will raise the pressure
within the cathode to about 10-4 Torr sufficient for
forming the plasma by applying a high voltage pulse
to the gas. Due to the small orifice between the
cathode and the main chamber, the pressure of the gas
inside of the hollow cathode will be around 10-4 Torr.
While inside the chamber and near the sample (down
stream) the pressure should be around 10-5 or 10-6
Torr. At this pressure the mean free path of collision
of electrons with neutrals are more than a few meters
long.
In order to confine the electron beam within a
radius of 80 mm, an axial magnetic field through a
solenoid is used. By adjusting the intensity of the axial
magnetic field the radius of gyration of electrons can
be altered. The coil or solenoid is fed by a DC current
power supply; the field required is only a few hundred
of Gauss. A radial adjustable Rogowski coil will be
use to adjust the position of the beam.
The capacitor bank which was used consists of
four 100 kV, 1.3 µF High Voltage DC Pulse
capacitors. The energy stored in each capacitor can be
calculated, by to be 6.5 kJ, which is more than the
4000J originally intended to be used, and is more than
sufficient to melt a layer of Fe, of about 50 micron
deep. The time required to charge to the voltage
required is within few minutes.
The capacitors are charged by a high voltage
power supply 0 - 100 kV with negative polarity. In
order to release the energy stored in the capacitors
high voltage, high current switching using spark gaps
was deemed necessary. The spark gap switch that was
used is an extremely versatile and compact
pressurized spark gap. Designed for operation in the
20 to 100 kV range, the switch can reliably handle a
peak current of 100 kA and a charge transfer of 0.15
Coulomb. Its unique "pancake" design allows
maximum use of available space in high density
installations and low inductance. The 670 can be
operated "maintenance-free" for more than 10 000
shots at full ratings, making it ideally suited for
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systems requiring a high rate of use with minimum
down-time.
Efficiency from circuit theory
If, L0, is the inductance of the pulse forming
network and can be found by a short circuit at the
input of the gun; the efficiency can be found as
follows:
⁄

+
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cycle, but since t = 0, and = , I = 0, the second
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Efficiency is shown to be the ratio of change of
inductance ∆ and the inductance of the circuit at the
inlet of the gun L0.
Preliminary results and conclusions
So far only one of the capacitors and up to 80 kV
was used, the energy stored was about 100 Joul. Fig.
3a and Fig. 3b from the scanning microscope show
only the depth of 12.7 micrometer was affected. The
beam which was in fact plasma did not possess the
energy necessary to melt 20 to 50 microns. As far as
the energy necessary we do have sufficient energy in
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Fig.3a

Fig. 3b

Fig. 3. Test result through scanning electron microscope

Fig. 4. Hot cathode, impregnated Tungsten

order to store with more capacity and higher voltage
provided that the pulsed electron beam is more
uniform and will cover the larger area of 50 cm2.
The reproducibility of obtaining data is extremely
low, and the fact is that the plasma is not uniform and
does not satisfy the effect on the target as expected.
We are currently replacing the cold hollow
cathode, with the hot cathode of the type I used in my
other paper [2] but much large and in cylindrical form
as shown in Fig. 4. The electrons are much easier to
handle then plasmas. If we extrapolate the current
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results, we expect the pulsed electron beam generated
is more effective than plasmas and will cover 50 cm2
area in order to melt 50 to 50 micrometer deep.
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Performance of the XR 1541 negative e-beam resist
in the e-beam lithography for chosen substrate materials
Robert Andok, Jaroslava Skriniarova, Pavol Nemec, Anna Bencurova
In this paper the negative HSQ (hydrogen silsesquioxane) XR 1541 electron beam resist is
investigated in terms of its performance in the e-beam lithography for chosen substrate materials,
namely for silicon, Ag on Si substrates, and GaAs based heterostructures. The purpose is to discuss its
application in the fabrication of periodic structures (lines, pillars or holes). The contrast of the resist
which is determined by the nature of the development process, is expressed by the value, calculated
from an exposure wedge test. Extracted γ and dose-to-clear numerical parameters for the XR 1541
were γ=3.9 (at 130 µCcm-2) for Si, 2.2 (at 50 µCcm-2) for GaAs and 2.4 (at 85 µCcm-2) for Ag/Si
substrate and 40 kV accelerating voltage, respectively. These parameters for the Si substrate but for
varying energies of electrons, were as follows: γ=2.5 (at 23.5 µCcm-2) at 20 keV, 4.7 (at 61.5 µCcm2) at 30 keV, and 3.9 (at 130 µCcm-2) at 40 keV, respectively. Typical achieved periods for the
exposed patterns ranged from 500 to 1000 nm, and the minimal diameter of the patterns was cca 100
nm.
Изследване на XR 1541 отрицателен електроннолъчев резист в литография на e-лъч
за избраните субстрата материали (Робърт Андок, Ярослава Скринярова, Павол Немец,
Анна Бенкурова). В тази работа негативният HSQ (водород силсескюиоксан) XR 1541
електронно лъчев резист се изследва от гледна точка на ефективността му при
електроннолъчева литографията за избраните материали на подложката, а именно за
силиций, за Ag върху Si подложка, и за GaAs базирани хетероструктури. Целта е да се обсъди
прилагането му в производството на периодични структури (линии, колони или дупки).
Контрастът на защитното покритие, което се определя от естеството на процеса на
проявяване, се изразява чрез γ стойност, изчислена от тест «експозиция - клин». Извлечените
у и «доза-до-изчистване» числени параметри за XR 1541 са у = 3.9 (при 130 µCcm-2) за Si, 2.2
(при 50 µCcm-2) за GaAs и 2.4 (при 85 µCcm-2) за Ag / Si субстрат и 40 кV ускоряващо
напрежение, съответно. Тези параметри за субстрата Si, но за различни източници на
електрони, са както следва: γ = 2.5 (при 23.5 µCcm-2) при 20 KeV, 4.7 (при 61.5 µCcm-2) при 30
KeV, и 3.9 (при 130 µCcm- 2) при 40 KeV, съответно. Типични периоди постигнати за
експонираните рисунъци варират от 500 до 1000 пm, а минималният диаметър на
изображенията е 100 пm.

Introduction
The HSQ XR-1541 resist has been used in e-beam
lithography for over 15 years (some of the first
articles showing its use in EBL are listed in [1-3]).
Since then a number of papers appeared dealing with
its high resolution patterning [4-7], for high aspect
ratio uses [6, 8], or in bi-layer strategies [9-10]. Our
goal in this work was to examine whether the
exposition doses applied to and optimized for this
resist of a specific thickness depend on the used
substrate material.
The performance of the negative e-beam resist
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HSQ XR-1541 (Dow Corning) was investigated by ebeam (resp. EBDW) lithography with respect to its
sensitivity for chosen substrate materials, namely for
silicon, GaAs based hetero-structures and siliconsilver wafers. The purpose is to discuss the
application in the fabrication of periodic structures
(lines, pillars or holes, depending on the exposition
conditions). According to the manufacturer, the
benefits of this resist include high purity, thin films
deposition together with excellent line edge
roughness [1]. This resist is comprised of hydrogen
silsesquioxane (HSQ) resin in a carrier solvent of
methylisobutyl-ketone (MIBK) and it functions as a
negative tone e-beam resist with reported capability
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

in the AZ326 MIF (Microchemicals) developer, and
final rinse in DEMI H2O for 10 sec. Subsequently a
post-exposure bake at 350°C in N2 atmosphere took
place. Optimal doses depend upon beam energy,
desired resolution and film thickness. In order to
eliminate possible organic residuals on the wafers a
soft descumming was performed in oxygen plasma at
1 Pa, 150 W, -180 V USB and 60 sec.
As variable energy e-beam lithography allows to
control electrons penetration depth in HSQ, we
carried out several tests with different exposure doses
ranging from 200 to 1600 µCcm-2 and beam current
between 0.8 – 1.6 Acm-2. But area doses from ca 250
to 600 µCcm-2 have shown to be sufficient for this
purpose. As has been shown, optimal doses in
general depend upon beam energy, desired
resolution, and film thickness. Using e-beam energies
from the mentioned interval, we have achieved
typical periods for the exposed patterns from 500 to
1000 nm, and the minimal achieved diameter of the
patterns was cca 100 nm. In our experiments we have
used exposure doses smaller than nominal ones (i.e.,
a soft under-exposition) which resulted in thinner
patterns (pillars), while for higher exposure doses
(over-exposition) the pillars were merged leading to
formation of holes in the resist material.
To extract the main numerical lithographical
parameters, some exposure tests have been used. The
exposure wedge (EW) test was analyzed to extract
the dose-to-clear and the contrast numerical value
from the characteristic curve, and to extract the
contrast γ value of the resist for optimized resist preand post- exposure process parameters.

to define features below 10 nm. The exposed areas of
the resist are standardly developed by the
conventional tetra methyl ammonium hydroxide
(TMAH) or KOH and NaOH based developer. The
selection of a proper developer is rather important
because during the development a negative-tone
resist (such as HSQ) heaves in the developer which
may in a large extent worsen (increase) the resulting
dimensions of the exposed microstructures while
worsening the image resolution in the resist. The
properties of this heaving depend also on the
chemical composition of the polymeric negative
resist [11].
Experiment and discussion
EBDW lithography experiments
Before the resist coating the surface of the wafers
was activated in HF:H2O 1:10 solution for ca 10-20
sec followed by standard ACE / IPA / N2 cleaning
and drying. After the spinning the resist layer was
prebaked on a hotplate for 2 min at 170°C in order to
get high contrast and a good reproducibility. The
resulting thickness of the dry resist was between 150
and 170 nm. The exposure was done using ZBA 23
(currently Vistec, Ltd.) variably shaped e-beam
pattern generator with 20 and 40 keV energy of
electrons. Experiments with 30 keV energy of
electrons were carried out previously on ZBA 10
pattern generator. A standard and optimized exposure
process was chosen where the resist shows the
highest contrast: 500 W / 5 min substrate cleaning in
O2 plasma; resist spin-coating at 1200 rpm; EBDW
lithography; resist development at 21°C for 120 sec
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Fig. 1. Characteristic curves for the HSQ XR 1541 resist on Si, GaAs based heterostrucure and Ag/Si
substrates at 40kV accelerating voltage. Evolution of the characterictic curves for Si substrate at 20, 30
and 40 kV accelerating voltage, respectively.
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Process homogeneity can also be controlled using
EW test patterns exposed at various locations over
the whole substrate. The measurements on EW tests
were carried out using the standard profilometry
technique (Talystep, Alphastep). The exposure test
ET served to extract the main numerical lithography
parameters from the experiment and consisted of
isolated lines and gratings exposed by increasing
doses. Observation and measurement of the test
structure’s special details enabled us to determine the
influence of the proximity effects on the resulting
pattern deformation. The contrast of the resist is
determined by the nature of the development process
and the contrast γ value, calculated from an EW test
(Eq. 1), represents the differential dissolution speeds
between exposed and unexposed regions of the resist:
(1)

γ =

1
, or γ = d ln r
d ln E
D 
log 1 
 D0 

where D0 is the extracted dose-to-clear value and D1
is the dose at which the resist begins to be removed
(for a positive process; such as e.g. PMMA) or crosslinked (for a negative process; e.g. XR 1541) [12]; in
an equivalent expression r represents the dissolution
rate from an exposure dose E [13].
Figure 1 shows relative resist thickness
dependence of the HSQ XR 1541 resist as a function
of exposure dose for three different substrates,
namely for silicon, GaAs based hetero-structure and
thin Ag on Si substrate at 40kV accelerating voltage.
For silicon substrates the resist becomes cross-linked
at the dose of 230 µCcm-2 (for Ag on Si substrates a
little bit smaller dose), while for GaAs substrates
which are more sensitive, this dose is 140 µCcm-2.
This corresponds to different densities of the two
materials, for GaAs the density being more than
twice the value of silicon (2330 kgm-3).
For comparison, a development of the relative
resist thickness dependence on exposure dose is
plotted for a Si substrate at three different
accelerating voltages, i.e. at 20, 30 and 40 kV,
respectively. For silicon the resist is crosslinked
already at 60 µCcm-2 (20 kV), at 100 µCcm-2 (30 kV),
and at 235 µCcm-2 (40 kV). A rather large difference
between these dependencies for Si substrate can be
seen between 20 – 40 keV electron energies. While
XR 1541 resist is very sensitive at 20 keV and can be
used, e.g., for large areas exposition, large-area
gratings for nanophotonics etc., on the other hand it
shows a better resolution at 40 keV.
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Extracted dose-to-clear (D0) and γ numerical
parameters for the XR 1541 were as follows: γ=3.9
(at D0=130 µCcm-2) for Si, 2.2 (D0=50) for GaAs and
2.4 (D0=85) for Ag on Si substrate and 40 kV
accelerating voltage, respectively. It can be seen that
GaAs and Ag on Si substrates have a similar γ value
and about twice that value has been calculated for a
Si substrate at the same energy of electrons (40 keV).
On the other hand, if we compare the dose-to-clear
and γ parameters for the same Si substrate but for
different energies of electrons, the calculated values
are as follows: γ=2.5 (at D0=23.5 µCcm-2) at 20 keV,
4.7 (D0=61.5) at 30 keV and 3.9 (D0=130) at 40 keV,
respectively.
GaAs as substrate material
Our goal was to achieve 1:1 ratio pillars vs.
spaces. In order to find an optimal exposure dose, we
made series of experiments where we changed the
exposure dose (from 200 – 1600 µCcm-2) together
with the input pillars vs. spaces ratio within the
required period of structures. An array of dots was
exposed in a meander-like manner with intention to
achieve exposition in a circular area of a diameter of
80 µm.
For 900 nm period (Fig. 2) of structures
(theoretical input pillars diameter 300 nm, space 600
nm) we used exposure doses between 200 – 800
µCcm-2. For lower exposure doses (200 µCcm-2) this
ratio was 1:2 and for 400 µCcm-2 doses the ratio
changed to 2:1. The optimal dose for our required
structures was in this case 280 µCcm-2.

Fig. 2. A 900nm (300/600nm pillars vs. spaces) period of
structures in the HSQ XR 1541 resist (after exposure and
development) on a GaAs heterostrucure. The influence of
the exposure dose for the ratio pillars vs. spaces. Left:
Exposure dose 200 µCcm-2 (ratio 1:2 for pillars vs.
spaces). Right: Optimal exposure dose 280 µCcm-2 (ratio
1:1).

A somehow different situation was for a
theoretical input ratio 200/700 nm for which we used
the exposure doses between 400 – 1600 µCcm-2. The
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

optimal value was achieved at ca 490 – 530 µCcm-2.
Further exposure dose increase led to a significant
merging of the pillars and to creation of holes
between the pillars.
Similar results have been achieved also for the
period of 700 nm. We have chosen a 200/500 nm
theoretical ratio between pillars and spaces with
exposure doses varying between 200 – 800 µCcm-2,
and for theoretical pillars vs spaces ratio 100/600 nm
the exposure doses varied between 400 – 1600
µCcm-2 (Fig. 3). We have found out that for the
theoretical input ratio 100/600 nm the optimal
exposure dose for achieving 1:1 ratio was within the
interval of 800 – 820 µCcm-2, and for 200/500 nm
ratio the optimal value came out to be 240 µCcm-2
(Fig. 4), respectively.

500 nm space) we have tested the doses from 200 to
800 µCcm-2. We have found out that at 360 µCcm-2
the exposure dose is sufficient. The exposure doses
below that value turned out to be insufficient as total
resist change occurred and after its development the
exposed part of the resist was washed away.
Reproducible results have been achieved at exposure
doses in the interval from 400 to 800 µCcm-2, while
by increasing the value of the exposure dose the pillar
vs space ratio shifted in favour of the pillars. At lower
exposure doses this ratio was 1:5 and, on the other
hand, at high doses it changed to 3:1. Additional
increase of the exposure doses has led to
overexposition of the pillars, which means that the
pillars merged leaving only holes between the
neighboring pillars (this ratio remains 6:1).

Fig. 3. A 700 nm (input ratio 1:6) period of structures in
the HSQ XR 1541 resist on GaAs heterostructure.
An example of a low exposure dose used (400 µCcm-2).

Fig. 5. 600 nm periods of structures in the HSQ XR 1541
resist on GaAs substrate. Above left: pillars vs spaces
ratio 1:5; right: ratio 3:1; below: overexposure of the
pillars, ratio 6:1.

Fig. 4. Example of an optimal exposure dose (240 µCcm-2)
with input ratio 1:6 of pillars vs splaces for achieving
the desired ratio 1:1.

For 600 nm period (Fig. 5) of the structures
(theoretical input values: 100 nm pillars diameter,
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

It can be seen from Figure 5, by increasing the
exposure dose, how the ratio pillars vs spaces (holes)
changed in favour of the pillars. The optimal doses
for the 1:1 ratio were in the interval 570 – 590
µCcm-2 (for theoretical ratio 100/500 nm). For the
theoretical ratio 200/400 nm the exposure dose was
about 300 µCcm-2
For 500 nm period (Fig. 6) of the structures
(desired input ratio: 100 nm pillar diameter, 400 nm
space) we have tested the exposure doses from 200 to
800 µCcm-2.
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Fig. 7. A micron period of structures in the HSQ XR 1541
resist on a Si substrate. Left:160 / 840 nm lines/spaces
(at 260 µCcm-2); middle: 310 / 690 nm (at 340 µCcm-2);
right: 500 / 500 nm (at 600 µCcm-2).

Fig. 6. Creation of holes in the HSQ XR 1541 resist
by overexposing of pillars.

Optimal exposure dose for this configuration
appeared to be ca 280 µCcm-2. At this period (and
lower) yet a small increase of the exposure dose
significantly changes the desired ratio. For example,
at dose increase in 30 µCcm-2 a clear increase of the
pillars dimension occurs that leads to touching (or
merging) of the pillars and to formation of holes (Fig.
6). It is thus important to choose a fine scaling of the
exposure doses.
Si as substrate material
For Si substrates we have tested exposure doses
for 1D structures with theoretical ratio of line/space
equal 300/700 nm. The required real ratio of
structures was 1:1. Exposure doses from 250 – 600
µCcm-2 were used. Table 1 is a summary of used
exposure doses vs. achieved line/space dimensions.
Table 1.
1D structures line/space theoretical
ratio 300/700 nm on Si substrate.
Exposure dose
[µCcm-2]
260
300
340
420
460
500
540
600

1D structures
line/space [nm]
160 / 840
240 / 760
310 / 690
370 / 630
400 / 600
420 / 580
450 / 550
500 / 500

Optimal doses for the required ratio line/space
were in the interval 540 – 600 µCcm-2. Figure 7
shows the influence of increasing exposure dose on
increasing ratio line/space up to the ratio of 1:1.
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Similar tests have been done for 2D structures in
the interval of doses from 280 – 800 µCcm-2. For the
ratio pillars vs. spaces equal 1:2 the doses close to
760 µCcm-2 were needed (theoretical ratio 300/600
nm).
Conclusions
In our work we have tested the XR 1541 e-beam
HSQ resist and the influence of the used substrate
materials in order to obtain optimal exposure dose for
patterning of two-dimensional structures (lines,
pillars) with the periods of 500 – 900 nm. For
heterostructuers on GaAs optimal exposure doses for
the pillars period of 1000 nm was 280 µCcm-2 (for
theoretical ratio 3:6). However, for the ratio 1:1 of
pillars/spaces this exposure dose increased to 490 –
530 µCcm-2. This is caused by the fact that we had to
overexpose the area with pillars in order to achieve
the resulting ratio 1:1. From the practical reason we
have chosen the lower exposure dose obtained for the
theoretical period of pillars equal to 300 / 600 nm.
Similar results have been achieved also for 700 nm
period at theoretical ratio 200 / 500 nm. Optimal
exposition dose in this case was 240 µCcm-2. On the
other hand, for theoretical ratio 100 / 600 nm the
exposure dose increased to 800 – 820 µCcm-2. For
600 nm period the optimal dose was 300 µCcm-2 and
for 500 nm period the optimal dose was 280 µCcm-2.
In comparison to GaAs substrate for which at the
theoretical ratio 300 / 600 nm only an exposure dose
of 280 µCcm-2 would be sufficient to achieve the
desired ratio 1:1, in the case of a silicon substrate the
dose of 760 µCcm-2 is required (at theoretical ratio
1:2). Such a difference in exposure doses for the two
substrates is probably caused by a different reflexion
of the used substrate materials.
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Hydrogen Silsesquioxane (HSQ) is used as a high-resolution resist with resolution down below
10 nm half-pitch. High-contrast and high-resolution patterning in the negative electron beam HSQ
resist has numerous potential applications. Our aim in this work was to investigate lithographic
parameters in thicker resist films because the resist thickness of 150 nm is not sufficient for repeatable
reactive ion etching (RIE) of various thin films for many applications. The main focus was on
investigation of the line-width dependence on the exposure dose in thick HSQ resist and simulation of
resist profiles.
Симулация на характеристиките на електроннолъчевия резист HSQ (А. Бенкурова, К.
Вутова, Е. Колева, И. Костич, А. Ритомски, Г. Младенов). Негативният резист HSQ се
използва като резист с висока резолюция под 10 нанометра половин терен. Висок контраст и
висока разделителна способност моделиране в HSQ има множество потенциални приложения.
Нашата цел в тази работа е да се изследва литографски параметри в дебел устои филми
защото устои дебелина от 150 пМ, не е достатъчно за повторяеми реактивно йонно ецване
(РИО) на различни тънки филми за много приложения. Основният акцент е върху разследване
на линия ширина зависимостта относно дозата на експозиция в гъста HSQ устои и симулация
на устои профили.

Introduction
Hydrogen Silsesquioxane (HSQ) is used as a highresolution resist with resolution down below 10 nm
half-pitch [1]. On the other hand, as inorganic resist
material, it is interesting as masking layer in reactive
ion etching (RIE). It is inorganic compounds with
the chemical formula [HSiO3/2]2n (Fig. 1) [2]. Silicon
atoms sit at the corners of a cubic structure. Each
silicon atom is bonded to a hydrogen atom and bridges
3 oxygen atoms.
The use of HSQ as a negative tone resist for
electron beam lithography (EBL) was published in
[3]. They suggested that the silicon hydrogen bonds
(which are weaker than SiO bonds) are broken during
e-beam irradiation and converted to silanol (Si–OH)
groups in the presence of absorbed moisture in the
film. These silanol groups are unstable and condense
to break the caged molecule to form a linear network.
Investigation of lithographic characteristics of
HSQ resist were published in numerous publications
[4]. When small features are desired, the ultimate
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resolution is set by various factors such as beam size,
resist material, exposure dose, development process
and also the writing strategy [5].

Fig. 1 Hydrogen Silsesquioxane (HSQ) molecule [2].

Sub-10-nm lines in HSQ have been successfully
achieved when using very small spot sizes and
acceleration voltages of 100 keV [6, 7].
High-contrast and high-resolution patterning in
HSQ has numerous potential applications. For
instance, quantum dots, large-area patterning of dot
structures for the fabrication of high-density
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

bitpatterned media, novel superconducting singlephoton detectors [8, 9].
Patterning of submicrometer structures in III/V
semiconductors using 150 nm thin HSQ as an etch
mask in SiCl4 plasma was published in [10]. TiO2
structures for gas detection sensors with a minimal
size of 70 nm were successfully fabricated by ICP RIE
etching in CF4/Ar plasma through 120 nm thin
negative e-beam resist HSQ [11].
Usually the thickness of HSQ masking layer varies
in the 10-150 nm range. Our aim in this work was to
investigate lithographic parameters in thicker resist
films because the resist thickness of 150 nm is not
sufficient for repeatable reactive ion etching (RIE) of
various thin films for many applications. The main
focus was on investigation of the line-width
dependence on the exposure dose in thick HSQ resist
and simulation of resist profiles. The resist thicknesses
were chosen 800 nm and 1200 nm on the base of HSQ
selectivity for etching of various thin films with
thickness of hundreds nanometers. Negative resist
HSQ FOX-25 (Dow Corning) was appropriate for our
investigation.
Experimental investigation
Experimental data needed for simulation were
acquired from line tests. Long single lines were
exposed at various exposure doses using electron
beam with Gaussian electron energy distribution. The
substrate
was
broken
after
development
perpendicularly to lines for getting line profiles in the
investigated negative-tone resist. Afterwards, the
width of the obtained resist profile was measured at
various depths along the resist thickness including
levels of measurements at the top and at the bottom of
the resist (Fig.2).

spinning, the HSQ layer was prebaked on a hotplate
for 2 min at 150°C. Development process was done in
tetra-methyl-ammonium
hydroxide
(TMAH)
Microposit MF-322 developer (2.38 %) for 60 sec and
rinse 10 sec in deionized water.
Experiments were performed using electron
beam lithography system Elphy Quantum (Raith)
installed on scanning electron microscope (SEM)
Quanta FEG (FEI). The minimal spot and minimal
possible beam current of 20 pA at electron energy of
30 keV have been adjusted. Line step size was 13.3
nm and line dwell time 0.0004 ms.
Resist profiles, obtained in 700 nm thick HSQ
FOX-25 for various exposure line doses, are
demonstrated in Fig.3. Measured line profile widths at
the top/bottom levels of the resist thickness for a dose
of 555 pC/cm were 74 nm/115 nm (Fig. 3a), 90
nm/233 nm for 690 pC/cm (Fig. 3b), and 98 nm/410
nm for 863 pC/cm (Fig. 3c). For comparison, a resist
profile in 150 nm thin HSQ is shown in Fig. 3d.
To get an optimal high-aspect ratio resist profiles
required for RIE, it is necessary to optimize exposure
parameters. The width on the top is increasing slowly
with the exposure dose, because the main contribution
from forward electron scattering is expected. At the
bottom of the resist profile, the width is influenced
significantly by backscattered electrons.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig.3. Comparison between resist profiles in 700 thick HSQ
FOX-25 resist for various exposure line doses. The profile
widths at the top/bottom levels of the resist thickness are:
(a) 74 nm/115 nm for 555 pC/cm, (b) 90 nm/233 nm for 690
pC/cm, (c) 98 nm/410 nm for 863 pC/cm; (d) in 150 nm thin
HSQ - 635 nm/857 nm for 1021 pC/cm

Fig.2. Measurement levels along the line height for the
resist profiles in HSQ.

Negative resist HSQ FOX-25 (Dow Corning) was
spin coated for 800 and 1200 nm thicknesses. After
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Measured data for profiles’ widths at 5 levels of
measurements along the HSQ resist thicknesses (at the
top, ¾, ½, ¼ of the thickness T, and at the bottom
(resist/substrate interface) - Fig. 2) for exposure with
different line doses is presented in Table 1 and Table
2 for 800 nm and 1200 nm HSQ over Si substrate,
respectively.
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Table 1
Data for line profiles’ widths measured at the top of the
resist, at ¾ T, at 1/2 T, at ¼ T and at the resist bottom for
800 nm HSQ exposed by different doses
Line
Dose
pC/cm

Width

nm
at
top
collapse
505.56
66
530.23
69
542.56
70
554.89
74
567.22
75
616.54
83
690.53
90
739.85
92
801.50
97
924.81
100
986.47
102
1048.12
104
1109.77
105
1171.43
106

Width

Width Width

Width

nm
at
3/4 T

nm
at
1/2 T

nm
at
1/4 T

nm
at
bottom

70
74
75
78
80
85
93
96
104
118
123
128
135
145

80
81
82
84
86
96
110
123
137
160
170
180
193
205

90
97
99
106
112
130
160
180
205
265
286
320
350
360

80
92
106
115
126
167
233
272
339
470
550
630
730
808

Line
Height
nm

735
735
735
736
736
738
740
743
747
760
775
790
803
811

a) profile widths: 1 - at the top of the resist, 2 – at ¾ T, 3 –
at 1/2 T, 4 - at ¼ T and 5 – at the resist bottom

Table 2
Data for line profiles’ widths measured at the top of the
resist, at ¾ T, at 1/2 T, at ¼ T and at the resist bottom for
1200 nm HSQ exposed by different doses
Line
Dose
pC/cm

664.66
584.90
564.96
531.73
498.50
465.26
432.03
405.44
392.15

Width

Width

Width

Width

nm
at
top
70
51
46
43
39
37
36
36
collapse

nm
at
3/4 T
92
76
75
71
64
62
61
60

nm
at
1/2 T
230
160
145
130
117
112
107
105

nm
at
1/4 T
1200
500
440
340
275
240
205
186

Width
T
nm
at
bottom
4200
1400
1070
780
540
394
291
254

Line
Height
nm

1280
1160
1091
1070
1070
1040
1050
1058

Optimization of exposure parameters
The optimization of the exposed HSQ profiles was
done for 800 nm and 1200 nm HSQ resists separately.
Models are estimated for the different profile widths:
Y1 - at the top of the resist, Y2 – at ¾ T, Y3 – at 1/2 T,
Y4 - at ¼ T and Y5 – at the resist bottom as well as the
line hight – H, depending on the exposure doses d.
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b) profile hights
Fig. 4. Experimental and estimated dimensions of 800 nm
HSQ resist profiles (cross-sections)

a) profile widths: 1 - at the top of the resist, 2 – at ¾ T, 3 –
at 1/2 T, 4 - at ¼ T and 5 – at the resist bottom
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considered quality characteristics.
It can be seen, that at smaller doses the difference
between the 5 investigated dimensions are smaller,
which corresponds to more close to parallel side walls
of the exposed and developed lines. On the other
hand, there the line heights are smaller. Compromise
solutions should be found according the exactly
required dimensions.

b) profile hights
Fig. 5. Experimental and estimated dimensions of 1200 nm
HSQ resist profiles (cross-sections)
Table 3
Estimated models of the dimensions of HSQ resist profiles
800 nm HSQ
Model
R2, %
2
Y1= - 0.0001156 d + 0.2493 d - 29.47
98.81
Y2= - 4.912*10-6 d2 + 0.1149 d + 14.91
99.73
Y3= - 1.134*10-5 d2 + 0.2132 d - 29.32
99.81
Y4= 3.309*10-5 d2 + 0.37 d - 109.4
99.81
Y5=0.0006232 d2 + 0.05251 d - 105.8
99.97
H =0.0002044 d2+ -0.2244 d + 797
99.36
1200 nm HSQ
Model
R2, %
2
Y1= 0.0006103 d -0.5237 d + 148.2
99.77
Y2= 0.0003643 d2 -0.2644 d + 106.9
98.97
Y3=0.002189 d2 -1.871 d + 506
99.84
Y4= 0.0214 d2 -19.29 d + 4536
98.30
Y5=0.0003928 d3 + -0.5432 d2+ 252.7 d 99.91
3.911*104
H =0.005313 d2 -4.82 d + 2139
97.29

The obtained results are presented in Fig. 4 and
Fig. 5 for 800 nm and for 1200 nm HSQ resists. There
with points are presented the experimental data and
curves correspond to the estimated models.
In Table 3 are presented the estimated models for
the dependencies of the dimensions of HSQ resist
profiles, together with the values of the corresponding
multiple correlation coefficients R. These coefficients
are tested for significance and their values are
measures of the accuracy of the estimated models. The
closer to 1 the value of R is, the better the model
describes the variations of the quality characteristics
as a function of the process parameters. All models
have enough high and significant values of their
multiple correlation coefficients and consequently the
models are good for prediction and optimization of the
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Conclusions
Investigation of lithographic parameters in thicker
HSQ resist films is performed. The resist thickness of
150 nm is not sufficient for repeatable reactive ion
etching (RIE) of various thin films for many
applications. Models for the line-width dependence on
the exposure dose in thick HSQ resist are estimated
and simulation of resist profiles is done.
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ELECTRON ACCELERATOR APPLICATIONS
High-temperature radiolysis of alkanes: synthesis and
decomposition
Alexander V. Ponomarev, Alexandra K. Metreveli, Alexei V. Bludenko,
Vladimir N. Chulkov
The wax, originated as a by-product of Fisher-Tropsh synthesis, can be converted to liquid
engine fuel via a circulating mode of radiation-thermal cracking. The method is based on indirect
action of radiation upon the wax dissolved in methane or in other gaseous hydrocarbons. Exposure
time of feedstock components in radiation area depends on their fugitiveness. The method provides the
higher yield of gas fixation. High-octane gasoline is the main fraction of final product.
Високо-температурна радиолиза на алкани: синтез и декомпозиция (А. Пономарев, А.
Метрвели, А. Блуденко, В. Чулков). Восъкът, който е страничен продукт от синтеза на ФишерТропш, може да бъде преобразуван в течно гориво за двигатели, чрез разпространяващ се процес на
радиационно-термичен кракинг. Методът се базира на индиректното действие на радиацията върху
разтворен в метан или друг въглеводород восък. Времето на облъчване в радиационната зона на
суровинните компоненти зависи от тяхната летливост. Методът позволява по-висока степен на
фиксиране на газа. По този начин високооктановият бензин се явява основна част от крайният
продукт.

Introduction
Studying of hydrocarbons radiolysis gives the
helpful information to extend knowledge on carbon
transformations in earth interiors and in outer space
and to find new technologies for organic matter
processing. Till now hydrocarbons are still base of
fuel energetics. However traditional oil and gas
resources compete with new unusual raw materials
sources, such as shale oil, native bitumen, gas
hydrates, mine gases and others. The assortment of
alternative technologies of hydrocarbons production
grows at the expense of such methods as FisherTropsh synthesis [1], fast pyrolysis of a biomass [2],
conversion of lipids [3], and others. Respectively,
searching new methods of all-inclusive conversion of
hydrocarbons becomes rather pressing task.
First of all, it concerns processing of the heaviest
and lightest alkanes at hard-to-reach oil fields, for
example, fixation of associated petroleum gas as well
as fragmentation of the dewaxing products or highmolecular wax forming by Fisher-Tropsh process [1].
The oil-compatible liquid hydrocarbons suitable for
pipelining should be target product of such
conversion. Till now this dual task had no united
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

solution. One of the task parts - gas fixation - could be
solved via electron-beam GTL-conversion (gas-toliquid) [4], whereas the second part - decomposition
of heavy paraffins - via radiation-thermal cracking [5].
As the united solution, the method of the combined
high-temperature conversion of methane-wax
mixtures to liquid hydrocarbons under the influence of
the accelerated electrons via circulating mode is
considered in the present work. The method is wasteless and consists in controlled formation of highquality gasoline and diesel fuel at moderate pressure
and temperature.
Experimental
Radiation-thermal cracking has been investigated
using new feedstock - Fisher-Tropsh synthesis byproduct (wax) representing a solid mixture of С17-С120
linear paraffins (final boiling point ≈ 1000 K; average
number of carbon atoms per molecule nС = 28.6). The
total content of ectogenic impurities was about 0.11
wt %. Methane (99.9 % СН4) served as diluent and
the secondary feedstock.
The intermittent irradiation was applied in the
latter case - the scan width was 20 times more than
width of sample processed. Phenazine dye-doped
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copolymer film standard reference material SO
PD(F)R-5/50 [GSO (Certified Reference Material) no.
7875-2000] was used as dosimeter.
The one-fill quartz vessel (40 mm diameter, 250
mm height) and the steel horizontal reactor (diameter
of 300 mm, length of 700 mm) were applied for
irradiation. Dose rate was varying from 0.1 to 1.0 kGy
s-1. Range of electrons was 1.0 - 4.0 g/cm2.
Respectively, the electron beam was penetrating into a
reactor through thin wall (≤ 0.5 g/сm2; a glass or a
titanium foil). Therefore pressure in radiation area was
≤ 0.13 МПа, and temperature ≤ 665 K.

Reactions (2) and (3) form a propagation stage of
cracking chain process and give maximum output of
final products. At this stage the secondary radicals
undergo transformation into terminal radicals which,
in turn, possess higher thermal stability. The decay of
terminal radical occurs via H abstraction reaction
leading to production of new secondary radical. The
Fig. 1 testifies that molecules of alkenes, on the
average, are shorter than alkanes. Thus, the following
rule [5] is embodied in reaction (2) - smaller fragment
is eliminated as alkene whereas unpaired electron
remains at terminal C atom of heavier fragment.

Results and Discussion
Radiation-thermal cracking (RTC) is the advanced
version of radical-chain thermal degradation of the
hydrocarbons. Moderate temperatures and low yield
of coke formation are distinctiveness of RTC [5]. At
the same time, RTC is quite often accompanied by
polymerization [6] and, accordingly, its inhibition
should be found.
Initial variant of RTC (the mode A) in the present
work consisted in a stationary beaming of wax in
quartz reactionary vessel at 620 - 665 K, accompanied
by simultaneous distilling-off fragmentation products
and their condensing outside of radiation area. This
rather simple mode of wax decomposition served, first
of all, for the analysis of merits and demerits of RTC.
Accumulation rate and composition of condensate
remained practically invariable up to about 70 %
conversion of wax. The obtained condensate consisted
of alkanes and alkenes mixture (Fig. 1) whose third
belonged to gasoline fraction (Table 1). Gaseous
compounds also were detected as tenth part of wax
fragmentation products. Composition of the
condensate in mode A corresponded to the
conventional schema of RTC including stages of
formation, thermal degradation and an exchange of
alkyl radicals (alkyl end-groups are designated as R, r
and r ′, provided that R> r> r ′):

Fig. 1. Components of condensate obtained via mode A (n number of C atoms per molecule)
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Radiolytic reactions mainly result in formation of
the secondary radicals [7, 8], i.e. radicals whose
unpaired electron is localized on an internal C atom of
carbon skeleton. Just the secondary radicals possess
lower thermal resistance.
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Gas evolution lasted during further irradiation via
- alkanes (sum)
- isoalkanes
- alkenes

Content, wt %
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n
mode A, but the condensate accumulation rate was
decreasing gradually, becoming 10 times less. At the
same time, the distillation residue in reactor was
sluggishly darkening. Ultra dispersed carbonized
particles were occurring in the residue. Composition
of a distillation residue (filtered off; 12 weights. %)
shown on Fig. 2 testifies, that during an irradiation the
paraffins of the initial sample are almost half replaced
with alkenes. Apparently, such replacement brings
corrective amendments into alternation of the
reactions (2) and (3). Reaction (3) receives an
increasing competition from combination reaction (4):
(4)

R

+

r'

R

r'
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Fraction
alkanes (sum)
isoalkanes
alkenes (sum)
gasoline
Оg
G, kg/kWh
nC, average

C, wt %
nC
61.5±0.5
14.7±0.2
3.7±0.1
17.8±0.2
38.5±0.4
11.0±0.2
32.3±0.3
73±3
1.2±0.1
13.0±0.2

Unlike the ionic mechanism (corresponding to
Markovnikov's rule), at the reaction (4) the radical is
seating to the least substituted C atom of olefin bond
[7], i.e. to terminal one, whereas unpaired electron
becomes localized at the secondary C atom.
Per se, reaction (4) destroys the products of
reaction (2) and aggravates "cage effect" [5] typical of
condensed phase radiolysis. As a result of reaction (4),
terminal radical is replaced with heavier secondary
radical. Thus, unpaired electron in an arising radical
product is localized at the shorter end of a carbon
skeleton. As consequence, the alternating such radical
exchange reactions and radical thermal degradation
reactions results in consecutive formation of more and
more light alkenes and more and more heavy terminal
radicals. The alternation intermits by formation of the
fugitive alkenes, leaving radiation area. The Fig. 2
testifies that upon terminating the irradiation and
heating, all light components C<12 in a distillation
residue are presented by alkenes. Collaterally with
reaction (4), bulky terminal radicals participate in
disproportionation and combination reactions, forming
termination stage of chain process and reproducing
heavy alkenes and alkanes in the irradiated sample.
Besides, the long exposure of components in radiation
area is accompanied by their gradual radiolytic and
thermal
dehydrogenation forming carbonized
particles.
Thus, presence of back reactions retards complete
decomposition of wax in a mode A. Gas and
excessively heavy hydrocarbons are forming along
with target liquid products of wax fragmentation. The
negative scenario of the cracking final stage is caused,
first of all, by accumulation of heavy alkenes in the
reactor and their involving into radiolytic
transformations.
Undoubtedly, destruction depends, in particular, on
reactivity of the radicals participating in initiation,
propagation and termination of RTC chain process.
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The reaction of terminal radicals (3), providing
reproduction of thermally-unstable secondary radicals,
is rather slow [8]. Heavy terminal radicals participate
in recombination more actively than in hydrogen
abstraction from other hydrocarbons. Hydrogen
abstraction is more peculiar to small radicals, such as
⋅Н, ⋅СН3 and ⋅С2Н5 [7, 8]. However radiolysis of
heavy linear paraffins provides low yield of small
radicals; the higher yield is observed in gaseous
alkanes С1-С5 [5, 7].
Thus, wax dilution by gaseous alkanes would
allow, on the one hand, to extend assortment of free
radicals and, on the other hand, to decrease wax
density, thereby attenuating "cage effect" and a
negative role of heavy alkenes. However conventional
bubbling by gas is insufficient - mass fraction of gas
in such mixtures, even at high-intensity bubbling, is
too small - so the gas absorbs too low irradiation dose.
The irradiation of wax via mode A at the bubbling by
methane has shown that compositions of a condensate
and a distillation residue change insignificantly.
Fig. 2. Components of distillation residue in mode A (n number of C atoms per molecule).

- alkanes
- alkenes

4

Content, wt %

Table 1
Parameters of condensate in mode A: C - content of
fraction; nC - average number of carbon atoms per
molecule; Og - octane value of gasoline fraction (motor
method); G - initial yield of product formation.
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The schema of the laboratory installation for hightemperature radiolysis of wax/gas solutions at an
excess of gas (mode B), is shown on Fig. 3. The gasjet pump (2) was injecting a wax melt from the feed
chamber (1) into temperature-controlled reactor (3).
Then the gas/vapor flow (as sol and/or a molecular
solution), enriched by radiolysis products, was
moving through a trap (4) into the condenser (5) and
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large radicals similar to radicals participating in
reactions (2) and (3) at mode A. Thus, lighter radicals
(from gas) and heavier radicals (from wax) were
present simultaneously in irradiated system at mode
B. However, excess of gas provided dominance for
the lighter radicals.
Fig. 4. Components of condensate obtained via mode B (n number of C atoms per molecule)

Table 2
Parameters of condensate in mode B (see designations in
Table 1).

- alkanes (sum)
- isoalkanes
- alkenes

Content, wt %

further into gas-liquid separator (6). The condensed
liquid was collecting in reception container (7)
whereas gases were returning by the pump (8) into
ejector (2). The reactor (3) was exposed to electron
beam generated by the accelerator (9). Methane
inflow compensated the pressure loss caused by
condensation of target products.
The trap (4) combines functions of a vapors
separator and a reflux condenser - heavier components
irrelevant to fractional composition of target liquid
fuel (gasoline and diesel fuel) were condensing and
returning into reactor (3) and ejector (2). Gas
recycling occurs in the circulation loop consisting of
units 2-6 and 8. In turn, the second recycling takes
place in units 2-4 (arrow 10) - excessively heavy
components are remaining in radiation area.

10

5

0
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

n
Fraction
alkanes (sum)
isoalkanes
alkenes (sum)
gasoline
Fig. 3. The schematic diagram of the laboratory converter:
1 – feed chamber, 2 – ejector (gas-jet pump), 3 - reactor, 4
- trap, 5 - condenser, 6 - separator, 7 – reception container,
8 - circulating pump, 9 - accelerator; 10 - returning heavy
components.

Wax concentration in methane was ≤ 5 wt %.
Thus, gas underwent direct radiation effect, whereas
wax was exposed to indirect [5] radiolysis.
Respectively, primary radiolytic products - the ions,
excited molecules and radicals - were forming from
gas. Excess energy and the charge, initially belonging
to gas intermediates, then were transferring partially
to the wax molecules as gaseous alkanes possess
higher potentials of ionization and excitation. Such
transfer results in wax decomposition (via mechanism
of indirect action of radiation) with formation of the
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Оg
G, kg/kWh
nC, average

С, wt %
nC
79.1±0.4
9.4±0.2
43.2±0.3
8.9±0.2
20.9±0.3
7.8±0.2
90.2±0.5
94±3
1.5±0.2
9.1±0.2

Composition of the condensate obtained via mode
B from 4.5 wt % wax solution at 625 K is shown on
Fig. 4 and in Table 2. Unlike a mode A, the mode B
does not produce a waste. Besides, almost 80 wt % of
the condensate consists of saturated hydrocarbons
among which isoalkanes dominate. As consequence,
gasoline fraction of the condensate possesses high
knock value. Both gasoline fraction and its knock
value increase with decrease of wax concentration in
mixture.
As shown [4], gaseous alkenes actively participate
in synthesis of the branched gasoline hydrocarbons
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

from gaseous alkanes. In particular, light alkenes
provide conversion of light radicals and ions to
heavier intermediates. As a matter of fact, alkylating
unsaturated compounds takes place. Thus synthesized
gasoline does not practically contain alkenes, and the
synthesis in itself does not form a waste. Apparently,
similar processes occur in wax/methane solutions at
mode B.
Certainly, high concentration of light alkyl radicals
raises probability of their involving into
recombination with the heavier radicals of wax origin.
It reduces average molar mass of recombination
products and, as consequence, contributes to a
condensate accumulating. At the same time, light
alkyl radicals initiate destruction of heavy alkenes:
(5)

CH 3 +

R

R

+

R

wax in the presence of gas excess is waste-less.
Presence of the dissolved wax gives gain in gas
fixation yield and, on the other hand, excess of gas
precludes formation of unsaturated compounds from
wax and promotes formation of lighter liquid fuel. The
conversion technique at mode B provides: high degree
of feedstock fragmentation; absence of "cage effect";
oligomerization inhibition; low secondary destruction
of target products; decrease in alkenes fraction and
increase in isoalkanes fraction of final product.
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As a result of reactions (5) the small radical
transforms into light alkene. The same reaction
produces alkyl radical whose skeleton length is less in
comparison with initial heavy alkene. Thus, the mode
B allows transforming multicomponent mixture of
high-molecular paraffins into gasoline and diesel fuel.
The mode B is waste-less and produces gasoline of
higher knock value.
At the same time, the mode B has one more
important feature - it stimulates gas fixation. As
shown [4, 9], the gas irradiation gives high-quality
gasoline, however a yield of gasoline formation is low
enough (0.08 kg/kWh in methane). In particular, low
efficiency of gasoline synthesis in light alkanes takes
place because of the back processes resulting in partial
regeneration of initial gas. Regeneration processes
weaken effectively in the presence of alkenes however
conventional radiolysis of light alkanes, in itself, gives
few alkenes.
The important advantage of mode B is that it gives
additional alkenes - thermal degradation of the large
radicals (forming from wax) serves as their source. As
consequence, a yield of methane fixation at mode B is
three times higher (≥0.24 kg/kWh) in comparison with
the gas radiolysis in absence of wax. As known [5],
both gain in yield and increase in products molar mass
promote gain in economic efficiency of a radiationchemical process. In the practice, similar increase in
gas fixation degree [9] could be reached at use of oil
heavy fractions instead of wax.
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Conclusions
Thus, conversion of gaseous and solid paraffins to
liquid fuel hydrocarbons can be carried out by a hightemperature irradiation of their mixes at a circulating
mode. High-temperature electron-beam conversion of
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Application of electron beam irradiation to modify the rheological
behaviour of pectins
Monica R. Nemțanu, Mirela Brașoveanu
The paper deals with the investigation of the effects of the electron beam irradiation on the
rheological behaviour of pectins. The results showed that the rheological parameters of the pectin
aqueous suspensions were influenced in a dose dependent-manner. The viscosity decreased with the
increase of the irradiation dose as a consequence of the pectin molecular weight degradation. Overall,
it was revealed the potential to obtain pectins with modified rheological properties by electron beam
irradiation.
Използване на електронно-лъчево облъчване за модифициране на реологичното
поведение на пектин (Моника Р. Немтану, Мирела Брасовеану). Статията представя
изследване на ефекта на електроннолъчевото облъчване върху реологичните параметри на
пектини. Резултатите показват, че реологичните параметри на пектиновите субстанции се
влияят от дозите на облъчване. Вискозитетът намалява с увеличаване на дозата на
облъчване с електронния лъч, което се дължи на деградацията на теглото на молекулите
пектин. Като цяло това показва възможността за получаване на пектини с модифицирани
реологични свойства чрез електроннолъчево облъчване.

Introduction
Polysaccharides have remarkable physicochemical
and biological properties being widely used in various
fields such as food processing, agriculture, cosmetic
and pharmaceutical industry, surface and waste water
treatment, etc. Chemically, pectin is a natural
carboxyl-containing polysaccharide whose bases are
chains of polygalacturonic acid [1, 2], and its
composition depends on the botanical origin [3].
Functionalization of pectin is generally preferred to
obtain convenient physicochemical characteristics of
pectin suspensions for different applications. For
instance, low viscosity and improved solubility of
modified citrus pectins enable the preparation of
highly concentrated solutions required for medical
purposes [3].
Irradiation is a feasible, fast and environmentally
friendly technique to change the properties of
polysaccharides resulting in their functionalization.
Ionizing radiation (gamma rays, electron beams)
generates free radicals able to initiate various
chemical transformations that cause alterations in the
structure of polysaccharides and further detectable
changes in their physicochemical and functional
properties such as solubility, viscosity, thermal
behaviour. Investigations on the effects of gamma
irradiation on pectic substances revealed the
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

degradation of macromolecules rather than the
radiation-induced deesterification of methoxylated
carboxyl groups [3 - 5]. There is no information
available regarding the effects of electron beam
irradiation on rheological behaviour of pectin.
In this direction, the aim of the paper is to evaluate
the impact of electron beam irradiation on rheological
behaviour of pectins.
Experimental
A. Materials
Pectin from apple (76282; faint brown powder;
moisture content: ≤ 10%) and pectin from citrus peel
(P9135; light brown powder; moisture content: ≤
10%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Company.
B. Electron beam (e-beam) irradiation
Packed pectin samples were irradiated with an
electron beam generated by a linear accelerator of
energy of 5.5 MeV (NILPRP, Bucharest-Măgurele,
Romania), with mean electron beam intensity of 6 µA
and mean dose rate of 2.5 kGy/min. The irradiations
were carried out at room temperature and normal
pressure in air atmosphere. The applied irradiation
doses were in the range of 10 – 50 kGy checked by
using cellulose triacetate film.
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C. Rheological evaluation
Rheological measurements were carried out on
aqueous suspensions using HAAKE VT® 550
rotational viscosimeter (ThermoHaake, Germany).
These measurements were performed on different
concentrations (0.5%; 1.5%; 3.0%) of pectin aqueous
suspensions at 25o C and different shear rates (0 1082 s-1). The obtained data were analyzed by
RheoWin v.3.5 software.
D. Statistical approach
The results reported are expressed by means of
values ± standard deviation of triplicate
determinations. The regression analysis and statistics
of experimental data were performed using OriginPro
8.1 (OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, USA),
Microsoft® Excel 2010 (Microsoft Corporation, USA),
and InfoStat version 2016 [6]. The data were analysed
by using analysis of variance (one-way ANOVA) with
Fisher LSD (least significant differences) post-hoc test
to discern the statistical difference. A probability
value P < 0.05 was considered as statistically
significant.

(a)

Results and Discussion
A. Flow behaviour
The control samples of the investigated pectins
indicated non-Newtonian behaviour for which the
ratio of the shear stress and shear rate is not constant
[7], the shear stress dependence of shear rate
indicating the pseudoplastic character of the pectin
suspensions (Fig. 1). Although this feature was kept
for the irradiated samples, even at high irradiation
dose, a slight tendency towards Newtonian behaviour
as the irradiation dose increase could be noticed.
Different known rheological models (Newton,
Bingham and Ostwald de Waele) were used to
analysis the rheological behaviour of the investigated
samples. The determination factor for each used
model for both types of pectin is shown in Table 1.
The comparative analysis realized concerning the
rheological models indicated that Ostwald de Waele’s
model was the best one of the applied models. Thus,
the Ostwald de Waele rheological-model fitted the
rheological behaviour (Fig. 1) with determination factor
between 0.9595 and 0.9992 for pectin from apple and
between 0.9593 and 0.9991 for pectin from citrus peel.
Moreover, Ostwald de Waele (power law) model is
very used to characterize the rheological parameters of
non-Newtonian fluids having wide technological
application mainly in the food industry [8, 9]. It is a
simple model as can be seen in Eq. (1):
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(b)
Fig. 1. Shear stress vs. shear rate of native and irradiated
sample of (a) pectin from apple and (b) pectin from citrus
peel (concentration of 1.0% ) – fitted with Ostwald de
Waele model.

(1)

η a = k ⋅ γ& n −1 or τ = k ⋅ γ& n

where: ηa – apparent viscosity [mPa·s], k – fluid
consistency index [mPa·sn], n – flow behaviour index,
γ& – shear rate [s-1], τ – shear stress [Pa].
The fluid consistency and flow behaviour indices
are typical rheological parameters used in the
Oswald’s model. The resulting rheological parameters
k and n for both pectins are presented in Fig. 2. The
consistency index that is usually correlated with the
apparent viscosity showed a decrease of its value with
the increase of the irradiation dose. The increase
evolution of the flow behaviour index to the value of 1
(typical for Newtonian fluids) as the increase of the
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

Table 1
Determination factor for different rheological models indices
Irradiation dose
[kGy]

Rheological model – determination factor, r

Suspension
concentration
[%]

Newton

Bingham

Ostwald de Waele

0.5
1.5
3.0
0.5
1.5
3.0
0.5
1.5
3.0
0.5
1.5
3.0

0.9741-0.9788
0.9775-0.9788
0.9698-0.9687
0.9741-0.9806
0.9744-0.9788
0.9898-0.9906
0.9604-0.9779
0.9689-0.9796
0.9765-0.9871
0.9571-0.9792
0.9701-0.9758
0.9630-0.9707

0.9806-0.9846
0.9945-0.9955
0.9921-0.9923
0.9782-0.9815
0.9873-0.9905
0.9969-0.9979
0.9629-0.9787
0.9797-0.9853
0.9929-0.9939
0.9582-0.9794
0.9724-0.9783
0.9847-0.9887

0.9834-0.9883
0.9977-0.9983
0.9990
0.9784-0.9824
0.9900-0.9949
0.9990-0.9992
0.9719-0.9788
0.9837-0.9869
0.9949-0.9967
0.9595-0.9795
0.9733-0.9797
0.9912-0.9942

0.5
1.5
3.0
0.5
1.5
3.0
0.5
1.5
3.0
0.5
1.5
3.0

0.9650-0.9740
0.9697-0.9796
0.9780-0.9805
0.9659-0.9761
0.9559-0.9684
0.9885-0.9915
0.9717-0.9801
0.9624-0.9633
0.9650-0.9747
0.9593-0.9692
0.9667-0.9750
0.9635-0.9703

0.9721-0.9790
0.9906-0.9923
0.9949-0.9950
0.9680-0.9777
0.9746-0.9829
0.9967-0.9972
0.9719-0.9802
0.9689-0.9726
0.9863-0.9870
0.9594-0.9715
0.9727-0.9773
0.9811-0.9822

0.9753-0.9808
0.9929-0.9947
0.9991
0.9688-0.9784
0.9800-0.9884
0.9975-0.9979
0.9718-0.9802
0.9718-0.9788
0.9912-0.9915
0.9593-0.9716
0.9735-0.9779
0.9851-0.9887

Pectin from apple
0

10

30

50
Pectin from citrus peel
0

10

30

50

irradiation dose indicated that the pectin suspensions
slightly tend to have Newtonian rheological behaviour
after e-beam irradiation. The rheological parameters had
a similar evolution by irradiation for both pectin from
apple and pectin from citrus peel.

B. Apparent viscosity
The apparent viscosity of apple and citrus peel
pectin suspensions (230C, γ& = 100 s-1) showed a
descending evolution (P < 0.05) as the increase of the
irradiation dose (Fig. 3). This behaviour suggests the
pectin molecular structure is fragmented to lower
molecular weight structures. These findings are in
accordance with previous investigations on gamma
irradiated pectins reporting the decrease of viscosity
and molecular weight with the increase of irradiation
dose [3 - 5].
For both investigated pectins, the variation of
apparent viscosity with irradiation dose after electron
beam irradiation occurs after an exponentially
decreasing law in accordance with Eq. (2):
(2)

Fig.2. Evolution of fluid consistency and flow behaviour
with the irradiation dose.
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ηa = η +η ⋅ e
*
a

i
a

−

D
Dmη a

where: ηa – apparent viscosity [mPa·s], η a* – apparent
viscosity of the macromolecular fraction unaffected
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by irradiation [mPa·s], η ai – apparent viscosity of the
macromolecular fraction affected by irradiation
[mPa·s], Dmηa – characteristic irradiation dose [kGy], D
– irradiation dose [kGy].
Nemtanu and Brasoveanu [10] introduced the term
‘characteristic irradiation dose’ for the irradiation dose
that results from the exponential decreasing law of the
apparent viscosity of starch against irradiation dose.
Similarly, in the present work, the material constant
Dmηa represents the characteristic irradiation dose of
pectin for which the apparent viscosity η ai decreases
by e times. Taking into consideration this aspect in the
present study, the estimated values of Dmηa were 7.2 ±
1.2 kGy (R2 = 0.9944) for pectin from apple and 12.2
± 2.9 kGy (R2 = 0.9452) for pectin from citrus peel,
respectively.
Moreover, the constant Dmηa can be considered as a
measure of the pectin radiation sensitivity based on
the apparent viscosity. Thus, one can notice that the
pectin from apple is more sensitive to the electron
beam irradiation than pectin from citrus peel.

(a)

(b)

Fig.3. Apparent viscosity ( γ& = 100 s-1, t = 23o C) evolution
of the studied pectin suspensions (concentration of 1.5%) as
a function of the irradiation dose.

The pectin suspension behaviour dependence on
concentration is important mainly for technological
procedures. The study of the concentration influence
on the apparent viscosity (230C, γ& = 100 s-1) revealed
viscosity increase with the increase of the
concentration for control sample of both pectins. The
irradiated samples showed similar behaviour to
control one (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. Variation of the apparent viscosity ( γ& = 100 s-1, t =
23o C) with the irradiation dose and concentration of the
native and irradiated samples of (a) pectin from apple and
(b) pectin from citrus peel.

Conclusions
The study of rheological behaviour of the pectin
from apple and pectin from citrus peel exposed to
electron beam irradiation showed that the rheological
parameters were influenced in a dose dependentmanner. The apparent viscosity of pectin aqueous
suspensions decreased exponentially with the increase
of the irradiation dose, indicating an obvious
reduction of molecular weight. The radiation
sensitivity of pectins defined by analysing the
apparent viscosity behaviour of their aqueous
suspensions as a function of irradiation dose proved
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

that pectin from apple is more sensitive to the electron
beam irradiation than pectin from citrus peel.
The value of the pectin apparent viscosity
increased as the increase of the concentration, the
irradiated samples keeping the same evolution as the
control sample.
The results of this investigation revealed that the
electron beam irradiation can be an efficient tool for
producing pectins with modified rheological
properties without the introduction of additional
chemicals.
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Electron-beam graft modification of biopolymers for
use in surface water treatment
Mirela Braşoveanu, Monica R. Nemţanu, Liliana Flore, Veronica Anca
Copolymers starch-graft-polyacrylamide (St-g-PAM) were synthesized by electron beam
irradiation as a free radical initiator to develop new functional materials with application in surface
water treatment. St-g-PAM loaded with prepared silver nanoparticles was also synthesized. The level
of grafting rated by monomer conversion coefficient and residual monomer concentration as well as
intrinsic viscosity were influenced by the irradiation dose, dose rate and presence of silver
nanoparticles. In the coagulation-flocculation process, the copolymer aqueous solutions showed good
efficiency to improve different water quality indicators.
Модификация на биополимери чрез електроннолъчево присъединяване за използване
при повърхностната обработка на води (Мирела Брашовану, Моника Р. Немтану, Лиляна
Флор, Вероника Анка). Синтезирани са кополимери присъединено нишесте към
полиакриламид (ST-g-PAM) чрез облъчване с електронен лъч, като инициатор на свободни
радикали, за разработване на нови функционални материали с приложение при
повърхностната обработка на води. Синтезиран е кополимер St-g-PAM при зареждане със
сребърни наночастици. Нивото на присъединяване оценен чрез коефициентът на мономерно
преобразуване и концентрацията на остатъчен мономер, както и вътрешения вискозитет са
повлияни от дозата на облъчване, мощността на дозата и наличието на сребърни
наночастици. В процеса на коагулация-флокулация, кополимерните водни разтвори показаха
добра ефективност за подобряването на различни показатели на качество на водата.

Introduction
The fast development of the society of the last
decades led to the requirement to use the renewable
raw materials more and more. Thus, modification of
natural polymers in order to be used in various
applications such as flocculants for wastewater
treatment, matrices for controlling drug release,
rheological applications is a continuous scientists’
concern.
Grafting is an effective way of regulating the
properties of biopolymers, which can be ‘tailor-made’
according to the needs and produce high efficient graft
copolymers [1]. A graft copolymer combines the best
properties of both components and has unique
properties compared to the original components.
Starch is an abundant and renewable biopolymer
having various applications in food processing,
pharmaceutical and cosmetic, papermaking, textile
industries, etc. The grafting of various monomers onto
starch is an effective way to improve its properties,
thereby enlarging the range of its utilization and
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profiting by its biodegradable nature.
Acrylamide is one of the most grafted vinyl
monomers onto starch substrates, and their watersoluble copolymers are good flocculants. A major
disadvantage of acrylamide and its homopolymer
(polyacrylamide) is related to the biodegradability.
Their lack of biodegradability is compensated by
grafting onto starch backbone.
Silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) are being considered
as
non-toxic
and
environmentally
friendly
antibacterial material [2].
Electron beam (e-beam) irradiation is an
ecofriendly tool for synthesis of advanced materials
that feature unique properties. E-beam induced
grafting is a fast method and occurs in the absence of
an initiator or other chemical catalysts and produces
low byproduct levels and hazards [3]. Additionally, ebeam processing requires low cost that involves the
indirect operating costs and the applied irradiation
dose, which depends on the beam power, the
efficiency of its use and the conversion factor of the
beam power from the facility consumption power [4].
Scarce information is available about the starch
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grafting by e-beam irradiation to produce flocculating
materials.
The aim of the present work is the synthesis and
physicochemical and functional characterization of
starch-based copolymers and a starch-based
copolymer loaded silver nanoparticles by using
electron beam irradiation.
Experimental

Viscosity
The determination of intrinsic viscosity [ηi] was
performed on diluted copolymer solutions (<1%)
using 1N sodium chloride solution as a solvent. The
prepared solutions were subjected to the
measurements with Hoppler type BH-2 viscometer at
25oC and the intrinsic viscosity was obtained by the
linear curve extrapolation of the reduced viscosities
calculated as a function of the selected concentrations.

A. Materials

Flocculation

Unmodified regular corn starch (approx. 73%
amylopectin and 23% amylose) was purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA) and acrylamide
from Alfa Aesar (Germany). Other chemicals were of
analytical grade and purchased from SC Chimreactiv
SRL (Romania).
B. Synthesis
copolymers

of

starch-graft

acrylamide

The synthesis of graft copolymers was performed
by two steps: (1) preparation of solutions containing
starch and monomer; (2) irradiation of solutions by
using electron beam.
In the first step, starch aqueous solutions were
prepared by dissolving corn starch in distilled water.
Acrylamide and chloride sodium (7.5%) was added to
starch aqueous solution with further stirring, resulting
in a starch:acrylamide (St:AMD weight ratios = 1:10)
homogenous aqueous solutions. Silver nanoparticles
prepared ex situ (0.08 mM) were added to one of the
samples.
Therefore, homogenous aqueous solutions
prepared in step 1 were exposed to electron beam
irradiation. The irradiations were carried out at
ambient temperature and pressure by using linear
electron accelerator ALID-7 (INFLPR, BucharestMagurele, Romania) of mean energy of 5.5 MeV with
different irradiation doses (1.0 - 1.2 kGy) and dose
rates (0.7 - 0.8 kGy/min).
C. Characterization of graft copolymers
The physicochemical properties of synthesised
copolymers were evaluated through chemical analysis
and rheology, while the functionality as flocculant
agents was examined on wastewater from meat
industry.
Level of Grafting
The yield of monomer conversion to polymer
(Conv) and the concentration of the unreacted
monomer (Mr) were determined based on the
bromination reaction of the double-bond [5].
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Flocculation performances of the graft copolymers
were
evaluated
in
coagulation-flocculation
experiments on surface water collected from a meat
processing plant. This water loading depends very
much on the type of production and facilities, and this
kind of water has a high strength in terms of
biochemical oxygen demand, chemical oxygen
demand, suspended solids, fatty matters (fat, oil and
grease), nitrogen and phosphorus, compared to
domestic waters [6, 7]. In the present study,
flocculation performances of the graft copolymers
were
evaluated
in
coagulation-flocculation
experiments at the laboratory level, using inorganic
coagulants (600 mg/L CaCO3 and 600 mg/L
Al2(SO4)3) and a dosage of 8 mg/L of flocculant (graft
copolymer).
Quality parameters such pH, total solid
suspensions (TSS), chemical oxygen demand (COD),
biochemical oxygen demand (BOD5), fatty matters
(FM), and total phosphorous (P) were measured in
accordance with standardized methods to investigate
the effect of the polymer addition on the degree of
purification of tested water. The flocculation
efficiency (FE) for each quality indicator was
calculated according to the formula:
(1)

FE =

C0 − C
× 100 (%)
C0

where: C0 and C are the concentrations (in mg/L) of
the respective parameter before and after the tested
water treatment.
Statistics
The results reported are expressed by means of
values ± standard deviation of three measurements,
except the flocculation study.
Results and Discussion
The synthesised copolymers were evaluated from
the physicochemical and functional points of view.
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Table 1
Synthetic details of the irradiation and grafting parameters for graft copolymers
Sample
Set 1
St-g-AMD 1
St-g-AMD 2
St-g-AMD 3
Set 2
St-g-AMD 4
St-g-AMD 5
St-g-AMD 2
Set 3
St-g-AMD 5
St-g-AMD5(AgNPs)

Irradiation dose
[kGy]

Dose rate
[kGy/min]

Conv
[%]

Mr
[%]

[ηi]
[dL/g]

kH

0.7
1.0
1.2

0.7

91.6 ± 0.3
96.6 ± 0.5
95.3 ± 0.3

2.8 ± 0.1
1.1 ± 0.2
1.5 ± 0.1

7.9 ± 0.1
7.3 ± 0.0
7.8 ± 0.6

0.2
0.3
0.7

1.0

0.5
0.6
0.7

95.3 ± 0.4
96.1 ± 0.4
96.6 ± 0.5

1.6 ± 0.1
1.3 ± 0.1
1.1 ± 0.2

7.0 ± 0.2
7.4 ± 0.1
7.3 ± 0.0

0.4
0.7
0.3

1.0

0.6

96.1 ± 0.4
96.5 ± 0.3

1.3 ± 0.1
1.2 ± 0.1

7.4 ± 0.1
9.0 ± 0.2

0.7
0.2

A. Level of Grafting
A high conversion coefficient reflects a high
efficiency
of
monomer
transformation
in
polymerization process and a considerable reduction
of residual monomer concentration.
Some characteristics of the graft copolymers
synthesized under electron beam field by varying the
irradiation dose (free radical generator) and dose rate
are displayed in Table 1.
The monomer conversion coefficient Conv
exceeded 90%, having values about 96%. The results
indicated that the highest value of conversion
coefficient was obtained by using a dose of 1 kGy at a
constant dose rate of 0.7 kGy/min (Set 1). The
variation of dose rate by using a constant irradiation
dose of 1 kGy (Set 2) led to slightly decrease of
monomer conversion coefficient as the decrease of
dose rate. Consequently, the residual monomer
concentration followed a similar pattern to the
conversion coefficient. Thus, the copolymers
synthesised at an irradiation dose of 1 kGy and dose
rates of 0.6 and 0.7 kGy/min, respectively, had the
lowest values of residual monomer concentration.
The copolymer loaded silver nanoparticles (Set 3)
showed similar values of the monomer conversion
coefficient and residual monomer concentration,
respectively. Therefore, the addition of silver
nanoparticles to the initial solution subjected to
irradiation had no influence on the grafting level of
the copolymer.
B. Viscosity
Synthesized graft copolymers were soluble in cold
water unlike native starch. Viscosity is strongly
related to the molecular weight of polymers,
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influencing the functionality of the final product.
All graft copolymers had high intrinsic viscosity
values ([ηi]>7 dL/g) and kH below unity. For
copolymers synthesized by using a constant dose rate
0.7 kGy/min (Set 1), the highest value of intrinsic
viscosity was connected with the worst values of
monomer conversion coefficient and residual
monomer concentration, respectively. The copolymers
prepared by using a constant irradiation dose of 1 kGy
and varying the dose rate (Set 2) showed better
intrinsic viscosity values for dose rates of 0.6 and 0.7
kGy/min, respectively. These results were correlated
with the highest values of monomer conversion
coefficient and the lowest values of residual monomer
concentration.
The copolymer loaded silver nanoparticles (Set 3)
showed a significantly higher value of the intrinsic
viscosity (9.0 ± 0.2 dL/g) in comparison with the
unloaded copolymer (7.4 ± 0.1dL/g). These findings
indicate that the addition of silver nanoparticle the
initial solution subjected to irradiation leads to the
formation of copolymers with higher intrinsic
viscosity.
C. Flocculation investigation
The functionality of graft copolymers as flocculant
agents was examined on surface water collected from
the meat processing industry. Flocculation
performances of the inorganic coagulants and their
combination with flocculant (graft copolymer) are
presented in Table 2. All synthesized copolymers
showed good performances in coagulationflocculation process.
The pH value decreased slowly from 7.1 to the
value of 6.9 by adding floculant to the inorganic
coagulants in the water treatment.
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Table 2
Results of the flocculation study at laboratory level
Sample
Raw water
Inorganic coagulants
Set 1
St-g-AMD 1
St-g-AMD 2
St-g-AMD 3
Set 2
St-g-AMD 4
St-g-AMD 5
St-g-AMD 2
Set 3
St-g-AMD 5
St-g-AMD5(AgNPs)

TSS
[%]

COD
[%]

BOD5
[%]

FM
[%]

P
[%]

8.5
7.1

54.9

80.2

71.4

17.0

93.8

6.9
6.9
6.9

82.4
80.2
71.4

86.8
82.8
82.4

75.2
73.3
71.4

49.1
43.4
37.7

96.6
93.3
93.8

6.9
6.9
6.9

78.6
79.1
80.2

83.5
83.2
82.8

73.0
73.3
73.3

46.1
45.3
43.4

93.1
93.0
93.3

6.9
6.9

79.1
83.5

83.2
85.5

73.3
75.2

45.3
47.2

93.0
94.8

pH

The copolymer presence increased the yield of the
total solid suspensions from 55% for inorganic
coagulants to approximately 80%. A TSS yield of
83.5% was reached by using St-g-AMD5(AgNPs)
copolymer in the coagulation-floculation process.
The yield of the fatty matters reached 17% when
only inorganic coagulants were used and increased to
approximately 45% by adding the synthesized
copolymers. The samples St-g-AMD1 and St-gAMD5(AgNPs) showed the best values of FM yield.
The yields for the other investigated indicators
(COD, BOD5 and P) were improved only slightly by
adding copolymers to the inorganic coagulants in the
water treatment.
An essential feature of wastewater flocculation is
the elimination of suspended solids and as much
organic material as possible [8]. Therefore, our graft
copolymers displayed promising flocculating ability
by reduction of environmental concerned parameters
(TSS, COD, BOD5 and FM) from water collected from
a meat processing plant. Among the series of graft
copolymers, the copolymer loaded silver nanoparticles
St-g-AMD5(AgNPs) had superior performance by
considerably reducing the overall organic load (TSS,
COD, BOD5 and FM) of the tested water.
Conclusions
‘Green’ starch-graft copolymers having ecofriendly
approaches can be rapidly produced with good yields
by simultaneous electron beam irradiation using low
irradiation doses and dose rates, and no additional
chemicals. Further studies should be focused on
optimization of irradiation processing parameters as
well as the flocculant dosage, followed by
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

coagulation-flocculation tests on pilot scale.
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Industrial electron accelerators ILU and their applications
Aleksandr A. Bryazgin, Vadim V. Bezuglov, Alexandre Yu. Vlasov, Leonid A.
Voronin, Mikhail V. Korobeynikov, Anatoly N. Lukin, Sergey A. Maximov, Vladislav
E. Nekhaev, Fyodor S. Nikonov, Alexandre D. Panfilov, Vadim M. Radchenko,
Alexey V. Sidorov, Vadim. O. Tkachenko, Boris L. Faktorovich, Evgeny A. Shtarklev
Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics is developing and producing the powerful pulse radio
frequency industrial electron accelerators type ILU. These machines cover the energy range from 0.8
to 10 MeV, the maximum beam power is 100 kW. The ILU accelerators are widely used in industry for
radiation treatment of various products. The main applications fields of the ILU machines as well as
their design and parameters are described.
Индустирални електронни ускорители ILU и техни приложения (А. Брязгин, В.
Безуглов, А. Власов, Л. Воронин, М. Коробейников, А. Лукин, С. Максимов, В. Нехаев, Ф.
Никонов, А. Ранфилов, В. Радченко, А. Сидоров, В. Ткаченко, Б. Факторович, Е. Щарклев).
Институтът Будкер по ядрена физика разработва и произвежда мощенните импулсни
радиочестотен промишлени електронни ускорители от вида ILU. Тези машини покриват
диапазон на енергия от 0,8 до 10 MeV, максималната мощност на лъча е 100 kW.
Ускорителите ILU са широко използвани в индустрията за радиационно облъчване на
различни продукти. Описани са основните области на приложение на ILU машините, както и
тяхното проектиране и параметри.

Introduction
ILU machines are the RF (radio frequency) pulse
electron accelerators working in the standing wave
mode, the working frequency is circa 118 MHz or
circa 178 MHz. These machines have controlled
triode electron guns and self-excited RF generators
using the triode tubes. The positive feedback signals
are get from the RF cavity, so the RF systems are selftuned and do not require the strict cooling water
temperature control.
ILU machines have scanned beam systems. They
can be supplied with single window beam extraction
device or the beam extraction device for 4-sided
irradiation of cables, wires and tubes having 4 beam
windows. The ILU-10 and ILU-14 machines can be
supplied with the converters for X-rays generation.
The maximum electron energy admissible for
electron beam treatment is set to be 10 MeV. The ILU
machines cover energy range 0.8 - 10 MeV (mid- and
high energy ranges), the maximum beam power
ranges from 20 to 100 kW. So these machines can be
used for practically all industrial applications. The low
energy range 0.08 - 0.3 MeV is covered by selfshielded DC electron accelerators [1].
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ILU accelerators
A. ILU-8 Accelerator and its Applications
ILU-8 machine [2] was developed in the end of 80s for treatment of the thin polymer tubes, films, closed
cell polyethylene foams, wires and cables. Its working
energy range is 0.8 - 1 MeV, average beam current is
up to 20 mA.

Fig. 1. ILU-8 accelerator – RF cavity inside the stainless
steel vacuum tank.
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ILU-8 has a toroidal cavity placed inside the
stainless steel vacuum tank. The working frequency is
circa 178 MHz, tank diameter and height are 0.8 m.
Like all ILU machines it is the pulse machine, the
pulse duration is 0.5 - 0.8 ms, pulse repetition rate is
up to 50 (60) Hz (depending on the electric network
frequency. The beam is scanned along the beam
window during the pulse.
The machine can be supplied with simple scanning
horn having beam window with length of 980 mm or
with a scanning device for 4-sided irradiation having
beam windows on 2 levels to provide the 4-sided
irradiation of long products (wires, tubes).
The simple scanning horn is used for treatment of
films and closed cell polyethylene foam.

Fig. 3. Industrial line for wires irradiation with ILU-8
accelerator in Russia.

Fig. 2. ILU-8 accelerator inside a local shield and RF
generator next to it – structural layout.

Fig. 2 shows the structural layout of the ILU-8
with scanning device for 4-sided irradiation inside the
local shield. The shield height is 3.16 m. The RF
generator is placed outside the shield next to it to
reduce overall dimensions and facilitate the
maintenance and operation.
Main ILU-8 advantage is its small dimensions.
Usually the ILU-8 machines are placed inside the steel
local biological shield. The biological shield height is
3.16 m, and it can be placed in any industrial shop
with ceiling height of no less than 4 m.
Fig. 3. shows industrial line for wires irradiation
with ILU-8 accelerator in Russia. The radiation shield
with accelerator inside is seen in the background, it is
installed in the usual industrial shop.
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Fig. 4. ILU-10 accelerator with simple scanning horn.
1 – vacuum tank, 2 – accelerating cavity, 3 – focusing lens,
4 – high vacuum pumps, 5 – triode electron gun, 6 – beam
scanning horn, 7 – coupling loop, 8 – coupling loop’s
vacuum capacitor, 9 – RF generator.

B. ILU-10 Accelerator and its Applications
ILU-10 machine [3] was developed in the middle
of 90-s for treatment of the thick polymer tubes, wires
and cables and also for medical goods sterilization. Its
working energy range is 3.5 - 5 MeV, average beam
current is up to 10 mA.
Fig. 4 shows the design of ILU-10 with simple
scanning horn and 2 RF generators placed on the
vacuum tank and directly coupled with the cavity.
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The working frequency is circa 118 MHz, tank
diameter is 1.28 m and height 1.48 m. The total
accelerator height with RF generators is circa 2.3 m.
Main ILU-10 advantage is its small dimensions for
the relatively high maximum energy of 5 MeV and
sufficient beam power up to 50 kW.
It is the pulse machine, the pulse duration is circa
0.5 ms, pulse repetition rate is up to 50 (60) Hz
(depending on the electric network frequency. The
beam is scanned along the beam window during the
pulse.
Fig. 6 Scanner and x-ray converter.

Fig. 5. ILU-10 in the radiation hall over 2 industrial lines
for wires irradiation in Poland – accelerator can be moved
from one line to another.

Fig. 5 shows ILU-10 accelerator in the radiation
hall over 2 industrial lines for wires irradiation in
Poland – accelerator can be moved from one line to
another. One of the lines is used for cable boxes
treatment. The machine is run since 2008.
Main application area of the ILU-10 is the
modification of the insulation in wires and cables as
well as polymer tubes modification. These
accelerators usually have scanning device for 4-sided
irradiation similar to the one shown in Fig. 2.
The second significant application area is
sterilization of medical products – disposable (singleuse) medical products including surgical garb.
The accelerators treating medical products are
supplied with single scanning horn shown in Fig. 4,
the standard beam window has the length of 0.98 m,
and there is an option of wider scanner with beam
window length of circa 1.5 m.
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Fig. 6 shows removable converter placed after the
ILU-10 beam window to generate the X-rays. The
designed tantalum converter has conversion efficiency
of 8.3% in the angle of 60 degrees and 12% in the
angle of 360 degrees at the electron energy of 5 MeV.
The converter can work with the beam power up to 50
kW.
The X-ray working mode is used for irradiation of
the products if the electron beam penetration depth is
not enough to the treat all the product volume [4].
This mode is not efficient concerning power saving,
but it is the viable alternative to the isotope cobalt
sources.
C. ILU-14 and ILU-12 Multigap Accelerators and
their Applications
ILU-8 and ILU-10 have the single accelerating
gap. The practical upper energy limit of the single gap
machine is 5 MeV. The restriction is caused by the
energy losses in cavity.
The ILU-14 and ILU-12 accelerators [5] were
designed to meet the growing industry demands in
powerful high energy electron accelerators.
The energy of 10 MeV is internationally accepted
as upper electron energy limit for electron beam
treatment.
The electron energy of 7.5 MeV is set to be the
upper limit for X-rays generation [1, 4].
The electron energy of 5 MeV is set to be the
upper limit for X-rays generation for food treatment in
the USA.
The ILU-14 have the energy range 7.5 - 10 MeV
and beam power up to 100 kW.
The ILU-12 have the energy range 5 - 7.5 MeV
and beam power up to 60 kW.
Accelerating structures of these machines
comprises multiple accelerating and coupling cavities.
Fig. 7 shows the ILU-14 accelerating structure, the
beam goes horizontally through 7 accelerating gaps.
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Fig. 7. ILU-14 accelerating structure.

The tantalum converter for ILU-14 and ILU-12
machines has conversion efficiency of 13.2% in the
angle of 60 degrees and 16.9% in the angle of 360
degrees at the electron energy of 7.5 MeV, see Fig. 6.
The converter can work with the beam power up to
100 kW.

Fig. 9. ILU-14block diagram and RF system sketch.

Fig. 8. ILU-14 scanning horn with x-ray converter.

ILU-14 has the simple scanning horn with beam
window length circa 1.5 m. The removable X-ray
converter on the ILU-14 scanning horn is shown in
Fig. 8.
ILU-12 and ILU-14 have the 2-staged RF
generators. Fig. 9 shows ILU-14 block diagram and
RF system sketch. The RF generator has one
preliminary stage and 4 output stages coupled with
cavity via wave guides.
Industrial Lines with ILU Accelerators
Fig. 3 and Fig. 5 above show ILU machines
treating the wires, cables and other related products.
ILU machines are the main elements of the
processing centers performing the contract irradiation
of various industrial products [6]. They won the
market, and BINP has exhibited experience in serving
the industrial market [1].
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Fig. 10. ILU-14 in the irradiation line, Moscow, 2014.

Fig. 9 shows ILU-14 accelerating structure in the
irradiation line, Moscow, it works since 2014. The
line was designed for wide spectrum of products
including medical goods and medical wastes
treatment.
The ILU-10, ILU-12 and ILU-14 machines are the
viable alternative to the Co sources. Table 1 shows the
useful (absorbed in treated products) ionizing
radiation power of the ILU machines working in the
electron beam and X-ray modes and their equivalents
in Curies.
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Table 1
ILU accelerators and Co sources comparison
Accelerator

Energy

ILU-10
e-beam
ILU-10
X-ray mode
ILU-12
e-beam
ILU-12
X-ray mode
ILU-14
e-beam
ILU-14
X-ray mode

5 MeV

E-beam or 60Co equivalent
X-ray power
50 kW
3650 KCi

5 MeV

4 kW

294 KCi

7.5 MeV 40 kW

2680 KCi

5 MeV

4.8 kW

340 KCi

10 MeV

100 kW

7300 KCi

7.5 MeV 13.2 kW

968 KCi

Fig. 12. Sterilization plant building and ILU-10 scanning
horn and underbeam conveyor in Park for Nuclear
Technologies, Kurchatov, Kazakhstan, 2013.

Fig. 11. ILU-10 and underbeam conveyor in the
pharmaceutical plant, Novosibirsk, 2013.

Fig. 11 shows ILU-10 and underbeam conveyor in
the pharmaceutical plant, Novosibirsk. The accelerator
is used for medical drugs development and
modification and for sterilization of various medical
goods.
Fig. 12 shows sterilization plant building and ILU10 scanning horn and underbeam conveyor in Park for
Nuclear Technologies, Kurchatov, Kazakhstan, 2013.

Fig. 13. ILU-10 and underbeam conveyor in joint BINPNovosibirsk State University Laboratory, Novosibirsk,
2014.
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Fig. 13 shows ILU-10 and underbeam conveyor in
the in joint BINP - Novosibirsk State University
Laboratory, Novosibirsk. The accelerator is used for
sterilization of various medical goods and research
activities.
Radiation Effects
A. Some Words and Data Concerning Radiation
Effects in Matter
The intensive electron beam (generated by
accelerator) causes ionization and creates ions, free
secondary electrons, radicals and excited states in
atoms, molecules and crystal lattice. The ions, free
electrons and radicals engendered by electron beam
impact the matter, excite unstable states and cause the
numerous reactions.
The main elements in organic matters are C, H, O
and N. Binding energies in their chemical bonds are of
the same order:
• C-C binding energy in organic matters varies
from 4 to 10 eV depending on other chemical
bonds of C atom,
• C=C binding energy is circa 6.5 eV,
• C-H binding energy is circa 4.5 eV,
• O-H binding energy is circa t 4.8 eV,
• C-O binding energy is circa t 3.5 eV,
• C=O binding energy is circa 7.5 eV,
• C-N binding energy is circa t 3 eV.
• C=N binding energy is circa 6.2 eV.
ILU accelerators cover the energy range from 0.8
MeV to 10 MeV. These energies are 6 orders higher
than the binding energy – it range is 3 - 10 eV. The
fast primary electrons engender the secondary
electrons cascades in the matters. These secondary
electrons having energies mainly from 10 to 100 eV
impact the matter as they have higher interaction
cross-section than the primary electrons in the beam,
and they are greater in number.
So a concatenation looks like this:
• Primary electrons;
• Secondary electrons and braking radiation;
• Ionization and excitation of the matter;
• Free radicals formation;
• Chemical effects, including oxidation, chain
scission and crosslinking;
• Biological effects;
• Energy dissipation and heating of matter.
Dose of 1 Gy corresponds to 1 Joule per kg of the
treated product. The usually accepted sterilization
dose ranges from 15 to 25 kGy, the dose of 25 kGy is
accepted as the standard sterilization dose. The
temperature increase in polymers at the dose of 25
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kGy is 10.5 - 11.5°C – one can compare it with the
thermal sterilization processes.
We can summarize the radiation treatment
features:
• Direct transfer of electron beam energy into the
chemical bonds excitations.
• Absence of chemical agents and residues (no
residues - chemical sterility).
• Minimal temperature rise – about 11°C for the
sterilization processes.
• Good penetration ability – products can be
treated in the hermetically sealed consumer
packs.
• High process reproducibility and operative
process control. Absorbed dose is the main
parameter.
B. Main Commercial Applications
The possible commercial applications are mainly
determined by the electron energy (restricts the
penetration depth) and beam power. The next
important factors are the machines dimensions (is it
possible to place the machine in the industrial shop or
not) and electric efficiency.

Fig. 14. Molecular chains crosslinking.

C. Materials enhancement
The electron accelerators are widely used for
polymers modification. The ionizing radiation causes
the chemical bonds breaking, and the long polymer
chains are losing side hydrogen atoms and sometimes
are cut forming shorter chains. The free radicals
formed in loco of the lost side hydrogen atoms are
usually tied to the other polymer chains forming the
quasicrystal structure. This process is named
intermolecular crosslinking or simply crosslinking – it
is the linking of the polymer chains together by
chemical bonds.
Most of the polymers have the amorphous
structure – the polymer chains are tied by the
intermolecular interaction. Crosslinking forms a threedimensional polymer network as shown in Fig. 14.
The irradiation causes 2 competitive processes in
polymers – radiation scissoring and crosslinking [1].
The crosslinking prevails over scissoring (material
molecular weight lowering) in many polymers used in
industry. The radiation crosslinking was first
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discovered in polyethylene. Now there are many types
of polymers and their mixtures that are well
crosslinked.
The crosslinking doses range is 50 - 250 kGy – 210 times higher than the sterilization dose.
The crosslinking is used for modification of the
wires and cables insulation, heat-shrinkable tubes and
films production, closed cell polyethylene foams
production and other applications.
The main application of the electron accelerators
now is the modification of the cable and wires
polymer insulation. Fig. 3 shows the wire irradiation
line with the ILU-8 accelerator in local shield. These
wires are used in the cars and airplanes.
Fig. 5 shows ILU-10 accelerator and the irradiation
hall in Poland.
The company “RusFoam” based in Moscow region
runs the ILU-8 machine. It produces radiation
modified closed cell polyethylene foam (trade mark
“Penolon”) and various consumer products made of it
– tourist mats and seats, bedroom slippers and
children's toys. The Penolon’s industrial applications
are mats used for filling the runway gaps and heat and
noise insulation in the cars.
D. Healthcare Products Sterilization
All biological objects contain water. Under the
electron beam impact the water dissipates into H· and
OH· radicals, and so the water turns into an oxidizing
substance without additional chemical agents.
The contract sterilization by electron accelerators
started in the end of 50-s [1, 7]. Now this market is
still growing. The European countries are increasing
the number of accelerators and gradually decreasing
the number of the Co sources during last decades.
The new possible application is medical wastes
decontamination by irradiation instead of chemical
decontamination
(using
chlorine
containing
chemicals). Advantages of this process:
- high productivity;
- decontamination inside hermetically sealed
containers, no need to open the containers, low
hospital acquired infections risk;
- wide treated products range;
- no chemical wastes;
- green – ecologically friendly;
- polymer recycling after decontamination as usual
domestic waste.
E. Growing Applications – Food Treatment
Food irradiation is used for sanitary and
phytosanitary purposes for decades [1, 7]. The
absorbed dose requirements are well set [6]:
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• Sprout inhibiting 0.1 – 0.2 kGy;
• Insect Disinfesting 0.3 – 0.5 kGy;
• Parasite Control 0.3 – 0.5 kGy;
• Delay of Ripening 0.5 – 1.0 kGy;
• Fungi Control 1.5 – 3.0 kGy;
• Bacteria Control 1.5 – 3.0 kGy.
Fruits, berries, sea foods, meat products, spicery,
grain, potatoes and other food products are subjected
to radiation treatment. The main purposes are to
prolong storage time and/or shelf life and decrease
product losses.
Russian legislation was altered this year (2016)
and regulations for food radiation treatment are on
way to industry. So we hope that soon this cool
electron pasteurization practise will start to develop in
Russia.
Food irradiation offer prospects of significant
benefits to human health and welfare.
Conclusions
ILU machines are widely used for treatment of
cables, wires, tubes, films and other polymer products.
ILU machines are the main elements of the
processing centers performing the contract irradiation
of various products in Russia and other countries.
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The development of ELV accelerators for optimization of
EB processing of polymers
Yury I. Golubenko , Nikolay К. Кuksanov, Rustam А. Salimov, Sergey N. Fadeev,
Petr I. Nemytov, Аlexey I. Korchagin, Аlexandr V. Lavruchin, Аlexey V. Semenov,
Victor G. Cherepkov, Dmitry A. Kogut, Evgeny V. Domarov, Denis Vorobiev,
Mikhail N. Stepanov
The electron-beam technologies are extensively used for radiation cross-linking of polymer
compositions. The most perfect instruments for radiation treatment of polymers are powerful
industrial electron accelerators. When optimizing the method of electron beam irradiation of products
it is possible to sufficiently improve the irradiation quality and the efficiency of the beam. ELV
electron accelerators are DC machines meant for wide application in various technological processes.
The development of ELV accelerators is due to: stability in operation, new energy region (the
minimum energy became 200 keV instead of 400 keV. Accelerators with the energy of less than 1.0
MeV can be assembled inside the steel local shielding. ELV accelerator can be equipped with a wide
set of supplementary devices extending the application range. There are systems of ring and double
side irradiation, 4-side irradiation system, extraction device for concentrated electron beam,
transportation systems for cable, film and grain. There are special devices for improving of dose
uniformity during the film and band irradiation. ELV accelerators can be easily integrated into
technological processing.
Развитието на ELV ускорители за оптимизация на електроннолъчевата обработка
на полимери (Ю. Голубенко, Н. Куксанов, Р. Салимов, С. Фадеев, П. Немитов, А. Koрчагин,
А. Лаврухин, А. Семьонов, В. Черепков, Д. Kогут, Е. Домаров, Д. Воробьов, М. Степанов).
Електроннолъчевите технологии са широко използвани за радиационно напречно сшиване на
полимерни композиции. Най-съвършени инструменти за облъчване на полимери са мощните
индустриални електронни ускорители. При оптимизиране на метода за облъчване на
продукта от електронния сноп е възможно да се подобри забележимо качеството на
облъчване и ефективността на лъча. Електронните ускорители ELV са постояннотокови
машини, предназначени за широко приложение в различни технологични процеси.
Развитието на ускорителите ELV се дължи на: стабилност в експлоатация, новата
енергийна област (минималната енергия става 200 KeV вместо 400 KeV. Ускорители с енергия
по-малко от 1.0 MeV могат да бъдат сглобени в местна екранировка от стомана.
Ускорителят ELV може да бъде оборудван с широк набор от допълнителни устройства,
разширяващи обхвата на приложение. Има системи на пръстен и двустранно облъчване,
система 4-странично облъчване, екстракционно устройство за концентриран електронен лъч,
транспортни системи за кабели, ленти и зърно. Има специални устройства за подобряване на
еднородността на дозата по време на облъчване на филми и лента. Ускорителите ELV могат
лесно да бъдат интегрирани в различни процеси на технологична обработка.

Introduction
BINP develops and manufactures high power
electron accelerators for industrial application. Mainly
these are ELV accelerators. The start was in 1970-s.
From that time over 140 accelerators were supplied to
the customers as inside Russia or former USSR and
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abroad. We study the requirements of accelerators
market and follow the requests of electron beam
technologies users. Lifetime of accelerators is usually
several tens of years. Very often, the modification of
accelerator is more attractive in comparison with
installation of new machine.
BINP try to predict the direction of development of
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accelerator technique. Sometimes, successful solution
appears. Sometimes, new machines have no
applications.
Increasing of accelerators power

Fig. 2. Voltage and current of scanning electromagnets

Fig. 1. 400 kW ELV accelerator

We have developed the high power
accelerator. It has name ELV-12. It is shown in fig.1.
The parameters of this machine are the following:
energy range 0.4 - 1.0 MeV; max. beam current is 500
mA; max. beam power is 400 kW. Electrons are
extracted into atmosphere trough 3 extraction devises.
Each device contents 2 Ti foil window. Main
application of such accelerators was planned for
environmental projects: flue gas and waste water
treatment. In collaboration with EB-TECH Co, one
accelerator was installed in Republic of Korea. It
operated a few years, proved the efficiency of EB
treatment but later was stopped due to economic
situation. Both BINP and others manufacturers of
accelerators have no orders for the acelerators with
this level of power.
Low energy accelerator
The set of typical ELV accelerators covers energy
range from 0.4 to 2.5 MeV. The maximum beam
current is 100 mA and maximum beam power is 100
kW. New development is low energy accelerators. It
consist of standard ELV elements. The minimum
energy 0.2 MeV (150 kV in air). The beam is
extracted through the foil window that is used in ELV
accelerators. Extraction window has 50 mkm Ti foil
window with dimensions 1600*75 mm. Extracted
current was 70 mA. In competition with broadbeam
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accelerators it has wider energy range. The maximum
energy in this accelerator is 500 kV. There is
important the dose distribution along the window for
low energy beam. The attenuation of the dose near the
edge of extraction window is depended on 3 reason:
the shape of magnet pole, the wave form of scanning
current and scattering of the beam in the extraction
window foil and in air from the foil to target. The
shape of magnet pole is determined by the focusing of
the beam and is designed so that the beam raster size
is to be constant along the window. Standard supply
voltage for scanning electromagnet is rectangular. The
scanning current has triangular form. To improve the
dose distribution it should be nonlinear. The wave
shape of scanning current can be changed by
capacitors that are connected in serious with scanning
magnets. Adjusting of wave shape
enables to
compensate the inhomogeneity provided by both
geometrical factor and scattering of beam. Fig.3
demonstrate the absorbed dose during 1 pass along the
window. It has no meaning for cable or pipe
irradiation but very important for band and film
treatment.

Fig.3 Dose distribution along the windows

Local shielding for accelerator
We had promote the accelerators in local shielding.
The dimensions of shielding depend on extraction
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Fig. 4. Local shielding for accelerator with 2m extraction device

window. Typically the scanning angle of 30 degree is
used. There are good beaming in ELV accelerators, so
there is no leakage current to electrodes of
accelerating tube. Due to this circumstance the vessel
of H/V rectifier and accelerating tube has no
additional shielding. The accelerators with energy less
1 MeV can be equipped with local steel shielding. The
weight of shielding is about 50 T.
Local steel shielding of accelerator and its
equipment location is shown on fig. 4. It has 2m
extraction window. Maximum energy is 0.5 MeV and
maximum beam current is 100 mA. These machines
are using for treatment of tire components. Same
dimensions has accelerator 0.8 MeV*66 mA.
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Accelerating tube
ELV accelerators have ceramic accelerating tube
with electrical field strength of about 10 kV/cm. The
aperture is 10 cm that provides high pumping rate and
long life of cathode. It was found that stability in
operation depends on ion exchange process between
electrodes with cathode and ground potential very
much.
The special distribution of potential near cathode
area prevents the developing of ion exchange
processing and behavior of accelerating tube
essentially improves. You can increase the
accelerating voltage very fast even first time after
assembling.
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Additional underbeam devices
The quality of EB treatment depends on
geometrical parameters of irradiated object. For
example the irradiation of big cable with thick
insulation and metal core produces inhomogeneity of
absorbed dose. The accelerators can be equipped with
4-sided irradiation system to improve the
homogeneity. Here the electron beam is extracted into
atmosphere at an angle of +/- 45 degrees to the
vertical. The cable layout is such that at each turn of
the upper and lower surfaces are swapped. As a result,
after two passes of the cable under the extraction
window the four quadrants of the cable cross section
are treated. This method of irradiation improves
homogeneity and allows decrease required energy.
Such devices very often are used for the treatment of
cable with big diameter.
In case of ring irradiation system electrons are
banded in air by special magnet and irradiate the cable
to all azimuth. It allows obtaining 1 pass irradiation.
Underbeam
transportation
system
allows
transportation of the cable (especially the big
diameters) through irradiation area with small tension.
Accelerator with focused beam
ELV accelerators can be equipped by the system
for focused electron beam extraction into atmosphere.
Electron beam is focused by magnet lens and it is
extracted into atmosphere through the hole about 1mm
diameter. The power of beam can reach 100 kW at
energy 1.4 MeV. It allows using accelerator for other
kind of applications such as: evaporation of any
materials for producing nanopowders; surfacing and
hardening of metals; welding, melting and cutting of
metals, producing the special types of ceramics and
etc. This extraction device was developed many years
ago, very interesting experiments were curried out,
was proved efficiency of different processing but until
now there is no such installation in industry.
Accelerator for fast X-ray tomography
According to request Leibnitz Research Centre
Rosendorf we developed accelerator for their
researchers in fast X-ray tomography. This accelerator
has energy 1 MeV and beam power 100 kW. Beam
optic allows to produce the beam with diameter 1-2
mm at distance 1.5 meter from focusing lens.
Accelerating tube is separated from the vessel of high
voltage rectifier. They are connected with 500 mm gas
feeder. Accelerating tube can be inclined at angle up
to +/- 30o to vertical. The accelerator was
manufactured, delivered and started in operation.
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Fig. 5. Different position of accelerating tube

Upgrade and modification of accelerators
Usually lifetime of accelerators is 20 – 30 years.
During this time the manufacturing of accelerator
elements essentially changes. Some elements stop
production, appear the new elements which allows to
obtain the new properties of old equipment.
So very often users of accelerators request to modify
accelerator systems. Firstly it is concerning control
system and later extraction device, accelerating tube,
elements of H/V rectifier, etc. For this purpose we
developed the special service that allow to install the
new elements in old machine. As results there are
increasing of parameters and quality of operation. We
have experience to modify not only ELV accelerator
but accelerators of others manufacturer both Russian
and foreigner.
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Graphical user interface for optimization of starch modified by
electron beam irradiation
Elena G. Koleva, Lilyana St. Koleva, Mirela Braşoveanu, Monica R. Nemţanu,
Toni P. Paneva, Ventzislav K. Tzotchev
Experimental investigation of electron beam induced graft copolymerization of starch (corn and
potato), using electron beam generated by a linear accelerator with energy of 5.5 MeV and 6.23 MeV
is performed. The modification of starch is realized by acrylamide grafting and water-soluble
copolymers having flocculation abilities are synthesized. The influence of the variation of the the
following parameters: acrylamide/starch weight ratio, electron beam irradiation dose, dose rate and
in some of the cases - the presence or absence of metallic silver nanoparticles is investigated.
Characterization of graft copolymers is carried out by the monomer conversion coefficient; residual
monomer concentration; apparent viscosity; intrinsic viscosity and Huggins’ constant. Robust
engineering design in the case of replicated observations is implemented in order to estimate models
of the dependencies of the means and the variances of the quality characteristics from the process
parameters. Multi-criteria optimization, involving requirements for economic efficiency, assurance of
low toxicity, high copolymer efficiency in flocculation process and good solubility in water, is also
made. Graphical user interface aiming investigation of the graft copolymer characteristics and
process parameter optimization, which can be used for supporting the operator’s choice of
appropriate work regimes, obtaining the required quality standards, education and investigations is
developed and presented.
Графичен потребителски интерфейс за оптимизация на модифициране на нишесте,
индуцирано с електронен лъч (Елена Г. Колева, Лиляна Ст. Колева, Мирела Брасовеану,
Моника Р. Немтану, Тони Панева, Венцислав Цочев). Проведени са експериментални
изследвания на модифицирането на нишесте (царевично и картофено), чрез кополимеризация,
индуцирана с електронен лъч, генериран от линеен ускорител с енергии 5.5 MeV и 6.23 MeV.
Модификацията на нишесте се реализира чрез присъединяване на акриламид, и се получават
водоразтворими кополимери с флуколантни свойства. Изследвано е влиянието на изменението
на параметрите: тегловното съотношение акриламид/нишесте;доза на облъчване с
електронен лъч; скорост на облъчване с електронният лъч и в някои случаи – присъствието
или отсъствието на сребърни наночастици. Характеристиките на присъединения кополимер
са представени чрез коефициента на преобразуване на мономера, остатъчна концентрация на
мономера, външен и вътрешен вискозитет и константа на Хъгинс. На базата на повторни
опити са изведени модели за робастно инжинерно управление, описващи зависимостите на
средните стойности и дисперсиите на качествените характеристики от параметрите на
процеса. Направена е многокритериална оптимизация, която обединява изискванията за
икономическа ефективност, осигуряване на ниска токсичност, висока ефективност на
кополимера във флуколантните процеси и добра разтворимост във вода. Разработен и
представен е графически потребителски интерфейс, целящ изследване на характеристиките
на модифицирано нишесте и параметрична оптимизация на процеса, който може да бъде
приложен за подпомагане на избора на оператора на подходящ работен режим, за достигане
на зададени стандарти за качество, за обучение и изследвания.

Introduction
Electron beam (EB) grafting is an important
process for creation of new functional materials with
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different applications. The current environmental
requirements are connected with the minimizаtion of
the impact of wastes on the environment.
Consequently, there is a strong demand to develop
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economically viable and eco-friendly replacements of
conventional synthetic flocculants, which are
renewable organic materials with low cost [1].
Grafting is the most effective way to produce high
efficient graft copolymers [2], with required properties
and having application as flocculating agents for
treatment of different wastewaters.
Electron beam (EB) modification of polymer
substrates using electron beam induced graft
copolymerization (irradiation grafting) is used to
develop a wide variety of ion exchangers, polymerligand exchangers, chelating copolymers, hydrogels,
affinity graft copolymers and polymer electrolytes,
having various applications in water treatment,
chemical industry, biotechnology, biomedicine, etc.
[3, 4].
Robust or not sensitive to noises and errors
engineering approach [5, 6] can be implemented when
analyzing experiments, during which the variance is
non-homogeneous over the factor (process
parameters’) space and when the noise factors cannot
be identified nor an experiment to study them can be
conducted. The observations in this case are called
heteroscedastic (variance varies with the factor
levels). The performance characteristic can depend on
both quantitative and qualitative factors. Models for
the mean and the variance of the quality
characteristics of the product, based on repeated
observations and taking into account the influence of
the qualitative and the qualitative factors can be
estimated. Parameter optimization in terms of
obtaining repeatability of the product parameters and
quality improvement by minimization of variations in
the quality characteristics can be performed.
In all observed cases multi-criteria optimization,
involving requirements for economic efficiency,
assurance of low toxicity, high copolymer efficiency
in flocculation process and good solubility in water is
presented. Models, describing the dependencies of the
means and the variances of the quality characteristics:
monomer conversion coefficient (%), residual
monomer concentration (%), intrinsic viscosity (dL/g)
and Huggins’ constant on the variation of the process
parameters: EB irradiation dose, dose rate,
acrylamide/starch (AMD/St) weight ratio and in some
case one qualitative factor – the presence or absence
of metallic silver nanoparticles (nAg), are estimated.
Monomer
conversion
coefficient,
residual
monomer concentration, apparent viscosity, intrinsic
viscosity and Huggins’ constant were estimated using
three measurements and the following equations:
yu =
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1 n
∑ y ui
n i =1

s u2 =

1 n
2
∑ ( y ui − y u )
n − 1 i =1

u = 1, 2, ..., N ,

where n is the number of replications, N is the number
of experimental sets.
Experimental conditions
Four series of experiments for the modification of
starch by grafting acrylamide using electron beam
irradiation were performed in order to synthesize
water-soluble copolymers having flocculation
abilities. The synthesis of graft copolymers was
performed by two steps: (1) preparation of starch
aqueous solutions with added acrylamide monomer in
various acrylamide/starch (AMD/St) weight ratios; (2)
irradiation of solutions by electron beam at ambient
temperature and pressure by using linear electron
accelerator of mean energy of 6.23or 5.5 MeV with
different irradiation doses and dose rates.
A. Corn starch modified by electron beam
irradiation of 6.23 MeV
The synthesized graft copolymers were
characterized by monomer conversion coefficient,
Conv [%]; residual monomer concentration, Mr [%];
apparent viscosity, ηa [mPa·s] and intrinsic viscosity,
[η] [dL/g]; and Huggings’ constant, kH. The variation
regions [zmin-zmax] of the process parameters were: for
EB irradiation dose (z1) - [0.65-5.50 kGy]; the dose
rate (z2) – [0.41-1.50 kGy/min] and the concentration
of AMD (z3) – [9.8-19.6 %]. The concentration of St
for this experiment was constant and is 1.8%. The
AMD/St weight ratio varies from 5.56 to 11.11 [7].
B. Corn starch modified by electron beam
irradiation of 5.5 MeV
During these experiments the irradiations were
carried out at ambient temperature and pressure by
using linear electron accelerator with mean energy of
5.5 MeV.
The synthesized graft copolymers were
characterized by the following performance quality
parameters: y1 [%] - residual monomer concentration,
y2 [%] - monomer conversion coefficient, y3 [dL/g] intrinsic viscosity and y4 - Huggins’ constant. The
variation regions [zmin-zmax] of the process parameters
were: for EB irradiation dose (z1) – [0.64-1.44 kGy];
the EB irradiation dose rate (z2) – [0.45-1.40
kGy/min] and the (AMD/St) weight ratio (z3) – [5.0010.02]. The concentration of St for these experiments
varies from 2.00% to 6.15% and the concentration of
AMD varies from 10.00% to 33.67%. [8]
C. Corn starch modified by electron beam
irradiation of 5.5 MeV and qualitative factor (nAg)
The

synthesized

graft

copolymers

were
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characterized by the same quality parameters, used in
previous case, but the variation regions [zmin-zmax] of
the process parameters were: for EB irradiation dose
(z1) – [0.67-1.37 kGy]; the dose rate (z2) – [0.55-0.81
kGy/min] and the (AMD/St) weight ratio (z3) – [4.989.97 %]. The influence of one qualitative factor is also
investigated: (v) – presence of nAg – experiments
were held both with certain addition and no addition
of nAg to the aqueous solutions before irradiations.
The concentration of St for these experiments was
constant and is 3.33% and the concentration of AMD
varies from 16.6% to 33.2% [9].
D. Potato starch modified by electron beam
irradiation of 6.23 MeV
In this case was investigated modified potato
starch. The synthesized graft copolymers were
characterized by the following performance quality
parameters: y1 [%] - residual monomer concentration,
y2 [%] - monomer conversion coefficient and y3
[dL/g] - apparent viscosity. The variation regions
[zmin-zmax] of the process parameters were: for EB
irradiation dose (z1) – [0.3 - 2.7 kGy]; the EB
irradiation dose rate (z2) – [0.7 – 2.1 kGy/min] and the
AMD/St weight ratio (z3) – [6 - 17]. The
concentration of St for these experiments was constant
and is 1.7% and the concentration of AMD varies
from 9.9% to 29.4%
Table 1
Models for the means of the product quality characteristics
Models for the means of the product
quality characteristics
~ r
y1 ( x )
~ r
y2 ( x)

~ r
y3 ( x)

R

7.6301301 - 10.511391x1 + 3.6634437x2 +
3.7076966x3 + 5.3440613x12 + 2.6928483x2x3 – 0.94
5.7559852x1x3
50.135158 + 63.825498x1 + 7.2695758x3 30.821651x12 + 20.728795x22 + 46.570908x1x2 0.94
-6.2559946x2x3 + 7.1792709x1x3
4.9863614 + 0.79876942x3 – 1.8164872x12 –
2.4291323x22 + 0.28578303x32 +
0.77
2.8628548x12x2 – 0.36988326x12x3 2
6.5866358x1x2

The dependencies of the means and the variances
of the product quality characteristics: y1 (%), y2 (%)
and y3 (dL/g) on the variation of the process
parameters: x1 – electron beam irradiation dose, x2 –
electron beam irradiation dose rate and x3 – AMD/St
weight ratio are estimated. The obtained regression
models are presented in Table 2 and Table 3, together
with the values of the corresponding multiple
correlation coefficients R. These coefficients are
tested for significance and their values are measures
of the accuracy of the estimated models. The closer to
1 the value of R is, the better the model describes the
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variations of the quality characteristics as a function
of the process parameters. All models have enough
high and significant values of their multiple
correlation coefficients and consequently the models
are good for prediction and optimization of the
considered quality characteristics.
Table 2
Models for the variance of the product quality
characteristics
Models for the variance of the product
quality characteristics

(

)

(

)

(

)

r
ln ~
s12 (x )

r
ln ~
s22 ( x )

r
ln ~
s32 ( x )

-2.4798878 – 4.0003851x1 – 0.57765525x2 +
4.1711416x12 – 1.0759422x32 –
3.9161133x1x2 + 0.65013091x22x3 +
1.2773211x1x3 - 1.8572702x12x3 +
6.0599373x1x22 + 0.62670214x1x32 +
1.0690743x1x2x3
0.8216977 + 2.1896934x1 – 1.8923076x12 0.58333338x32 - 1.793822x1x3 –
1.8912097x22x3 – 2.7704084x1x22 –
0.38270749x2x32 – 1.8676796x1x2x3 –
2.2114287x12x2
-2.6596544 – 2.8045736x1 + 0.80422168x3 –
1.8970163x12 + 0.72143614x32 +
1.1522243x1x3 – 1.6532444x12x3 +
2.3354389x1x32

R

0.83

0.91

0.94

Models of the mean and the variance of the
quality characteristics
The estimated values of the means yu and the
variances su2 can be considered as two responses at
the design points and ordinary least squares method
can be used to fit regression models for the mean
value and for the variance for each quality
characteristic [5]:
k

y
r
~ r
y ( x , w) = ∑θˆyi f yi ( x , w)

i =1

(

)

kσ
r
2 r
~
ln s ( x , w) = ∑θˆσi fσi ( x , w) ,
i =1

where θˆyi and θˆσi are estimates of the regression
coefficients, and f yi and fσi are known functions of
the process parameters xi and the qualitative factor w.
The variance of normally distributed observations has
a χ 2 - distribution. The use of the logarithm
transformation of the variance function makes it
approximately normally distributed, which improves
the efficiency of the estimates of the regression
coefficients.
The models are estimated for coded in the region [1÷1] values of the process parameters, using the
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following equation:

xi = ( 2 z i − z i ,max − z i ,min ) /( z i ,max − z i ,min ) ,
where xi and zi are the coded and the natural values of
the process parameter, correspondingly, zi,min and zi,max
are the minimal and the maximal values of the
parameter experimental region.

a) y1

.The dependencies of the means and the variances
of the product quality characteristics of the presented
experiments are estimated.
For the potato starch experiments in Fig. 1 the
contour plots of the variation of the residual monomer
concentration (y1), monomer conversion coefficient
(y2) and apparent viscosity (y3) depending on the EB
dose rate (x2) and AMD/St weight ratio (x3) are
presented.

a)

b)
b) y2

c) y3
Fig. 1 . Potato starch experiments contour plots of the
mean values of the product quality characteristics for
constant EB irradiation doses z1= 1.5 kGy.
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c)
Fig. 2. Contour plots of the standard deviations of product
characteristics depending on EB irradiation dose rate (x2)
and the AMD/ST ratio (x3) at constant EB irradiation dose
z1= 1.5 kGy: a) ~
s 2 x ; c) ~
s3 ( x ) ;
s1 ( x ) ; b) ~

( )
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Fig. 2 shows the contour plots of the variations
of the three investigated quality characteristics,
depending on the EB dose rate (x2) and AMD/St
weight ratio (x3) and constant EB irradiation dose
z1 = 1.5 kGy.
Optimization
Multi-criteria optimization unifying requirements
for economic efficiency, assurance of low toxicity,
high copolymer efficiency in flocculation process,
good solubility in water, as well as the repeatability of
the obtained results is performed. Methods based on
graphical optimization and on Pareto-optimization are
implemented for solving this task. The set of
requirements is the following:
• residual monomer concentration: < 5% =>
assurance of low toxicity
• monomer conversion coefficient: > 90% =>
economic efficiency
• apparent viscosity: > 3 mPa·s => copolymer
efficiency in flocculation process
• intrinsic viscosity: > 6 dL/g => copolymer
efficiency in flocculation process
• Huggings’ constant: 0.3 ÷ 1 (or -1.20397 ÷ 0) =>
good solubility in water
Graphical optimization is a method for multicriteria optimization, applicable in cases with
formulated one- or two-sided constrains for the

product quality characteristics. It is conducted in order
to find the regions of the process parameters, working
at which the requirements for the quality
characteristics are fulfilled simultaneously. The
optimal regions are obtained by superimposing the
contour plots of the calculated limit values of the
characteristics, thus finding the section of all the
admissible values of the process parameters.
Expert system
All the described features (investigation,
prediction, optimization), the possibility to upgrade
with new data and estimate new models are integrated
into an integrated user interface that is applicable for
education, operator’s advise, prognostication,
optimization and quality improvement of the process
starch modified by electron beam irradiation.
The structure of the interface for the analysis of
each of the described four series experiments involves
the following possibilities:
• Calculator – calculates the mean and variance of
the product quality characteristics (Fig. 3).
• Optimization - Graphical optimization is
conducted in order to find the regions of the
process parameters where the requirements for
the quality characteristics are fulfilled
simultaneously. Graphical user interface display
for the optimization is presented on Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. Calculator window
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Fig. 4. Graphical optimization window

Conclusions
The developed graphical user interface aiming
investigation of the graft copolymer characteristics
and process parameter optimization, which can be
used for supporting the operator’s choice of
appropriate work regimes, obtaining the required
quality standards, education and investigations is
presented. The additional requirement for robustness
(insensitivity) in respect of variations in input
parameters and noise factors of the process leads to
better reproducibility of the results, together with the
implementation of the requirements for economic
efficiency, low toxicity, efficient copolymer in
flocculation processes and good water solubility.
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OTHER TECHNOLOGIES BASED ON USE OF ELECTRONS,
IONS, PLASMA AND LASERS
The actual EB application spectrum
and its prospects beside welding
Björn Hansen, Thorsten Löwer
Since the industrial use of the electron beam as a reliable high power precision tool for
challenging welding tasks, its properties have been applied to a wide application spectrum in
manufacturing and scientific environment. The continuing demand on increase in productivity leads
the development to enhance e.g. deflection speed, beam power and pulse rates as well as the software
functional range, therefore new prospects beside the established welding process come apparent.
Реален спектър на електроннолъчевите приложения и техните перспективи извън
заваряването (Бьорн Хансен, Торстен Льоуер). От началото на промишленото използване на
електронния лъч като надежден и с висока мощност прецизен инструмент за решаване на
различни задачи за заваряване, неговите свойства са били приложени към широк спектър
приложения в производството и в научните изследвания. Продължаващото търсене на повисока производителност на заваръчния процес води към развитието на нарастващи скорост
ти на отклонение на снопа, мощност на лъча и честотата на импулсите, както и софтуер за
функционалния обхват, следователно стават ясни нови перспективи, освен установените
режими на заваряване.

Introduction
The technological progress on the EB technology
offers a wide field of application. Nowadays industrial
EB machines are custom-tailored but in general
provide the opportunity to be used as a multipurpose
tool. However, the technical specifications limit their
usability as followed.

reduced to about 3 µs (for EB drilling processes).
Furthermore arc-management algorithms can be
adjusted to instantly interpret the high voltage level to
improve process monitoring and just detect arcs which
influence the process.

Systems engineering
A. High Voltage
The high voltage supply for industrial machines
has been modified lately to provide a more stable
processing. Therefore high voltage ripple can be
reduced from 15 to less than 3% by the use of pulse
width modulated power supply instead of a frequency
modulated which causes a less distorted electron
optical monitoring and provides a stable energy source
for all processes (fig. 1).
For pulse processing, the beam current close-loopcontrol uses a look-ahead routine to fasten the
response characteristics. Slew rates for pulses can be
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Fig. 1 Frequency modulated- (left) vs. pulse width
modulated (right) high voltage source

B. EB generator and periphery
Currently used deflectors are optimized to their
processing application. For high speed processing, a
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

standard 60 kV industrial beam deflection unit runs
about 1000 times faster than a comparable laser
deflection system (4 kW) and is fairly independent on
the beam current. Additionally there is the option to
use a high dynamic z axis too, which offers the
opportunity to 3d scan in high frequencies. However
the maximum deflection angle and speed decreases
with the increase of the high voltage level. Regarding
the course of beam, it can be stated that beam
parameter products down to 0,5 mm*mrad (low power
tasks) are within reach on industrial systems.
Referring to this, fine engravings can be done and the
resolution for electron optical monitoring can be
raised. Moreover process monitoring utilities such as
CCD cameras, x-ray detectors, pyrometers or
interferometry can observe in situ the beam-workpiece
interaction.

not have to be reworked for surface quality. The
process has a typical steep hardening gradient as
shown in fig. 2.
The hardness reaches up to 800 HV and can be
assumed to be fluctuating in a range of about +/- 50
HV over the effective hardening depth until it
decreases rapidly to the base material characteristics.
The main advantage is the flexibility for partial
hardening of functional surfaces. As a consequence, it
is possible to keep the inner ductility of a part for
higher dynamic strength and process only the areas
where friction occurs or forces are induced in the
work-piece. In addition it is possible to process
several areas with different power densities
simultaneously.

C. Software and function generator
Depending on the system which is used, there are
many possibilities to use digital image processing. To
prepare the process, the beam can be automatically
aligned (centering, stigmatism and calibrating the
deflectors) and the workpiece can be scanned by the
beam in order to get the correct start coordinates
(contour tracking). Moreover it is possible to scan a
workpiece with the electron optics before the process
in order to compensate slight magnetic fields which
would deflect the beam from its programmed path.
Due to the fast electrical axis, it is also feasible to
observe the process by switching alternatingly from
the processing mode to the electron optics mode.
Furthermore new generation of function generators
let the user intuitively generate multi beam patterns in
order to solve complex beam guidance.

Fig. 2 Typical hardening depth on EB processed
workpieces

Process overlook
A. State of the art processing
Mostly common tasks for the EB are located in the
direct industry manufacturing. For steel with carbon
content < 0,18 mass%, the EB can be used for a solid
state self-quenching process. Depending on the
workpiece (e.g. camshafts, piston rods, vent seats and
extruder screws), the scan method has to be chosen
(line hardening, field hardening or flash hardening)
and parameters have to be determined. Hardening
depths can reach up to 1.7mm depending on the mass
of the workpiece, the material compounding and the
beam parameters. Available cam hardening- machines
are quite effective and reach a daily capacity of about
4000 pieces which makes them cost-effective for
large-scale production. Workpieces in most cases do
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

Fig. 3 left: Gear-wheel prototype EB hardened tooth flanks,
right: Hardness increase zone (tooth cross section)

EB drilling and cutting of sheet metal processes are
mostly present in the food, paper and insulating
industries. A highly focused beam drives the process
by melting the material in µ-s pulses, which causes a
melt pool evolving in the material due to thermal
conduction. The molten material is casted out the
keyhole by the expansion of an underneath backer
which evaporates abruptly when the beam irradiates
on it (silicone compounding). Holes from 60 µm in
diameter can be achieved effectively depending on the
sheet thickness matching aspect ratios up to 1/20.
Concerning the process stability, 4 to 6% of the holes
are potentially out of tolerance. Beside holes, also
narrow slots can be cut out (fig. 3).
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At present, there can be provided a range of holegeometries like in fig. 4. When taking laser drilling as
a comparison (where typically holes within a range of
10 µm to 250 µm are drilled), the EB drilling process
is usually more cost-efficient at higher output rates
and bigger hole diameters.
B. Emerging processes

Fig. 3 top-left: Sieve food industry, bottom-left: drillings in
10mm material thickness, right: slot drilling in stainless
steel

Fig.4. EB drilling spectrum (hole diameter vs material
thickness) at pro-beam

To the thermal induced processes, there are some
processes to mention which modify the surface in
structural, mechanical or chemical way such as micro
structuring,
surface
sculpting
and
additive
manufacturing, layer removal and cladding / hard
surfacing.
Micro structuring (fig. 5) is used for example to
precisely put micro cavities with short pulses in a
functional surface in order to improve tribological
properties. In this case wear can be reduced on sliding
surfaces and the micro structure can be helpful as a
failsafe running function. Conventional cavity depths
lie between 20 and 1000 µm and the surrounding
material is optionally hardened in a following step.
Surface sculpting describes the partial melting of a
surface in order to move the material to a defined spot
or area. Fine fins, honeycombs and high aspect ratio
features can be realized on the base surface. Promising
application field is the design of heat exchangers in
order to enable custom thermal flow optimized
structures which would lead to significant raise of
efficiency (up to 63% compared to conventional
systems) [1]. This method could be stated rival to
additive manufacturing but tends to be faster for small
structures.

Fig.5. EB processing micro structures (cavities) and their topography
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The removal of thin layers in a defined structural
design is again a laser dominated field of application,
but has also the potential to higher effectiveness
because of the limited laser scan speeds. However it is
restricted to short pulses, ablation by sublimation (cp.
ultrashort laser pulses) due to pulse lengths
underneath the picosecond regime is not feasible.
Thermal input can be rather reduced by high scan
velocities. Application in optics and electronics (e.g.
partial removal of anti-reflex coating layers or
scribing on semiconductors) could be possible.
When changing materials characteristics with a
non-thermal induced mechanism of action, there are
processes like EBID (electron beam induced
deposition), electron sterilization or plastics
modification to mention a few.
EBID works by setting up layers from
decomposing molecules with a very fine electron
beam. Molecules have to contain atoms which match
the target material. Resultant nanostructures may be
used for repairing masks used for the chip industry.
An already wide spread application is the electron
sterilization meaning the penetration of the target in
order to expose the target to the ionized radiation
which leads to germ-killing. Free radicals also
neutralize DNA and virus fragments which makes the
process interesting for food and medicine industry.
The radicals are also used for radical polymerization
on lacquer coatings containing vinyl and acryl groups
which is quite ecologically because no solvent is
needed [10].
Material modifications- especially on synthetic or
biological polymers can be also done in order to
achieve better mechanical properties, smoothen /
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roughen the surface topography or change the wetting
behavior on technical surfaces.
Conclusions
The EB technology offers a wide range of process
possibilities due to its power scalability, flexible beam
guidance and the physical properties of the beammaterial interaction. Besides welding, some industrial
processes (hardening, drilling, micro structuring,
engraving or electron beam melting) have become
accepted which mostly direct compete with laser
processes. Though, the full potential of EB processing
seems not to be used yet.
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Testing of the technology of local electron-beam annealing of
circular samples of titanium alloy VT8-1 applied to aircraft
engine product – a welded compressor drum
Pavel Denysiuk
In this paper the local heat treatment by an electron beam in vacuum is applied to the welded
compressor drum of the aircraft engine made of VT8-1 titanium alloy. The alternative ЕВ technology
is described, the method of measuring the annealing temperature of the continuously rotating parts is
represented; the temperature distribution along the thickness and length of the radial weld is studied.
After testing on experimental samples, this method has been successfully implemented in one of the
aircraft engine plants.
Тестване на технологията за локално електроннолъчево отгряване на кръгли образци
от титанова сплав VT8-1 и приожението й върху заварен барабан на компресора на
самолетен двигател. (Павел Денисюк). В тази статия се прави локална топлинна обработка
с електронен лъч във вакуум върху заварен барабан на компресор на самолетен двигател,
изработен от титанова сплав VT8-1. Описана е тази алтернативна електроннолъчева
технология, представен е методът за измерване на температурата на отгряване на
непрекъснато въртящите се части; изучено е разпределението на температурата по
протежение на дебелината и радиалната дължина на заварката. След тестване на
експериментални проби, този метод е успешно приложен в един от заводите за самолетни
двигатели.

Introduction
The development of modern aircraft engine
manufacturing is largely associated with the
introduction of new structural materials. Their
application is caused by the increasing operational
requirements to the newly created aircraft engines and
their individual components. In most cases, these
materials should be heat treated to obtain the optimum
combination of mechanical properties.
Basically, a new developed material is often an
already known, positively proven alloy, the chemical
composition of which is subjected to a slight change.
On the one hand, the alloy acquires improved
operational characteristics; on the other hand, the
specific metallurgical changes may occur in the alloy.
Due to this, the traditionally used methods of heat
treatment may be already unacceptable for a particular
product. In manufacturing, this leads to the need to
adapt the existing thermal process, and in some cases
– to apply the principally new alternative method. One
of such possible methods is the local heat treatment by
an electron beam in vacuum (EBT).
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This work describes the advantages of this method
as applied to the welded compressor drum of the
aircraft engine made of VT8-1 titanium alloy material.
Such compressor drum consists of several components
(stages) - discs, welded together by radial joints using
electron beam welding. Then the completed welds are
exposed to heat treatment. Traditionally, the furnace
annealing in a controlled atmosphere is used. In this
work the alternative technology of EBT applied to the
product under consideration was described; the
method of measuring the annealing temperature of the
continuously rotating parts was represented; the
temperature distribution along the thickness and
length of the radial weld was studied. The results of
researches are presented in graphical form. After
testing on experimental samples, this method has been
successfully implemented in one of the aircraft engine
plants.
Principle of EBT and its advantages
The EBT is performed on the electron beam
welding machine used for welding of the product - a
compressor drum. During EBT, the defocused
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

electron beam, which was preliminarily configured
to the axis of the weld, carries out oscillatory
motions along the weld at continuous and rapid
circular rotation of the product. At that, the area of
direct influence of the electron beam on the weld is a
circular fragment in the form of a segment (Fig. 1).
The length of the weld segment is limited by the
oscillation amplitude of the electron beam.

Fig. 1. Principle of the EBT of the radial weld on the
electron beam welding machine

Due to the continuous circular rotation of the product,
the weld is heated gradually in whole along the entire
length until the annealing temperature. There appears
a typical circular glow at the heating area, which is
limited in the width by the diameter of the electron
beam on the surface (Fig. 2).
The heating temperature is measured in the area of
the direct impact of the electron beam on the weld
surface within the segment using a contactless infrared
thermometer (IR-sensor).
At this type of heat treatment, there occurs the
uneven cyclic heating of the weld with a large
temperature difference both along its thickness, and
along its length. If this difference exceeds the
permitted range for annealing, the required annealing
temperature cannot be achieved simultaneously at all
points of the weld. The reason for this is the specific
nature of the one-sided surface heating of the weld by
the electron beam. As a consequence, the heating of
the lower metal layers is possible only by heat
transfer. This means that the required annealing
temperature in the middle of the weld can be achieved
only if the upper metal layers have a higher
temperature. In practice, this leads to the situation
when the surface layers become "overheated" (heating
temperature is above the permissible range of the
annealing temperature) and the lowermost layers
become "underheated" (heating temperature is below
the permissible range of the annealing temperature).
Both areas with "underheated" and "overheated"
layers do not have required mechanical properties and
must be removed.
Due to the presence of the machining allowance in
the weld area, it is possible to adjust the heat treatment
process so that both "overheated" and "underheated"
layers were within this allowance, and could
subsequently be removed (Fig. 3).

Fig. 2. Visible circular glow of the radial weld during EBT

The electron beam, by acting on the weld segment,
causes local heating of the metal surface at this area.
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Fig. 3. Optimization of the EBT process for the removal of
"overheated" and "underheated" areas due to machining
allowance
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For this purpose, it is necessary to investigate the
nature of the temperature distribution through the
weld thickness and along the weld’s length by direct
measurements during heating.
The purpose of such investigation must be the
possibility to ensure the permissible range of
annealing temperature in the desired layer of metal by
controlling the temperature at the surface.
The application of the EBT has the following
advantages over the conventional furnace annealing
in the controlled atmosphere:
- Due to the local heating method, the thermal
deformation of the product reduces. Thus, the
most surfaces of the product, except for the
welding / heat treatment areas, as well as high
precision conjugated surfaces, can be completely
treated before welding. This is especially
favorable for the inner surfaces, which are
inaccessible for mechanical processing after
welding.
- Since the electron beam heating is performed
under high vacuum, the best protection of the
heated titanium alloy is ensured.
- EBT is less-energy-consuming: only limited
areas of product are exposed to heating, and the
process itself can be carried out immediately
after the electron beam welding without the
intermediate vacuum breaking (venting) of the
chamber.
Definition and explanation of the initial
parameters of the process
According to the specifications of the titanium
alloy VT8-1, the process parameters of the annealing
include: the annealing temperature, the minimum
soaking at the annealing temperature and the
maximum allowable cooling rate. However, based on
the characteristics of electron beam heat treatment, it
is necessary to decide on the choice of additional
technologically conditioned parameters, namely:
Operating (working) distance and oscillating angle
of the EB
Both of these parameters determine the actual length
of the simultaneously heated segment of the weld.
Thus, the value of these parameters and their ratio must
ensure the desired length of the segment. As to the
length of the segment, it is necessary to strive to ensure
that it was the maximum possible. This minimizes the
uneven heating along the length of the weld.
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Focus position
This parameter defines the diameter of the
electron beam on the heated surface. If oscillatory
motions are given to the electron beam in only one
direction - along the weld, the beam diameter on the
surface, in fact, will set the width of the heating area.
This width must cover the width of the weld and the
weld-affected zone, but must not extend beyond the
areas of the surfaces where there is a machining
allowance.
Rotational speed of the product
The circular rotation speed of the product
influences the heating unevenness along the length of
the weld. With its increase, the temperature difference
along the length of the weld will be reduced.
Therefore, this parameter should be set to maximum
possible for the welding machine used. However, it is
necessary to take into account the total long-term heat
treatment cycle time of about 40 minutes and not to
allow the extreme mode of manipulator bearing.
Accelerating voltage
The accelerating voltage depends on the particular
welding gun and the high-voltage power source. In
principle, it is possible to carry out the EBT process in
a wide voltage range from 30 to 150 kV.
Preparation of the circular sample to the
temperature measurement
A circular sample with a radial weld, performed
by electron beam welding, was used for temperature
measurement. The sample is made of VT8-1
material, which is identical to the product material
and has the same geometry as the weld joint. The
thickness of the weld joint is 10 mm. The sample is
fixed coaxially on the faceplate of the manipulator of
the welding machine to give it the rotational motions
during EBT.
To study the temperature distribution along the
thickness and length of the weld joint, it is necessary
to make measurements of temperature inside the
weld at different levels. Three thermoelements (TE)
chromel-alumel (type K) were used for this purpose.
The thermoelements are mounted into pre-drilled
holes in the center of the weld at the inner side of the
sample (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. Location of three thermoelements in the weld for
temperature distribution analysis along its thickness and
length

During the heat treatment the thermoelements must
rotate together with the sample for the simultaneous
reading of actual temperature. During the heat
treatment the sample makes about 200 rotations. A
special device with several sliding contacts was used
for continuous transmission of voltage from the
thermoelements installed in the rotating sample (Fig.
5)

SINUMERIK 840D. Due to the infrared thermometer
placed inside the vacuum chamber, the control of the
annealing process is carried out in automatic mode
according to the program.
The input parameters for the program:
- predetermined annealing temperature, controlled
by IR-thermometer, 910°C;
- time of achieving the annealing temperature
(heating-up), [s];
- soaking at the annealing temperature, [s];
- cooling time, [s];
- step at adjustment of the beam current when
achieving the annealing temperature and during
cooling, [mA];
- step at adjustment of the beam current after
achieving the annealing temperature for its
maintenance (during soaking), [mA];
- frequency of adjustments of the beam power
(beam current), [s].
The automatic temperature control is realized
through continuous feedback between the infrared
thermometer and CNC (close control loop): the precalibrated infrared thermometer receives the actual
value of the temperature at the measurement point
and transmits it to the CNC, where it is compared
with a predetermined temperature value. At that,
when setting up the process, the main task is to
minimize the deviation of the actual temperature
from the predetermined one. This is possible by
adjusting the last three parameters in the above list of
input parameters. Ideally, the process should be set
up as shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 5. Use of the device with several sliding contacts for
temperature measurement on the rotating sample

Automatic mode of the EBT process on the
welding machine
The EBT process is configured at the serial EB
welding machine EBOCAM EK 110C - EG 150-30B
manufactured by Steigerwald Strahltechnik GmbH.
The machine uses the standard CNC Siemens
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Fig. 6. Diagram of the "perfect process" of EBT for the VТ81 material
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Determination of the temperature along the
thickness of the weld when heating the fixed
sample
Before performing the annealing of the radial weld,
its local heating without its rotation was performed.
Namely, the weld section at the location of three
thermoelements was heated (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. Heating of the weld section in the place of
installation of thermocouples

Fig. 8. The temperature change along the thickness of the
weld during heating of the fixed circular sample

The purpose of this experiment was:
- determine the temperature difference along the
thickness of the weld without taking into account
the temperature variation along the weld length
during rotation;
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- determine whether it decreases with increase of
soaking time at a predetermined temperature.
The thermoelements reading was performed after
reaching and stabilizing the predetermined
temperature of 910°C during 22 minutes. The results
of the experiment are shown in the heating diagram
(Fig. 8).
The temperature data measured by three
thermoelements:
- 1 mm from the weld surface 933-948°C (TE1);
- 4 mm from the weld surface 893-908°C (TE2);
- 7 mm from the weld surface 782-796°C (TE3).
The temperature difference along the thickness of
the weld:
- between the thermoelements 1 and 2: 40°C;
- between the thermoelements 2 and 3: 111-112°C;
- between the thermoelements 1 and 3: 151-152°C.
Conclusion: the temperature difference along the
thickness of the weld when heated during 22 minutes is
stable and does not depend on the soaking time.
Determination of the temperature difference
along the thickness of the weld during heating of
the rotating circular sample
The EBT of the weld on the rotating circular
sample was performed in the next stage of work. The
results of the temperature measurement are shown in
the following diagram (Fig. 9)

Fig. 9. The temperature change in the weld when heating
the rotating circular sample

Following are the most important data from the
diagram for further work:
The temperature data measured by three
thermoelements (TE):
- 1 mm from the weld surface (TE1): 772-903°C;
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- 4 mm from the weld surface (TE2): 760-802°C;
- 7 mm from the weld surface (TE3): 704-710°C.
The temperature difference along the thickness of
the weld:
- between the thermoelements 1 and 2: 12-101°C;
- between the thermoelements 2 and 3: 56-92°C;
- between the thermoelements 1 and 3: 68-193°C.
The temperature difference along the length of the
weld:
- at a depth of 1 mm from the surface of the weld
(TE1): 131°C;
- at a depth of 4 mm from the surface of the weld
(TE2): 42°C;
- at a depth of 7 mm from the surface of the weld
(TE3): 6°C.
Based on the data obtained, two fundamental
deviations from the "perfect process" of EBT can be
specified:
- the predetermined annealing temperature of
910°C in the middle of the weld was not reached;
- there is a significant temperature jump of about
90°C at the beginning of the phase of "soaking".
The cycles of annealing on the circular sample
were repeatedly performed during the next
experiments. In the course of the experiments, both
deviations were reduced to the acceptable value by
optimizing the input parameters for the CNC
program. At that the surface heating temperature,
measured by the infrared thermometer, was increased
by 60°C so that the desired nominal annealing
temperature was reached at a depth of 3 mm of the
weld (Fig. 10).

Fig. 10. Diagram of the process of EBT of the radial weld
on the circular sample after optimization of the CNC
program input data
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Based on temperature measurements by the
thermoelements after optimization of the EBT
process, the diagram "weld thickness - temperature"
was built (Fig. 11).

Fig. 11. Diagram "weld thickness - temperature" after
optimization of the EBT process by adjusting the CNC
program

The shaded area on the diagram, bounded by two
curves, represents the temperature field. This field
demonstrates the range of temperatures influencing
the metal layer at a predetermined depth during the
entire cycle of the EBT. The diagram serves to
optimize the distribution of machining allowance at
the weld area.
Using the CNC program, by adjusting the heating
surface temperature measured by the infrared
thermometer, it is possible to shift the temperature
field in the diagram in the "up-down" direction on the
temperature axis. Thus, the desired temperature range
can be achieved in a particular metal layer at a certain
depth of the weld. The amount of material, which
must be cut from the outer and inner sides of the weld
during machining process to remove the areas with
"overheated" and "underheated" metal layers, is
determined simultaneously.
Conclusion
- The technology of EBT for the product compressor drum of the titanium alloy BT8-1 was
studied. The metal of the weld, exposed to EBT,
has successfully passed the mechanical tests and
meets the requirements mentioned in the
specifications for the material. With regard to the
product in question, the EBT can replace the
traditional furnace annealing.
- By means of usual setting of the EBT
parameters, it is possible to apply this method
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for other similar products made of titanium
alloys.
- The described method of direct measurement of
the heating temperature in the welds allows to
determine the EBT temperature range for all the
layers of the metal of the weld.
- The EBT has economic advantages compared
with furnace annealing in a controlled
atmosphere.
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Fractal geometry in metallurgy of welding and coatings
Ekaterina A. Krivonosova, Ekaterina K. Krivonosova,
Dmitry N. Trushnikov, Ilya S. Ponomarev
Application of new methods for the description of structure of metals and alloys, the
identification of new quantitative structure-morphology tours are especially important to establish the
relationship "structure - property" and predicting the properties of the welded metal on the basis of
mathematical modeling. In our work we applied a fractal approach to the analysis of the following
objects: structure of metal during welding, fatigue fracture surface of metal of welded joints,
structure of coatings in micro-arc oxidation, macrostructure of the heat-resistant steels during
electron beam welding.
Фрактурната геометрия в металургията на заваряване и покрития (Екатерина А.
Кривоносова, Екатерина К. Кривоносова, Дмитрий Н. Трушников, Иля Пономарьов).
Прилагането на нови методи за описание на структурата на металите и сплавите,
идентифицирането на нови количествени съотношения «структура-морфология» са особено
важни, за да се установят отношенията "структура - свойства" и прогнозиране на
свойствата на заварения метал на базата на математическо моделиране. В нашата работа
ние прилагаме един подход на фрактурната геометрия към анализа на следните обекти:
структурата на метала по време на заваряване, фрактурата на умора на повърхността на
метала на заварените съединения, структурата на покритията при микро-дъгово окисление,
макроструктурата на топлоустойчиви стомани по време на електронно-лъчево заваряване.

Introduction
Fractal analysis in materials science is the
mathematical algorithm of definition of the single
numerical parameter for describing multilevel
structures such as, in particular, structures of metals,
fracture surfaces, porous structures of the coatings,
fracture zones, structural boundaries of the ductile –
brittle transition, etc.
Collaborative research metallurgists and
physicists [1, 5] have shown that the structure of a
wide range of materials is more informative to
describe by the basis of the fractal approach. Fractal
analysis in materials science is the mathematical
algorithm to identify a single numerical parameter to
describe the multi-level structures that in particular are
the structure of metals, fracture surfaces, porous
structure of the coating, the dynamical rows of
parameters, the structural boundaries of the ductilebrittle transition etc.
In our work we applied a fractal approach to the
analysis of following objects:
1. Structure of metal during welding;
2. Fatigue fracture surface of metal of welded
joints;
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3. Structure of coatings in micro-arc oxidation;
4. Macro-structure of the heat-resistant steels
during electron beam welding.
Methods
The fractal approach is based on processing the
fractal structure by scaling and on describing the
distribution of any structural characteristic (or
measure) in scaling.
The geometrical carrier in scaling is the mesh
with square cells of different sizes.
In the fractal description of the structures of
objects, the algorithm prepared using Mathcad and
Matlab professional software, may be described as
follows:
• the binarisation of the actual image of the
structure, i.e. determination of the boundaries of
recognition of half tones;
• the discrete approximation of the examined
structures: the division of the appropriate binary
images by the square grid, consisting of the
identical cells, and allocation, through the cells,
included in the ferrite region, of the values 0 and
values of 1 to the single-phase light region of
Widmannstatten ferrite. Thus, the initial
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numbered image of the structure consists of a
matrix containing 0 and 1;
• treatment of the resultant sets of the digital
values (matrices) by division of the matrix to
larger cells with the dimensions Li× Li(i=1,...,
32);
• construction, for each of division, of the
characteristic measure in the form of the
probability of distribution of units Ni, required
for covering the ferrite field;
• the approximation of the dependence of lnPi on
lnLi by the method of least squares and the
determination of fractal dimensions Df from the
relationship:
P(Li) = const⋅Li-Df
Result
1. Fractal structure formation analysis and
assessment of cold resistance of the weld metal
of low-carbon steel for welding with coated
electrodes
Engaging the concept of fractals allowed
quantifying the degree of homogeneity (dispersion,
fragmentation) of the structure of weld metal.
Structural parameters relate to the level of the cold
resistance welds.

10мкм

10мкм

Fig. 1. Binary image center seam structures with varying
degrees of homogeneity and determination of fractal
dimension Df

As an example, Fig. 1 shows the structure of the
metal in the centre of the welded joint.
The microstructure was examined in a MIM-8
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microscope, AverMedia digital video camera
(resolution 630 . 420), and the translation of images
on the computer screen was carried out using Amcar
software. The welding of the specimens of St3 steel
was carried out with E46 experimental electrodes,
with the coating based on Ural ilmenite.
Comparison of the values of Df with the
topography of the structure shows that for a coarser
structure with wide fragments of Widmannstatten
ferrite extending through all fields of the grains of
primary austenite, the value of Df is lower and the
structure is more homogeneous, approaching the
conventional ferrite – perlite structure, with the higher
values of Df. On the whole, the value of Df is in the
range of 1.60–1.89. The statistical processing of the
resultant values shows that there is a clear correlation
between the values of Df and Tcr (the critical
brittleness temperature). Higher values of Df are
typical of the welded joints with higher cold
brittleness resistance (Tcr is in the range of more
negative temperatures: –50 .C). On the other hand, the
weld metal whose structure is characterized by the
lower values of Df is embrittled to a greater degree
and the Tcr value of this weld metal is close to zero
[2].
2. Fractal geometry of the fatigue fracture
surface of weld joints and assessment of the fatigue
crack growth rate
The results of investigations of special features of
fatigue failure of the metal of welded joints using new
methods of fractal analysis of the fracture surfaces in
metals science of welding are presented. The aim of
this study was the determination of the fractal
dimension – the structural characteristics of the
fatigue fracture surface – and of its relationship with
the dynamic characteristics of fatigue failure, e.g. with
the fatigue crack propagation rate.
The fractal dimension of the fracture surface is
determined and its relationship with the kinetic
characteristic of the process – the fatigue crack growth
rate – is investigated.
Since the main property of the fractal structures
is that they are invariant in relation to the scale, i.e.
the relationships of the structure observed at a high
magnification should also be valid at a lower
magnification so that the fractal approach can be used
efficiently in the analysis of macro-fractures, one of
the special features of the application of the method of
fractal analysis for investigating actual fatigue
fractures of metals is the efficient identification of the
investigated objects. If in the investigation of the
structure in [3], the investigated object was the two“E+E”, 5-6/2016

dimensional image of the structure, in analysis of
fractures it is necessary to deal with three-dimensional
images.
In this study, the special feature of the actual
image of the fatigue failure macro-fracture on the
digital photograph is, firstly, the presence of a shadow
on the relief (even if the light source is at the top) and,
secondly, the correspondence of the colour tone of
each fragment on the image to the height of the
appropriate fragment on the actual fracture surface.
Therefore, the images of the fracture surfaces,
obtained by digital photography, were subjected to
preliminary processing in the Adobe Photoshop
software. The main stages of processing are the
removal of the shadow on the image, formation of the
effect of the section at a level of 0.2 mm in the
thickness of the tone, and formation of the relief
contour.
In this study, the measure used for the surface of
fatigue fractures was the density of distribution of
light areas on the conventional right-angled mesh,
covering the section field. The distribution density can
be calculated more efficiently by counting the number
of cells P required to cover the fractal. Only the
occupied cells are counted.

Table 1
The fracture parameters and the fractal characteristics
N

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Crack growth rate
Fractal dimension Df
(m/cycle)
Initial fracture zone
10-10 – 10-9
1.71
10-8
1.68
10-8
1.64
10-8
1.68
Central fracture zone
10-8 – 10-7
1.65
10-7
1.54
10-7
1.58
10-7
1.58

At a low fatigue crack propagation rate of 10-10 –
10 m/cycle, the fracture at the initial moment of
loading is characterized by the fractal dimensional D
< 1.70; when the rate is increased to 10-8 m/cycle, the
fractal dimension decreases to 1.67 – 1.64; the central
part of the fracture surface with the crack propagation
rate of 10-7 m/cycle is characterized by the fractal
dimension D = 1.60 – 1.55. Thus, the fractal
dimension can be regarded as an adequate quantitative
indicator of the fatigue crack propagation rate similar
to the indicator such as the width of the grooves on the
electron fractographs. At the same time, the labour
content of fractal analysis of fatigue fracture is
considerably smaller than that of conventional
fractography.
-9

3. Fractal geometry of the porous structure of
coatings in micro-arc oxidation
a

b

c

d

Fig. 2. Consecutive stages of processing the image of the
initial fracture zone of the welded joint: (a) the actual
image; (b), (c) the section of the fracture surface with the
removed shadow and with the relief contour; (d)
dependence of lnP on lnL, the fractal dimension of the
fracture surface D = 1.68.

Analysis of the data shows that the fractal
dimension of the microstructure of the individual
fracture zones is associated with the fatigue crack
propagation rate (Table 1).
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It is shown that the service properties of coatings
in micro-arc oxidation are strongly influenced by
structural factors such as the uniformity of thickness
and micro-hardness of the coating and also the
presence of pores. The evolution of the porous
structure in the thickness of the layer was studied by
fractal analysis to determine the values of the fractal
dimensions D – indicator of the homogeneity and
fragmentation of the porous structure. The
relationships between the technological parameters of
the oxidation process and structural special features
and, in the final analysis, properties of the coatings are
determined [4].
Figure 3 shows the results of fractal analysis of the
porous structure of the oxidized layer at different
distances from the surface of the coating. The
fragments on the left (a) show the actual image of the
structure, the fragments on the right (b) show a binary
image and (c) shows the dependence of the multifractal dimension N on the dimensional factor land the
determination of the fractal dimension D.
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across the interface.
To determine the heat-resistant properties of the
used data [6] on the relationship limit long-term
strength and hardness for steels of this type/
As a measure for fractal analysis of the structure of
the material density of the sites we took ferrite bainitic phases conventional rectangular grid covering
the field of the section.
510 С
The range of long-term strength σ 100000
for the
weld metal in the coordinate field "Hardness-fractal
dimension" is shown in Figure 4.
0

Fig. 3. Fractal analysis of the porous structure of the
coating at different depths below the surface (the distance
from the surface: top, 5 µm; bottom, 150 µm).

The fractal dimension of the internal porous
structure for all the investigated specimens is greater
than that of the external structure, indicating the
higher homogeneity and ordering of the structure of
the interlayer of the coating and the more uniform
distribution of the pores in this coating.
4. Fractal analysis of the macrostructure of the
heat-resistant steels during electron beam welding
and assessment of the heat-resistance
The main problem of pattern formation in electron
beam welding of low-alloy heat-resistant steels
15H1M1F type is the formation of unfavorable rough
dendritic weld metal structures, which reinforces the
tendency to liquation banding and micro-damaging.
Features thermal welding conditions are complicated
by a post-weld heat treatment on the structure and
properties of welded joints. Temperature and time are
features of welding that cause a significant change in
the structure and natural decline of actual long-term
strength of welded joints and other high-temperature
properties.
Furthermore, the properties of the weld are unstable
due to the unevenness of the cross section of the seam
structure.
We studied the macrostructure of the weld metal
and steel thermally affected zone 15H1M1F welded
EBW without oscillations with oscillation along and
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510
σ 100000
0

510 С
σ 100000
0

Fig. 4. Limit level lines long-term strength

(MPa)

for the weld metal 15H1M1F welded EBW in the
coordinate field "Hardness-fractal dimension".

Conclusions
1. Examination of the special features of structure
formation of the welded joints using the new method
of fractal analysis for the materials science of welding
has made it possible to obtain the values of the fractal
dimensions which are indicators of the fragmentation
of the structure, and use these values together with the
criteria of cold brittleness resistance and cleanness of
the welded joint, in the problems of modeling
structure formation.
2. The experimental results obtained using the new
method of fractal analysis in metal science of welding
has been used to link the structural special features
with the dynamics of fatigue failure.
3. The fractal analysis of the structure of the microarc oxidation coating showed high homogeneity and
ordering of the structure of the internal layer of the
coating and the more uniform distribution of the pores
in this coating.
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4. The fractal analysis of the macrostructure of the
heat-resistant steels during electron beam welding
510 С
showed that the highest heat resistance ( σ 100000
= 270
- 300 MPa) have welds with fractal dimension of the
structure Df = 1.78 - 1.89.
0
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Obtaining of pure molybdenum through electron beam melting of
scrap materials
Vania Vassileva, Katia Vutova, Maria Naplatanova, Nagegownivari Munirathnam,
Dinesh Amalnerkar
Investigations are carried out applying electron beam melting method for obtaining of pure
molybdenum from waste materials. The obtained results are presented and factors controlling the
refining processes of metal impurities have been also studied. Effective technological schemes for
obtaining of pure molybdenum with good structure are proposed.
Получаване на чист молибден чрез електроннолъчево топене на материали,
съдържащи молибден (Ваня Василева, Катя Вутова, Мария Наплатанова, Негеговнивари
Муниратнам, Динеш Амалнеркар). Представени и анализирани са резултати от проведени
изследвания за получаване на чист молибден чрез електроннолъчево топене и рафиниране на
молибденов концентрат и чрез рециклиране по електроннолъчев метод на отработени
материали, съдържащи молибден. Предложени са ефективни технологични схеми за
получаване на молибден с висока чистота и качествена структура.

Introduction
Electron beam melting and refining of materials is
a widely used physics method [1-8]. Initially, in
metallurgy the Electron Beam Melting and Refining
(EBMR) applications have been mainly exploited for
melting and refining of refractory metals such as
molybdenum, tungsten, niobium, tantalum, vanadium,
and their alloys. That it is justified by the specific
properties of these metals (high melting temperature
and high chemical activity to gases), which make
them resistant to treatment with the conventional
metallurgical methods. EBMR remains a preferred
method (sometimes it is even the only possible
method) in special electrometallurgy irrespective of
the experience acquired over the years and the
extended set of applications.
The EBMR method does not have special
requirements to the type of initial (raw) material but it
still ensures a good refinement level of gases, nonmetal, and metal impurities with higher volatility than
that of the metal being refined (the base metal). In
addition to the metallurgy of refractory metals, the
electron beam melting method is also suitable for
recycling of waste materials consisting of such metals,
their compounds, and their alloys.
The present paper is part of a series of studies
related to the application of EBMR for recycling of
waste materials that contain refractory metals such as
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tantalum, vanadium, tungsten, molybdenum, etc. and
their alloys and compounds. The results in the paper
are obtained at electron beam recycling of waste
materials containing molybdenum.
Molybdenum is a refractory metal with unique
properties that is used in variety of industrial sectors
such as metallurgy – for alloying of steels and
manufacturing of high temperature and corrosionresisting alloys, manufacturing of vacuum tubes – as a
main constitutive material in light sources,
manufacturing of mirrors for gas dynamic lasers,
molybdenum compounds (molybdates, oxides,
sulfides) are good catalysts, coloring pigments, and
components of glazes and mixtures.
After the suspension of Bulgarian metal processing
industries and closing of plants such as Kremikovtzi
Metallurgical Works, Non-ferrous Metal Works,
Svetlina Works, etc., lot of unused wastes containing
refractory metals and their alloys remained in the
territory of Bulgaria, and in particular molybdenum
and its compounds. Recently conducted survey [9]
showed that these wastes consist mainly of particles
and castings of molybdenum concentrates, turnings,
cuttings and wasted hard metal strips containing
molybdenum, and other wastes of the metallurgy and
electronic industries.
Data of EBMR experiments for obtaining high
purity molybdenum that is fit for re-use are analyzed
and presented in the paper. The experiments have
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

been performed with waste metals and alloys
containing molybdenum – cuttings of molybdenum
strips, molybdenum turnings, pieces and mouldings of
molybdenum concentrates.
Factors controlling the refining processes of metal
impurities in the refined molybdenum for each
particular raw material and technological regime
(process conditions) have been also studied in the
paper. The removal efficiency of the impurities for
each studied technology process (conditions) has been
used as a criterion for evaluation of efficiency at
EBM.
Experiments, results and discussion
The experiments have been carried out using an
electron beam installation for melting and refining
ELIT-60 in the Laboratory “Physical problems of
electron beam technologies” in the Institute of
electronics at the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences (IEBAS). The maximum power of the electron gun is 60
kW. The initial (raw) material has been horizontally
fed into the melting zone [4,10].
Samples
of
waste
materials
containing
molybdenum with different concentration and
containing tungsten, niobium, iron and other metal
impurities are used as initial materials. For the
experiments the materials have been pre-processed
and prepared – oil removal treatment and they have
undergone chemical and metallographic analysis.
Appropriate technological regimes (EBMR process
parameters) for which the thermodynamic and kinetic
limitations are taken into consideration, that depend
on the chemical composition, have been realized for
each particular raw material. The chemical
composition of the samples before and after EBMR
has been defined by emission spectral analysis.

shown in Table 1 (Σi - total concentration of the
studied impurities, [%]; Pb - electron beam power
[kW]; τ - melting time, [min]).
Table 1
Impurities concentrations at EBMR of molybdenum
concentrate
P = 14 kW
τ, min
M-0
0
M-11
5
M-21
10
τ = 5 kW
P , kW
M-0
0
M-11
14
M-32
17

Al
0,5
0,1
0,1

Si
1
1
0

Al
0,5
0,1
0,1

Si
1
1
0

Concentration, %
P
Ti
Cu W Fe
0,1 0,01 0,08 0,2 0,03
0,1 0,01 0,03 0,1 0,02
0,1 0,01 0,03 0,1 0,02
Concentration, %
P
Ti
Cu W Fe
0,1 0,01 0,08 0,2 0,03
0,1 0,01 0,03 0,1 0,02
0,1 0,01 0,03 0,1 0,02

Ni
0,3
0,1
0,1

Rh
0,08
---

Sn
0,3
0,2
0,2

Sb
2
1,5
1,5

Σ i Mo
4,6 95,4
2,7 97,34
2,5 97,54

Ni
0,3
0,1
0,1

Rh
0,08
---

Sn
0,3
0,2
0,2

Sb
2
1,5
1,5

Σ i Mo
4,6 95,4
2,7 97,34
2,5 97,54

In Fig.1 the charts of the removal efficiency of the
controlled impurities after EBMR of molybdenum
concentrate are given: (a) removal efficiency vs.
melting time τ at a constant electron beam power Pb =
14 kW; (b) removal efficiency vs. e-beam power Pb at
melting time τ = 5 min.

(а)

Extraction of pure molybdenum through electron
beam melting and refining (EBMR) of molybdenum
concentrate
The concentration of molybdenum in the initial
material has been 95.4 %. The main impurities with
concentrations above 1 % have been Sb – 2 % and Si
– 1 %. A concentration between 5000 ppm and 100
ppm in the raw material has been measured for the
rest of the metal impurities (Al, Ni, Sn, W, etc.). After
oil-removal treatment, well dried pieces of the initial
material have been refined once (single melting) under
the following process conditions: electron beam
power 14 – 17 kW and duration of the refinement
process 5 – 10 min. A chemical analysis of the initial
material and the samples after each e-beam melting
process has been performed. The results obtained are
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

(b)
Fig.1. Removal efficiency ηi=(C0-C)/C0.100% of metal
impurities at EBM of molibdate.
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The maximum overall removal efficiency η = 46.7
% is obtained at duration of τ = 10 min and Pb = 14
kW as well as at τ = 5 min and beam power of Pb = 17
kW. A removal efficiency of the main impurities
between 80 % for Al and 25 % for Sb has been
achieved under these process conditions; the
concentration of Mo after the EBMR is 97.54 %.
The results show that there are no thermodynamic
limitations for the removal of impurities from the
initial material at EBMR of molybdate under the
studied proportion of impurities in the raw material.
The increase of electron beam power over 14 kW and
the increase of refinement time over 5 min do not
significantly increase the purity of the metal being
refined. For EBMR at Pb = 14 kW and τ = 5 min the
removal efficiency is 42.17 % and at Pb = 17 kW (τ =
5 min) or τ = 10 min (Pb = 14 kW) – it is 46.7 %.
Hence, the overall removal efficiency (η) does not
significantly increase with the increase of e-beam
power or the duration of melting process.
Metallographic studies of samples of Mo
concentrate have been performed before and after
EMBR. It is found that the dendritic metal structure of
the raw material after EMBR at Pb = 14 kW changes
to coarse grain texture. With the increase of electron
beam power to 17 kW the grains’ size reduces. Figure
2 shows metallographic photos of Mo before and after
EMBR.
0

5 min

controlled impurities are W, Mn, V, Al, and Ti and
their concentration is under 650 ppm.
Experiments were performed in single melting for
5 min with beam power Pb = 19 kW and in doublemelting (in two operations) for 5 min with Pb = 17 kW
at the first EBM process and Pb = 22 kW at the second
melting, respectively. Figure 3 presents the chart of
chemical composition and structures of the samples
before and after EBMR. The charts show
concentration of impurities with the highest content in
the initial material (Fe, Nb, Zr), the total concentration
of all other impurities existing in the raw material (Σi ,
%), and the total concentration of all controlled
impurities (ΣI , %).

10min
Fig.3a. Concentration of impurities in molybdenum after
single and double-melting operation.

14
kW

0

14 kW

17 kW

5 min

initial
material

Single-melting
Pb=19kW,
τ=5min

Single-melting
Pb=17kW,
τ=5min
Double-melting
Pb=22kW,
τ=5min

Fig.2. Structure of molybdenum before and after EBMR.

EBMR of molybdenum scrap (strip and chips)
Two series of experiments have been conducted
with Mo scrap with different concentration of the
molybdenum in the initial material.
Series 1: The raw material consists of Mo strips
cuttings with purity of ≈ 98.4 %; the main impurities
are Fe – 1.3 %, Nb – 0.2 % and Zr – 0.1 %. The other
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Fig.3b. Structure of molybdenum after single and doublemelting operation.

The removal efficiency η for each technological
regime has been evaluated and this is the key indicator
for selection of refinement process conditions. The
results are given in Fig.4. The analysis has revealed
that the removal efficiency of impurities with high
concentrations in the initial material (and respectively
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

the overall removal efficiency) during double EB
melting of molybdenum scrap (strips) is high – over
60 %; and the purity of the obtained Mo increases
with one order – to Mo 99.34 %.

where no strict requirements for the chemical
composition and structure of the recycled/refined
material are demanded. In such cases metal impurities,
which are chemically bonded with Mo or that have
similar thermo-physical properties to those of Mo (e.g.
W), cannot be removed.
After double electron beam melting of Mo strips
the molybdenum purity increases 10 times. This is
mainly due to the high removal efficiency of
impurities that have high concentration in the source
material (Fe, Nb). The obtained pure molybdenum
could be reused in various areas such as metallurgy,
energy industry, electronics, medicine, etc.
Acknowledgements
This work was funded by the Bulgarian National
Fund under contract № BIn-5/2009 (DO02-127).

Fig.4. Removal efficiency at single and double-melting
operation of molybdenum scrap.

Series 2: The initial material consists of a mixture
of high purity chips – Mo (75 %) and W (25 %). The
concentration of each of the other controlled
impurities, namely – Mn, Zr, Si, and Cu – is less than
60 ppm excepting Ti – 0.9 % and Ta – 0.1 %.
The raw material is refined in single melting and in
double-melting. During the single melting process the
electron beam power was Pb =10 kW and melting time
τ = 5 min. At the double-melting the duration of each
of the refining operations was τ = 5 min, at Pb = 20
kW and Pb = 25 kW for the first and the second
melting process, respectively.
It has been found that during the single and
double-melting the overall removal efficiency η is 22
% regardless of the increase in the electron beam
power; the Mo/W proportion in the cast and after the
melting remains unchanged. Hence, the electron beam
melting and compacting of this scrap material is not
economically viable.
Conclusions
A more appropriate technological regime
(conditions) for EMBR of waste materials, containing
molybdenum or its compounds, is the double-melting
process at short e-beam treatment (up to 10-min
heating time) regardless of the electron beam power.
The obtained results show that when the initial
material contains molybdenum compounds or
molybdenum that is mechanically mixed with another
refractory metal (e.g. W), the electron beam melting
and refining process is applicable only in the cases
“E+E”, 5-6/2016
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Training students using presentations at meetings in the fields of
physics, engineering and technologies
Tomomi Tanioka, Katia Vutova, Masayuki Yamauchi, and Takeshi Tanaka
Rapid globalization requires for researchers and engineers to have broad scientific knowledge,
logical thinking, problem-solving ability, and expressiveness. To improve these skills and to help
students advance in their practical communication abilities faculty needs to keep developing the
educational environment and to make efforts to ensure more opportunities for students to make
presentations at meetings as well as to train them for presenting in front of an audience. The effect of
presentations delivered by undergraduate and graduate students majoring in the field of electrical and
electronic engineering is discussed and examples of good practices for training students using
presentations at meetings in the fields of physics, engineering, and technologies are also given in the
paper.
За обучението на студенти чрез презентации на форуми в областта на физиката,
инженерните науки и технологиите (Т. Таниока, К. Вутова, М. Ямаучи, Т. Танака).
Бързата глобализация изисква изследователите и инженерите да имат широки научни
познания, логическо мислене, да могат да решават проблеми, да могат да се изразяват и
представят. За подобряване на тези умения и за да се подпомогне прогреса на студентите в
тези практически умения, преподавателите трябва да развиват методите за обучение и да
полагат усилия за предоставяне на повече възможности на студентите да презентират на
различни форуми както и да ги обучават за успешното им представяне пред аудитория. В
тази работа са представени и дискутирани данни за подготвени прецентации на студенти,
обучаващи се в областта на електрониката и електротехниката в Хирошимския
Технологичен Институт, Хирошима, Япония, дадени са примери за добри практики за
възможности за участия и представяне на студенти на конференции и други форуми в
България в областта на физиката, инженерните науки и технологиите.

Introduction
In Japan, the history of presentation in education
seems not so long. This can be related to one of
particular characteristics in the Japanese tradition. We
have some proverbs which staying silent is regarded
as something valuable in the Japanese culture based
on “wabi” and “sabi,” such as “silence is golden” and
“harmony is the greatest of virtues.” Generally, most
students from elementary school to institution of
higher education tend to hear the teacher's lecture in
silence, we call it “za-gaku” (to learn sitting), and
there are a few opportunities for students to make
presentations by themselves. Teachers seldom give
students subjects or assignments like trying to make
presentations. Also schools do not prepare enough
classes to train for presentations. So there are many
students who have not tried to make presentation by
themselves until they graduate from schools and start
to work.
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

However, recently a lot of educational
institutions in Japan are trying to introduce new types
of classes on training presentations since several
surveys proves that to practice making presentations
for students brings them about effectiveness such as
improving their communication ability, logical
thinking, problem-solving ability, and expressiveness
[1]. At the same time, these abilities seem demanded
more than before by rapid progress of technology and
tremendous globalization to engineers and researchers
majoring in the field of electrical and electronic
engineering. Especially, communication ability has
been defined as the most important skill for job
seekers when companies decide to hire them for the
past eleven years, as the surveys conducted by the
Japan Federation of Economic Organization shows
[2]. Under these circumstances, it is necessary that
institutions of higher education as universities have
launched training and recommending having
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presentations for students in various school activities
so far.
In addition, 'universities will play an extremely
important and diverse role in developing our nation
into a knowledge center by: establishing a knowledge
base, fostering innovation, and nurturing future
leaders capable of coping with an ever-changing
society,' as “University Reform Action Plan”, declared
by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science
and Technology of Japan in 2012, indicates [3].
Moreover, in March 2015, they announced “What
New Institution of Higher Education Should Be to
Implement Practical Vocational Training,” which
represents that institutions of higher education should
establish a new kind of system to set about more
practical professional training and education in order
to bring on students as professionals with superb
abilities [4]. Therefore, we can say that the university
education today in Japan needs to find a new way for
human resources to educate students in not only hightechnology level, based on the academic classes, but
also in practical skills such as communication ability
and expressiveness, which students have to use
immediately when they find jobs. The Department of
Electronics and Computer Engineering in the
Hiroshima Institute of Technology (HIT), Japan has
continued to try to support students' growth and
development based on social needs and the school's
foundation idea and spiritual legacy that "education is
love".
In this paper, the effect of presentations delivered
by undergraduates and graduates in the Department of
Electronics and Computer Engineering in the
Hiroshima Institute of Technology, Japan for the past
three years is presented and discussed. Our
educational environment for training on presentations
is also introduced. Several projects aiming to
encourage students to make presentations are
mentioned and our ideas and plan for the future, based
on the analysis of the current results, are discussed.
The main steps and peculiarities in creation of
presentations at meetings, presenting approaches and
techniques aiming to improve students’ skills for
presentation preparation and its successful delivery in
front of the audience are shortly described. Examples
of good practices for training students through
presentations at meetings in Bulgaria in the fields of
physics, engineering, and technologies are also given.
Educational Environment for Supporting
Students’
Presentations
and
Research
Laboratories in the Department, HIT
Some of our systematic approaches in order to
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encourage students to make presentations and to
improve students' abilities are connected with:
1. Construction of Diploma-policy;
2. The Center of Project for Educational
Development;
3. The Center of Project for Research;
4. The Self-planning Program for Students: “HIT
Challenge”;
5. The Presentation Room with Recording System.
The department of Electronics and Computer
Engineering in the Hiroshima Institute of Technology
is divided into three main fields and nine laboratories
for graduation research and they are as follows:
1. Electronic Devices
1-1. Condensed Matter Physics;
1-2. Process and Device for Semiconductors;
1-3. Electronic Devices.
2. Electric and Electronic Circuits
2-1. Intelligent Sensing Systems;
2-2. Integrated Systems;
2-3. Nonlinear Circuits.
3. Computer and Electronic Information
3-1. Image Media Processing;
3-2. Information Networks;
3-3. Engineering for Intelligent Information.
It is mandatory for senior and graduate students to
give presentations on their graduation research before
graduating. We also do briefing sessions for students
who try to present at international meetings.
Research presentations, characteristics of a
successful presentation and examples of good
practices
for
training
students
through
presentations at meetings
Successful presentations
In Japan the art of presenting in education is a new
and growing field that has attracted the attention of
educators and specialists. Even though in the past the
Japanese students were learning in silence, now the
educators realize the tremendous importance and
value of having good communication and presentation
skills. It is well-know that research presentations and
curriculums associated with the presentations are
helpful for improving students’ communication skills.
The most important points concerning the
characteristics of a successful presentation, presenting
approaches and techniques for training students and
improving their skills are as follows:
• Clear outline of the presentation at the
beginning
• Balance of lecture and interactive activities
• Communication approach (know your audience
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

and relate to them)
• Problem solving techniques: answering
questions
• Body language (eye contact, posture, voice level
and monotony, parasite phrases and time fillers)
• After the presentation is over (what should the
presenter do after the presentation is over).
Details concerning these characteristics and
approaches, as well as the most important steps in
creation of presentation in accordance of its goal and
type have been described in [5]. Another key
component is the practical implementation of the
knowledge and skills that the students obtain during
education on the art of presenting.
In the department in HIT, faculties work on
improving students’ abilities through making research
presentations. Fig. 1 shows the relation between a
flow of improving, a degree of difficulty and applied
numbers through all kinds of presentations. The
vertical axis is the communication ability based on
expressiveness and linguistic competence. The degree
of difficulty can increase as the arrow goes up. A
transverse axis presents numbers of presentations and
students that decrease as the axis approaches the top
of the triangle. That is to say, we should recommend
that students start with presentations from the bottom
of the triangle first, because with those presentations
there is a much higher chance that the students will be
successful. This step, from the bottom of the triangle
to the top, can encourage the students to work on their
skills and techniques in giving good presentations in a
reasonable and natural manner.
Our department has already made efforts to
improve students’ communication ability through
presentations since all students have to present on
their graduation research. These presentations can be
classified as being at the bottom of the triangle - the
easiest
presentations
inside
the
university.
Furthermore, we encourage some students among
them to challenge higher levels such as domestic
workshops, international conferences and completing
academic papers. In this way the students can acquire
a high degree of presentation and communication
abilities. There are students who gradually advance
from the bottom to the top of the triangle making
presentations at various meetings that stand at
different levels on the triangle.
Rapid globalization requires for students,
researchers and engineers who have broad scientific
knowledge, logical thinking, problem-solving ability,
cultural competency and who wants to go beyond the
borders of their own culture to know at least English
in addition to their own language. Knowing another
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

language enriches students as specialists in their field
of research and enables them to make presentations at
international meetings and publish in specialized
international journals and proceedings.
As a specialist giving presentations at an
international level the student (presenter) will be
dealing with very diverse groups of people - different
cultures, age groups, religions, etc. Different cultures
have different understandings of right/wrong,
polite/offensive,
acceptable/unacceptable.
What
makes us citizens of the world is not just knowing
languages, but also knowing, understanding, and
respecting other cultures.

Fig. 1. Relation between a flow of improving, a degree of
difficulty and applied numbers.

Changes in the students' research presentations
for the past three years
Table 1 and Fig. 2 show the numbers related to
research presentations including students in our
department from each laboratory for the past three
years. In each laboratory, faculty members and
teachers do not require students to make presentations
but just encourage them to try to do it and support
them through the process. But it is clear that the
numbers have been increasing recently.
There are juniors, seniors and graduates in every
laboratory. Once a tradition of presenting at meetings
is established among students in the laboratory, it is
highly likely that this tradition will only get firmer
based on the principle of 'passing the torch' - the
younger students will take over and assume
responsibility for keeping the tradition alive after the
older ones are gone, and on the fact that the students'
intrinsic motivation to present at higher-level
meetings will progressively increase with each
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presentation they do. The data from the last three
years shows that the number representing the
"domestic meetings" seems to be always significantly
high and the rate with which it is increasing is the
highest as well. It can be conclude that for students it
is easiest to make presentation at "domestic
meetings," as we mentioned above. The details
concerning the results on the "domestic meetings"
have been analyzed.
Table 1
The numbers of research presentations (2012-2014)
year

Changes of the numbers and pages of presentation drafts
(2012-2014).

2012
2013
2014

1 page
2
17
15

Pages
2 pages 4 pages
6
1
3
2
8
1

6 pages
3
3
2

Total
12
25
26

total

2012

2013

2014

Papers (refereed)

1

4

9

14

Bulletins

1

1

1

3

International Meetings
(refereed)
International Meetings
(non-refereed)
Domestic Meetings
(non-refereed)

3

9

14

26

0

0

1

1

12

25

26

63

17

39

51

107

Total

the number of students' presentations is examined by
classifying the presentations according to the number
of pages.
Table 2

Fig.3. Changes of the numbers and pages of presentation
drafts (2012~2014).

Fig.2. Changes of students' research presentations.

The presentations at domestic meetings
In this paper, the definition of domestic meetings
indicates making research presentations in Japanese
language. When dealing with a bigger in volume
work, students have to deliver a presentation that's up
to a higher level, and generally this means that
students can achieve a much more advanced
understanding of their research. The trend concerning
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The data for the presentation number and for the
number of pages of each presentation is shown in
Table 2 (Fig. 3). One can see that the number of onepage presentation draft increases to 17 in 2013. This
fact can be considered as the easiest version for
students’ presentations and this number has still
increased considerably during the last three years.
This increase in the numbers implies that students
should make presentations voluntarily during their
school careers, and that there should be an exchange
of information in the same laboratory, and juniors
should take over the flow from seniors. Fig. 4 shows
an undergraduate in our department who has delivered
a research presentation at a conference. In addition,
we always update our record of any presentation made
by students at any meeting or workshops on our home
pages <http://www.ec.it-hiroshima.ac.jp/>. Students
can always know the activities of other laboratories.
Uploading
information
related
to
research
presentations such as pictures (e.g. Fig. 4) on our
homepages presents a way to inspire the students to
make presentations and encourage them to go beyond
the frame of each laboratory.
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Fig.4. An undergraduate who makes presentation at a
domestic meeting.

Examples of good practices for training students
through presentations at meetings in Bulgaria in the
fields of physics, engineering, and technologies
Higher education schools (universities) and the
scientific institutes of the Bulgarian Academy of
Sciences (BAS) have well established traditions in
organizing and hosting different scientific forums conferences, workshops, meetings, training sessions,
etc., in which students can participate with
presentations or which are organized specifically for
students in order to improve their communication and
presentation skills, expressiveness, problem-solving
and decision-making abilities, etc. Here are a few
examples:
• The student council and the Physics Department
at the Plovdiv University “Paisii Hilendarki” together
with foundation “Eureka” organize and host every two
years National Student Session on Physics and
Engineering Technologies. During those forums
papers are presented either orally or as posters, and
the authors and co-authors are students and graduate
students in the fields of physics and engineering in
Bulgarian universities or institutions affiliated with
the BAS. Presentations and exhibitions of products
and advertising materials from leading Bulgarian
companies in the fields of physics and engineering,
renewable
energy
sources,
electronics
and
communications, photonics, and laser technologies,
polymer materials, medical physics, IT technologies,
etc., are also a part of the sessions, which gives the
students and the graduate students the opportunity to
meet and network with many business representatives
and potential employers. The fourth such session took
place in March 2015 at the Plovdiv University.
• The annual poster scientific sessions for young
scientists, graduate students, and students Spring
Scientific Conference “Science and Education”,
organized by the University of Chemical Technology
and Metallurgy, Sofia. The papers that are
successfully presented are published in Proceedings
after a review process.
• TechSys – engineering, technology and systems
International Conference traditionally organized by
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the Technical University of Sofia, Plovdiv Branch
with scientific sections: Mechanical Engineering and
Transportation, Electrical Engineering and Control
Systems, Computer Engineering and Systems,
Engineering Education and the official languages are
English, Bulgarian, and Russian.
• The International Conference on Electron Beam
Technologies (EBT) is organized by the Institute of
electronics at the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences (IEBAS) and particularly the laboratory “Physical
problems of electron beam technologies” and takes
place in Bulgaria, starting in 1985. The conference
organized by the Laboratory is a platform for sharing
the latest results, new ideas, problems and trends in
the field of EBT and their applications for
technological goals. Discussions that support the
development of young scientists, graduate students,
and students presenting on their results take place. At
the same time those discussions are in-depth and
effective due to the presence and participation of
representatives from different scientific institutions
and experts with many years of experience from all
over the world (Europe, USA, Asia.) Students from
HIT lead by Prof. T. Tanaka participated in the last
EBT conference and presented their results.
Conclusions
In order to improve students' communication and
presentation abilities, the department in HIT tries to
support them to make presentations at any meeting
outside the university. As a result, the number of
making presentations increases every year and the
number of students who would like to present outside
the university increases a little during the last years.
Basically, most of the graduates from Hiroshima
Institute of Technology tend to find a job in local
companies and contribute to development of local
neighborhood until now. However, there are students
who leave the 'domestic sphere' and travel the world
in pursuit of their dreams, e.g. some students go to the
Kansai Region or to the Greater Tokyo Metropolitan
area.
In the future, companies will need various kinds of
personnel who can work abroad by globalization.
Having the abilities and skills to successfully
communicate, express themselves, and present on
both domestic and international levels, is highly
valued in the business world and is crucial for the
students in their pursuit of successful career paths
after graduation. Therefore, we need to keep
developing our educational environment and
launching new types of educational systems by
cooperating with high schools, industries, and
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governments to help students advance in their
technical skills and practical communication abilities.
Also we will make efforts to ensure more chances for
students to make presentations at international
conferences as well as to train them for presenting in
English. We are continuing to develop our systematic
approaches in order to improve students' abilities.
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Electron spectrometer for electron impact ionization studies
in e-COL Laboratory
Mevlut Dogan, Zehra Nur Ozer
Various types of electron spectrometers have been developed to have sufficient resolution and
count rate to allow detailed study of electron impact ionization process. Electron spectroscopy has
established itself as one of the major tools for studying ionization of target. Using a simulation
program, the characteristics of a real electron beam can be held by finding a proper combination of
lens voltages and geometries before the construction, and the angular distributions of the electron
beam for different combinations can be simulated.
The design, simulation and construction of an electron impact spectrometer will be described in
this paper. The spectrometer is a relatively conventional electrostatic-based design which consists of
an electron gun, two 1800 hemispherical analyzers, a Faraday cup, and an optional photon detector
for possible triple coincidence experiments in e-COL laboratory, Afyon, Turkey.
Електронен спектрометър за изследвания на влиянието на електроните за
йонизацията в лаборатория е-COL (М. Доган, З. Йозер). Разработени са различни видове
електронни спектрометри, които имат достатъчна резолюция, за да позволят детайлно
проучване на процеса на йонизация в следствие на електронен удар. Електронната
спектроскопия се е утвърдила като едно от основните средства за изучаване на йонизацията
на мишени. С помощта на симулационна програма, характеристиките на истинския
електронен лъч могат да се търсят чрез намиране на подходяща комбинация от напрежения
на лещите и геометрията на системата преди изработването й, и ъгловите разпределения на
електронния лъч за различни комбинации могат да бъдат симулирани.
Проектирането, симулацията и изграждането на спектрометър за въздействието на
електрони ще бъде описано в тази статия. Спектрометърът е сравнително конвенционален
електростатично-базиран дизайн, който се състои от електронна пушка, два 1800
полусферични анализатори, Фарадеев цилиндър, и по избор фотонен детектор за
експерименти за възможни тройни съвпадения в е-COL лаборатория, Афион, Турция.

Introdiction
For many years the fundamental process of
electron scattering in collisions of atoms and
molecules by photons and charged particles has
received considerable attention. Ionization event plays
significant roles in various fields of applied physics
from plasma physics to astrophysics and radiation
physics. Thus understanding the basic ionization
mechanisms is very fundamental process in atomic
and molecular collision physics. Compliment with
break up events after a collision events are generated
the challenge of the many body problems. The many
body problems in the Coulombic systems are one of
today’s grand challenges in physics. The motion of an
electron initially bound to a target atom or molecule
interacted with a projectile and also with both final
collision particles is a very complex process to
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describe. It is represented as a great challenge for
theorists since this three body problem underlying the
ionization process can be only solved by
approximations.
On the other hand, ionized atoms and molecules
have been experimentally studied using a large
number of techniques during so many years. The
request for differential cross sections in several
reaction systems like electron-atom/molecule/cluster
collisions has driven out to the development of
sophisticated imaging and coincidence techniques.
The ionization process can be initiated in different
ways, involving photons or charged particles but
electron impact ionization has many advantages. It is
cause of their strong interaction with projectiles and
also the fact of experimentally it is rather easy to
handle and to detect electron beam.
The purpose of a coincidence experiment is to
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selectively study two or more particles originating
from a single primary event. There are many different
set ups for measuring electron-electron or electron-ion
coincidences and they are described by slightly
different statistical models [REF]. We aimed to
present a review on the studies that are done using
electron
spectrometers
and
electron-electron
coincidence so called (e,2e) experiments in electroncollision
(e-COL)
laboratory
in
Turkey
(http://e2e.aku.edu.tr/). There are three active electron
spectrometers in the e-COL lab for electronatom/molecule collisions. Electron impact ionization
studies on various atoms (He, Ar, Ne) and molecules
(H2, N2, CH4, CO2, C2H2, NH3) are being done
recently at different kinematical conditions [1-9].
Electron impact ionization studies
Electron collision experiments are carried out by
the collision of a well-focused electron beam and a
perpendicular gas beam (cross beam type) and
detecting and analyzing of the outgoing particles
either angle or energy dependence in coincidence.
In this set up, two electrons after a single
ionization event are detected using a channel electron
multiplier (CEM) and coincidence circuit is used to
obtain triple differential cross section (TDCS) data.
Also elastic and inelastic differential cross sections
(DCSs), double differential cross sections (DDCSs)
can be measured using current experimental set ups in
the e-COL Laboratory.
Typical (e,2e) experimental set up consists of an
electron gun, target gas atom or molecule, two
hemispherical electrostatic electron energy analyzers,
a Faraday electron collector, electronic and
mechanical control units. A schematic representation
of the main components of the apparatus is presented
in Fig.1.
An electron beam produced from a gun including
electrostatic lenses for beam transport. The working
energy region for the current electron gun is 40 eV to
350 eV. However using the current design of the
electron gun and obtaining high voltages power
supplies this region can be increased up to several
keVs. Using a simulation program, the characteristics
of a real electron beam can be held by finding a proper
combination of lens voltages and geometries before
the construction, and the angular distributions of the
electron beam for different combinations can be
simulated [1].
The electron beam produced using a hair pin type
filament and has a 2 mm diameter intersects with the
target gas beam positioned 50 mm away from the exit
of the electron gun perpendicularly. The electron
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beam is controlled using a Faraday electron collector
that is exactly positioned to the opposite of the
electron gun. The typical current to obtain this type
experiments are 1-5 µA.
Since the scattered or ejected electrons carry the
information the important piece of the electron
spectrometer is the energy analyzers and the detectors.
These analyzers are used to separate electrons
according to their energies. The analyzers consist of a
five element lens system, hemispherical deflectors and
CEMs. Energy resolution of the analyzer depends on
the energy selection ability of it. The resolution of the
conventional hemispherical analyzer is determined by
the size of the analyzer and the fringing fields
appeared due to using apertures on the exit plane of
the spheres [1,2].
The pieces of the electron spectrometer are kept in
vacuum to run experiments and electrically and
magnetically isolated stainless steel vacuum chamber
is used for that. The experiments in e-COL laboratory
are carried out at ≈6.10-8 mbar. To reduce the
magnetic field effects a µ-metal cover and Helmholtz
coils are used.
To reach the detailed information on the electron
impact ionization process, the focusing quality of the
electron gun and the energy resolution of the
analyzers should be very good.

Fig.1. Schematic view of the apparatus used in the studies
in e-COL Laboratory.

Modern (e,2e) experimental setups developed in a
wide energy range with high focusing quality electron
guns and high energy resolution of the energy
analyzers. Electronically control units are used to
apply and control the voltages from outside of the
vacuum chamber. These control units include the
pieces of power supplies for the production of electron
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

beam, transmission of the electrons to the detectors,
data acquisition and data analysis processes.
Electron collision experiments can probe the
kinematics of the particles emerged from an ionizing
collision event. Complete knowledge of the ionization
process occurs by the energy and momentum of all
collision products is determined. Cross section results
from electron collisions are used in the modeling of
fusion plasmas, radiation effects both for materials
and medical research and astronomy. The most
information about the electron impact ionization
process is gained by (e,2e) experiments so measuring
TDCSs. The TDCS is the probability of an ionizing
collision event with defined energies and momentum
of two outgoing electrons scattered in particular
directions. While important information can be also
gained by measuring the DDCS, some of the
parameters in the collision process are undetermined.
DDCS is a measure of the energy and angular
distribution of only one of the outgoing electrons after
an electron impact ionization event.
In e-COL laboratory, we are capable to make
ionization experiments on gas phase atoms and
molecules in intermediate energy regime and measure
cross sections (DCS, DDCS, TDCS). The
experimental set ups are also used to measure Electron
Energy Loss, Auger Electron and Autoionization
spectra.
Conclusions
These studies will hopefully be helpful for
understanding the ionization dynamics of atomic and
molecular systems and also the development of the
theoretical models by production of experimental data
to solve many body problems. Some of our papers are
given here as reference to this [3-9]. We would like to
give a detailed summary of the works that are being
done in e-COL Laboratory in the conference.
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Laser welding under reduced pressure
Philipp Sieber, Björn Hansen, Thorsten Löwer, Alexander Maaz
The increasing market demand for the application of solid-state lasers in industrial welding
processes requires a fundamental adjustment of the process technology and the system concept. An
almost spatter-free high efficient process – laser welding under reduced pressure - has now found its
way into series production. For weld applications with strict standards concerning the weld-seam and
functional surfaces, this process provides cost-effectiveness and a technology optimization focused on
the benefits of the solid-state laser beam characteristics.
Лазерно заваряване при редуцирано налягане (Филип Сиебер, Бьорн Хансен, Торстен
Льовер, Александер Мааз). Нарастващото търсене на пазара за прилагането на твърдотелни
лазери в индустриални заваръчни процеси изисква фундаментална промяна на технологията
на процеса и системната концепция. Почти без пръски високо ефективният процес - лазерно
заваряване при понижено налягане - сега е намерил своя път в серийното производство. За
заваръчни приложения със строги стандарти по отношение на заваръчния шев и
функционалните повърхности, този процес осигурява ефективност на разходите и
оптимизиране на технологията, като се фокусира върху ползите от характеристиките на
заваряването с твърдотелни лазерни лъчи.

Introduction
Laser beam welding under reduced pressure is a
process first studied in the 1980s by Arata et. al.. In
this time period CO2-lasers were the only option –
besides electron beam (EB) guns – to reach high weld
depths. The limiting factor for CO2-lasers is the high
absorption rate of the CO2 laser beam in the plasma
plume. It was discovered that by transferring the
welding process into lower pressure levels a
significant increase of the weld depth can be reached.
By decreasing the pressure the size of the plasma
plume declines and thereby the absorption of the CO2laser [1].

Fig. 1. Gear wheel with cross-section, weld depth 4 mm

In the current industry the number of CO2-lasers is
decreasing and are replaced by solid state lasers. In
comparison to CO2-lasers the new generation of solid
state lasers have a higher energy efficiency in
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combination with a low beam parameter product
(BPP) [2, 3]. The replacement is not always possible.
In sensitive welding processes where the spatter
formation is a key factor the application of solid state
lasers is challenging. For example powertrain
components such as gear wheels (Fig. 1) with weld
depths of 4 – 5 mm have several functional areas
where spatters are not tolerated because of the
possibility of damaging these areas. Using solid state
lasers in atmosphere is not suitable due to their high
spatter formation. At ambient pressure solid state
lasers tend to form many spatters originating from the
higher absorption rate of solid state lasers compared to
CO2-lasers [4].
Besides welding of gear wheels with CO2-lasers an
essential fraction is welded with electron beam guns.
EB welding produces welds with good weld quality,
no defects, high aspect ratio and with less spatters.
The recent approach of the laser beam to electron
beam regarding the beam quality raises the question
whether there is a difference between the welding
process of a solid state laser and an EB gun. To get an
answer to this question the remaining different
parameter of the process pressure was equalized and
the welding process with solid state lasers transferred
to reduced pressures.
In the last years several papers regarding laser
welding under reduced pressure or vacuum were
published focusing on deep penetration welding (> 20
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

mm) with high power lasers up to 25 kW [5, 6]. In
contrast this paper focuses on the welding with midrange power lasers up to 6 kW under reduced pressure
and its beneficial effects for industrial welding
applications. Furthermore the increasing similarity
between electron beam welding and laser beam
welding is evaluated.
Welding equipment
The welding equipment for laser beam welding
under reduced pressure combines a standard laser
setup with the vacuum equipment of an EB machine.
The basic setup is shown in Fig. 2. In addition a
vacuum protection glass is needed to guide the laser
beam into the vacuum chamber. If necessary, a
replaceable laser protection glass can be installed
between the vacuum glass and the work-piece
protecting the vacuum glass from contamination. To
sidetrack any particles produced by the vaporization
of the material and to prevent any contamination of
the glasses, a small gas jet can be led into the vacuum
chamber. No shielding gas such as Ar or N2 is
required.
Because of the similarity to EB machines the first
experiments were done on modified EB cycle
machines. Pro-beam was able to use its years of
experience in vacuum technique to transfer the laser
welding process into the low pressure region. In
cooperation with the ifs of the university of
Brunswick and Trumpf the necessary equipment was
developed. For welding disk lasers from Trumpf were
used with a BPP of 8 mm mrad and a maximal laser
power of 6 kW (cw).

In comparison to EB machines vane pumps are
sufficient to reach the required pressure levels and
therefore no expensive vacuum equipment is needed.
Moreover during laser welding no radiation is
generated which saves the shielding of the vacuum
chamber.
Effects on the welding process
Laser beam welding under reduced pressure differs
considerably from welding in atmosphere. Typically
keyhole welding with solid state lasers at ambient
pressure is accompanied by many spatters, smoke and
a big plasma plume. Reducing the process pressure
influences these effects considerably (see Fig. 3, 4).
In Fig. 3 the decreasing plasma plume is imaged. It
is noticeable that the plasma plume reduces its size by
lowering the process pressure. Beginning at
1000 mbar where a big plasma plume is present, it
vanishes until it is barely visible.
This reduction of the plasma plume can be
explained by the increase of the mean free path of
particles under low pressure. At ambient pressure the
mean free path of particles is short [7]. This short
mean free path causes collisions between the
vaporized metal particles streaming out of the keyhole
and air molecules near the weld pool surface. As a
result a high particle concentration forms over the
keyhole and an intense interaction between these
particles and the laser beam takes place leading to the
plasma plume [6, 8].
Under low pressure the particles have a longer
mean free path and travel a longer distance before
they collide with another atom or molecule [7].
Therefore the particle concentration on top of the
keyhole is low. A reduced interaction occurs and no
plasma plume is visible (see Fig. 3) [6, 8].
Furthermore a lesser movement of the plasma
plume under reduced pressure was observed
indicating less fluctuation of the keyhole. At ambient
pressure the plasma plume exhibits intense
fluctuations during welding caused by instabilities of
the keyhole. Transferred to low pressure these
fluctuations diminish and the plasma plume keeps a
constant size and shape. Consequentially a more
stable keyhole has formed without any severe
fluctuations of the keyhole wall.
(1)

Fig. 2 Basic setup for laser beam welding under reduced
pressure
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Fig. 3. Plasma plume at different pressure levels (laser power = 3 kW, welding speed = 50 mm s-1, spot size = 300
µm)

Fig. 4. Spatter formation at different pressure levels (source: ifs TU Brunswick)

p st
p0

-

Ambient pressure.
This effect is caused by the influence on the
pressure relations described in equation (1).
Equation (1) shows that the inner pressure of the
keyhole pV has to be equal to the pressure of the sum
of capillary, hydrodynamic, hydrostatic and the
ambient pressure to keep a keyhole open [9]. The
inner pressure of the keyhole is generated by the
vaporization of the metal. If the ambient pressure
declines, less pressure of vaporized metal will be
required to keep the keyhole open. Concluding a more
stable keyhole will form by transferring the laser
welding process into lower pressure levels.
Another
phenomenon
generated
by
the
stabilization of the keyhole is a reduced spatter
formation. At 1000 mbar a high spatter formation is
present (see Fig. 4). By reducing the process pressure
the spatter formation declines which can be seen in
Fig. 4 at 10 mbar exhibiting barley any spatters.
Spatters originate generally from the keyhole edge.
During keyhole laser welding an upward movement of
the molten metal is present resulting from friction
between the vapor jet and keyhole wall (Fig. 5). This
movement of the molten melt leads to a buildup on the
edge of the keyhole. In combination with the vapor
jet, these two components put force on the liquid
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Hydrostatic pressure

buildup at the keyhole edge. Due to fluctuations of the
keyhole at atmospheric pressure some molten metal of
the buildup will randomly get into vapor channel.
Under the influence of a force caused by the vaporized
metal a part of the buildup will get separated from the
melt pool and form a spatter [4, 10]. At reduced
pressure the fluctuations of the melt pool are
decreased and therefore the spatter formation is
reduced.

Fig. 5. Mechanism of spatter formation [10]

Effects on the weld
In addition to the effects on the welding process,
the reduced pressure influences also the weld depth.
Fig. 6 visualizes that from 1000 mbar to 100 mbar the
weld depth raises by 35% in case of welding with a
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

laser power of 3 kW and a welding speed of 5 m
min-1. A further decrease of the pressure than 100
mbar shows now influence on the weld depth for this
parameter combination.
As previously mentioned, in atmosphere the
particle density of the vaporized metal particles over
keyhole is high. Therefore a severe interaction
between laser beam and the particles takes place
causing a loss of laser power for welding. This loss
results in a lower weld depth. By decreasing the
pressure the particle density on top of the keyhole
declines and the interaction diminishes resulting in an
increasing weld depth [6].
Observations obtained by Katayama et. al. show
similar effects. Further investigations of him indicate
that the inflection point where no increase of the weld
depth occurs is depending on the weld depth in
relation to the pressure level. The experiments point
out that an increasing weld depth caused by low
welding speed and high laser power shift the
inflection point to lower process pressures [6]. With
regard to the previous explanation by increasing the
weld depth the fraction of vaporized material grows
and therefore the particle density over the keyhole.
This density decreases with lowering the pressure
leading to a higher weld depth compared to ambient
pressure.

gained depending on the focus position (Fig. 7) [6].
The adequate parameter combination makes it
possible to reach weld depths over 20 mm using only
a laser power of 6 kW.
The maximal weld depth will be reached by
placing the focus into the work piece (Fig. 7). If the
focus is placed near the surface the weld depth will
decrease. These effects are caused by the beam
caustic. A position of the focus below the maximal
weld depth results in a low weld depth but in a wider
weld. At this position the power density on the surface
is too low to reach a deep weld. The energy input
increases the width of the weld because of the wide
beam diameter on the surface resulting from the
defocused laser beam.

Fig. 7. Influence of the focus position on the weld depth

Fig. 6. Influence of the process pressure on the weld depth

Besides the laser power and the welding speed the
focus position effects the weld depth too. Experiments
with high laser power and low welding speed show
that different weld depths and weld forms will be
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Automation
Laser welding is a typical process for automated
manufacturing because of its good reproducibility, no
contact to the work piece, short cycle times, fast
welding speeds etc. The same can be achieved by
welding in low pressure because no high vacuum is
needed. By welding at 10 mbar all of the previous
described benefits are already present and the cycle
time can be kept short.
In the context of automation, the contamination
effects resulting from the vaporized metal particles are
to mention. The welding process takes place in a
vacuum chamber posing a closed environment.
Therefore the metal particles are enclosed inside.
After the vaporized particles cool down they form a
fine dust layer especially when welding at ambient
pressure. The rate of contamination depends on the
process pressure.
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Fig. 8 Work piece contamination at different pressure levels

In Fig. 8 gear wheels welded at different process
pressures are imaged. The pictures show that from
1000 mbar to 10 mbar the dust layer on the work piece
decreases, recognizable by the brighter shade of the
gear wheel. At 0.1 mbar the color of the dust layer
turns black. These layers are easy to clean. Depending
on the welding setup and parameter the chamber
contamination caused by the dust must be taken into
account when planning an automation of the welding
process.
When welding under 0.01 mbar no dust layer will
form and the work piece will be clean. The vaporized
metal is coating the vacuum chamber as it occurs
when welding with an EB gun. Regarding the
contamination, at pressure levels under 0.01 mbar the
laser welding process is similar to an EB process.
The benefits of the laser welding process under
reduced pressure led to the development of a fully
automated welding line (Fig. 9) by pro-beam
producing gear wheels for the automobile industry
without any post-treatment necessary. The developed
mass production plant consists of a modular structure
with all production processes included. The parts are
automatically loaded, mechanically joined, welded
and controlled.

Fig. 9. Automated laser welding plant GEARline made by
pro-beam.

Comparison to electron beam welding
The effects caused by transferring laser beam
welding into reduced pressure distinguish the process
significantly from laser welding in atmosphere. On the
other hand the laser welding process under reduced
pressure equals increasingly an EB process. This is the
outcome of the enhancement of the BPP of lasers
making it equal to electron beams. In the end, the
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approach of the beam technologies leads to similar
process properties in case of welding in reduced
pressure or vacuum like:
• Reduction of the spatter formation;
• High weld depths possible;
• No/ reduced plasma plume;
• Coating of the vacuum chamber at pressures
under 0.01 mbar.
The remaining difference is the lower positioning
speed of laser beam in comparison to an electron
beam. An electron beam is nearly inertia free and very
fast positioned by using magnetic fields. High
positioning speeds enable process technologies like
beam oscillation, pre- and post heating, multi pool
welding etc. [11].
Laser beams are positioned via scanner systems
using Galvano mirrors to deflect the beam. Due to
their mechanical drivetrain their positioning speed is
limited. Scanners applied in research can reach high
positioning speeds but are still slower in comparison
to EB guns. To reach high positioning speeds small
mirrors are used which make them susceptible to
thermic damage and limits the usable laser power. In
comparison to EB welding the power does not
interfere with the positioning speed and enables the
previous
mentioned
process
technologies.
Nevertheless modern laser scanners applied with
beam oscillation improve the welding process by
enhancing the weld quality, improving the gap
bridging ability or the welding of dissimilar materials
[12].
Conclusions
Laser beam welding under reduced pressure
improves several aspects in comparison to welding in
atmosphere and EB welding. To summarize these
aspects the transfer to lower pressure levels entails:
• an increase of the weld depth;
• a reduction of the spatter formation;
• a higher process efficiency
• no need of process gas;
• a reduction of the plasma plume;
• less contamination;
• a stabilization of the welding process;
• no radiation is generated;
• no high vacuum needed.
The results demonstrate that laser welding under
reduced pressure produces high quality welds and
depending on the process requirements, it can improve
the laser welding process or substitute electron beam
welding processes.
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Spore-forming bacteria sterilization using plasma-based ion
implantation (2nd report)
Koji Kakugawa, Kai Saitoh, Kenya Hayashi, Kazuhiro Shimono, Hiromitsu Noguchi,
Yoshinobu Tsuchiya, Takeshi Tanaka
A main purpose of sterilization is to kill the harmful microorganisms. The spore-forming bacteria
which are present in foods frequently cause food spoilage. Although the vegetative cells of those
bacteria are sterilized easily, the spores need harsher conditions to be inactivated. In this study, the
authors tried to sterilize Bacillus stearothermophilus and Clostridium sporogenes which produce
thermotolerant spore using PBII sterilization technique with a harmless gas at a low temperature.
Стерилизация на споро-образуващи бактерии с използване на плазма-базирана йонна
имплантация (Втора статия) (Кожи Какугава, Кай Саито, Кения Хаяши, Казухиро
Шимоно, Хиромитсу Ногучи, Йошинобу Тсучия, Такеши Танака). Основна цел на
стерилизация е да убие вредните микроорганизми. Спорообразуващите бактерии, които
присъстват в храните, често причиняват развалянето им. Въпреки, че растителните клетки
на тези бактерии се стерилизират лесно, са необходими строги условия, за да се инактивират
спорите. В това изследване, авторите се опитаха да се стерилизират Bacillus
Stearothermophilus и Clostridium sporogenes, които произвеждат терморезистентни спори, с
помощта на плазмена йнонна имплантация (PBII) за стерилизация с безвреден газ при ниска
температура.

Introduction
In most of the food industries, food products have
been sterilized by moist heating (boiling or retort
treatment). However, the excessive thermal conditions
for ensuring the safety of microbial spoilage degrade
the quality of products. Spores of Bacillus genus
produce highly thermotolerant spores, and those
spores often spoil heat sterilized foods. Bacillus genus
is widely distributed in nature, and commonly
associated with a variety of food products. Spore
formation ability allows these bacteria to survive in
the environment and provides them with resistance to
pasteurization treatments. Therefore, many studies on
thermal sterilization of foods have conducted.
A very diverse range of pasteurized food products
is now available to the consumer and with world-wide
preferences for more highly spiced and flavored
foods, these products are likely to contain many
different ingredients which could be contaminated
with Bacillus species. Some foods (ex. powdery spice)
are difficult to sterilize by using thermal sterilization
methods. So it is expected to develop the newly
sterilization equipment which is able to sterilize such
as powdery spice.
By the way, plasma-based ion implantation (PBII)
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is potentially applicable for the sterilization of threedimensional targets as a low-temperature, costefficient technique for medical equipment, containers
and also powdery foods [1-3]. PBII can be used to
sterilize three-dimensional shapes without the use of
toxic gases in a short time. However, the sterilization
performance in conventional PBII, where the target is
immersed in an rf burst inductively coupled plasma
(ICP) that is generated externally, is somewhat limited
in that certain areas may be shadowed from exposure
due to the shape of the object, and the ion penetration
depth may not be adequate for complete sterilization.
These shortcomings can be overcome through the use
of a self-ignited plasma (SIP), which can be generated
around the workpiece as a transient ion sheath by
applying a pulsed dc voltage to the target. Our group
previously reported that PBII reduces Bacillus
pumilus vegetative cells by 104–105 times in just 5
min, much faster than can be achieved by exposure to
an external rf plasma source at 222 kHz [4] and also
reported that thermotolerant spores of B. subtilis
reduced from 107 cfu/ml to 102 cfu/ml for 10 min
exposure [5]. Additionally, this sterilization effect was
often abbreviated “5D”.
In this study, the authors selected B.
stearothermophilus and C. sporogenes as test strains.
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

The spores of these strains are more thermotolerant
than those of B. subtilis. Generally B.
stearothermophilus is known as bacteria which caused
flat-sour spoilage of canned foods. This is classified as
thermophilic facultative anaerobic spore former [6].
This type of spoilage is not a health hazard but the
product is inedible. And C. sporogenes is a kind of an
obligate anaerobic spore former. C. sporogenes is
phenotypically similar to C. botulinum, but it lacks the
capability to produce the neurotoxin botulinum that
causes human disease. So spores of this strain are
often used in commercial thermal challenge studies in
place of C. botulinum [6]. Based on the above thing,
the authors investigated the inactivating behavior of B.
stearothermophilus spores and C. sporogenes spores
using plasma source ion implantation.
Materials and Methods
Spores of B. stearothermophilus NBRC 12550 and
C. sporogenes NBRC 16411 were used as the test
specimen. B. stearothermophilus spores were grown
on agar medium consisted of 5% polypeptone, 0.1%
yeast extract, 0.5% MgSO4 and 1.5% agar (spore
forming medium) at 55°C for 7 days. C. sporogenes
spores were grown on agar medium consisted of 1%
yeast extract, 0.125% K2HPO4, 0.1% soluble starch,
0.05% sodium mercaptoacetate, 2% agar (spore
forming medium) at 37°C for 7 days under anaerobic
condition.
The cultured spores were harvested adding a small
amount of phosphate buffer (pH 7.2) and heated at
65°C for 30 min to eliminate the vegetative cells.
Heated spores were washed three times by

concentration of spore suspension was diluted to 106
spores/ml with phosphate buffer (pH 7.2).
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the PBII
apparatus. The chamber is electrically grounded and
has dimensions of 450 mm in height, 590 mm in
width, and 470 mm in depth. The rf antenna for the
inductively coupled plasma (ICP) source is wound on
the inside of the upper lid, with one end grounded.
The antenna itself is a 5-turn copper coil,
approximately 250 mm in diameter and operating at
235 kHz.
In the experiment, the sample was placed on a
stainless-steel electrode supported by an insulated
stainless-steel rod at the center of the vacuum
chamber. A negative pulsed voltage was applied to the
electrode during sterilization.
A pulsed negative voltage of up to -4 kV with a
pulse width of 6.3 µs was applied to the target by a
high-voltage pulse modulator with a maximum current
of approximately 8 A. A rf discharge of input power
160 W was applied in some cases to investigate the
effect of ordinary external plasma with respect to
sterilization. The distance between the rf antenna and
the target was about 200 mm, and no arcing or surface
charging was observed for the samples employed.
100 µl of spore suspension applied on the sterile
glass dish (15mm x Φ90 mm) and the sterile glass
dish was sealed in sterile paper bag. A sealed bag was
inserted into the chamber.
The target chamber was evacuated to a base
Table 1
Experiment conditions of sterilization by PBII
Gas
Gas Pressure
Pulse Width
Pulse Rate
Pulse voltage(peak)
Pulse current(peak)
RF Power
Exposure time

Fig.1. Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus

centrifugation in phosphate buffer (pH 7.2). After the
final wash treatment, the spores were heated at 65°C
for 30 min. The spore population of the suspension
was determined by diluting the suspension and the
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[Pa]
[ms]
[pulses/s]
[kV]
[A]
[W]
[min]

Case 1
O2
3
6.3
1000
-6 - 0
4
0 - 240
10

Case 2
O2
3
6.3
1000
-6
4
240
10 - 40

pressure of 10 Pa and the oxygen gas is injected to a
pressure of 1 kPa. This procedure was repeated three
times. Finally, gas pressure during plasma generation
was maintained at 3 Pa. A summary of the
experimental sterilization conditions is shown in
Table 1.
After exposure to plasma and ion bombardment,
100 µl of phosphate buffer (pH 7.2) was added to
treated glass plate. After pipetting, this phosphate
buffer (pH 7.2) was added into 900 µl of phosphate
buffer (pH 7.2). The dilution series was made by using
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this solution and 100 µl of the diluted spore solution
was spread on spore forming agar plate. After
incubation under an adequate condition for each spore,
colony forming units were counted to determine the
numbers of survivors. All data are expressed as
average ± standard deviation of triplet analysis.
Results and Discussion
This experiment evaluated the effectiveness of

Fig.2. Result of the temperature measurement.

plasma-based ion implantation using a self-ignited O2
gas plasma against B. stearothermophilus spores and
C. sporogenes spores. First of all, the authors
measured the temperature of the surface of glass plate

by using THERMOLABEL (NiGK Corporation)
under sterilization treatment as shown in Table 1. The
result of Case 1 is shown in Fig. 2 as an example.
If the surface temperature of a label becomes more
than an assignment temperature which shows number
written on a label, a discoloration area should change
from a pale yellow to a black irreversibly. As shown
in Fig. 1, all area after sterilization treatment did not
change black. From the above result, the temperature
in a PBII apparatus has verified being kept 80ºC or
less.
The authors tried to case 1 experiment to examine
the influence of pulse voltage and rf power. The result
is shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.
The previous data show that the energy of incident
ions is more important for sterilization than the ion
dose [5, 7]. However a strong energy of ions caused to
burn a hole on the surface of a sample bag at this time.
So the data of -8 kV was not shown in Fig. 3 and Fig.
4 because the sample bag was burned in fact. In
follow-on experiments, we decided the range of pulse
voltage from -6 kV to 0 kV.
As shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, the number of
survivors had decreased when the pulse voltage and
RF power were raised. This phenomena might be
similar to our previous data [5, 7]. It is known that the
spores of B. stearothermophilus and C. sporogenes do
not die at the temperature below 100ºC under normal
pressure [8, 9]. The phenomenon of this experiment
that the spores died even at temperature under 80 ºC

Fig.3. Result of sterilization treatment for B.
stearothermophilus by PBII.

Fig.5. Influence of exposure time on inactivation of B.
stearothermophilus spores.

Fig.4. Result of sterilization treatment for C. sporogenes by
PBII.
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shows that plasma contributed mainly to the death.
By the way, the killing effect of B. subtilis spores
using PBII was 5D after 10 min sterilization [10]. On
the other hand, that of B. stearothermophilus was 4D
and that of C. sporogenes was 3D under same
condition of B. subtilis spores treatment respectively.
The authors therefore tried to extend the exposure
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

that of C. sporogenes spore.
However, in the sterilization treatment using PBII,
C. sporogenes was more difficult than B.
stearothermophilus as shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.
These results have suggested that not only the
hardness of a spore but the composition of cell wall of
a spore might be related to thermal resistance. We
would like to advance the investigation about the
relationship between cell-wall compositions and
sterilization conditions.

Fig.6. Influence of exposure time on inactivation of C.
sporogenes spores.

time according to the condition of case 2. The result is
described as Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.
As shown in Fig. 5, the killing effect of B.
stearothermophilus is 5D after 40 min exposure. The
survivors did not decrease over 50 min exposure (data
not shown).
As shown in Fig. 6, the killing effect of C.
sporogenes is 3D after 30 min exposure. The
survivors did not decrease over 40 min exposure (data
not shown).
In this research, the authors tried to sterilize B.
stearothermophilus spores and C. sporogenes spores
using PBII apparatus. The survivors of B.
stearothermophilus decreased from 106 cfu/ml to 101
cfu/ml under the most effective condition (pulse
voltage: -6 kV, exposure time: 40 min, pulse burst rf
plasma: 240 VA) and the survivors of C. sporogenes
decreased from 106 cfu/ml to 103 cfu/ml under the
most effective condition (pulse voltage: -6 kV,
exposure time: 30 min, pulse burst rf plasma: 240 VA).
The authors showed that PBII treatment without
hydrogen peroxide under 80ºC might be able to
sterilize the thermotolerant spores. However the
ability of the killing effect is insufficient against that
of B. subtilis. The sterilization using PBII may be
caused by collision of ions and radicals, which are
produced under a high-pressure pulse against the
spores on the base. And the physical damage of spore
surface observed by SEM after PBII treatment (data
not shown).
By the way, D121 ºC value of B. subtilis is 0.5 min,
that of B. stearothermophilus is 2.6 min and that of C.
sporogenes is 1.05 min [8, 9]. Generally, it is
considered that a thermotolerance is proportional to
the hardness of a spore. So in this case, a hardness of
B. stearothermophilus spore should be higher than
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

Conclusion
The authors tried to sterilize B. stearothermophilus
spores and C. sporogenes spores, which were highly
heat tolerance using PBII apparatus. The survivors of
B. stearothermophilus decreased from 106 cfu/ml to
101 cfu/ml at this time. And the survivors of C.
sporogenes decreased from 106 cfu/ml to 103 cfu/ml.
We showed the possibility that thermotolerant spores
were able to sterilize using PBII apparatus without
hydrogen peroxide at a low temperature. It is thought
that this result shows the possibility of the
development of a novel food sterilizer.
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Simulation of ion implantation for Si using TCAD
Takuma Adachi, Yuki Hirota, Yosuke Nakaguchi, Kota Takahama, Koji Mukai,
Masayuki Yamauchi, Nobuharu Okamitsu, Takeshi Tanaka
To realize further high performance in semiconductor devices, the development of efficient
processes and a reduction in the number of trial productions are indispensable. Therefore, the
orientation of development plans and a reduction in trial production by using TCAD (Technology
Computer Aided Design) are expected. In this study, the simulation of ion implantation for Si using
TCAD were performed. Especially, the distribution of the impurity in Si was changed from deep to
shallow area with the increase of tilt angle of ion implantation.
TCAD симулация на йонно имплантиране в Si (Т. Адачи, Ю. Хитора, Ю. Накагучи, К.
Такахама, К. Мукай, М. Ямаучи, Н. Окамитсу, Т. Танака). За да се реализира допълнително
висока производителност в полупроводникови устройства, развитието на ефективни процеси
и намаляване на броя на пробните продукции са незаменими. Затова се очаква ориентацията
на планове за развитие и намаляване на производството изпитание с помощта TCAD
(Technology Computer Aided Design). В това проучване, са извършени симулации на
имплантацията на йони в Si, използвайки TCAD. По-специално, разпределението на примесите
в Si бе променено от дълбока на плитка зона с увеличаването на ъгъла на наклона на
имплантация на йони.

Introduction
Miniaturization of integrated circuits of
semiconductor devices has progressed rapidly in order
to realize high-speed and high-integration and highperformance devices. Each unit of process in this
miniaturize brings with it a number of technical
hurdles that need to be overcome. In addition, the
number of steps in each process unit has increased and
the development period has been lengthened
simultaneously. To shorten the development time of
IC, efficient development of process and a decrease in
the number of trial productions are essential, and the
orientation of a development policy that reduces the
number of trial productions by using TCAD
(Technology Computer Aided Design) simulations are
expected [1]. Moreover, in relation to global
environmental issues, the importance of energy
technology is growing more and more, and
expectation for power electronics is especially high
[2]. In power electronics, power devices play an
important role. Wide-gap semiconductors such as SiC
(silicon carbide) and GaN (gallium nitride) have been
attracting attention as materials for low-loss devices in
recent years. Thus, research on power devices and
appropriate relevant education on power devices are
vital.
There are many education methods regarding
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

circuits and control using power devices; however,
there are only a few education methods that teach
about the manufacturing stages. In addition, detailed
information on the various semiconductor processes,
such as ion implantation and annealing; and on device
structure, such as impurity concentration and device
size in general power devices are not publically
disclosed. This presents a problem with respect to
education on how we deal with these matters.
To solve these problems, we use TCAD in our
education system to nurture technology developers
seeking to understand the complete picture of power
devices. The merit of using TCAD lies in being able
to understand semiconductor processes and device
structures visually as well as their electrical
characteristics. Our goal is to construct an education
system that teaches students not only power device
manufacturing processes but also device structures
and their electrical characteristics. We reported on a
case study using the Sentaurus TCAD package from
Synopsys, Inc. for education on power electronics
with an emphasis on the semiconductor processes of
power devices [3]. For power device of SiC and GaN,
an ion implantation technology using hot ion
implantation is more complex compared with other
processes. First of all, in this paper, the ion
implantation for Si IC was studied using TCAD.
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Ion Implantation
Ion implantation is an essential technique used to
form pn junction in semiconductor. In an ion
implantation, each ionized element is collided at a
high acceleration voltage, causing each element to
move physically. The group 3 element that is used in
ion implantation into silicon substrates is boron (B),
the group 5 element is arsenic (As) or phosphorus (P).
With a group 3 element, silicon becomes p type, while
with a group 5 element, it becomes an n type.
The projection distance (Rp) of the projected range
(R) until implantation of ions eventually stops has a
distribution of individual ions and so is discussed by
_____
taking the mean value (Rp). If the total injection
amount is Q, distribution in the depth direction of the
implanted ions can be approximated by Gaussian
distribution as shown in Fig. 1. ∆Rp is the standard
deviation.
(1)

√ ∆

exp

Fig.3. Relations of wafer and the tilt angle

Fig. 3 shows relations of wafer and tilt angle θ.

∆

N(x)
≅

Concentration

Figure 2 shows the simulation results obtained by
ion-implanting of boron ion as an impurity in a silicon
substrate. In Fig. 2 (a), it can be seen that the boron
ion is implanted into the silicon substrate. In addition,
it can be seen in Fig. 2 (b) that the concentration
distribution is close to a Gaussian distribution.

0.4
∆!"

Q

Surface

Rp

x

(a)0°

Distance

Fig.1. Approximation by Gaussian distribution of ion

Simulation Result of Ion Implantation

Fig.2. a) implantation of Boron ion and (b) graph of boron
concentration
(b)40°
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study this phenomenon in detail, Spread of the
distribution of the impurity for Si at the concentration
of 1.0 x 1016 as a function of the annealing
temperature was shown in Fig. 7.

(c)70°
Fig.4. Impurities distribution after the ion implantation

Using TCAD, it is possible to visually check
impurity distribution in Si (Fig. 4).

Fig.5. The distribution of the impurities of B for Si at
tilting angles of 0 to 60 degree.(Simulation result)

The distribution of the impurities of B for Si at
tilting angles of 0 to 60 was shown in Fig. 5. The
distribution of impurity is shallow at tilting angle of
60 degree. The position of peak at distribution of
impurity was deepen with decreasing the tilting angle.
Two peaks in distribution of impurity for Si was
observed at tilting angle of 0 degree. The phenomenon
of two peaks was caused with the channeling of
impurity ion for Si at 0 degrees.
The impurity concentration as a function of the
depth at annealing temperature of 500 to 850 degree C
was shown in Fig. 6. The temperature dependence of
the anneal process in the range of 500 - 850 degrees C
was observed.
The spread of distribution of impurity was started
at annealing temperature of 700 degree C. And the
spread of distribution of impurity was increased with
the increase of annealing temperature. In order to
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

Fig.6 Impurity concentration as a function of the depth
at annealing temperature of 500 to 850 degree
C.(Simulation results)

Fig.7. Spread of the distribution of the impurity for Si
at the concentration of 1.0 x 10 16 as a function of the
annealing temperature.

The spread of distribution of impurity for Si at the
concentration of 1.0 x 10 16 was also constant till 700
degree C. When it exceeds 700 degree C, the spread
of the distribution was increased with the annealing
temperature till 800 degree C. And the spread of the
distribution of impurity was decreased over 800
degree C. It is for further study the meaning of the
peak of the distribution at 800 ℃.
Conclusions
Miniaturization of integrated circuits of
semiconductor devices has progressed rapidly in order
to realize high-speed and high-integration and highperformance devices. To shorten the development
time of IC, efficient development of process and a
decrease in the number of trial productions are
essential, and the orientation of a development policy
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that reduces the number of trial productions by using
TCAD (Technology Computer Aided Design)
simulations are expected Our goal is to construct an
education system that teaches students not only power
device manufacturing processes but also device
structures and their electrical characteristics. We
reported on a case study using the Sentaurus TCAD
package from Synopsys, Inc. for education on power
electronics with an emphasis on the semiconductor
processes of power devices. For power device of SiC
and GaN, an ion implantation technology using hot
ion implantation is complex compared with other
processes. First of all, in this paper, the ion
implantation for Si IC was studied using TCAD in
detail. It shows the results obtained in this paper as
follows.
1) The distribution of the impurities of B for Si at
tilting angles of 0 to 60 was simulated by using
TCAD. The position of peak at distribution of
impurity was deepen with decreasing the
tilting angle;
2) The phenomena of the channeling in ion
implantation of B for Si was observed by using
TCAD simulation;
3) The spread of distribution of impurity was
observed by annealing at the temperature over
700 degree C.
In the future, the simulation of ion implantation
sophisticated using above mentioned. We are able to
save costs and learning time by using TCAD because
there was no need to actually produce prototype
devices and measurement circuits. In addition, we
were able to build an education system that could
successfully deepen students’ understanding of the
semiconductor manufacturing process as well as the
structures and electrical characteristics of Si integrated
circuits by performing simulations under various
conditions. Our goal will be to build an education
system aimed at high school students and college
students and to introduce it into the education system.
In addition, we want to help nurture technology
developers who can handle TCAD and who have
mastered the overall picture of power devices by
building more specific and practical education
systems.
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One versatile MeV-ion beamline for multiple applications
Udomrat Tippawan, Teerasak Kamwanna, Liangdeng Yu, Saweat Intarasiri,
Nitipon Puttaraksa, Somrit Unai, Somsorn Singkarat
A versatile ion beam line based on a 1.7-MV Tandetron tandem accelerator has been established
at Chiang Mai University, Thailand in a compact manner for multiple-purpose ion beam applications
including analysis, microbeam and implantation. The Tandetron accelerator employs two ion sources,
a duoplasmatron ion source and a sputter ion source, capable of producing light ion species such as
hydrogen and helium for normal ion beam analysis and lithography and heavy species such as carbon
and oxygen for ion implantation and heavy-ion beam analysis. The ion beam analysis techniques
currently available include Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS), RBS/channeling, Elastic
Backscattering (EBS), Particle Induced X-ray Emission (PIXE) and Ionoluminescence (IL) with
assistance of commercial and in-house-developed softwares. Microbeams for MeV-ion beam
lithography are developed utilizing inexpensive programmable aperture and capillary focusing
techniques. Ion beam analysis experiments and applications have been vigorously performed,
especially for novel materials analysis focused on archeological, gemological, biological and forensic
materials besides other conventional materials. Ion beam lithography is applied for fabrication of
microfluidic chips. Heavy ion implantation of local gemstones and semiconductor materials is
operated for enhancement of the gem quality and induction of nanostructure. The success in the beam
line development and applications demonstrates complex technology establishment possible in a
developing country with our limited resources.
Една универсална MeV-ова йоннолъчева линия за множество приложения (У. Типауан,
Т. Камуана, Л. Ю, С. Интарасири, Н. Питаракса, С. Уней, С. Сингкарат). Една
многофункционалнна йонен лъчева линия, базирана на 1.7-MV Tandetron тандем ускорител, е
установена в университета в Chiang Mai, Тайланд, по компактен начин за множество
приложения на йонния лъч, включително анализ, микролъч и имплантиране. Ускорителят
Tandetron работи с два източници на йони, двоен плазматрон и такъв с йонно разпрашване,
способни да произвеждат леки йони като водород и хелий, за нормален йоннолъчев анализ и
литография и тежки йони като въглерод и кислород за йонно имплантиране и тежък
йоннолъчев анализ. Наличните техники за йоннолъчев анализ в момента включват
спектрометрия чрез Ръдърфордово отразено разсейване (RBS), RBS / ченълинг, еластично
отразено разсейване (EBS), индуцирано от частици рентгеново излъчване (PIXE) и
лонолуминисценция (IL), с помощта на търговски софтуери и софтуери собствена
разработка . Микролъчи за MeV-ова йоннолъчева литография са разработени чрез използване
на евтини програмируеми бленди и техники за капилярни фокусиране.Извършени са
експерименти за йонно лъчеви анализи и приложения, особено за анализ на нови материали,
фокусирани върху археологически, гемоложки, биологични и криминалистични материали,
освен другите конвенционални материали. Йонната литография се прилага за производство
на микрофлуидни чипове. Тежко йонно имплантиране на местни скъпоценни камъни и
полупроводникови материали се прилага за повишаване на качеството на скъпоценни камъни и
предизвикването на наноструктури. Успехът в развитието на йоннолъчева линия и нейните
приложения демонстрира, че установяването на сложна технология е възможно в една
развиваща се страна с нашите ограничени ресурси.

Introduction
The laboratory of Plasma and Beam Physics
Research Facility (PBP), formerly Fast Neutron
334

Research Facility (FNRF), was established four
decades ago at Chiang Mai University (CMU),
Thailand [1]. The laboratory originated from a 150 “E+E”, 5-6/2016

kV nanosecond-pulsed fast neutron generator for
neutron scattering analysis [2] and later on it has been
developed into a comprehensive ion beam and plasma
technology research unit equipped with a series of ion
accelerators/implanters and plasma facilities. Its main
mission is to promote the research projects related to
accelerator technology applications for fulfilling
homeland needs of having more qualified young
physicists and useful technological spin-offs. On the
basis of previous work on neutron analysis, detector
techniques, ion beam and plasma modification of
materials, and LINAC - based electron beam with
intensive x-ray generation, the laboratory has recently
developed, with our limited resources, an acceleratorbased versatile compact ion beam line for multipurpose applications including ion beam analysis, ion
beam lithography and ion implantation. Such an
advanced technology development was aimed at
promoting Thai local research in the field of nuclear
and accelerator technologies to catching up with the
world-level research pace.
Facility
As shown in Figure 1, the entire accelerator and
beam line (donated by the Chalmers University of
Technology in Gothenburg, Sweden) consist of an ion
source terminal which includes two ion sources, a
duoplasmatron ion source (Peabody Scientific) and a
Cs sputter ion source (Peabody Scientific), a
switching magnet with two entrances and one exit, a
low-energy ion implantation chamber, the accelerator
including the high-voltage supply, the postacceleration beam transportation line including a 30°
mass analyzing magnet and quadrupole lenses, and an
ion-beam analysis and lithography chamber. The
duoplasmatron ion source allows the extraction of
alpha particles and protons and the negative ion
sputter source capable of producing heavy species.
The ions extracted from the ion source by 30 kV can
be applied for ion implantation at the small target
chamber right after the switching magnet. The tandem
accelerator has a terminal voltage up to 1.7 MV. At
the terminal electrode, a nitrogen gas stripper converts
negative ions to positive ones and allows a second
acceleration of the ions with the same voltage. The
accelerated ions are transported in the beam line
through focusing lenses and the mass analyzing
magnet to enter the main target chamber.
The end-station chamber, which has been greatly
upgraded by ourselves from the original design when
it was used in Sweden, contains a sample stage on a 2D translatable and 3-D rotatable goniometer, and
detectors such as SSB (silicon surface barrier)
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detector, Si(Li) detector and optical fibers for
Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS),
Elastic non-Rutherford Backscattering (EBS), Particle
Induced
X-ray
Emission
(PIXE)
and
Ionoluminescence (IL) analyses, respectively. Figure
2 shows the arrangement of the detecting and
associated devices. The incident beam intensity ranges
between 0.1 and 200 nA, depending on the energy and
type of ions and can be controlled by several
parameters such as stripper gas pressure, quadrupole
triplet and collimators. The beam spot size is about 2
mm in diameter when focused by the quadrupole
triplet lens and 1 mm when controlled by beam
entrance apertures. The sample holder is electrically
isolated from the chamber and acts as a Faraday cup.
Two permanent magnets are placed in parallel in front
of the sample holder as a secondary electrons
suppressor, in order to have an accurate measurement
of the charge. For RBS analysis, backscattered ions
from samples are detected by the SSB detector which
can be adjusted up to 170° with respect to the beam
direction. The detector has 25 mm2 active area, 100
µm thick silicon crystal and an energy resolution of 12
keV at FWHM (full width at half maximum). The
SSB detector was calibrated with RBS measurement
of a standard sample of thin layer of Cu, Ag and Au
sequentially deposited on Si substrate. The
spectrometer was calibrated using a HG-1 mercury
argon calibration source [3]. For PIXE measurements,
the sample is irradiated with 2-MeV proton beam with
a current of 5 - 10 nA. Characteristic X-rays are
induced and detected by a Si (Li) detector kept at an
angle of 120o relative to the beam direction. A mylar
foil (74 µm thickness with 0.38% relative hole area) is
placed in front of the Si (Li) detector in order to
reduce the counting rate caused by impurities with
low atomic numbers. The active area of the detector is
30 mm2. The Si (Li) detector calibration was
performed using the X-rays of a 109Cd radioactive
source. The energy resolution of the detection system
is estimated from the FWHM of the Fe Kα peak at 6.4
keV to be 180 ± 10 eV. An electronic scheme,
consisting of preamplifier, amplifier and multichannel
analyser (MCA), is used to acquisit spectra, which are
transferred to a PC. Finally, from the amount of
characteristic X-rays, the concentration of each
element is determined by using version 2.0 of the
Guelph PIXE software package GUPIXWIN. For
PIXE measurements on insulating samples, an
electron shower placed closely in front of the sample
is used to neutralize the charge build-up on the
sample. In the PIXE measurement calibration, SRMs
(standard reference materials) SRM 610 Trace
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the beam line of the 1.7-MV Tandetron accelerator for ion beam analysis at PBP,
CMU. The beam line length is about 10 m.

Fig. 2. The analysis chamber at the target terminal of the 1.7-MV Tandetron accelerator bema line. Left: schematic
of top view. Right: photograph of the inside.

Fig. 3. Programmable L-shape micro-aperture system which is entirely installed inside the IBA chamber of the IBA
beam line. (a) Schematic of the in-situ beam fluence monitoring system. (b) A photograph of the aperture positioning
system with a close-up view at the right.
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Elements in Glass Matrix [4] were analyzed as a
quality control. Table 1 shows the certified and
experimental values of the elemental composition,
obtained by using 2 MeV protons and Mylar “funny
filter” [5] in front of the Si (Li) detector for the most
necessary elements in one run. The measurement
demonstrates the accuracy of the experimental setup
to be within ±10%. For IL measurements, an
additional 1000 µm core HOH-UV (high OH, or
hydroxyl, content for ultraviolet) optical fiber situated
at 150° relative to the beam direction is used to allow
simultaneous measurements with PIXE.
Table 1
Comparison of the certified and experimental values of
support matrix (%) and trace elements (ppm) of SRM 610
Major
matrix

Certified
value

Exp.
Value

Traces

Certified
value

Exp.
Value

SiO2

72

73.08

Fe

458±9

416.7

CaO

12

11.58

Mn

485±10

456.2

Na2O

14

13.14

Ni

458.7±4

437.7

Al2O3

2

2.20

Sr

515.5±0.5

506.8

Th

457.2±1.2

493.8

Pb

426±1

455.5

Rb

425.7±0.8

391.6

U

461.5±1.1

507.1

For micro-beam lithography, systems of a
programmable L-shape micro-aperture [6] and a
tapered glass micro-capillary [7] have been developed
and installed in the chamber, as shown in Figs. 3 and
4. Traditionally development of micro-beam
technology replies on quadrupole triplet focusing lens
system. However, this sort of focusing system is
generally expensive and requires high stability of a
power supply system. Due to our limited resources
and locally practical power supply quality, we have to
choose the inexpensive and simpler micro-aperture
and micro-capillary systems as alternatives. The
aperture system is capable of varying the aperture size
down to 1 µm in minimum by full computer controls
of beam fluence monitoring and pattern writing. The
capillary system is equipped with an in-house-made
glass capillary with a µm-exit. Cooperating with X-Y
translations of the sample stage, both systems allow
micro-beam scanning and thus lithography possible.
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

Fig. 4. Tapered glass micro-capillary beam focusing
system system which is entirely installed inside the IBA
chamber of the IBA beam line. (a) Schematic diagram of
the system. (b) A photograph of the system. (c) and (d)
Close-ups of the capillary holder.

Pre-amplifier and amplifier from Canberra and
Tennelec are used to amplify the signals from the
detectors. After the amplification the signal is
delivered through a coaxial cable to a multi-channel
analyzer (MCA, made by Ortec), where spectra are
acquired with the MAESTRO code. For RBS and
EBS measurements, the obtained backscattering
spectra are analyzed with SIMNRA code [9]. The
GUPIXWIN software is used to fit and simulate PIXE
spectra [10]. For IL measurements, the optical fiber
leads the emitted light to an Ocean Optic S2000
Spectrometer. The spectrometer is colligated to a
computer where spectra are acquired with the
OOIBase32 Ocean Optics software [11]. Some housedeveloped programs are also applied to assist in the
data analysis such as extracting implanted ions depth
profiles in complicated conditions.
Applications
Ion beam analysis
Ion beam analysis has been the main task of the
beam line. Various samples of materials, from
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conventional to novel, have been analyzed using the
various analysis techniques. Besides conventional
analysis techniques, advanced techniques are also
being developed. Here are examples.
- Conventional materials
Traditional RBS technique was used for
investigation of the thickness and composition of Fdoped SnO2 thin films [12] and amorphous ITO
(indium-tin oxide) films [13]. Special RBS analysis
was applied to determine concentration distributions
of implanted lighter carbon ions in heavier silicon
wafers with assistance of in-house-developed
programs [14], as shown in Fig. 5, based on analyzing
the deficient part of the RBS spectrum.

Fig. 5. Special RBS analysis of the concentration
distribution of lighter carbon ions implanted in heavier
silicon wafer for study of ion beam synthesis of silicon
carbide crystal. (a) RBS spectra from a Si wafer sample
implanted by C ions at 40-keV energy to a fluence of 6.5 ×
1017 ions/cm2, measured by 2.13 - MeV He++ beam. (b)
Carbon concentration distribution as a function of depth in
as-implanted Si, extracted from the RBS spectrum shown in
(a) by the self-developed program. The inset is a PROFILEcode calculated C-ion depth profile in Si.
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Fig. 6. 2.2 - MeV proton beam analyzed EBS spectra of PtC nanofilms on Si with different ratios of Pt/C, deposited
using the dual vacuum cathodic arc technique.

RBS/channelling was employed to analyze the
crystalline quality of β-SiC formed by ion beam
synthesis [15]. EBS, as a particularly powerful method
of analyzing lighter elements in heavier matrix, was
applied to analyze compositions of Pt-C nanofilms on
Si deposited by the dual cathodic vacuum arc
deposition (CVAD) technique. Carbon was clearly
identified and quantified by EBS, as shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 7. Example of PIXE analysis of ion-beam-induced rice
mutant seeds. (a) Photograph of the local purple rice seeds
of both control and various mutants on the sample holder.
(b) A PIXE spectrum showing the mineral contents. The
inset is a comparison in the analyzed Ca contents for
various rice mutants and the control (the left one).
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- Biological materials
Ion beam biotechnology has been emphatically
developed in the laboratory. Various mutations of
local rice have been achieved to improve the rice
qualities [16]. One of the qualities was nutrient
minerals contents in the rice grains. PIXE was applied
to analyze the mineral elements of the rice mutant
seeds. For the analysis, dry rice seeds were placed in
the sample holder in the vacuum chamber and PIXE
spectra from various seeds including M - 3 generation
mutants and control provided clearly a quantitative
mineral contents comparison, as shown in Figure 7,
for researchers to screen the optimal ion-beammutation conditions.
- Gemmological materials
Ion beam has been recently explored to apply in
modification and analysis of gemstones in the
laboratory. PIXE sensitively detected trace elements
for species and concentration and thus told differences
among gemstones from different locations in the
world or between natural and synthetic gems or
among different types of the stones. Figure 8a shows
PIXE spectra from the local gemstones and difference
in the impurity elements between natural sapphire and
ruby and Figure 8b demonstrates an application of
PIXE analysis to distinguish different gemstone
origins.
- Archaeological materials
Various local archaeological articles were analyzed
using PIXE. Ancient decorative and craft glasses of
ATG (Ancient Thai Glass), Lanna - period glass and
ancient glass beads, Thai amulets and ancient rice
were analyzed [17 - 22] to reveal the material
compositions and understand their fabrication
processes. PIXE was also applied for ancient material
age analysis. In the analysis, local ancient burnt clay
from antiques and broken brick and tile pieces from
ancient buildings were first grounded into powder and
then pressed to disks as samples. Figure 9 shows an
example of the analysis. The formula for half-life
exponential decay is N(t) = N0exp(-t/τ), where N0 is
the original quantity of the substance, N(t) is the
quantity at time or age t, and τ is the mean lifetime,
which is related to the half-life t½ by t½ = τ ln2. From
many elements detected, Ac was the most appropriate
and useable element of the decaying object and hence
selected for the calculation. From the tabulated data,
t½ of Ac is known about 22 y and so τAc ≈ 31 y. The
age of one material was given by the customer and
thus it was used as the reference for other material
ages calculation from the concentrations of the known
and unknown ages materials measured from PIXE
spectra. Our calculated ages of the ancient materials
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

were in good agreement with the customer’s estimates
from their archaeological investigation.

Fig. 8. Examples of PIXE analysis of gemstones. (a) PIXE
spectra applied for trace element analysis of local natural
sapphire (up) and ruby (low). The insets are the gemstone
samples analyzed. Sample size: about several mm in
diameter. (b) Relation between the ratios of Cr/Ga and
Fe/Ti concentrations analyzed by PIXE for various origins
of gemstones.

- Forensic materials
PIXE was applied to analyze forensic materials.
For example, as shown in Fig. 10, the PIXE spectrum
from a tape sample taken from a suspect hand
revealed gun explosive powder residues such as
various metal elements. The result could expose the
criminal.
- Nanomaterials
IL was used for characterization of the formation
of high quality single-crystalline ZnO nanobelts which
were synthesized in house from the peak at 389 nm
which was due to the exciton-exicton emission (P
line) [23], as shown in Fig. 11.
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measurement of MeV carbon - ion PIXE cross
sections for comparison with the cross section of
proton PIXE.

Fig. 11. IL spectrum to characterize the formation of high
quality single-crystalline ZnO nanobelts deposited on Cu
substrate. The peak at 389 nm is due to the exciton-exciton
emission and the evidence of high quality of ZnO nanobelts.
Fig. 9. Example of PIXE analysis of ancient material ages.
Ac content against stable K (left) and Ti (right) measured
from the PIXE spectrum of the ancient burnt clay samples
for the age estimation.

Fig. 10. PIXE spectrum revealing gun-shot residues on the
hand of a suspect.

- MeV heavy-ion PIXE
Compared with proton PIXE, heavy ion PIXE has
advantages such as larger scattering cross section and
larger stopping cross section [24] and so higher
sensitivity. The technique has been applied to analyze
not only solid metals [25] but also biological soft
materials [26]. In catching up with the new
international development, we have started a study on
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Fig. 12. Comparison in PIXE spectra between using 1 MeV carbon ion beam and proton beam in Fe and Cu,
respectively.
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Fig. 12 shows an example of a comparison in the
PIXE spectra between C-ion PIXE and proton PIXE.
The spectra were measured for the ion beams at the
same energy, 1 MeV, in the same datum acquisition
time duration, 1.000 seconds. It is well known that for
proton PIXE the ion beam energy should be at least 2
MeV. Therefore, at 1 MeV the proton PIXE spectra
could hardly be acquired. In contrast with this, 1 MeV C-ion PIXE spectra could be easily obtained.
The huge difference in the yields demonstrates the
cross section of heavy C-ion PIXE significantly higher
than that of the light proton PIXE by orders.

shown in Fig. 15. With using the small target chamber
immediately after the switching magnet, low - energy
implantation of unconventional ion species which
were produced from the sputter source was operated,
such as oxygen and metal ion implantation in
gemstone samples developed as a novel gemstone
treatment method to compete with and replace
traditional heat treatment to improve the material
gemological quality and hence the market values.

Lithography
Both programmed L - shaped aperture and tapered
glass capillary systems were applied to proton
microbeam lithography. The materials irradiated
included either positive tone or negative tone poly
(methyl
methacrylate)
(PMMA),
poly
(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) and amorphous silica
(SiO2). Exposure characteristics of the materials to the
microbeam were studied for fluence conditions
satisfying production of good quality microstructures.
Experimental results showed that the aperture edge
scattering did not significantly affect the pattern edge
sharpness [27] so that the pattern quality could be
guaranteed. PMMA transformation was observed such
that at the threshold fluence of 3.5 × 1014 ions/cm2 for
2 - MeV proton beam the polymer transformed from a
positive to a negative resist [28]. Applications were
focused on fabrication of microfluidic device patterns,
as shown in Figs. 13 and 14.

Fig. 13. SEM images of the programmed L-shaped aperture
fabricated lithographic patterns. (a) A cell-organelle
sorting device. (b) A close-up of ~ 1.6 µm channel width in
(a). (c) 20 µm wide grooves. (d) 40 µm square arrays.

Ion implantation
Ion implantation could be carried out in two
chambers with different ion energy conditions in the
beam line. For ion implantation using the main
chamber at the end station the ion energy could be an
order higher than that using the smaller chamber just
after the switching magnet. Multi-energy C-ion
implantation in Si single crystals was carried out using
the main chamber for achieving a broad carbon profile
buried beneath the Si surface to synthesize a silicon
carbide layer in Si wafer. C-ions at energy of 300,
400, 500 and 600 keV were implanted in <100> Si
wafers in either an energy - increasing or an energy
decreasing sequence, respectively to investigate the
effect from the implanting sequence on the buried
carbon profile width. The implanted C-ion profiles
were analyzed using RBS and showed that multi energy C-ion implantation using the energy decreasing sequence produced a broader C-ion depth
profile than using the energy increasing sequence, as
“E+E”, 5-6/2016

Fig. 14. Demonstration of microcapillary in proton
microbeam lithography. (a) A photo of the tapered glass
microcapillary used. (b) An original pattern designed by
freehand writing via home-developed drawing software. (c)
An optical microscope image of the developed pattern
which was transferred from (b) onto PMMA film by proton
beam writing through the capillary in (a).

Conclusions
The ion beam analysis center uniquely in the
ASEAN region has been established based on a 1.7
MV Tandetrom tandem accelerator at Chiang Mai
University, Thailand. The IBA center has developed
and applied useful ion beam analysis techniques such
as RBS, RBS/channeling, EBS, PIXE, IL, and
microbeam mapping for applications in various fields.
Novel material analyses have been carried out for
341

characterizations of ion – beam – induced local rice
mutants, gemstones, archaeological articles and
ancient materials, nanomaterials and forensic
materials. Practices of the ion beam analysis
techniques have demonstrated the professional
applicability of the IBA center to serve regional and
national scientific researches.
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